Déjà vu: Part 3
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With a firm grip on her neck, the Goa'uld dragged Vala's naked body down the corridor
and into a nearby elevator. She struggled against his iron hold while trying to keep her balance as
the man hurriedly walked her into the concealed booth. When the doors slid shut he pinned her
against the wall with one hand on her neck and used the other to punch the level 19 button.
"Where…are… you…taking…me?" Vala struggled to ask.
"Be silent if you want to remain conscious," the man said, his voice once again Human,
but lacking the Chinese accent. He applied additional pressure to her trachea to reinforce the
point and Vala had little choice but to comply as the elevator slowly rose upward.
With the little oxygen getting to her brain, Vala still had enough wherewithal to mentally
curse the Goa'uld for pressing her bare butt up against the cold metal wall as well as come to the
conclusion that she was in real trouble this time. If the Goa'uld had a hand in the problems on
Earth, then her recognizing the infiltrator for who he was meant that she had to die, else their
secret would get out…assuming there was more than one of them.
As she pondered that thought the elevator finally arrived at its destination and the
Chinese man dragged her into another long hallway…this one with four guards stationed nearby.
"Take her," he ordered them in the bizarre Tauri language.
The four men cautiously stepped forward and grabbed both her arms as she finally gave
up struggling, happy just to be able to breathe freely. They pulled her into a large room on the
left and strapped her down onto what Vala recognized as an interrogation table.
"Make sure they're tight," the Chinese/Goa'uld ordered. "She's a slippery one."
"Ow!" Vala protested as they cut off part of the circulation in her right wrist, then moved
onto her left before tying down her legs and finishing with an abdominal clamp.
When the guards finished, one of them tested the bonds and nodded to confirm their
quality.
"Alert medical to see to the two idiots in her cell," he ordered, signaling for them to leave.
"And tell them they're removed from active duty until I determine an adequate punishment."
"Yes, sir," the highest ranking guard said, bowing his head as he stepped by his superior.
He turned about after the others had exited and shut the door on his way out.
"So what now?" Vala asked. "You going to pump me for information?" she said tongue
in cheek.
"Who were you host to?" he asked without preamble, his voice once against tinged with
the Goa'uld ambiance.
Vala laid her head back down on the table and looked at the ceiling. "Do you really need
to know?"

He raised an eyebrow and began to pace slowly around the table on which Vala was
restrained. "I suppose it's trivial information at that, but one does not easily escape the grasp of
their master. Do you have the Tok'ra to thank, or the perhaps the Asgard?"
"The Tok'ra, if you must know," Vala offered.
The Goa'uld nodded slowly. "I was aware that your companion was once blended with a
Tok'ra, and had taken precautions to avoid any interaction…but I was not informed that you also
possessed the latent detection ability."
"Well don't feel too badly," Vala responded pithily, "peons aren't supposed to know
everything."
"It's an oversight that shouldn't have been made," he said, ignoring both her insult and
her pathetic ploy to gather information as to their numbers, "and it puts me in an awkward
position."
"Sorry to be an inconvenience."
"Oh, I'm afraid it's more serious than that, my dear," he said, running a finger down the
length of her right leg. "I can't let you return to the Tauri as I'd planned."
"Planned?" Vala asked, a bit surprised.
"Your team is a valued asset of ours, one which we are hesitant to waste…though present
events seem to have made the decision for us."
"What are you waiting for then? Or do you plan to have some fun with me first?"
"I suppose it's not a total loss. Teal'c will still survive, wherever he is, though his
allegiance to the Tauri may waver if SG-1 is killed. Where is he, by the way?"
"You tell me," Vala countered, covering her surprise. She'd assumed he'd been captured
too. "If we're really working for you, then you must know what mission Teal'c was sent on…or
are you over exaggerating your level of influence on Earth?" she said, tilting her head to the side
to glare at him.
"We're kept well informed, as you would suspect, but given the remote location of this
facility I'm not always kept in the loop with regards to the most recent intel."
"What are you doing out here anyway?" Vala asked loudly, switching her tone from scorn
to curious. "I know you're trying to set up a Chinese Empire, but what does it gain you? The
United States is clearly the power broker in the whole international arrangement."
"And they have the most effective anti-symbiot detection systems," he countered. "The
Chinese, however, are not so diligent."
"The proverbial weak link," Vala said, exasperated.
"Them and others…" the Goa'uld commented, beginning to boast a little. "Any direct
takeover, however, would still be discovered and is therefore out of the question. Our
predecessors failed to realize that all species must, at some point, adapt in order to survive…the
Goa'uld are not exempt from this fact. Those that refused to change were killed either in the
Jaffa revolt or later by the Tok'ra hunters," he said with ample disgust. "The rest of us have
learned to take a…lesser approach to dealing with the Tauri."
"Backroom manipulation…," Vala said, understanding.
The Goa'uld shook his head. "Not even that. The Tauri have proven to be of a similar
disposition to ourselves on the whole…though exceedingly amateuristic to say the least. Their
deviousness is to be admired in that it makes manipulating them all the easier. We needn't make
radical changes to their planet, only a few carefully placed minor corrections here and there as
the need arises. For the time being we can sit back, relax, and let your planet take all the risks."

"How convenient for you," Vala said, her stomach lurching as she realized how right he
was. There were good people on Earth, she wouldn't have allied with them if there
weren't…unless they had something valuable to steal…but a lot of the sniveling, suit-wearing
cowards that ran the governments of Earth's nations did in fact mirror the Goa'uld, though in a
slightly less intimidating fashion.
In particular the I.O.A. matched up eerily well. They gave orders and sat back in safety as
they watched others carry them out, often with disastrous results. The whole mission to the Ori
galaxy and the replicator debacle rose to mind easy enough.
They also blamed others for their own failure, often preying on those who did the dirty
work in a sacrificial offering to save their own asses. Earth's nations were also constantly
bickering and sometimes even fighting each other, much as the Goa'uld had before the Jaffa
rebellion and the recent incident with the Ark of Truth had "Goa'uld" written all over it.
The more Vala thought through her short history on Earth the more she regrettably agreed
with the snakehead.
"So what's the end goal?" she asked. "Galactic domination all over again? Same old,
same old?"
"Not quite," the Goa'uld said as he paced around the table where she was restrained. "But
we're getting ahead of ourselves…the question at the moment is what to do with you, my dear."
"I vote for letting me go," Vala said sarcastically.
"Democracy is so pathetic," the Goa'uld said, stopping his walk near the door. "However,
sometimes it is necessary to…consult with others."
He opened the latch on the heavy metal door but refrained from pulling it open. He
turned back to look at Vala. "Now, be a good girl and stay put while I'm gone. I promise I won't
be long," he said with a wry smile before opening the door and stepping out. He said a few words
in Chinese to the guards and the door closed with a clank, leaving Vala alone, restrained, and
nude in the interrogation room.
"Ok…now how am I going to get my sorry ass out of this one," she said aloud as she
considered her options.
Jack walked out of the event horizon into a small clearing of dirt surrounded by woods. A
pile of melted stone stood several meters out from the gate, but nothing else was visible save for
trees, trees, and more trees.
"Ok," O'Neill said as the stargate shut down behind him as his boots dug into the soft,
dark dirt, "smart money says to dial another address so they can't follow…but that's what they'll
expect me to do. They send some four-eyes to dig through the DHD and find the planet I gated
to…so I need to gate out again three, four, maybe five times to lose my trail for good."
Jack cringed. He wasn't actually sure how well they could track him, nor how many times
it would take before he truly lost them.
"Or…I can lay low here and see if anyone comes after me. They'll think I was smart and
gated somewhere else," he said with a nod. "Sounds like a plan," he said, clapping and rubbing
his hands together in anticipation. "Time for a nap."
Jack looked around and picked a direction. He walked into the forest and found sufficient
cover to shield himself from view of the stargate but not so far as to not be able to hear an
incoming wormhole. He spied a thick, toppled tree trunk and climbed over to the opposite side.
"This will do," he said, sitting down and unpacking some of his supplies. He didn't know
how long he'd be here, or out here in general, so he'd packed away as many foodstuffs as he

could fit into his backpack. One thing was sure…he couldn't go back to Earth for supplies
anytime soon, and frankly he didn't know if he'd even want to if things changed back home. Of
all the times he and SG-1 had saved their assess…
SG-1.
He didn't know where they were or how to find them and felt a pang of guilt for not being
able to let them know what was going on…or even to say goodbye. Daniel, he knew, was on
Atlantis. Maybe he'd find his way there eventually, but for right now he just needed to rest and
clear his head. The stress and confusion that he'd endured ever since being promoted to General
felt like a railroad spike had been pounded into his skull…and now it was painfully starting to
pull free.
He wondered where he'd gone wrong. Maybe he never should have accepted promotion,
but then again they'd have probably ended up with some scrub replacing Hammond and Jack
would have had to go into retirement just to stay sane…either that or end up court-martialed. No,
he had to take the job…but did it really have to end up like this?
"That's the last 'yes, sir' they'll be getting out of me," Jack mumbled as he laid down next
to the log, resting his head on his pack. Within a couple of minutes he was out cold, getting a
long overdue rest.
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Jack woke with a start. The sounds of activating chevrons on the stargate stood out
amongst the subtle din of forest sounds. The calm air made the sound stand out even more, loud
and clear enough to wake Jack from his hazy nap. His mind caught up with reality just before the
gate activated and he heard the kawoosh as he blinked his eyes open. He swiped a thread of drool
out of the corner of his mouth and stared at it for a moment as he got his bearings, then wiped it
off on his pant leg.
He sat up behind the log and twisted a stiff neck in the direction of the sound…
Suddenly he was fully awake as he saw the gate suspended horizontal in the air above a
mechanical arm stretching up from the ground.
"Where the hell did you send me, Walter?" Jack mumbled as he pulled on his pack and
fingered his P-90.
A few seconds later a faint rumble/whine drifted over the treetops from what Jack
guessed was the west, based on the direction of the planet's sun. It grew in volume until a
rectangular ship appeared over the gap in the forest surrounding the gate.
It took up position over the event horizon and opened a concealed bay on the underside of
the ship. A moment later a long, thick stream of grain poured out into the puddle, emptying the
hold of the Aschen harvester.
"Oh, crap," Jack said aloud as he looked around the area to make sure he was alone. "I
gotta get out of here."
The grain falling from the harvester shown a golden brown in the heavy sunlight, but
Jack saw blue highlights intermittently and frowned.
Blue corn?
As the last bits fell through the stargate, Jack noticed the same blue highlights reflecting
off the ship…coming somewhere from above. He couldn't see anything above him, save for tree
leaves, but the pattern of flashing resembled weapons fire.
Was someone fighting the Aschen? he wondered.
The stargate deactivated as the harvester drifted off back to whatever field it had come
from and the giant mechanical arm pulled the ring back into its usual standing position. The arm
disappeared somewhere beneath the gate and all appeared as it had been before. The DHD was
beside the gate and easily accessible.
Wait, Jack cautioned himself. He needed to let the harvester get farther away…and he
needed to find another address to dial.
Jack slipped his pack off and dug out the full list of stargate addresses that Walter had
given him.
"Let's see what we've got here," he said as he scanned through the alphanumerical
numbering system. Fortunately there was another column off to the right side of the list with the
formal planet names and/or descriptions.

"Ah," he said, spying an old address, "haven't seen her in a while. Couldn't hurt to stop in
for a visit, share some laughs, get a fresh cooked meal…and figure out what the hell I'm going to
do with myself."
Jack folded the paper back so his designated address and a few others were the only ones
showing. He palmed the paper in his left hand while his right feathered the trigger of his weapon.
He didn't think anyone was around, but he was feeling jittery, and if that really was weapons
fire…
Jack got up from cover and made it three steps past the log when a large sonic boom
shook him to the bone. He glanced up out of reflex but still couldn't see through the forest
canopy. He glanced around the perimeter quickly, then jogged out into the clearing around the
gate and looked up.
Hundreds of small dots smothered the sky around four large ships of some sort. They all
looked black against the pale blue sky, but he could have swore he saw a blue bolt pass between
two of them.
Silently one of the large black dots exploded into a debris cloud. A few long seconds later
and a loud bang shook the forest for a second time.
"That's some firepower," Jack said in awe, squinting to see better.
He stood transfixed for several minutes, watching the battle overhead. Despite the danger
of the situation, Jack wanted to see what happened. The Aschen had nearly destroyed every
living thing on Earth…and it looked like someone was kicking their ass.
When there was only one large ship remaining the swarm of small dots began to thin.
Whoever this was, was mopping up the little guys before they did whatever it was they were here
to do.
Jack figured it was his time to leave.
He walked casually over to the DHD and began to dial the address he held in his palm.
He got through half the symbols before a large shadow covered the clearing. The light source
reappeared immediately as the remaining ship passed between O'Neill and the sun.
Jack paused and looked up. The black blot was getting bigger, which meant it was
coming closer to the surface…but not quite towards him. Never the less, it was beginning to take
shape. After a long minute the hammerhead silhouette disappeared beneath the horizon off to the
west.
"No way," Jack said breathlessly.
"Colonel Mitchell," a voice echoed through Cam's cell.
"Teal'c?" Cam asked, setting up on the floor. He didn't see anyone.
"I am here," the Jaffa's voice said from outside the cell bars.
"Am I glad to see…hear you," Cam said, jumping to his feet. "Don't suppose you have
the key?"
"I have my staff weapon, but firing it will alert the guards further down the hall. I have
spotted at least three on this level."
"How did you get away?" Cam asked, grabbing the bars to lean on.
"I was rendered unconscious with the rest of you…but I remained cloaked. I was
fortunate they did not discover me."
"Or trip over you," Cam added. "So…what's the plan," he whispered.
"I can free you," Teal'c offered, "but I have yet to locate the others. This facility appears
to be quite large with many levels. I have searched five. You are the first I have found."

"I haven't seen or heard from anyone since I passed out," Cam told the invisible Jaffa.
"Do you have any idea what's going on?"
"None."
"Alright...," Cam said reluctantly. "Leave me here and find the others."
"I will return as quickly as possible, Colonel Mitchell."
"And be careful. If you get caught we're screwed."
Nobody answered him. Apparently Teal'c had already left.
"Wastes no time," Cam said to himself, approving. "Typical Teal'c."
The Goa'uld left the interrogation chamber and traveled down to the bottom of the
elevator shaft and exited on level 56, buried deep within the planet's bedrock. He walked down a
short, empty hallway and opened a door onto a maintenance catwalk that spanned a large, pipefilled room that accommodated the facility's sewage and water recycling systems, geothermal
power tap, and air conditioning system.
The door swung shut with a click and left him alone in the monstrous level. No one ever
came down here except when something malfunctioned…and with the modifications the Goa'uld
had surreptitiously made to the design blueprints such malfunctions were few and far between,
making it a suitable place to hide the entrance to the secret chamber.
The Goa'uld entered a code into a simple numerical keypad on the access panel of one of
the power transfer control boxes and received an error tone for an incorrect sequence.
On the opposite wall a bare section of concrete slid out and aside, revealing a narrow
passage which the Goa'uld quickly entered, tapping an interior 'close' button as he passed
through. The thick panel retracted and resealed with the seam all but disappearing into the white
concrete grain pattern.
A few steps later and the passage opened into a high, octagonal room. On the left was a
staircase rising up around the circumference to a pair of higher levels with offshoots into the
bedrock. On the bottom floor was a Goa'uld-style control console set below a large display
screen.
The Goa'uld walked across to the platform and placed his hand into the glowing niche.
He felt the rudimentary mental link establish and called up the recent status reports from
offworld.
"Hmmn," he mumbled as he read through the report on the relocation of the Tauri
stargate. "That went smoother than I expected…though they managed to alienate O'Neill in the
process. Sloppy," he said disapprovingly.
O'Neill's influence with Bra'tac and his Ancient-enhanced Jaffa was a key element in
their efforts to escape retribution for current and future actions, ostensibly on the part of Earth's
natural inhabitants. Losing him would mean they'd have to tread more carefully, lest they risk a
reprisal. Moreover, if O'Neill relayed information of the events on Earth to Bra'tac personally,
then they could be looking at a Jaffa invasion to restore order to the planet, which would set back
their efforts considerably.
"Never give a Human a task that requires intelligence," he grumbled.
Still, if somehow they were able to lay low and avoid immediate retribution then the
relocation of the stargate to their facility in Egypt would be a significant boon to their efforts to
set up a Tauri empire across the worlds that were once held by the Goa'uld. If they were very
lucky, then this blunder could work to their advantage.

The Goa'uld rubbed the stubble on his chin thoughtfully. If the new SGC had gone
online, then SG-1's value had to be reevaluated. It was questionable whether or not they would
cooperate, retire, or act as a burr against their efforts. Perhaps it would be better if they just
disappeared anonymously…
With a few select thoughts the Goa'uld activated the long range communication system.
A large globe rose up from the floor on his left and he turned to face it. A few moments delay
followed before a woman's face and torso appeared.
"Yes?" she asked passively. Her voice resonated in typical Goa'uld fashion.
"SG-1 managed to track down the Chinese facility. They were captured upon entry,
unharmed, but the dark-haired female identified me. No one told me she was a former Host."
The female Goa'uld frowned angrily. "You know we cannot allow even the slightest
breach," she admonished him. "Kill them immediately."
"I have them isolated from each other," he told her. "Only the dark-haired one knows. Do
we really want to squander the entire team if not necessary?"
"They are obsolete," she said with finality. "Now that we control the Chappa'ai, we need
to remove the dissentious elements and replace them with the ignorant…you know the method."
"I do, but I would caution against wasting valuable resources. Their personal ties to
Bra'tac may be of use as a shield against retaliation. Not to mention this new Ancient if he truly
originated from Earth."
"You overestimate their worth. Their absence is far more valuable to future operations.
Dispose of them at once."
The male Goa'uld bowed his head. "Yes, my queen."
The transmission cut off from the other end and the sphere retracted back into the floor.
The Goa'uld stood there for a long time afterwards, thinking.
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A thought shook Jack out of his reverie and he fingered the radio attached to his vest.
"This is General Jack O'Neill of Earth calling the Asgard ship above the planet. Please
respond…"
He looked around as he waited for a reply, noticing his half finished address on the
dialing device. He punched in the last few symbols but refrained from touching the activation
sphere.
"Repeating…this is Jack O'Neill, personal friend of Supreme Commander Thor, calling
the Asgard ship that just butt-checked the Aschen fleet. I would really like to talk to you guys if
you can spare a minute…"
Jack let go of the transmit button and waited. It was possible they were already out of
range and that the only ones hearing him were in the nearby harvester. He didn't like making
himself a sitting duck, and was ready to jump through the gate on a moment's notice…well, two
moments or he'd be vaporized by the kawoosh…but the reappearance of the Asgard was HUGE
news and worth the danger, in O'Neill's opinion. The Asgard were supposed to have all died in
another galaxy a few years back.
Suicide had never seemed like the little grey guys' style to begin with, and to tell the truth
O'Neill had never been able to fully comprehend them giving up like that, but their being here,
now felt totally right to Jack's gut.
The galaxy had gone to pieces in recent years, but just seeing that hammerhead shape
streak across the sky made him feel like a Colonel again, with Thor and the other Asgard looking
out for the pathetic, yet plucky Humans.
Someway, somehow the galaxy had just squared itself away, and Jack couldn't help but
crack a smile.
"This is Jack O'Neill trying to reach the Asgard. Can anyone hear me?"
Jack glanced around, expecting to find the bad guys closing in on him, when his line of
sight fell on the melted piled of stones in front of the gate. He frowned as his mind finally
processed enough of his surroundings to wonder why they were there. He walked over to the
mess of rock and took a closer look…
There were mostly melted blobs of solidified goo, but a few edges remained. Jack knelt
down and ran his finger over one of them.
"Son of a…" he said as an epiphany hit him amidst a burst of white light.
"…bitch," he finished inside an empty chamber onboard the Asgard ship, but no one was
around to greet him. He stood up and looked around.
"Oh yeah," he said, noticing the familiar architecture. "They're back."
Jack turned around, noticing a large viewing window behind him. Apparently this was
some version of an Asgard observation deck. He walked up to the wide window and whistled…
Below the countryside, full of trees and square fields, was being rearranged by Asgard
beams, plucking out the Aschen architecture with ease. Jack wondered where exactly all the stuff
was going.

Small footfalls echoed in the silence of the ship's interior as a tall Asgard walked around
the corner of the doorway and into view just inside the high ceiling arch.
"Greetings," it offered, looking up at O'Neill from across the room.
"Hey…nice to see you guys back from the dead," Jack said like they were best buddies.
"By the way, love the work you're doing outside. A+ for butt-whipping."
"It is regrettable, but necessary," the Asgard stated evenly.
"Yeah…what planet are we on anyway? It's one of yours, isn't it?"
"Einherja is one of the oldest Asgard-protected worlds in the galaxy, second only to Earth
in population. We originally relocated many human civilizations here for their mutual protection,
however, the treaty we signed with the Goa'uld prevented us from continuing this practice."
"Which is why Walter thought it'd be safe…" O'Neill half said to himself. "Anyway, I'm
Jack O'Neill…"
"Yes, we have met before," the Asgard said.
Jack frowned. "Oh?"
"I am Freyr."
"Freyr, huh…" Jack said evenly, remembering their last conversation. "You've grown."
"You noticed," the Asgard said sarcastically.
"Kind of hard to miss," Jack countered.
"Indeed. I and the other Asgard transferred our consciousnesses into new clone bodies
that the Ancients provided for us. Thanks to our recently returned allies, our degenerative
condition has been cured and the Asgard civilization is once again on the rise."
"Great to hear," Jack said, clapping his hands together once. "I don't suppose Thor is
around by any chance?"
"Commander Thor is currently preoccupied on the bridge…he sent me to deal with you
until he is free from his duties."
"Deal with me?" Jack asked, raising an eyebrow in protest.
"We are wondering why you were on the planet's surface?" Freyr asked, ignoring his
complaint. "As far as we know, Earth has no ties to this world."
"If you're accusing us of working with the Aschen, you can forget it," Jack said, slashing
the air in front of him with his hand for emphasis. "They attacked Earth not too long ago. I'm
here on my own, as it were."
"For what purpose?" Freyr asked, blinking.
"Running away," Jack said candidly.
Freyr didn't say anything in response.
"You know, I'd love to fill you in on everything that's been going on, but it's a rather long
story and I don't want to have to repeat myself twice when I meet Thor, so…"
"Our conversation is being recorded by the ship's computer," Freyr informed him.
"Whatever you tell me, Thor will also know upon review of the ship's log."
"Of course," Jack said, slightly disappointed. "Alright…don't suppose we could sit down
somewhere?"
Freyr raised his hand towards the right side of the room and two heavy throne-like chairs
materialized facing each other parallel to the viewport.
"Nice," Jack said, plopping down into the nearest seat.
Freyr took a bit more time and gingerly settled his still fragile body into the opposite
chair. "Has something transpired on Earth?"
"Oh yeah," Jack emphasized.

"Please elaborate."
"Well, for starters the stargate has been taken out of Cheyenne Mountain and moved back
to Egypt."
Freyr's eyelids raised a fraction. "Who now has possession of the stargate?"
"The I.O.A. stole it from us," Jack said bluntly. "I tried to stop them and ended up having
to go rogue. Either that or end up in a prison cell for the rest of my life."
"You have been labeled a renegade?" Freyr asked, a mixture of concern and irony in his
nearly emotionless voice.
"Afraid so," Jack said, without any hint of levity.
"Please tell us what has transpired, with as much detail as you can recall, starting with the
beginning of the trouble on Earth."
Jack blew out a long breath. "Well, to be honest it started a few years back when…"
"…then I find myself on this planet without knowing where the hell I was," Jack
continued after nearly an hour of venting. "I'd planned on gating somewhere else right away, but
decided to take a nap first. Then you guys show up and here we are."
"Your news is indeed troubling, but ultimately no longer our concern," Freyr commented.
"I'm not asking you guys to fix Earth," Jack told him resolutely. "I've washed my hands
of the whole mess. The whole freaking planet can blow up for all I care."
"Forgive me," Freyr said acutely, "but I doubt your sincerity. You cannot have fought the
number of battles you did to save your world on many occasions and not retain some emotional
ties to it."
"No…" O'Neill disagreed, nodding his head in facetious certainty, "I'm pretty sure I
couldn't give a rat's ass right about now."
"As you wish," Freyr relented. "What do you wish from us?"
"Well…" O'Neill said, uncertain. "For starters I was wondering how you guys were still
alive. I was told you blew your own planet up…with you on it."
"Our deaths were merely a ruse," Freyr revealed. "We couldn't take the chance of our
technology falling into the wrong hands if and when we did finally succumb to our previous
condition. We decided to fake our deaths, with your people as witnesses, in order to deter future
scavengers. If they believed all we had was destroyed, then there would be nothing left for them
to look for. This tactic allowed us to slip away unnoticed, where we hid until the Ancients
returned and offered us a cure."
"How devious of you," Jack offered, mildly impressed. "So, what's the beef between you
and the Aschen?"
"During our brief absence the Aschen took possession of Einherja. We demanded that
they relinquish control and leave the planet…they refused."
"Was that one of Thor's hammers near the gate?"
Freyr hesitated at O'Neill's description. "Yes."
"Why'd they trash it?" he asked.
"They destroyed all Asgard technology on the planet's surface," Freyr informed him.
"But it was just an anti-Goa'uld thing, right?"
"Two thirds of the planet's population was killed when they refused to accept Aschen
control. It seems they tolerate no resistance to their rule. Visible reminders of the Asgard would
presumably undermine their authority in the eyes of the remaining indigenous population."
Jack cringed. "Nasty little buggars."

"Indeed," Freyr agreed.
"I assume there are at least some Aschen on the planet?"
"Yes."
"What are you going to do with them?" Jack wondered.
"They will be released through the stargate when we have finished removing their
infrastructure."
"Just like that?" O'Neill said, gesturing with open hands.
"Along with subdermal transponders," Freyr added, "that will allow us to track their
movements, revealing their other worlds should the conflict escalate beyond this one battle."
"Ah…well that sounds more like it," Jack said. "For a moment there I thought you were
going to let them off the hook."
"Hardly," Freyr said menacingly as the sound of foot strikes grew louder from the
hallway outside…except these didn't sound like the soft padding of bare Asgard feet. They
sounded like bootstrikes.
"Hey," Sheppard said loudly as he appeared in the open archway, "I hear someone needs
a lift?"
Vala didn't know how long she'd been left alone in the interrogation room. It must have
been a few hours at least, and she was getting quite tired of looking at the drab ceiling…she was
also getting quite the draft as her skin was plush with goose bumps from the slight chill in the air.
Her restraints held her firmly to the table, no matter how much she tried to wiggle free…and
she'd had quite a while to try.
The metal door opened with a loud clank that resounded in Vala's ears amidst what had
been complete silence.
"About time you got back," Vala toyed with him. "I was beginning to get lonely."
The distinctive snap click of a pistol chambering a round brought Vala's head up. The
Goa'uld had a small sidearm in his left hand as he approached the table.
"I don't really see a reason for that…" she said desperately. "Your boys did a very good
job of tying me down."
When the Goa'uld was three meters away he raised his gun arm toward Vala's bound and
naked body.
"No, no…" she argued quickly, "we're not done talking yet. I still have valuable secrets to
give up, remember? Besides, don't you want to ride me at least once before…"
The first gunshot pierced Vala's heart with sound echoing throughout the room. Before
the bang dissipated another shot was fired, hitting her sternum. A third and final shot split the
distance between the first two, also impacting her heart.
The Goa'uld watched her convulse and fall silent, making sure his shots had hit the
intended mark as she continued to bleed out onto the table.
"What a waste," he whispered to himself in Goa'uld, then turned around to address the
guards that had stepped into the open doorway when they heard the shots.
"Kill the others, then dispose of the bodies. They were never here, understood?"
"Yes, sir," the pair said in tandem.
The Goa'uld waved them on ahead of him, then casually walked out of the chamber and
down the corridor to deal with other business. He hoped Hera's impulsiveness wouldn't doom
their efforts to eventual failure, and that the Queen did indeed know what she was doing…but he
couldn't shake the feeling that she'd just made a grave miscalculation.

4
Teal'c paused on the inside door of the stairwell as he had numerous times before,
waiting for any sound of nearby activity. When he found none the invisible Jaffa opened the
hinge door onto level 19 and slipped into the long hallway that ran up the spine of each level.
According to the mental map he'd been compiling, the facility was nearly five times as
long as it was wide. Teal'c had searched levels 27-20, finding Colonel Mitchell on 26, Colonel
Carter on 24, and Major Hailey on 21. He'd yet to find Vala, and it looked like every level held a
small number of detention cells along the central spine. If the pattern held, Vala should either be
in the next few levels above, or back down on the levels below Mitchell.
Either way, Teal'c needed to keep searching for not only Vala but a secondary exit from
the facility. The rings through which they'd entered level 27 were protected by the security
system that had captured them in the first place. They'd need to either find another way out or
find a way to disable the system in order to use the rings. Teal'c guessed that Carter could access
one of the many computer terminals he'd come across during his reconnoiter, perhaps best in
what he believed was some sort of control station that'd he'd found on level 25 under armed
guard…but he couldn't spring Sam until he'd located Vala.
Teal'c headed down the central spine towards what he assumed would be additional
holding cells when he smelled blood in the air. He followed the scent a few doors down the
hallway until he came across an open door on the right where the stench blossomed and he saw
Vala's bloody, naked body restrained on some sort of interrogation table.
"Vala Mal Doran," he said in a hushed voice as he rushed beside her.
She didn't answer, and as soon as Teal'c reached her he knew she was dead. He doubled
checked by pressing an invisible hand against her neck…cold and no pulse. The pit of Teal'c's
stomach clenched into a knot of hate and vengeance for a brief moment before another emotion
surged to preeminence.
Fear.
If they'd killed Vala, then the others were also in danger. He had to get to them
now…Hailey was the closest two levels down.
Teal'c rushed out of the room in a rage and ran back to the stairs, staff weapon held ready
to kill anyone that got in his way.
Teal'c burst out of the stairwell door on Hailey's level, spotting three guards at the other
end of the hall. He ran towards them and the Major's closer cell, catching the scent of blood once
again, just as the men entered the elevator at the far end of the hall. Three doors down and Teal'c
came to level 21's holding cells.
The door to the center of the three cells was open…and Jennifer Hailey lay dead on the
floor in a pool of blood.
Teal'c wanted to check to make sure she was dead, though he had no real hope otherwise,
but he couldn't waste the seconds it would take. He bolted back down the hallway to the stairs,
his fury rising a notch more. If those guards were the ones that had killed both Vala and Hailey

then they were most likely on their way down to Colonel Carter…and they had a head start on
him.
Sam sat with her back against the cell wall, staring at the bare bars when she heard the
noise of a door opening, quickly followed by footsteps. Two people at least, which meant it
wasn't Teal'c.
She stood up, brushing her trousers off and steadied herself. Her captors hadn't revealed
themselves since she'd woke up, hours ago, though she didn't know how long it'd actually been.
They'd taken her wristwatch along with all the rest of her gear.
The Colonel stayed back from the bars and waited till the three guards appeared in front
of the cell. One of them produced a key as Carter offered a sarcastic greeting.
"Hi, guys. Guess my bail came through, huh?"
The guards ignored her jest, not that they understood it. None of them spoke more than a
few words of English. The one with the keys unlocked the cell and pulled the door out into the
hallway as a second guard brandished his sidearm.
Sam thought he was just going to cover her as they transferred her somewhere else, but
the man held his arm out straight, bracing against the recoil in a firing position that she
immediately recognized.
"Wait, wait," she urged, hands up as she tried to sidestep away from his line of fire,
putting the wall bars between her and the gun.
The guard took a step into the cell to clear his line of fire and Sam jumped back into the
center of the cell as the gun went off.
The shot caught her in the left side, spinning her about with a yell. She landed on her
back as the guard readjusted his aim just as his countryman in the hallway behind him exploded.
His body was knocked into the third guard, who managed to stay standing as the fresh
corpse slipped to the floor against his leg. Two more orange blasts whipped down the hallway,
missing wide and high.
A fourth shot hit the guard in the leg as he was fumbling for his sidearm. He went down
onto his right knee and caught himself against the cell bars as the guard that shot Sam stepped
into the hallway firing at…nothing.
A long range blast hit the guard square in the face, killing him instantly and tipping him
back on top of the injured guard that was struggling to get a grip on the situation. His leg was
scorched and screaming in pain, not allowing him to put any weight on it. He squirmed around
for some leverage and managed to push his way free of his dead compatriots and raise his head
up along with his left hand, grasped his weapon shakily.
He looked down the hallway but saw nothing.
With the pain throbbing in his leg, the guard almost missed the telltale sound of foot
strikes approaching. He recognized them for what they were just before an orange blast appeared
out of nowhere…
Teal'c fired three more shots, one for each body, to insure that the men were truly dead as
he rushed into the cell.
"Colonel Carter," Teal'c said, deactivating his cloak and kneeling next to her.
"Good timing," Sam said through clenched teeth. "Could have been a few seconds earlier
though."
"Vala Mal Doran and Jennifer Hailey are dead," Teal'c told her. "Can you walk?"

"What!" Carter cried, pinning her right hand against the flesh wound on the side of her
chest.
"I have yet to reach Colonel Mitchell," Teal'c continued as he pulled a bandage out of a
pocket on his vest. "He is on a lower level. We much reach him a soon as possible."
"Ow…" Sam yelled as she pulled her hand away and allowed him to inspect the wound.
Blood flowed freely.
"The bullet passed through," Teal'c said, pressing the small bandage against the entry
point…but it was too short to stretch to the exit point three inches away. Teal'c looped the long
ties around her chest and tied them off. He pulled out a second bandage and secured the exit
wound in the same fashion.
"Help me up," Sam demanded, grimacing in pain.
Teal'c grabbed her arm and strongly pulled her to her feet. She leaned heavily against his
side, barely able to stand.
"The rings are guarded by a security system," Teal'c said as she gathered her strength.
"But there are several computer terminals on each level, with a main control room one level
down."
"To find another way out," Sam said, pushing off of Teal'c's chest. "If it's in Chinese I'll
need Cam to help translate."
Teal'c reached down outside the cell and retrieved one of the dead guards' sidearms.
"Thanks," Sam said when he handed it to her. She pulled out the clip, finding it half
empty.
Teal'c grabbed the other weapons, found one with a full clip and handed it to Carter as a
base-wide alarm sounded.
"We must hurry," Teal'c urged, pulling Carter by the elbow. "The stairs are at the far end
of the hall."
"Where's…Cam at?" she asked between heavy breaths.
"Two levels down," Teal'c said as one of the side doors ahead of them opened up and
what looked like a scientist stepped out. Teal'c shot him dead as soon as he cleared the door.
"Check that room," Sam said as they got to the dead body.
Teal'c swung his staff weapon inside, but found it empty.
"Clear," he reported.
"Leave me here. Get Cam. Then come back."
"I cannot do that, Colonel Carter," Teal'c insisted as he shot another person emerging in
the hallway behind them. Again, not a guard.
"I'll slow you down too much…go…the sooner you leave…the sooner you can come
back."
Teal'c hesitated, then nodded his agreement with her logic.
Sam hobbled into the room and Teal'c shut the door behind her. She heard the telltale
sound of his Sodan cloak activating as she locked the door from the inside. It wasn't more than a
simple handle lock, and wouldn't stand up against a firm kick, but it was better than nothing.
Spying a rolling desk chair, Sam walked over and painfully sat down, her side contracting
in the process. She blinked away fresh tears and saw that the scientist's laptop computer was still
active.
Using her right hand only, she began to sift through the Chinese version of Windows.

Teal'c ran down the stairs with abandon and came out firing on Cam's level. He killed
four people in the hallway, including one guard that emerged from the elevator on the opposite
end. When the hallway was clear he approached the cell where he'd left Mitchell.
The Colonel was still there, standing up close to the bars.
"Stand back," Teal'c's voice sounded from nowhere.
"About time," Cam said, jumping back from the bars just before the lock exploded from a
staff blast.
Teal'c decloaked and started to backtrack the way he'd come, with Mitchell falling in
behind him. "Did you find the others?"
"Colonel Carter is two levels above us, wounded. The others are dead."
"Dead!" Cam yelled, then ducked down against the wall as Teal'c suddenly turned around
and fired behind them. Two guards coming out of the elevator fell dead in a furry of staff blasts.
"Executed," Teal'c said, returning to a run back toward the stairs.
"Do you have another weapon?" Cam said, combat mode overriding his emotions.
"I do not," the Jaffa said as he pulled open the stairwell door. He darted inside and ran up
the stairs three at a time. Cam had a hard time keeping up, only able to climb two at a time.
The Colonel heard more staff blasts as he climbed up the second flight toward Carter's
level. Teal'c was already busy clearing out the hallway.
Cam slowed and peeked out the door to make sure it was clear. All he saw was Teal'c's
backside as he ran in a hurry back to wherever Carter was. Cam stepped out and followed him.
"Colonel Carter!" Teal'c yelled through the locked door.
"Hold on," her muted voice came back. A few seconds later the lock clicked and she
opened the door.
"Sam!" Mitchell yelled in concern after he hurried into the room, seeing the blood
soaking her left side halfway down her pants.
Teal'c pulled off his equipment pack and handed it to Mitchell, then disappeared from
view beneath his cloak. The door seemed to pull itself shut as he posted himself on guard duty
outside.
"Damn it," Cam said, rifling through Teal'c's pack for the small med kit that should be
there. "You're bleeding out."
"I…know," she said, sitting back down in the chair. "Vala…"
"Teal'c told me," Cam said, focusing his thoughts solely on Sam. "Pull that bandage off,"
he told her, pulling out a small bottle from the med kit.
"Some help here," she said, not able to untie Teal'c's knots.
Cam slipped a small knife out of the kit and cut the flimsy bandages free. He pointed the
spray bottle at the entry wound and gave it two squirts.
"Ahhh!" Sam yelled as she felt her flesh scrunch up. The bleeding began to slow as a
result.
"Sorry," Cam said, also spraying the exit wound with the bio-sealer…a product of
offworld technology and Human ingenuity. He resprayed the wounds a minute later, cutting off
the bleeding entirely.
"That won't hold," Sam warned.
"We have to find somewhere to go first," Cam said, catching her point as they heard a
pair of muffled, distant staff blasts. Apparently Teal'c wasn't just standing outside the door.
"I've managed to pull up a schematic of the facility," Sam said, looking at the laptop.
"Where are we?" Cam asked, seeing the 3d map covered with Chinese symbols.

"Level 24…the rings we came through are three levels down," she said, grimacing.
"Assuming they're still guarded with force shields and gas…"
"We can't go back that way," Cam finished for her, seeing how out of breath she was.
"Can you disable them?"
"I can't read any of this. And even if I could, we don't have their security codes."
"Are these the rings?" Cam asked, pointing to their entry point.
"I don't know. Why?"
"I think this means 'exit,'" Cam said, pointing at a symbol. "And if it is…then there's
another one here…and here."
"Probably all guarded," Sam pointed out.
"I don't see how we have a choice," Cam lightly argued.
Suddenly the door opened and Cam jerked around…to see a pistol tossed at him through
the air.
"Colonel Mitchell," Teal'c's voice accompanied it.
"Thanks," Cam said, catching it two handed. The door closed again.
"What's this?" Carter asked, pointing at the screen.
"Make that four exits," Cam recounted.
"Are these all rings?"
Cam cringed. His knowledge of Chinese was limited. "Zoom in."
Carter toggled the map controls and enhanced one of the other points. It showed a long
shaft rising to the surface.
"Not rings I take it," Cam noted.
"No," Carter said, checking the other exits. "They're all shafts to the surface."
"Question is…how far away from the gate are we?"
"Good question," Sam said, blinking. The blood loss was making her groggy.
"Wait a second," Cam stopped her. "Try this."
Sam adjusted the viewing angle of the map, rotating the structure around until a large
room appeared near the surface.
"Hangar bay," Cam declared.
"Are you sure?"
"Yep. And if they're true to form, they'll have rip-off Goa'uld cargo ships, maybe even
some 302s."
"That's a long way up," Sam worried.
"We'll get you there," he promised her.
"How?"
"We'll loose our Jaffa," Cam said, jumping towards the door and pulling it open. "Teal'c!"
A few seconds later an invisible hand pushed Mitchell back inside the room. Once inside
Teal'c decloaked. When he saw the Sam was still sitting upright and appeared to be no worse for
wear he reconsidered the reason he'd been called.
"Have you discovered a means of escape?"
"Hangar bay," Cam said, pointing at the screen. "Think you can empty the halls for us?"
Teal'c grunted and reactivated his cloak. "Remain here until I return."
The door closed again and Mitchell walked over and locked it.
"Here," Sam said, having pulled up another map.
"Damn, that's a long way," he said, referring to the distance back to the gate.

"Too long on foot," Sam said, grimacing. "It's either the cargo bay or we take our chances
with the rings. If we can't find a ship Teal'c will have to take out the personnel in the control
room."
"So they can't activate the ring defenses."
"That's the only way," Sam reiterated. "But this place is huge. There's no telling how
many soldiers they have."
"Teal'c can handle it," Cam reassured her. "He has the Sodan cloak…and ample
motivation."
Sam dipped her head. "I can't believe they're dead."
"Hey," Cam said, tipping her chin back up. "We can go through that later. Shove it in the
closet until we get out of here."
"You're right," Sam said, grimacing again.
"Try and sit still for now," Cam said, rummaging through Teal'c's med kit again, looking
for a pain killer. He found four pills that looked like Tylenol. He hoped they were stronger than
that.
"Take this," he said, putting the pill in her mouth. He grabbed Teal'c's canteen and took
the lid off, then put it up against her lips. She sucked in a bit of water and swallowed.
"Hey," she said as he pulled the canteen back.
"Sorry," he said, giving her more water. Come to think of it he was a bit dehydrated too.
Their captors hadn't given him any food or water, and the same was probably true for Carter.
Sam grabbed the canteen from him as she sucked down a few tentative gulps, cringing
against each one. Cam took it back when she was finished and sucked down a few himself.
O'Neill got a quizzical look on his face. "Sheppard? Where the hell did you come from?"
"The Asgard called," he said, standing relaxed with his hands on his hips.
"Really?" Jack asked, glancing at Freyr.
"You have somewhere better to go than Atlantis?" Sheppard asked sarcastically.
Jack eyed him warily. "You know what happened on Earth?"
"Yeah, the Asgard gave us the quick version. You wanna go or not?"
"Thinking," O'Neill insisted, holding up a 'wait' finger. "How did you get here so quick
anyway?"
"Short trip by stargate," Sheppard explained. "Then they beamed me up to the ship."
"Wait a second," O'Neill said, an obvious thought striking him. "How are we supposed to
get back? Don't you need a ZPM to power the gate?"
Freyr looked up at O'Neill. "Our ship can provide the necessary power, so long as the
Atlantis stargate will accept a connection from this planet."
"Thanks," Sheppard said dismissively, "but we've got it covered."
Freyr's head twisted to look at Sheppard. "Would you care to elaborate?"
"Yes, please do," O'Neill added, for once in his life in complete agreement with Freyr.
"Come on," Sheppard said sheepishly, "we built the stargates for crying out loud. You
don't think we still have a few tricks up our sleeves."
"Indeed," Freyr said unsatisfied, but let it go.
"We?" O'Neill asked, thoroughly confused.
Sheppard smiled broadly. "Yeah, well a few things have changed since last we met. I'm a
full-blooded Ancient now…or will be once my transformation finishes in a couple months."
"Excuse me…" O'Neill added.

"Long story, I'll explain on the way back," Sheppard said, stopping any further questions.
"Are we finished here? There are a couple of Wraith cruisers sniffing around and I'd like to be
there when we blow them out of the sky."
"Sure," O'Neill said slowly. "Why not." He turned to look down at Freyr. "Give Thor my
best."
"Your best what?" the Asgard mocked deadpan.
O'Neill frowned. "You know what I mean." He looked up at Sheppard. "Ready when you
are."
Sheppard glanced up slightly. "Thor?" he said into the air.
A moment later he and Jack were standing on the planet in front of the stargate.
"That was quick," he commented.
"The Asgard are like that," Sheppard told him as he walked over to the DHD.
"Yes…they are," O'Neill mused. "Mind filling me in on what the hell is going on?"
"You first," Sheppard said, dialing an address. "The President really wanted you to steal
the stargate?"
"That he did."
"And you can't go back?"
"Not unless I want to sit inside a jail cell for the rest of my life," O'Neill said flatly.
"I know what you mean."
O'Neill took a second look at him. "I guess you would."
"Thanks, by the way," Sheppard said as he activated the stargate.
"For what?"
"Telling Ryan to take me with him."
"He told you that?"
"He might have mentioned it," Sheppard said as they stepped through the stargate.
"I guess you could say this makes us..." O'Neill said as he stepped into the event horizon.
"…even," he finished as they walked out into another forest encroached planet. "Maybe
you've done some redecorating since the last time I visited, but this doesn't look very much like
the gateroom I remember."
Sheppard shrugged. "Needed some privacy dialing. There are still a few secrets we keep
from the Asgard, and this one is a biggie."
"The Ancients, you mean?"
"That's what I said," Sheppard reiterated as he dialed an eight chevron address.
"Yet you're showing me," O'Neill noted. "I'm touched."
Sheppard waved a hand dismissively. "You're membership in Club Ancient has already
been preapproved."
"Really?" O'Neill asked, a bit more surprised.
"Ryan told me so," Sheppard said as he began inputting the gate jump access code. "Just
so you know, we're jumping from one gate network to another. The color of the crystals on the
stargate tells you which network you're on. We're going from red to yellow and it takes a special
security code."
"I assume that's what you're doing now?" O'Neill asked, thoroughly intrigued.
"Uh huh," Sheppard said as his hands wizzed around the DHD, pressing more button
combinations than O'Neill could keep up with.
"That's why Pegasus gates are blue?"
"Sort of," Sheppard allowed. "They're special."

"Of course they are," O'Neill said sarcastically as if he understood. "Each galaxy has its
own color, I take it?"
"No," Sheppard said, finishing the code. All the symbols on the DHD lit up in response.
"This is in the same galaxy."
"You're saying there are more gates in the Milky Way than we know about?" O'Neill
said, now very interested.
"A lot more," Sheppard said, touching the activation button. The Kawoosh jutted out
from the gate, then settled back into the normal event horizon. "You'll see in a moment."
"After you," O'Neill said theatrically, motioning Sheppard forward. He let him get a step
ahead then blew out a long breath as he stepped into the glowing puddle.
He stepped out into a large facility of some sort, clearly Ancient in design, and saw
Sheppard smile.
"Welcome to the hub of the stargate network."
O'Neill looked around and did a double take when he noticed the other four gates. He
glanced back at the one they'd come through and saw that it did in fact have yellow chevrons.
Turning his head back he noted the others gates had red, blue, green and orange chevrons, none
of which were lit, but clearly visible in the facility's bright lights that seemed to emit from
nowhere in particular.
"Very cool," O'Neill commented, not understanding a bit of it, but loving every moment.
"And to think, General. All this time you were searching for Ancient technology, you
were looking through the wrong colored gates. The green and yellow networks have all the really
cool toys."
The irony of Sheppard's statement didn't escape O'Neill. He glanced back at the newly
minted Ancient. "Call me Jack."
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The Chinese Goa'uld was coming out of the central elevator on level 6 enroute to the
science labs when the base-wide alarm sounded. He did a double take, then pulled back his
sleeve to reveal a wrist bound radio.
"Report!" he demanded.
"We have an intruder in the base," the control room technician reported. "At least three
men down. According to surveillance footage, we believe the intruder is in the vicinity of level 24
and possesses some sort of cloaking device."
"How were the men killed…what weapon?" the Goa'uld asked, a sinking feeling in his
stomach.
"Some sort of energy weapon…we're now getting reports from level 26. More men
down."
"Teal'c," the Goa'uld muttered to himself. What had he been up to all this time?
"Lock down all but the central elevator," he ordered. "Dispatch guards to the stairwells
on levels 20 and 30, then have the ones moving through the elevator converge on the intruder.
Drive them to the guards waiting on the stairwells."
"Sir, with a cloaking device the guards won't be able to spot the enemy."
"He's freeing the prisoners. They won't be cloaked. Tell the guards on the stairwells to
deploy smoke grenades. They'll be able to detect movement on the stairs."
"What shall I tell the assault teams?" the technician asked bluntly, aware of the
difficulties of the situation.
"Cloaked or not, he can still be hit. Tell them to fire rounds down every open hallway
they come to. And make sure they're equipped with riot shields. If they take a hit, fire in the
approximate location of the source."
"Yes, sir. The men are gearing up now."
"And lock down the rings," he added before cutting the transmission. He backtracked
down the hallway and inserted his personal ID into the elevator shaft call panel. It overrode any
other requests for the car and brought it back up to him.
He slipped inside and keyed for level 56. The elevator doors closed and he began to
descend through the levels of the facility, past the danger zone, and on down to his private
hideout. Despite his confidence on the radio he knew that the guards would never be able to stop
Teal'c. He was a former First Prime, skilled in combat and experienced in all manner of warfare.
Coupled with a cloaking device and an energy weapon, the Chinese didn't stand a chance.
But at least they could slow him down, and hopefully contain them long enough for him
to trigger the base's self destruct…
Sam pulled back from the laptop and leaned forward slowly.
"I don't feel so good," she muttered, squinting against the pain.
"Hold on a little longer," Cam urged her. "Teal'c should be back any minute now."
"You said that…ten minutes ago," she mildly argued. "Do it now."
"Sam…there's only one. If this takes too long…"
"Cam…please," she said, nearly falling out of her chair.

Mitchell caught her shoulder and pushed her back up. "Alright," he said, retrieving the
adrenaline needle from the medpack. He'd hoped to wait until Teal'c got back, but Sam was
fading too fast. He briefly checked her bandaged side...it was still clean. The spray must still be
holding her flesh together, but she'd lost an awful lot of blood already.
"Colonel Mitchell!" Teal'c's voice yelled from outside.
"Finally," Cam said, jumping up to unlock the door. He pulled it aside in a hurry. "What
the hell took so long?"
"The enemy had a large number of guards," he said, walking past Cam and kneeling
down next to Sam. "They attempted an ambush on the stairs. Colonel Carter, are you still
conscious."
"Barely," Sam said, meekly raising her head.
"The path is clear. I have a cargo ship standing by, and one of the elevators appears to be
operational."
"Thank God," Sam said gratefully, but didn't move.
"What happened to the guards?" Cam asked, fingering the needle and finding a good
place to inject Sam in the arm.
"They are dead."
"You made it all the way to the cargo bay?" Mitchell asked, impressed.
"Indeed. I attempted to access the rings, but they appear to have been deactivated."
"What about the…ahhhh!" Sam yelled as Cam injected her with the small dose of
adrenaline.
"Sorry," he apologized, helping her to her feet.
"…the bay doors?" Sam finished.
"Open," Teal'c said.
"Alright," Cam told Sam, "now the hard part."
"Right," Sam said warily, sounding more awake.
She gave Cam her right hand, and he grabbed her wrist with his left. He ducked his head
down across her stomach and wrapped his right arm around her legs.
"Here we go," he said, lifting her up in a fireman's carry.
The pain in her side exploded, but not as bad as she'd thought it would be. Most of the
pressure was on the opposite side of her chest…still, the movement was breaking open her
wound.
"Let's move," Cam insisted. Teal'c didn't hesitate and lead the way outside.
The trio stopped outside the doors that led into the hangar. Sam still hung across
Mitchell's shoulders and was bleeding down the back of Cam's shirt. It felt to him like he'd been
splattered with a water balloon. He didn't figure she had much time left.
Teal'c cloaked and moved inside the hangar.
"Clear," his voice came back confidently.
"Not far, Sam," Mitchell said, trying to encourage her. Teal'c reappeared ahead of them
and led the way up to one of five replica Goa'uld cargo ships with the cockpit door already open.
The Jaffa took up guard beside the opening, checking first the inside, then the path behind them.
When the others arrived he ducked in in front of them and ran to the pilot's seat.
"Hurry," Mitchell insisted as he lowered Sam to the floor as gently as he could. He sat
down behind her, holding her torso up.

"Sam…Sam?" he said, looking into her face. She'd already slipped into unconsciousness.
He checked her pulse…weak, but still there.
Teal'c wasted no time once he slipped into the pilot's seat. He remotely closed the outer
door and powered up the lift coils in one fluid motion of his hands over the control panel. He
moved his hands up onto the spherical steering control and lifted the ship up off the deck and
spun it around to face the exit. He punched the engines and jetted them out of the Chinese
facility into the atmosphere above the densely forested planet. He scanned for the stargate and
realigned their heading. They'd be there in just under two minutes.
When the Goa'uld arrived back inside his hidden chamber he brought up the surveillance
footage and checked on the progress of the guards while he thought through all the ramifications
of Teal'c's presence.
Hera would be most displeased if he allowed them to escape, and she'd be only slightly
less upset with the destruction of the facility…but at this point he had no choice. It was the only
way to keep them from escaping, and based on the number of dead bodies he was seeing on the
security cameras, he didn't have much time to enact his plan.
He brought up the program for the self destruct and input a five minute timer…but he
hesitated before activating it.
This situation hadn't been his fault. He'd followed procedure and carried out Hera's
orders. Teal'c's presence was an unknown factor…but as he thought about it, he realized Hera
wouldn't see it that way. From her point of view he'd screwed up, and she'd deal with him one
way or another…which meant he had precious few days left ahead of him, whether that meant
his death or his reassignment to pointless, punitive assignments…either of which was
unacceptable.
In his opinion Hera was jeopardizing the Earth operation with her lack of caution
regarding the offworld relations with the Tau'ri's former allies…perhaps it was better if he cut
ties now, rather than get dragged into what could become a very messy situation.
He checked a series of additional security cameras as he formulated his new plan. He
smirked at the cruel irony of the situation. The Goa'uld had reluctantly concluded that they had to
work together in order to survive. Hera herself had underscored this point a year after the Jaffa
Rebellion had seen the destruction of the more prominent System Lords…and yet it seemed she
couldn't break with the old habits. She'd want his head for this loss, instead of analyzing the
situation for what it was and determining that there was no fault on anyone's part, just bad luck.
Everything Hera did was ego-based…and when there was a failure, she had to blame
someone. Her plans were so perfect, in her mind, that only someone else could cause them to
fail. She didn't realize that the universe didn't play favorites, and no matter how much effort you
put into it, there was always the possibility of unknown variables worming their way into the
best laid plans.
Fortunately, he'd already learned his new humility, as well as when to walk away from a
situation…even if it meant going with a bruised ego.
And walk away he must…completely. Hera wouldn't let something like this pass, nor
could he simply 'quit' the operation. That would be even more of an affront to the old queen. No,
he was going to have to disappear…which meant that the self destruct was going to come in
handy after all.
He left the program on standby and headed back to the elevator. There was one item he
needed to retrieve before the big bang…and if Teal'c managed to escape with the others, oh well.

It would just annoy Hera that much more. Besides, they needed SG-1 whether they wanted to
admit it or not. He'd consider this to be his last team contribution before he turned tail and ran as
fast and as far as he could.
"We have arrived at the stargate," Teal'c said as a small clearing appeared with the great
ring perched inside. There wasn't enough room to land the ship and avoid the kawoosh, so Teal'c
swung the ship around parallel to the width of the gate and crunched his way down through the
treetops until he hit bottom with the cockpit door facing the gate.
The vibration of the landing shook Sam in Mitchell's arms and he heard a faint sigh of
breath leave her lungs.
"Sam?" he said, checking for a pulse. He found none.
"Teal'c!" he yelled, laying her down and starting CPR. "Dial the gate!" he said after
giving her two quick breaths and starting chest compressions.
Teal'c caught his meaning instantly, but his feet froze in place. He saw the pale look on
Carter's face and recognized it as the sign of severe blood loss. No amount of resuscitation on the
Colonel's part would revive her…nor could anyone in the SGC.
"No…" Teal'c growled to himself. He walked over to Mitchell and pushed him off Carter
and into the wall.
"What the…?" Cam exploded in frustration as he saw Teal'c rip Carter's body off the
ground and slung her over his shoulder like a sack of grain. "Hey!" he said, scrambling to his
feet.
Even carrying Carter, Teal'c moved faster than Mitchell could and ran over to the DHD,
inputting an address as fast as he could. Cam caught up with him just in time to realize he'd
forgotten the GDO back in the ship. The stargate activated, temporarily blocking his path back to
the door, when Teal'c none too gently nudged him out of the way and ran into the event horizon
just as the unstable vortex dissipated.
"Teal'c!" Cam yelled. Without sending the GDO code first, Teal'c had just killed both of
them…
But Teal'c wasn't that stupid. Mitchell knew that. He looked at the DHD and noted with
relief that it wasn't showing Earth's address just as a huge explosion rattled the jungle.
"What the hell?" he said, running onto the far side of the clearing to get a better look.
He was knocked onto his face by a blast of wind that rocked the trees, then dissipated as
quickly as it began. Mitchell got up and looked back the way the wind had come.
He didn't see anything at first, then saw a small plume of smoke rising in the distance.
After a few seconds it began to take on the traditional mushroom shape.
"What the hell?" he complained, running after Teal'c to wherever he'd gone with Sam.
Cam came out of the event horizon just in time to see Teal'c and a quartet of Jaffa break
into a run down the dirt path ahead of them. Mitchell slide to a stop, noticing another six Jaffa
still standing guard over the stargate. Off in the distance was the Ancient-designed city of
Dakara.
"Genius," Cam declared, feeling his heart swell with hope for Carter, as he took off in a
dead sprint to follow the others.
"Welcome to Atlantis, General," Weir said from the balcony over the gateroom as
Sheppard and O'Neill walked out of the stargate.

Jack did a double take and looked at Sheppard. "Is she still a replicator?"
"Lantean now," he said deadpan. "Almost as bad."
O'Neill frowned as Weir's voice yelled back. "I heard that."
"What's the status on the cruisers?" Sheppard asked.
"They just dropped out of hyperspace," she reported as the two men walked up the stairs
to the control platform.
"What are they doing?" Sheppard asked.
"Keeping their distance, for the most part. Well out of weapons' range."
"Are they now," Sheppard said, taking a look for himself at the city's sensors. "Scan for
lifeforms," he told the Asgard sitting at the terminal.
"What type of lifeforms are we looking for?" the diminutive alien asked.
"Human," Sheppard said, noticing a dozen or so blips light up in each cruiser. All Wraith.
"Increase the sensitivity," he ordered. "If they're cocooned there won't be much to detect."
The Asgard toggled the controls, but the same number of blips remained.
"None," it reported.
"Alright," Sheppard said, letting it go. "We leave them be for now."
"And if they come within weapons' range?" Elizabeth asked.
"Need you ask," Sheppard replied.
"Just checking," she said, extending her hand to O'Neill. "Good to see you again, despite
the circumstances."
O'Neill shook her hand. "Thank you, Dr.," he said, looking warily at his hand.
Weir smiled. "No nanites to worry about," she assured him. "Just a few cooties."
"Sorry," he said, wiping his hand on his pant leg. "Last I heard you were floating in
space."
"They picked me up," Elizabeth said, inclining her head towards Sheppard, "gave me a
new body. You know the drill, I'm sure."
"Right," O'Neill said, sensing her sarcasm. "Seems I'm in for the same, Ancientization
and all."
"That'll have to wait a bit," Sheppard interjected. "Ryan's busy with the Ori and won't be
back for a few more days."
"Ori?" Jack said with mild alarm.
"Yeah, there's a lot to fill you in on," Sheppard said. "Might want a change of clothes
first."
Jack glanced down at his field gear and P-90 still clipped to his vest. "I might…yes."
"This way," Sheppard said, leading him back down the stairs and into the city.
"Don't suppose we could stop for a bite to eat on the way," Weir heard O'Neill say as they
disappeared from view.
"Sure," Sheppard said as their voices began to fade out. "The Ancient food cubes are
actually pretty good."
"It was good that you came here, Teal'c" Bra'tac said as he attended to Carter in one of
the Jaffa's medical wings. "The Tau'ri could not have revived her."
"Is she going to be alright?" Cam interrupted. Carter floated before them naked, encased
in some sort of healing tube, glowing with energy and surrounded by a forcefield. Beside them
on the floor lay her bloody clothing.

"With time," Bra'tac cautioned. "Her body was weak before she was injured. Was she a
Jaffa, the equipment could heal her more rapidly. As it is she will require several days of
treatment."
"Why the delay?" Teal'c asked, almost arguing. "I've seen a sarcophagus heal Humans in
a matter of hours who were far more injured."
Bra'tac nodded. "True, the sarcophagus can heal physical injuries with ease, as can this
device, but the mind is much more delicate. Your friend lost so much blood that her brain
suffered considerable damage before her heart stopped beating. Had her brain functions stopped
at the same time, the damage would have been less severe and easier to restore."
Cam turned his head away from Sam and looked at Bra'tac. "Like running a racecar on a
broken engine. If you stop immediately you've got a small repair. Keep running it and the bits
and pieces flopping around will eventually cause the whole thing to frag."
"If I take your meaning correctly, yes," Bra'tac said, having to pull a bit of telepathic
explanation from his mind before responding. "The repairs being made to her mind are delicate.
A sarcophagus would repair the damage more quickly, but the memories would be lost when
new tissue is grown to replace that which was damaged. Here, we are repairing the existing
tissue in order to keep the memories intact."
"But it'll work?" Cam asked.
Bra'tac nodded. "I believe so. Had you been delayed another hour, I believe the damage
would have been too great."
"Why did we have to take her clothes off again?" the Colonel asked.
"They were soaked with blood," Teal'c said, choosing to respond in place of Bra'tac.
"You believe we should have left them on her for modesty's sake?"
"Don't get me wrong," Cam clarified, "I'm enjoying the view, but I don't think she'll be
thrilled to wake up with us looking at her naked.
Teal'c frowned/growled at the Colonel. "Then the alternative is simple. Do not look at her
until she is dressed again."
Cam rolled his eyes. "Yeah, thanks, that helps a lot."
"We will provide her with fresh clothing when she wakes," Bra'tac said, interjecting his
calming voice. "And while it is not necessary to remove the clothing before entry, it provides
less distraction for the mechanism as it scans and repairs her body."
"Ok," Cam said, holding up his hands in surrender. "As long as there's a reason."
"Perhaps you would prefer to rest while you wait," Bra'tac offered. "I can assign you
quarters three levels below for as long as you require."
"Thank you," Cam said, "but right now I'm staying here. Maybe in a few hours."
The System Lord nodded. "As you wish," he said, locking eyes with Teal'c.
The Jaffa returned his stare…but eventually the hardness left it. Bra'tac's visage may have
been missing the age lines and scars, but the youthful face that stared back at him still had the
same eyes…the eyes of the man who had taught him everything about being a Jaffa. The man
who had exposed the false gods to him, risking his own life in the process. He was the same Jaffa
that had saved his life on many occasions, and who, in turn, Teal'c had done the same for.
Young as he had become, it was still the same old man that he'd grown up implicitly
trusting.
"If you will," Bra'tac finally spoke. "I would like to finish our prior conversation."
"As would I," Teal'c agreed.

Bra'tac motioned gestured forward with his hand and the two old friends walked off
together, away from Mitchell and the other Jaffa, where they would eventually come to terms
over Bra'tac's direction for the Jaffa Nation.
As it had been in many past arguments between the two, the old man's wisdom shown
through in the end, hastened no doubt, by the deaths of Jennifer Hailey and Vala Mal Doran.
They had been killed by part of the Tauri democracy, which Teal'c knew would result in no
serious reprisals for their deaths. The incident would be swept away in favor of stability and the
fear of war, and they would continue to do so into the future, no matter how many injustices they
had to stomach. Such was the way of democracy…
Teal'c found himself glad to be back in a land that valued honor and accountability,
where one shot the enemy on sight...rather than trading verbal barbs across a conference table.
Such it was, Bra'tac and Teal'c reunited, becoming Master and Apprentice once again.
Bra'tac the System Lord and Teal'c as his First Prime, starting his long path towards one day
earning the privilege of joining the Alterra and taking his place beside Bra'tac as another of the
Jaffa System Lords.
Just prior to the detonation of the nuclear device that destroyed the Chinese facility, a
cloaked cargo ship took off from the planet's surface out of a small, camouflaged landing bay
three miles away at the other end of a dedicated rings link from the Goa'uld's secret lair. The ship
rose up out of the atmosphere as the mushroom cloud expanded and briefly decloaked just before
jumping into hyperspace.
Three hours later, while still in hyperspace en route to a backwater part of the galaxy too
worthless for all but the most pathetic Goa'ulds to have ever bothered conquering, the Chinese
man suddenly woke up from his long nightmare in the cargo bay, staggering backward as his
throat burned with pain and he tasted blood on his lips…but they were his lips once again, and
his hands, and his feet.
He looked down at the floor as he staggered, trying to remember how to walk, when he
heard the scrap of metal on metal. He looked up and saw a long, gold box that he recognized as a
sarcophagus and a very attractive woman, sitting topless inside, running her ornamented hand
over the edge before raising her glowing palm towards him.
"It's been a pleasure," she said in a distorted voice, just before knocking the man back
against the wall by an invisible force. She heard his bones crack obligingly, and stretched the
arms of her new body high above her head.
"I so prefer females," she said, standing up and stepping out of the sarcophagus. She
walked over to the crumpled man and finished him off with a second invisible wave that crushed
his body against the floor.
The naked woman walked over to one of the cargo canisters and opened it, appropriating
some new clothes. Fortunately she'd kept samples of both male and female clothing around.
The Goa'uld pulled a slinky, gold tunic onto her new body, finding it fit reasonably well
when one of her host's memories moved into the foreground.
"Ah…Qetesh," she said, pausing for a moment. "Didn't know her, but she had an
impeccably good taste in hosts…even if this one did get a little soft in recent years, but that's
easy enough to fix…though this hair has got to go," she said, looking at Vala's image in a hand
mirror that had accompanied the clothes.
"Yes, I think blonde will suit us nicely…"

Siege
1
Ryan Stevenson stood in Atlantis's holographic chamber monitoring the growing armada
of Wraith ships surrounding the planet. They were clustered about in groups in far orbit around
Lantea, outside of Atlantis's weapons' range, but still close enough to intercept any ships coming
and going from the city with their crude hyperdrive destabilizers reaching out and blanketing the
planet from somewhere deep within the Wraith Hive ships.
Their biological generators were inefficient, and took quite a long while to cycle up to
full power, but they effectively cut off all hyperspace travel by preventing ships from forming a
hyperspace window, while simultaneously pulling ships out of hyperspace that passed within
range of the destabilizers. The Alterran version of the device was much more efficient, and could
be used while in flight within hyperspace to track down moving ships, such as the Tria had done
with the Earth fleet, but even with their inferior technology the Wraith had successfully bottled
up the planet once again.
Ryan had expected nothing less. Atlantis couldn't leave the system without physically
running past the blockade and getting in the clear to activate its stardrive and jump to
hyperspace…which it probably could if handled right, but that wasn't the objective. The Alterra
wanted the city right where it was and the Wraith gathering overhead.
There were over 500 ships now, with more still on the way according to the city's long
range sensors. Most of the fleet was made up of cruisers with skeleton crews, supporting 28 of
their enormous Hive ships, as well as a scattering of other Wraith designs. Most of the cruisers
were newly constructed, and Ryan figured the lack of crew was due to the lack of food within the
galaxy. Not enough food meant the Wraith population couldn't explode upward as they had the
potential to do…but ship production didn't require feeding on Humans, so in that regard, at least,
they were living up to their reputation.
It'd been two and a half months since Atlantis had been visited by the first pair of
cruisers, and with the Wraith's inferior hyperdrives their reinforcements had been dribbling in at
a slow, but fairly constant rate. As it was the ships still on approach would take another two
weeks to arrive, but it looked as though the flow was beginning to thin…and once it had settled
out into whatever number of ships the Wraith deemed necessary to contain them, that was the
time when the Alterra would introduce their version of warfare to the Wraith first hand.
Starring at the holographic map, Ryan felt the telepathic summons of one of his brothers.
Matt wanted to see him.
On my way, he mentally replied. When he stepped off the control pedestal the glowing
map disappeared and he headed off for a lower level of the main tower.
"What have you got?" Ryan asked Matt, his red-headed twin when he arrived in the
primary med lab.

Matt activated a holographic display in the open area at the center of the room and
walked up to it from the opposite side of Ryan. "I've been studying the Wraith biotech and
genetics in depth and have made some significant discoveries."
"Such as that weakness the Aurora's Captain referred to?"
"No," Matt said matter-of-factly. "But I did discover several inaccuracies in the Lantean
files."
"Such as?" Ryan asked curiously.
"The feeding process," Matt said, highlighting several points in the Wraith genetic
structure floating in the air between the twins, "is not their only source of nourishment."
Ryan crossed his arms over his chest and frowned. "I wondered about that. A six month
feeding cycle didn't seem to cover the mass conversion during that time."
"No, not by a long shot. According to my research model, the Wraith absorb trace
amounts of nutrients through physical contact with their environment. They also recycle carbon
lost during respiration by absorbing carbon dioxide through the skin. That wouldn't factor into a
planetary atmosphere, but…"
"…it would onboard the confined atmosphere within their ships," Ryan finished for him.
"Yes, and the Wraith should be able to absorb a lot of other compounds which, according
to the Lantean reports, are present in both the atmosphere and structure of their ships."
"Present or produced?" Ryan wondered.
"Produced and secreted through the walls and floor," Matt informed him. "At a very slow
rate that isn't easily detectable. I ran some tests on the Wraith debris you recovered and
confirmed the theory. The interior living spaces of their ships are designed to gradually nourish
the Wraith through direct contact, which is the quicker method, or by aerial absorption as the
compounds build up and eventually form a thin fog within the atmosphere."
"Which was noted in several Lantean reports," Ryan remembered.
Matt nodded. "They concluded it was water vapor produced by altered atmospheric
settings within the craft, but that appears not to be the case. There is water vapor present, which
the Wraith also absorb through the skin, but there are also the trace nutrients present."
"Meaning that Wraith in the field need to feed more often than those living inside their
ships," Ryan surmised.
"Probably," Matt agreed. "However, that's not the gist of the matter. When I started
analyzing the array of nutrients I began to notice a pattern…look," he said, altering the
hologram. "Do you see it?"
Ryan studied the compounds closely and tried to find the pattern. "No, I don't."
"It took me a while too," Matt admitted. "See if this helps."
He highlighted 18 out of the 26.
Suddenly Ryan got it. "Not from the seed species."
"Bingo," Matt said, taking slight pleasure in being one step ahead of his progenitor.
"The Lanteans determined that the Wraith evolved from an accidental mixing of a native
creature on Ijara and the seed species that they placed there," Ryan recalled. "These compounds
are required by that species, I take it?"
"All of them are," Matt clarified. "The seed species just happens to share 8 of them."
Ryan tilted his head to the side in thought. "I take it that's significant?"
"I thought it might be, but I couldn't quite put my finger on it, so I asked Andara to take a
look, now that the Feriorla situation has stabilized. She is as brilliant as she is beautiful."
"I know," Ryan reminded him. He was the one that'd recruited her after all.

"No, no," Matt admonished him. "You don't know the half of it. Look at this…"
The hologram shifted again, this time showing a translucent image of a Wraith body with
extraneous diagrams floating around in bunches describing the feeding process.
"Andara pinpointed the crucial element that I'd been searching for, then helped me
through the permutations. The Lanteans were wrong about the origins of the Wraith."
"Big surprise," Ryan said sarcastically.
"According to their records, Ijara was seeded with the base species, then left alone for
120,000 years before the Lanteans did a comprehensive survey of all seeded worlds in the
galaxy, at which time they found a large population of primitives advancing at the expected rate.
They left them alone to continue developing for another 120,000 years before repeating the
process."
"And continued on for well over two million years, I know," Ryan said, unnecessarily
reminding Matt that the two of them shared nearly identical memories, including the Lantean
files that Ryan had read before he'd cloned himself.
"But…" Matt continued, "the inhabitants of Ijara, when questioned after the Wraith first
emerged, told the Lanteans stories of creatures in the forests of the dark side of the planet that
had fed upon those foolish enough to venture into the dark areas. Their entire recorded history,
short as it was, contained these stories and the Lanteans suspected, based on their research of
Wraith physiology, that these creatures must have begun feeding upon the inhabitants within the
first 120,000 year period in order to evolve their combined genetic structure into that of present
day Wraith."
"Unfounded speculation," Ryan agreed," but not categorically wrong."
"With the planet's marginal rotation," Matt reminded him, "and only moonlight to sustain
the forests, the intermediary forms of the evolving Wraith were never seen, or so the Lanteans
assumed to make their theory fit, but a more comprehensive analysis of their genetic structure
indicates that the synthesis of the seed species genetic code with the native creatures' is
considerably faster than they estimated."
Ryan's chin rose a hair. "So it happened more recently than they suspected?"
Matt shook his head. "We don't think it happened at all."
"What did Andara find?"
"This," Matt highlighted a small component in the feeding process.
Ryan's eyes widened. "Adaptive genetics?"
"Not quite," Matt said ominously. "This is something entirely new to us."
Ryan didn't say anything for a moment and let that sink in. The Alterra had been around
for a very long time, and even given the infinite diversity of the universe it was rare when they
encountered something altogether new.
"Go on," Ryan urged, looking closely at the data.
"We think Ijara is a red herring," Matt stated flatly. "The Lanteans may have first
encountered the Wraith there, and there may have been a native lifeform that fed off the seed
species in a similar fashion to the Wraith, but they're not related, at least not as the Lanteans
believed. The Wraith homeworld must be somewhere else, and they traveled to Ijara."
Ryan frowned. That potentially put a kink in their battle plans. The Wraith had defended
Ijara almost religiously, never allowing the Lanteans to get close to the planet after first contact.
"Any ideas where they came from?"
"Not through the gate network," Matt said categorically. "So it should be somewhere
within the region around the Ijara system, but that isn't the big problem."

"Problem?" Ryan asked.
"According to our research, the Wraith absorbed the seed species genetic code within a
year…perhaps sooner."
The intense, relaxed look drained from Ryan's face. "What?"
"I know. I reacted the same way," Matt said, adjusting the hologram again. "These
elements, we think, belong to the actual Wraith species," he said, bringing up segments of their
genetic code. "They appear to incorporate other species' genetics into their own through the
feeding process, absorbing their physical attributes, intelligence…and Andara believes some of
their memories, though I haven't figured that one out yet."
Ryan stared at the wall for a moment, then summed the situation up pithily. "They are
what they eat."
"Seems so," Matt confirmed. "They Wraith became their current incarnation when they
fed upon the seed species, but the transformation was almost instantaneous. It wasn't a matter of
evolution."
"And when they fed on the Lanteans…" Ryan added.
"…they grew even stronger, and more intelligent, and if Andara is right…"
"…absorbed their technical knowledge," Ryan finished as a lot of loose threads began to
connect. "The Wraith plasma canons. They didn't develop them on their own, or reverse engineer
them from captured ships…they absorbed the knowledge from their victims and incorporated it
into their biotech."
"Ingenious sons of bitches, aren't they?" Matt noted.
"Do they have to feed?" Ryan asked.
Matt shook his head. "No. Our initial assumption was correct. With their knowledge of
biology, they could easily reactivate the latent digestive systems they obtained from the seed
species' genetics."
"The one called Michael did just that, according to Weir's log."
"He went farther than that," Matt added. "He stripped away his ability to feed off
lifeforms, thus locking his genetic code in place. Now, his base Wraith code was still there,
dormant and able to be reactivated in the future, but it was relatively inaccessible."
"Relatively?"
Matt shook his head appreciatively. "From what Andara told me, their genetic code is
extremely aggressive. It cannot be stripped away or altered, it will always regenerate. Michael
just locked it down, I'd guess."
"By Wraith, you mean their core genetics?" Ryan asked. "They can still change forms if
they feed off different species?"
Matt nodded. "We assume they got stronger when they fed off the Lanteans…and smarter.
Probably a lot smarter than they are now."
"When they ran out of Lanteans they reformed to the Human genetic code?"
"Not with a single feeding, but yes," Matt confirmed. "They are what they eat. The more
advanced the species, the stronger they get…the more primitive, the weaker and dumber they
get…while maintaining some characteristics from their core attributes."
"Then the Wraith Sheppard found marooned…"
"…had been eating Lanteans as well as Humans," Matt continued. "It's also possible that
they gain a boost from cannibalism. Another of Andara's theories. You remember Weir's report
on Teyla?"
Ryan raised an eyebrow. "The Wraith experiments?"

Matt nodded. "She thinks that Wraith was trying to upgrade the Humans with a touch of
their own genetic code, making them more advanced, which would in turn make the Wraith more
advanced when they fed off them."
"To make up for the lack of Lanteans," Ryan guessed.
"Exactly."
Ryan nodded as he made another connection. "That's why the Wraith don't eat anything
other than Humans. It would downgrade them even further."
"We don't know that for a fact," Matt argued. "There may be other forms of Wraith out
there."
"I meant what Sheppard told me about his Wraith prisoners," Ryan explained. "He tried
to feed them other lifeforms, but the Wraith wouldn't touch them."
Matt's eyes narrowed. "Sheppard tried to feed him lifeforms?"
"Yeah, I wasn't too keen on that myself," Ryan acknowledged. "We had a chat about that
and I think he's squared away now."
"Still…"
"He was Human then, with his transformation ongoing I've noticed his eyes opening to a
lot of things. I don't think he'll be inclined to sacrifice living beings again."
"Anyway," Matt said, waving the tangent off, "if Andara is right, and the Wraith do
absorb at least some knowledge from their victims, they could know quite a bit about our
technology…at least as much as the Lanteans did. And it explains why their language is a
derivative of Lingara...and how they also know the old common tongue."
"Wait a minute," Ryan said as another thought struck him. "You're saying that the Wraith
absorbed the Lanteans' telepathic and telekinetic abilities?"
"That's what worries me," Matt said, getting to the main point. "We know that most of the
Lanteans didn't possess strong Edeva skills on the whole, but individual Wraith may have
assimilated those abilities from select individuals…though they would have lost them after
several feedings on Humans."
"I see the problem now," Ryan declared. 'Edeva' was an Ancient term that didn't have an
English translation, but it referred to their energy-based 'super powers' including telekinesis,
telepathy, charge redistribution, exterior healing, etc…and the Alterra had far more Edeva skills
than the Lanteans could ever dream of.
"If the Wraith feed off us, or another more advanced species," Matt said aloud, "they'll
become even more dangerous."
"I don't suppose they fed off the Vanir?" Ryan worried.
"Now there's an ugly thought…" Matt agreed, "though they wouldn't be a threat in the
physical sense. Still, I wouldn't want to see what kind of biotech they'd come up with given
Asgard level intelligence."
"Nor do I," Ryan concurred. "How much memory transfer does Andara theorize?"
"Random, with significant volume," Matt said evenly. "She doesn't think they can target
specific memories, fortunately, but with subsequent feedings of individuals with equal
knowledge, they're bound to accumulate a significant amount."
"And they retain these memories after feeding on other species?" Ryan asked.
"She thinks so," Matt said, unsure. "But with diminished intelligence there's no way of
knowing if they'll be able to use it."
"Their biotech is semi-independent, isn't it?" Ryan said.

Matt's eyes widened. "You're right. I should have seen that. Coupled with a database they
can maintain and pass on the knowledge even if they're incapable of fully understanding it."
"What have you discovered with regards to their telepathic connections?"
"Base attribute," Matt said with certainty. "Probably altered by the feedings to give them
the ability to influence Human minds."
"I figured that," Ryan said, putting his hands on his hips. "Any other useful insights?"
"No, but I'd just like to underscore the danger of the Wraith feeding on us. They could
become our bane…in ways I don't even care to speculate."
"Well that's not going to happen," Ryan said firmly, "for no other reason than there
aren't enough of us to go around."
"Still," Matt cautioned, "one of us given to a queen could reproduce hundreds of Wraith
before she'd need to feed again. And then add in their cloning ability…"
"Point taken," Ryan noted.
"We have to make certain we wipe all of them out," Matt insisted. "Including their
progenitors, or this could happen all over again."
Ryan bit his lip. "Possibly. We'll have to assess the progenitors when we find them. The
present incarnation of the Wraith are smart enough to fix their feeding problem and haven't…we
can't make the same assumption of the others if their intelligence is considerably lower."
Matt tilted his head thoughtfully. "Hadn't considered that. Either way their feeding
ability has to go."
"Agreed," Ryan said, nodding his complete agreement.

2
Sam climbed the spiral staircase up to the briefing room in the now deserted Cheyenne
Mountain complex. With the stargate gone, the SGC had been temporarily disbanded until
appropriate terms were reached with the I.O.A. to use their 'neutral' facility in Egypt. On top of
that, there were still many ruffled feathers over how the I.O.A. had acquired the stargate.
Carter and Mitchell had returned to Earth and relayed their tale to the temporary U.S.
representative in Egypt, who had listened intently, made no promises as to repercussions against
the Chinese government, then quickly arranged them transportation back to the States. Both
Colonels had been given temporary leave until their positions in the new offworld operation was
determined.
Cam and Sam had spent the first week together, discussing their future and mourning
their friends. Teal'c had remained on Dakara, assuming his new duties as First Prime. He was
given a new symbiot and had his golden emblem of Apophis removed in a quick ceremony, with
Mitchell and Carter in attendance, before they had to return to Earth. Teal'c wished them both
well, adding that given current circumstances he didn't think he'd be visiting Earth again.
Apparently he was taking Hailey and Vala's deaths hard, and in typical Jaffa fashion he placed
blame squarely on the Chinese, and by extension all those who enabled their misdeeds…
After their week on Earth together, Cam went off to visit his family while Carter lost
herself on the road, taking an extended vacation across the country, hopping from one national
park to another, hotel to hotel, and in some cases campsite to campsite. She didn't feel like
staying put for very long, as if moving from place to place would help her escape her emotions.
Not only had they lost their teammates, but Jack had also disappeared offworld…and she had no
way of finding him.
Truth be told, if she knew where he was she'd run off with him at the drop of a hat. She
was as disgusted and disillusioned with her fellow Earthlings as Teal'c was. Cam still seemed
optimistically hopeful, but she knew part of his demeanor was just for show. He was still
simmering too, but he wasn't going to dwell on it.
Carter however was. She'd been around the block too many times to just pass this off.
She'd always been fervently loyal to her country and her planet, but the harsh truth was that
Earth, whom she'd fought and bled for on god knows how many times, had gone to the darkside.
Up until now she'd never let herself believe that. Sure, there were bound to be rotten eggs
in every chicken coop, but lately it seemed everything that Earth did had some political, selfcentered agenda to it. Gone were the days where they went out into the galaxy to explore and
help people…now it was Earth that was victimizing others.
And she'd been a part of it. That's what galled her the most. She'd become one of
them…up until Captain Stevenson had ran her head through the wood chipper. He'd
inadvertently done her a favor, painful as it had been, and it sickened Sam at the very thought of
where she'd be right now if he hadn't shoved her rationalizations back in her face.
And now she was stuck. She couldn't run off looking for O'Neill. She couldn't redeem
herself within a stargate program that no longer existed. She couldn't do anything but play civy
and wait for her hair to turn gray.

Two months into her cross country road trip, however, she did receive a phone call from
her superiors. They hadn't said what for, but she'd been recalled from her leave and ordered to
report to the old SGC for further orders.
When she arrived a lone guard stood waiting for her at the entrance. He escorted her into
the base up until he got around to telling her where she was going, at which point she dismissed
the Sergeant. She knew her way around the base better than anyone.
When Sam reached the top of the stairwell she noticed a large group of uniformed
officers seated around the briefing room table…all of whom turned to look at her.
She cleared her voice. "Colonel Samantha Carter, reporting as ordered," she said, coming
to a stop and saluting.
"Colonel," a tall man wearing a civilian suit said as he stood, acknowledging her salute
with one of his own. "Welcome back," he said, pointing to the table's only empty chair.
Sam nodded, recognizing the man, but a bit confused by the salute. "Thank you, Mr. Vice
President."
The VP continued standing until she'd seated herself, then lowered himself back into his
chair at the opposite end of the table.
"Two weeks ago," he began without preamble, "the Beta site reported a contagion
affecting all of their personnel. The planet was quarantined. Three days later, when we finally
got a med team through the stargate," he said with frustration, "they were all dead."
Sam's eyes widened.
One of the Generals on her left tilted his head in her direction. "It was the Aschen."
"The Aschen?" Carter asked, blinking.
"We retrieved the small probe that delivered the bioweapon," the General continued. "It
was the same type as used against Earth."
"Did they take the planet?" Sam asked.
"No, they didn't," the Vice President said. "Once the contagion ran its course, we
reclaimed the Beta site. There's been no further sign of the Aschen."
Carter frowned, thinking. "Did they take anything?"
The Vice President looked at his Generals and raised an eyebrow.
"Not that we've found," General Higgins said grumpily.
Carter considered that, then nodded her head as she came to a conclusion. "It was a shark
bump," she said meekly.
"I'm sorry," the Vice President said, "I'm not familiar with that terminology."
"Umm…it's sort of like prodding us for a reaction," Carter awkwardly explained. "They
hit us then study our response, usually as a prelude to future action. Sharks have been known to
do that before they attack divers."
"A shark bump…ok, I get it. So they'll hit us again? That's your conclusion, Colonel?"
"More of a guess, Mr. Vice President," Carter hedged. "But I'd say so."
"You can address him as 'sir,' Colonel," General Howard told her. "He's now the
Commander in Chief of the military."
"Excuse me?" Carter asked, her jaw dropping.
The Vice President raised his hand to stop and further conversation. "In the event that the
President is removed from office, the Vice President assumes the Presidency. The Congress can't
remove Cornwallis without telling the public why, which would require revealing the stargate
program. That's not something we're prepared to do, but we're not going to let treason go either.

Unofficially I've taken control of the Presidential powers. Cornwallis will remain a figurehead,
but with no decision making ability whatsoever."
Carter's eyes widened a bit further. "And he agreed to this?"
"Congress didn't give him a choice," the Vice President told her. "The military supported
them, as did I. With no one following his orders, Cornwallis lost all control. Eventually he
relented and agreed to play the role in order to maintain national security, but he's completely out
of the loop."
"Wow…" Carter commented.
"So as far as we're concerned," Howard said, pointing at the VP, "he is the President."
Carter nodded. "Yes, sir."
"In light of this recent attack," the unofficial President continued, "the Congress and I
have unanimously decided on a new course of action regarding offworld affairs…at least the
portion of Congress with security clearance. That's why you're here."
Sam nodded, but didn't say anything.
"As of three days ago, we declared war on the Aschen."
Carter's breath caught in her throat. "Really?"
The CIC nodded. "The other nations reluctantly agreed on principle, but are only
committed to the defense of Earth and their individual colonies. We, however, aren't just going
to sit around waiting to get hit again. We're going on the offensive…when we're able to down the
road. Normally a declaration of war by the congress would result in a massive shift of our
country's economy towards war production…but that's not possible without breaking national
security."
"To that end," he continued, "our military buildup is going to commence offworld. Since
we no longer have exclusive control of the stargate, our offworld operations are going to be run
out of a new Stargate Command located offworld. All transit to Earth, according to a recent
I.O.A. edict, will come directly from one of Earth's colonies for security reasons. All offworld
teams will have to gate to friendly territory before being allowed to return to Earth."
General Pervis leaned over towards Sam. "Since they've got the gate, the I.O.A. has been
giving orders on everything."
"Yes they have," the VP said. "And we're not standing for it anymore. We're cutting all
but the most basic ties with the I.O.A. We are no longer producing technology for them, nor
supplying them with personnel. They will allow us limited travel through the stargate in order to
prevent us from trying to bring another gate here, which I've been told is inadvisable because it
wouldn't work anyway."
"It would override their gate because of the DHD," Carter offered. "But there's nothing to
stop them from doing the same thing, at which point it becomes a programming war for
dominance."
"Thus," the VP continued after a nod, "we are preparing to run all our offworld
operations without the benefit of a planetary gate. We'll travel by ship if we have to, but we're
finished with the I.O.A."
"Surprised?" Higgins asked when some of the color seemed to drain from Sam's face.
"Well…to be honest, yes, I am."
"You disapprove?" the General pressed.
"No…not at all. I just didn't expect it to happen given the political situation."
The VP leaned forward, putting his elbows on the table and starred Carter down. "We're
done playing politics with the security of Earth. I know what it's like out there, Colonel. I know

how vulnerable we really are and how stupidly we've handled past situations. We'd all be dead
ten times over if not for you and your teammates…and most recently the intervention of the
Jaffa."
Carter nodded. "Thank you, sir."
"No," the VP shook his head. "Thank you. You and the others at Stargate Command have
been the voice of reason ever since the program was founded. It's been idiotic politicians and
blowhard military brass that have caused most of the trouble," he said, catching a few glares
from his current military brass. "We're done playing games. As of now, you are in full command
of all our offworld operations."
"Me?" Carter asked, stunned.
The VP nodded. "With an immediate promotion to a Five Star General."
"What?" Sam gasped.
"We're at war," the VP insisted. "You're the most experienced officer we have. I would
have liked to bring O'Neill back, but we haven't been able to track him down and we can't wait.
You are in command of our war effort, General. As it is, you're also the only person remaining
on Earth that has had personal contact with the Aschen. You saw them launch the first
bioweapon at us through the stargate with no provocation whatsoever. You know what we're up
against, and short of O'Neill I can't think of anyone better to protect our planet, and our country,
from our offworld enemies."
"Are you sure?" Sam asked again, thinking she'd not heard right.
The VP smiled. "You don't remember me, do you?"
"Sir?" she asked, not catching his meaning.
"During the first year of operation here," he said, indicating the SGC. "There was a
skirmish offworld. SG-5 was under Goa'uld attack and SG-1 and SG-3 was sent in as relief. You
rescued a Major Kerry who'd received a staff blast in the chest," he said, pointing to the spot on
his upper right pectoral muscle.
Carter's eyes widened again. "That was you?"
"Yes," Kerry said. "I never returned to active duty, and eventually made my way into
politics because I knew how serious the threat we faced was, and how we couldn't trust the
politicians to do anything right. Now that I'm the one calling the shots, with the congress in
agreement out of fear of the Aschen, I'm giving you free reign to do what's needed, in your own
way, with no interference from the I.O.A. or our own government."
Carter stared at him for a moment. "You've got to be joking."
"No, I'm dead serious," Kerry said, leaning back in his chair. "But there's more than just
the threat the Aschen pose. We also have to consider the possibility of WWIII here on Earth…or
more likely, out amongst our colonies."
"What do you mean?" Carter asked.
"Since we lost possession of the stargate, the other nations have become almost giddy
with the promise of new lands to colonize. It's as if the clock was turned back to 1492 when the
Americas were discovered and Europe set loose on a colonizing binge. The same thing is
happening now, and I can see no way for us to stop it. When we had possession of the stargate
they had to go behind our back to do it…now, there's no restrictions on them at all, and the
I.O.A. is intent on playing kingpin and riding rough shot over everyone. A few of the rules
they've set up include treating Earth as neutral ground, which everyone is honor-bound to
protect, but they're 'giving' free passes to the individual countries to do whatever they want on

their own colonies, which are being parceled out by the I.O.A. Any confrontations between
nations are the business of no one else, so long as they keep their disputes away from Earth."
Carter's jaw dropped the lowest it'd go. "They're anticipating civil war?"
"So it would seem. Their focal point is on preserving Earth. As for everything else it's a
free for all…with the one exception being they're forbidding claiming of worlds with indigenous
populations. They don't want another incident with the Jaffa. Also, every nation has to petition
the I.O.A. to be granted the rights to establish new colonies, as well as declare all offworld bases
for public knowledge."
"How do they plan to enforce that?" Carter asked, thinking through the ramifications.
"Setting us at each other's throats," Kerry said candidly. "We've already denounced the
I.O.A. treaty and made our intentions clear. We've sort of settled on a mutual disagreement while
acknowledging that Earth needs to be protected. We have, however, pulled out of all 304
contracts with the other nations. They'll have to make their own spaceships from now on."
"So…" Carter said carefully. "You're telling me that since we can't stop this colonization
push, our only option is to get out in front of it?"
"Bingo," he said, pointing a finger at her in congratulations.
"All the while fighting the Aschen and who knows who else?"
"I'm sure you see the intricacies of the problem we face…and the urgent need for genuine
leadership," he underscored.
Sam nodded slowly, taking it all in. "I'll want Colonel Mitchell as my second in
command."
"You needn't ask, Carter," Kerry said with some familiarity. "You're in command. You
can have whoever you want. We'll supply you with as much equipment and resources as we can
from Earth, but down the road you're going to have to rely on offworld resources."
"Meaning the establishment of more mining sites and setting up offworld factories and
shipyards," Sam said, catching on quickly.
Kerry nodded, smiling. "I trust you can take it from here?"
"Yes, sir," she said formally.
Kerry pointed at the assembled staff. "These officers are at your disposal. They'll help
you set up everything you need. Oh…one small side note, Carter. Is there any chance of getting
Teal'c back?"
Sam cringed. "He's already been accepted as Bra'tac's First Prime. Knowing Teal'c he
won't go back on that commitment."
"Our loss," Kerry said as he stood. "Cheyenne Mountain is yours until we can get an
offworld SGC up and running. The Phoenix and Icarus are our only two operational warships.
We have to leave at least one of them here at all times until the British 304 is ready for operation,
which we're keeping, by the way. But you know as well as I do, that even if we had all four ships
here in defense of Earth, that won't be enough against another Aschen assault."
"Assuming the Russians keep theirs here," Carter added, nodding. "The 304s will be
more effective offworld until we can establish a proper defense of Earth."
"Yes, I forgot to mention that," Kerry added. "We're discussing the establishment of a
network of defense satellites with the I.O.A., but even if they refuse to play ball we're going to
work on the defenses ourselves. That will not be one of your responsibilities."
Carter nodded. She was getting everything away from Earth. Home defense would be
allotted to someone else. While she hoped they got someone competent for the job, not having to
defend Earth directly was a huge load off her shoulders…not that the job she'd just been given

was going to be that easy. She was being given the front lines, while Earth would eventually,
hopefully, become safe territory.
"Understood, sir."
Kerry walked around the table and stopped next to Carter, who stood to meet him. He
shook her hand. "You have no idea how much safer I feel knowing that you'll be out there
watching over our asses. Good luck. If there's anything that they can't get for you, feel free to call
me, day or night."
"Thank you," Carter said as he released her hand.
"Have at it," Kerry said, waving them back to the table as he left the room. A pair of
secret service guards stepped out of what used to be Landry's office to escort him back to the
surface.
"Ok," Carter said, sitting back down and taking a long, deep breath. "Let's start with the
basics. Do we have a proposed site for the new SGC?"
"Dr. Weir," one of the Asgard at the control consoles calmly called out to her, "the city's
sensors are detecting a wave of incoming objects."
Elizabeth walked over behind the small alien. "What kind of objects?"
"Asteroids," it said evenly. "Some of which are quite large."
"How long?" she asked.
"Twelve minutes, thirty two seconds."
"Alert the Alterra. We need someone in the control chair."
"Done," another Asgard said, having already sent the message.
"Start powering up the city's weapons," Elizabeth ordered. "And sound general quarters."
One of the other six Asgard in the control room activated the city's general warning
klaxon, tinged with slightly altered harmonics to indicate the general quarters status.
Out on Atlantis's number three pylon Sheppard and O'Neill were lazily hitting golf balls
out into the ocean when the city's shield suddenly rose up over their heads. Below them the water
receded as it was pushed down by the ventral shields as they too extended. Atlantis bobbed a bit
with the increased buoyancy as a loud, four tone warning sounded on the city's exterior hull…the
signal to return indoors.
"What's up?" O'Neill asked as Sheppard closed his eyes and concentrated.
"Come on," Sheppard said a moment later, grabbing their stash of golf balls and clubs.
"They need us in the control chairs."
"Wraith I assume," O'Neill asked as he ran behind Sheppard, carrying his own set of
clubs.
"They decided to hit a few balls our way," John said as they approached the nearest door
to the city's interior. "We've got to knock them down before they get here."
"Tell me where to go," O'Neill said, completely serious for once in his life.
"I'll show you," Sheppard said as they darted inside.
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John and Jack left their clubs and bucket of balls in the hallway just inside the entrance
and jogged their way to the nearest transporter. From there they made their way to the closest of
the four chair rooms.
"Sit down," John said from the doorway, "plug in, and wait for instructions. You can talk
to Ryan through the chair's systems."
"Alright," Jack said as Sheppard ran off. The next closest chair was in another building.
The Alterra had added the three extras in different locations just in case the city was damaged
and the primary chair was lost, which meant it would take a couple more minutes for Sheppard t
o 'plug in.'
Jack spun the blue/white chair around and sat down. He concentrated and the chair
reclined…
Suddenly he was aware of Atlantis's weapons systems powering up, her deployed shields,
and numerous subsystems all at his disposal, yet shared with another control chair. Matt
Stevenson was already active in the system.
What now? Jack thought.
In response Ryan's 'voice' transmitted through the chair interface.
"Get the drones moving," he told him as O'Neill noticed targeting information continuing
to pop up on the incoming asteroids. Ryan was tagging targets from the 'war room.' "Keep them
out of the line of fire and ready to pick up the pieces. Matt's got the big guns, and Sheppard will
stand by with the Pesqua if we need them."
Got it, O'Neill mentally replied as he searched for the Alterran drones. He found clusters
stacked on the surface of Atlantis's three primary pylon/piers.
"Wakey, wakey," Jack said aloud as the sheets of 4.5 meter square cubes activated. In his
mental HUD all the little cubes turned green.
"Up," he said, and the top rows of the stacks started to drift towards the city's shield.
"I'm in," Sheppard's voice announced. "Pesqua standing by."
"Whatever makes it to the atmosphere is yours," Ryan said.
The silver cubes passed through the city's shields as three long streams of them formed,
heading up to space. Jack picked a rendezvous spot in orbit and they scurried up to it, unfolding
into what looked like mechanical 'spike balls' in the process. O'Neill started their capacitors
charging as the first yellow/green beam shot up from one the city's four primary Joktala, or beam
cannons.
O'Neill watched through the city's sensors as the thin beam reached high above the
atmosphere and impacted the largest of the 100+ asteroids at a range of 196 dekmas, or 512
miles in the Ancient measurement. It took and caught the beam for a moment, then the energy
weapon burst out the back side of the asteroid, shattering it into several dozen pieces before the
beam abated.
"Whoa," O'Neill commented.
"You ain't seen nothing yet," Sheppard commented to the mental part of that exclamation
that got transmitted through the chair.

The asteroid debris began to expand outwards like a halo and suddenly Jack had
deployment points appearing in his HUD, courtesy of Ryan.
O'Neill concentrated and split up his 160 drones into five groups and moved them around
the firing conduit to their deployment points, which were moving parallel to the incoming
asteroids. He accelerated them even further to catch up in time before the rocks hit the
atmosphere.
Another two Joktala lances cracked the next biggest asteroids. A few seconds later the
fourth fired, then there was a few seconds delay while the first cannon recharged. Matt worked
through the asteroids, largest to smallest at range while O'Neill's drones moved into position.
"Have at it fellas," Jack said when he gave the drones their attack command.
The semi-autonomous computers in the drones began their attack, firing single spheres of
red energy at the pieces of rock flying towards Atlantis, which were spreading out into a large
cone from the detonations. The drones, essentially unmanned fighters, busted up the bigger
pieces with the concentrated blasts, then waited to recharge, fired, and waited again.
When the pieces began to shrink in size, O'Neill ordered the drones to pull less charge.
As a result the spheres they were firing shrank, but their firing rate increased. They chewed up
most of the asteroids, but some large pieces still managed to make their way into the
atmosphere…where the drones broke off.
Sheppard sat, waiting and watching as his fellow Alterra made short work of the Wraith
asteroids, but some of the debris was getting through…which meant they were his responsibility
now.
The city's pesqua holds opened up and several long, but thin streams of the glowy
remote-controlled missiles rose up out of the city, then fanned out as John sent them towards
individual targets. Atlantis could probably survive some hits from the smaller pieces, but at the
speed they were entering the atmosphere they were carrying a significant amount of kinetic
energy. Too much would breach the shields, but even if they missed the city they'd create
devastating waves in the ocean, and Sheppard didn't feel like having the city flipped over by the
impact concussion.
Not to mention there were other lifeforms on Lantea besides the Ancients and their seed
species. A brief glance at the sensors confirmed that there were many of the 'talking whales' that
had previously warned them of dangerous solar activity. If the asteroids hit the ocean around
Atlantis, hundreds of them would be killed within the 200 mile radius.
Not going to happen on John's watch. Besides, Atlantis owed them.
The few hundred pesqua zipped up, boring through their targets then quickly curling
around and passing through others, putting holes in the remaining pieces that the atmospheric
friction clawed at, further chewing them up. After several dozen passes the drones finally
detonated within some of the remaining pieces, but by now there were thousands of small
fragments that were going to hit the ocean's surface. They were no longer a threat to Atlantis, but
they were going to make one hell of a meteor shower.
Sheppard, now free of controlling the pesqua, tracked the debris a few dekmas above the
city, meaning less than thirty seconds to impact. He mentally grabbed control of the city's shields
and disconnected the upper shield from the lower shield.
The bottom edge of the top hemisphere of the shield expanded out over the ocean, lifting
up to an almost flat angle and spreading out…and out…and out…
The asteroid debris impacted all over the shield, small bits here and there, making quite
the fireworks display for the Wraith observing from high orbit, but very little was visible from

inside the city. Only a few tiny pieces came down on top of Atlantis…the rest were widely
spread out over the ocean.
"Nice," Ryan said through the link. "Bring the drones back down and pack them up."
On it, Jack replied.
"Ryan, take a look at this," Matt said, highlighting several of the Wraith ships.
They were gathering more asteroids.
"They think they're going to have better luck with more?" Sheppard asked.
"No," Ryan advised. "They accomplished their mission."
Which was what? Jack asked as he monitored the returning drones.
"To make us expend ammo," Matt answered.
"The pesqua," John said, understanding.
"Jack, I'll make sure the drones get tucked back in," Matt said. "You and Sheppard can go
back to whatever you were doing."
Thanks, O'Neill thought back. How long until the next round?
"At least a day," Ryan answered. "We may have to suffer another round or two before the
rest of the Wraith ships get here. Then we'll be ready to make our move."
"Call us when you need us," Sheppard said. "Meet you back on the pier."
O'Neill felt John disconnect, so he did as well. The chair powered down and sat him back
up. He stretched his arms up over his head. "Well, that was fun."
Two days later the last of the approaching Wraith ships finally arrived, bringing the count
to 718, including 37 Hive ships. They had clustered together into 18 battle groups spaced around
the planet, with small groups of cruisers moving about in between, ready to pounce on any ship
attempting to run the blockade.
In Atlantis's gateroom Ryan waited patiently for the last piece of the puzzle to arrive,
which came in the form of an incoming wormhole from Dracona.
Once the event horizon formed, Andara and Phil stepped through arm in arm, and Ryan
walked out to meet them.
"Is everything set?" Phil asked his twin.
"We're ready when you are," Ryan said, nodding at Andara. "We need you in one of the
control chairs."
She nodded back and walked past Ryan, placing a friendly hand on his shoulder as she
headed off to her assignment.
Phil turned around and mentally deactivated the still open stargate, then started dialing a
new 9 symbol address. There was a short pause after all nine were activated, during which he
mentally entered the access code, then the new wormhole opened. Without another word he
walked back through…
…and into the gate hub. He headed over to the control room and pulled up the map of
Pegasus. Thousands of small blue holographic lights marked the planets with stargates. Some
had thin blue lines between them, indicating active connections. Phil pulled up a second diagram
and input some quick commands.
All of the dots in the galaxy winked out, save for six.
Those remaining few were the ones with active wormholes. Phil waited patiently for
whoever was in transit to finish their journey, then when the connections ceased he deactivated
those gates as well. When all the stargates in Pegasus were deactivated, including Atlantis's, Phil
sent a brief text message to Janus:

Gates deactivated. You're good to go.
"Incoming message," McKay announced from the control room of the Terra.
"Just a moment," Janus replied as he made some final modifications. Both the Terra and
the facility it contained were brand new, on an uninhabited planet in the Pegasus galaxy. Both he
and Rodney had been sent to make sure it was operational before Atlantis needed it.
"Let's see what we've got," Janus said, walking over to the control panel and bringing up
the message. "Hmmm, that was quicker than I expected."
"Now I know my Ancient isn't that good," Rodney mentioned, "but I assume that's the go
signal."
"It is," Janus confirmed. "Begin power up."
McKay clapped his hands together and rubbed them in anticipation. "Oh yeah, time for
some payback," he said as he diverted power from the Terra's potentia into the device
constructed beneath it. He watched as the power flowed into the startup matrix, bringing it up to
critical levels.
"Ready," he announced when the level was to his liking.
"Activating," Janus said from a nearby console. Without a hitch the device came online,
and the Alterran scientist ramped up the coverage to maximum level. "How do we look?"
"Power flow is steady," McKay reported.
"Any anomalies," Janus asked, making certain all was well.
"None," McKay confirmed.
Janus walked over to the communications terminal and typed out another message, which
he then sent on to Atlantis:
Attero device activated.
Ryan received Janus's message in the holographic chamber, which was presently
converted into their war room, then opened a comm channel to the control room.
"Elizabeth, everything is set. Call in the fleet."
"Alright," she answered hesitantly. "I hope you know what you're doing."
Ryan glanced at the Wraith fleet icons encircling the planet. "We do."
A few minutes later the Nieruie and ten other brand new Columnar-class Alterran
warships exited hyperspace on the edge of the Wraith jamming fields. They exited in four pairs
and one threesome, spread out at separate points around the planet where the bulk of the Wraith
fleets were massed. Still somewhat distant, the Columnars accelerated towards the fleets
besieging Atlantis as they received targeting orders from Stevenson.
The four weapons pods on each of the Columnars opened silently, deploying their lox
generator towers and revealing their two pesqua holds inside the main hull…one top and one
bottom. All over the gray/white surface of the ships, small bumps rose up through the replicator
block armor, pushing them aside like sand. The ninety nine plasma cannons deployed just high
enough to open their lines of fire, but most of the batteries were still concealed within the
moving armor.
The main weapons of the ships had been fully charged prior to arrival, but none of them
fired, though they were already within range. Instead, all 11 ships launched two fast moving,
yellow plumes of pesqua at the Wraith ships redeploying to engage them.

All the Columnars emptied their pesqua holds in one massive preemptive attack before
they closed to plasma cannon range.
"Alright Matt," Ryan said through the chair communications system. "Get us moving.
Our ships won't last long against that amount of firepower."
"Here we go," Matt announced to command group, including Andara, Sheppard, and
O'Neill who were manning the other chairs. With a gentle rumble, Atlantis lifted off the ocean's
surface and passed through the thick cloud layer overhead. When it emerged on the other side the
city of the Ancients climbed with reckless abandon toward the developing battle overhead…and
the largest cluster of Wraith ships besieging Lantea.
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Inside the Nieruie, Bra'tac watched as Paul Stevenson fired their entire complement of
pesqua at the 97 ship fleet growing larger ahead of them as both the Alterran threesome of
Columnars and the Wraith ships moved towards each other aggressively. This particular
subgroup of the Wraith siege fleet contained four Hive ships, 88 cruisers, two supply ships, and
three of the rare Wraith battleships, each about half the length of a Hive ship and tapered into a
long, pointed needle of a profile.
Bra'tac held the lox generators ready as he sat in the Captain's chair and waited for the
Wraith ships to come within range. The lightning field generators were a medium distance
weapon, capable of delivering a large punch with a 32 second recharge time, but limited to a
range of only a few dekmas. The generators had to have a target to transfer the charge to, which
meant there had to be a temporary connection between the two ships, unlike the directed energy
weapon housed along the ship's central spine.
Paul would have control of that weapon, as soon as the pesqua reached their targets, but
Bra'tac could have fired it already over the ever decreasing gap between ships, effectively
sniping them from afar…however, the targeting data coming from Atlantis had given specific
orders regarding each and every one of the 718 ships besieging Atlantis. Many of them had been
tagged as 'no-kills.'
Bra'tac knew that meant the Wraith had Human captives aboard. Those ships were to be
disabled, not destroyed, which meant specifically targeting engines and weapons without hitting
anything critical. Fortunately, the pesqua had been designed for just such a task.
Bra'tac saw both their pesqua swarms, as well as those from their two sister ships, quickly
jump across the gap and begin to swirl around a third of the Wraith vessels as the enemy fired
their blue plasma cannons in an attempt to shoot the glowing yellow missiles down...and
partially succeeded.
However, there were so many being fired that the Wraith couldn't shield themselves from
the onslaught. Their biological armor caused the pesqua to use up an extra ordinate amount of
energy to cut through, but their speed of penetration didn't diminish. They looped about through
the cruisers, puncturing energy conduits and exposing the inner hull to space before their energy
reserves neared depletion and they detonated inside, causing further damage. The targeted
cruisers didn't explode in the fireball typical of metal built ships…instead they burned from the
inside, turning into bright silhouettes of destruction against the blackness of space.
Thirty four of the cruisers were killed by the pesqua wave within the fleet Bra'tac was
engaging. The four Hive ships had been hit too, but only their hyperdrives and some of their
weapons batteries had been targeted, as well as some of their thrust-based engines. They were
damaged, but not destroyed, and definitely not out of the fight. The supply ships had only their
hyperdrives targeted, while the four battleships had been split two and two. Two destroyed, two
wounded, based on which had Humans aboard and which did not.
With one quick blow, the 97 ship fleet had been pared down to 61, two of which really
weren't combat ships at all. That left 59 Wraith ships against three Columnars…now without
even a single pesqua in reserve.

"Stand ready," Bra'tac announced to his crew as they closed to within plasma cannon
range. In addition to his Master Builder, he had Lorne, Zelenka, and Cadman along with six
other Lanteans that had come from the Pegasus galaxy. A few Humans were also manning the
secondary control chairs on the bridge, bringing the ship's command compliment to 17. Bra'tac
had spent the past three days running them through battle simulations against the ship's
computer, and though they were far from skilled gunners, they had gelled sufficiently to
coordinate their strikes and learned where and when to shoot…something that the ship's
computer alone couldn't do as well. Still, it had been given control of shield and armor
adjustments, which it would make automatically in response to battle conditions.
"Mind your targets," Paul reminded them as they closed to within range.
"Fire at will," Bra'tac said, releasing everyone with a clear shot to fire.
The Nieruie had her two sister ships trailing behind her in a single file line, so as to
maximize their fields of fire as they dove into the sea of the Wraith ships. Their forward arcs
were momentarily obscured, but Bra'tac's ship wasn't. The few plasma cannons on the front of
the ship opened fire on the swiftly moving cruisers that had jumped out ahead of the limping
Hive ships while Paul fired the ship's main weapon.
On the relatively flat front end of the Columnar was a small, half sphere in the center of
the circular silhouette. It crackled with energy before spitting out a thin beam of brilliant green
energy at one of the approaching cruisers. The beam was about the width of a puddle jumper and
lasted .73 seconds, which accounted for only 11% of the weapon's charge. Two seconds after
firing, the emitter sphere crackled with energy again as Paul readied the ship to fire another low
power shot.
The first green lance hit the prow of the targeted cruiser and cored a shaft the entire
length of the ship, then impacted a second cruiser behind it in the aft quarter, also cutting through
its dense armor and exiting out the far side, where it winged a third cruiser behind it.
Meanwhile, the Kilosei, on the Nieruie's starboard side, fired her main weapon at full
power…not at the fleet in front of them, but at the secondary fleet of 32 ships approaching from
their flank.
The Kilosei's emitter crackled with small arcs of green lightning before firing off an
identical cutting beam at the lone battleship in the second fleet…one that had been tagged as a
'kill' by Atlantis, meaning no humans onboard.
The beam continued to fire for more than a second…which stretched into two seconds,
then two and a half. At 2.7 seconds the beam didn't abate…instead a large pulse of equally green
energy blasted out from the columnar and traveled along the beam, which continued to fire for a
total duration of 4.8 seconds. Designed as a shield penetrating weapon capable of pinpoint
overloading uber-strong shields in order to get some amount of destructive energy through, the
weapon worked equally well against the shield-less Wraith ships, even though it was a bit of
overkill.
The battleship took the cutting mean on the port side, approximately halfway down her
length, but at an angle. It cut into the ship and exited through her stern, running almost parallel to
her length. When the pulse hit the ship it was already nearly cut in half, which resulted in the
massive amount of energy entering through the long slash and burning/exploding away the
formidable ship's interior.
This time the bio-matter construction DID explode, in a massive debris cloud that threw
bits and pieces of the ship into the single Hive ship it had been escorting. The Hive lost several

plasma cannons to the ballistic debris, but continued to rush forward at full speed to reinforce the
fleet Bra'tac's Columnars were engaging.
Bra'tac noted the destruction of the battleship, along with the approach of two other
smaller Wraith fleets. The combined ship count was about to crest 150…which meant the
slugging match was about to begin.
Paul continued to spear Wraith cruisers with powered down shots from the Nieruie's
primary weapon until he'd completely depleted the capacitor. As it began its 10 minute 17
second recharge period Paul grabbed control of a number of plasma cannons from the computer
and began racking up hits on the nearest Hive ship's weapon batteries, which had just begun to
pound the Columnar's shields.
Finally the Wraith ships, now all firing an insane mass of blue plasma at the three
diverging Alterran vessels, came within range of the lox generators. Bra'tac targeted two cruisers
with the forward pair and unleashed two simultaneous orange lightning strikes against the ships.
The lightning jumped from one of the two targets into a second Wraith cruiser, bringing
the hit count to three as the cruisers suffered small internal explosions and began to list out of
control, unpowered. He noted with pride as his gunners threw their own wave of blue/green
plasma into the damaged ships, targeting the holes in their armor and breaking them apart into
debris fragments, completing the kills.
With his forward lox generators recharging, Bra'tac waited until the Nieruie passed into
the Wraith formation and his aft pair saw fresh targets. He knocked down two more of the pesky
cruisers as he kept a close eye on the ship's shield status.
What had been fully charged shields when they entered the fight was now quickly
draining down past 50%, with the ship's potentia pouring as much energy as it could back into
the shields to recharge them. Despite the Alterra's superior technology, the sheer number of
plasma cannons firing on the Columnars was too much for them to handle…yet every minute
that passed by saw more and more of those enemy plasma cannons destroyed, thus decreasing
the damage the enemy could throw their way.
But Bra'tac could do the math as easily as their computer. It wasn't a hard calculation to
make…
The shields were going to go down, and go down soon. Perhaps within the next minute.
"Paul, launch the drones," the only Alterra with any real battle experience ordered.
"They won't last long against that," his brother noted.
"They will buy time," Bra'tac said, unloading the forward lox generators again.
Paul released his plasma cannons back into the computer's control and focused on the
drones in the hangar bays. He activated the silvery cubes as the armor over the ship's aft face
flowed toward the edges like waves in a pond, exposing several bay doors beneath. Three of
them, including those of the main hangar, opened beneath the protection of the rapidly
diminishing shields and released a swarm of the tiny cubes.
54 drones transformed as they left the ship under Paul's direction and headed for one of
the three battleships pounding on the Columnar with its tightly packed cluster of forward plasma
cannons, two of which had already been knocked out. Paul ordered them to attack those cannons
then returned his attention to the ship's weapons, grabbing control of his own batteries back from
the computer and targeting the rapidly diminishing number of cruisers. They were the easiest to
kill and most of them had no humans onboard. Also, they were everywhere you looked. The
Nieruie was engulfed in the Wraith fleet, with even her sister ships nearly obscured from view by
the motley blue ships.

The combat drones, with their targets clearly declared, headed straight towards the
Wraith battleship and launched their small red orbs towards the ship's 26 forward plasma
cannons, four of which had now been disabled. Smaller in size than those on a hive ship by about
40%, the sheer number of them in the same firing arc made for an extremely dangerous torrent of
plasma within a small area of impact. Though these ships were rare within the Wraith fleet, their
battle prowess had resulted in the capture of several Lantean warships 10,000 years ago that had
underestimated how much concentrated firepower they could deliver on target…and right now
they were wreaking havoc with the Columnars shields.
Those forward plasma cannons were shielded by armor, with their destructive blue
energy traveling down an interior conduit before it was released into space…which meant the
only direct path to the cannons themselves was down the barrel of their weapons.
The drones couldn't target from that direction, so instead they began chewing into the
armor over the cannons, along with sporadic fire from the Columnar's much stronger plasma
cannons. The damage the drones added was minor, but not insignificant…which apparently the
Wraith took note of. They didn't redirect any of their ship to ship weapons against the drones.
No, they needed those to pound down the weakening shields of the Columnars. Their technology
could read enemy shield strength well enough, and they knew that despite the grievous losses
they were suffering they were about to get through their enemy's shields, so instead of wasting
their big guns against the drones the now 7 Hive ships engaged in the fight opened their
operational hangar bays and loosed a swarm of darts into the mix.
The darts headed away from the battle in a big arc around the circumference of the fur
ball in order to avoid the mass of plasma fire being exchanged between the big ships, which had
been the reason they weren't launched earlier. Once they found a relatively clear opening, they
poured through it and in towards the battleship under attack, as well as a trio of cruisers that the
drones from another Columnar were attacking.
The Wraith darts opened fire on the slowly circling drones a few seconds before the
Nieruie's shields collapsed.
When Atlantis took off from Lantea's surface it had a choice to make. There were 18
Wraith fleets spaced around the planet and 5 groups of friendly ships engaging them at different
places. The Wraith fleets were converging, and very soon the number of enemy ships was going
to overpower the Columnars. There were three enemy fleets closest overhead, but the largest
fleet was just a bit farther off westward, which was being engaged by the lone threesome of
Alterran Columnars.
However, just as Atlantis passed out of the planet's atmosphere, it became clear that the
major hot zone was not Bra'tac's battle, but Bret and Teyla's escalating battle as four smaller
Wraith fleets combined into a 253 ship swarm…which was quickly pared down to 211 by the
pesqua attack, but that still left the two Columnars more outgunned than the rest of the fleet, so
Atlantis veered west and moved to join the battle just heating up some distance away.
Fortunately, they didn't have to wait to get inside Wraith weapons range before attacking.
The city's Joktala were able to open fire two minutes prior to their arrival and began sniping
Wraith ships from range, starting with a lone battleship that fortunately didn't have any humans
aboard.
Unfortunately the 9 Hive ships did, and they couldn't be taken out so easily, nor could
their cannons or hyperdrives be targeted from this range. Matt did his best to take out as many
cruisers as he could, in addition to the one battleship kill, as Atlantis rushed towards the battle.

Unfortunately Bret's Columnar, the Ransaa, lost shields just before Atlantis came within
lox range, which Andara promptly put to use against the nearest Wraith cruisers. Meanwhile
Sheppard launched small waves of Pesqua, targeting the hyperdrives on the 'no-kill' targets that
had been missed in the initial attack, as well as the big batteries on the Hive ships.
That accounted for the bulk of Atlantis's weaponry, but there were still a small number of
point defense weapons spaced around Atlantis's many towers and the edges of the pylons, which
fell to O'Neill's control. Not as powerful as the plasma cannons on the Columnars, these neutron
beams were in fact particle weapons that chucked a slurry of energy and particles in short spurts
at targets with similar range limitations to the lox generators…yet the recharge time on the
neutron beams was nil, which meant O'Neill had some very fast firing 'squirt guns' at his
disposal…with pinpoint accuracy.
As the Ransaa's replicator armor began to blow away like dirt from numerous small
plasma impacts, it fired the last of its primary weapon's charge and holed a nearby cruiser,
cutting all return fire from it. The Columnar maneuvered up alongside the cruiser to gain some
cover, but seeing as how the Alterran ship was nearly half the length of a Hive ship, the cruiser
didn't provide much in the way of a barrier…that was, until the Ransaa's tractor beams snagged
another half/dead cruiser and moved it and several more pieces of debris into blocking positions
around the ship.
The Wraith fired between the gaps though, but several of their favorite targets became
obscured, allowing the ship's computer some time to shift replicator cells from the top layers of
other portions of the ship across the surface of the hull to the heavily damaged areas of the armor
and reinforce them. The 'sand' that was being blown away from the ship was refilling itself in the
craters as the overall thickness of the ship's armor was gradually decreasing.
After twenty seconds of pounding, the Ransaa's shields came back up, minimally
recharged within the ship and redeploying over the surface. The replicator armor smoothed out
beneath them just in time to see the shields go down again, and the Wraith began to pot mark the
now thinner sand-like armor all over again.
All across space a flurry of action raged out of control. There were too many ships and
too much weapons fire to keep track of, and within minutes nearly half the Wraith fleet was
destroyed, but all of the Columnars' shields had gone down and they were taking damage to their
armor, but as of yet none of the enemy's weapons had managed to touch the true hull beneath the
replicator blocks…though some shots had come dangerously close.
Three of the 18 Wraith fleets positioned at odd points along the perimeter of their siege
line, and a long way from the Alterran ships, had time to study the battle before they could close
the distance and join the fight…and in those few minutes they watched with horror as the battle
unfolded.
Despite losing shields, the Ancient ships just wouldn't die, and they were tearing up their
fellow Wraith with alarming efficiency. They calculated that once they joined the battle they
would have enough firepower to finish off the elongated enemy ships, but only at great cost to
themselves.
However, they noted Atlantis's rise to orbit and knew that with the loss of so many ships
and the spread out nature of the battlefield that they wouldn't have the necessary firepower to
contend with the flying city's shields, not to mention it's formidable firepower. Seeing the writing
on the wall, so to speak, the three outlying fleets began to slow their approach and power down
their siege generators.

In Atlantis's war room Ryan watched the battle unfold with a critical eye. He knew they
were pressing close to the limits of the Columnars, but if they could hold out just a little longer
the Wraith's numerical edge would diminish enough that they could sustain renewed shields…at
which time any hope the Wraith had for victory would be over.
When the three groups of Wraith ships began to break off, Ryan tagged the location of
the ships with humans onboard as priority one targets notified Sheppard.
"I see them," John said after the new targeting data got to him. They were a long ways
away, but they couldn't jump to hyperspace just yet. They had to power down their own jamming
fields, as well as get beyond the range of the other Hive ships' generators, who as of yet hadn't
bothered to power them down.
Sheppard launched another batch of pesqua, which split into three smaller groups and
jetted off towards the fleeing Wraith. He let them go on their merry way while he launched more
against closer targets. When the traveling pesqua got closer he'd reassume control, but for right
now there were two Columnars that needed assistance in a bad way…one of which was about to
be rammed by a cruiser…
"Jereior, deflect that ship!" Teyla yelled at her ship's computer as she adjusted the helm
controls to try and create a more favorable angle of impact when the kamikaze Wraith cruiser hit
their ship. It was approaching at considerable speed from the outside of the Wraith formation,
and without their shields it could do a significant amount of damage if it made contact. At the
least they had to slow its momentum down.
"Tractor beam generators 2 and 3 disabled," the ship's male persona said dispassionately.
"Assuming attitude control to bring 5 and 6 into range," it said as Teyla's control was queried for
release.
She mentally relinquished helm control and fired the closest plasma cannons at the
approaching ship, chewing away at its otherwise undamaged exterior. Those cannons quickly
passed out of site as the Columnar rolled over on its side to bring the starboard and less damaged
side of the ship into view.
Three tractor beams pushed out at the Wraith cruiser and deflected its course slightly as
the Columnar moved as well to avoid the impact…but was not wholly successful. The cruiser
passed by quickly, clipping the starboard/aft weapons pod, sheering half of it off as the Wraith
ship disintegrated upon impact. The Jereior started to spin about from the impact, but the
computer quickly nulled the list and began to pull replicator blocks from other parts of the ship
over the surface to the partial weapons pod, covering it with a thin layer of protection so the
Wraith didn't have too obvious of a target to tear into. Regardless, the lox generator in that pod
had been destroyed by the impact, leaving the ship with only three remaining.
Those three had secondary shields covering them, which had yet to be breached, though
with the main shields down and the armor thinning, several hull impacts had been scored by the
Wraith, destroying 12 plasma cannons in addition to the two tractor beam generators.
The ship's main weapon was also under fire, and its secondary protective shield failed
shortly after the kamikaze impact. Subsequent Wraith plasma fire destroyed the emitter, but
thanks to the ship's design didn't cause a catastrophic feedback of power. The weapon's capacitor
was sealed safely inside the ship's interior, and couldn't be reached without deep penetration into
the hull.

The ship's shields came back up briefly for a third time, buying the ship four seconds of
coverage and allowing a little more armor redistribution before failing again as Atlantis's bulk
rose up from below and blocked Teyla's Columnar from a third of the remaining Wraith fleet,
absorbing a good portion of their weapons fire in the process.
Inside the ship the shields began to recharge, even as two of the shield generators were
destroyed as the armor protecting them was blow away by a pair of plasma cannons on a nearby
Hive ship that had had all the rest of its weaponry disabled. However, even with two generators
destroyed, the other 14 generators were sufficient to shield the ship, though at a slightly less
efficient rate of power distribution.
Thank Bra'tac for insisting on redundancy in the Columnar design.
Forty seconds later, after taking half a dozen more hull penetrations, the Jereior
redeployed its shields for the last time. The Wraith fleet was thinned enough that the power flow
from the ship's potentia was now equal to the rapidly diminishing plasma fire coming from the
surviving Wraith ships. With its remaining weapon systems, it helped Atlantis and its sister ship
clean up the rest of the enemy ships as the three disengaged Wraith fleets made their jump to
hyperspace…
Sheppard's pesqua reached the first of the three fleets just before they were clear to jump
to hyperspace and knocked out the Hive ship's hyperdrive, as well as the single supply ship in the
group and two cruisers that were displaying priority 'no-kill' tags. The few extra pesqua he had
after accomplishing that task he used to 'poke out' two plasma cannons on the Hive. The rest of
the cruiser hoard he didn't care about. They weren't going anywhere.
The second group of pesqua reached one of two Hive ships, knocking out its hyperdrive
just as its twin, less than four dekmas away jumped to hyperspace along with its 35 cruiser
escort…
…and disintegrated all 36 ships as they tried to enter unstable hyperspace windows,
courtesy of Janus's Attero device.
Half of the cruisers of the first group broke ranks and made the fatal jump to hyperspace
a few seconds earlier, leaving their wounded Hive ship behind with those ships loyal enough to
their queen to face death alongside her. Ironically it was the traitors who died first, splashing
their ships' debris across space in an almost pretty spray of blue sparks.
The third group detected the destruction of their fellow Wraith ships just in time to abort
their own attempted escape. They held place, not knowing what to do as John's third group of
pesqua reached them and disabled their Hive ships' hyperdrives, along with three cruisers and
another supply ship. Quickly deducing their limited options, they burned for high orbit, hoping to
run away elsewhere in the system…though they had nowhere to go.
When the revelation of the reactivated Attero device crossed over the Wraith hive mind
to all their ships, they reacted in one of two ways.
Some scattered, running away from the planet in random directions, no two ships on the
same heading…while the rest turned on the remaining Columnars and began making suicide
runs. The Hive ships that hadn't released their darts did so now and added them to the kamikaze
groups.
Four Columnars took hits, the worst of them being the Nieruie. Two cruisers hit her
prow, tearing off the front end of the ship where her tractor beam 'buffers,' designed specifically
to counter this type of attack, had been knocked out. Her primary weapon was destroyed, and the

first of the two cruisers imbedded itself in the Columnar's hull. The forward third of the cruiser
disappeared inside, with the back half sticking out at an ugly angle.
The other cruiser deflected off the front end, tearing a wicked gash in the top edge of the
prow. It careened out of control for a few seconds before an orange lightning bolt finished it off
from one of the Nieruie's sister ships. All the other suicide runs were successfully deflected,
either by the targeted ship or with help from their escorts. Bra'tac's suggestion for pairing the
ships up had paid off in several ways during the battle. Ryan was truly glad to have his battle
experience added to the Alterra's talent pool. In fact, he was probably the most knowledgeable
battlefield commander that the Alterra had had since the Qizzic wars.
Still in the war room, Ryan watched the Wraith ships scatter away from Lantea and the
butt-whipping they'd just given them, but the battle was far from over, and he didn't just mean
the disabled ships still showing weapons fire that even now Atlantis and the Columnars were
'declawing.' No, a whole other angle to this battle was about to begin. To that end he chose one
of the Hive ships that had her realspace engines disabled as well as her hyperdrive.
Ryan contacted his ships and got status reports on their damage. All of them were still
mobile and partially operational, even the Nieruie, which meant the next part of their battle plan
could begin.
With a look at the holographic map of the rapidly expanding battlefield Ryan mentally
tagged the chosen hive ship and assigned one of the less damaged Columnars to watch over it
and make sure that it didn't regrow its damaged systems as the Alterra and their allies boarded
the ship to rescue the Wraith's food stores...

5
A cloaked puddle jumper flew into the cavernous hangar bay of the 1st Wraith Hive ship
that'd been targeted for boarding. Fortunately the Wraith ship didn't have doors obstructing entry,
instead they had an atmospheric containment field partway through the maze of twists and turns
separating their hangar from the cold of space.
Mike Stevenson piloted the navicula porta through the entry corridor with ease, then
hovered in place for a moment while he searched for the best landing zone. Off on the side were
several doors leading to the interior of the Hive with dart niches in the walls above them. On the
other side was a much larger landing platform, with the interior doors farther away. Two of the
Wraith's small transports were sitting side by side in the center, but the platform could easily
have held a dozen more along with a slew of darts.
Mike chose one of the empty smaller platforms and flew towards it. When he arrived he
tilted the jumper's nose up until he was looking at the 'ceiling' above him, with numerous darts
nestled against the walls. He watched his distance reading closely and lowered the jumper aftfirst towards the ground.
When he was within a meter he detached the special add-on and felt the jumper lighten as
well as heard a muffled 'thump' as it hit the deck. He leveled out the jumper and landed beside
what looked like the bottle half of a broken beer bottle. The base was circular, but on one side
there was a bit of a rim rising up, which matched the angular cut on the back of the puddle
jumper. This provided a small bit of cover along the back side of the mobile ring platform that
was now visible outside the jumper's cloaking device.
The back door of the jumper lowered and three Alterrans walked out wearing personal
cloaking devices of their own. Once clear, Mike lifted off again and moved away to provide
support should any darts redirect themselves to the platform. He had a dozen pesqua and a small
energy weapon in the front of the jumper to work with, as well as the element of surprise so long
as he stayed cloaked.
All of the Alterrans lugged a heavy backpack beneath their cloaks as they spread out, two
of them to flank the entrance and catwalks, and the third to the rings where he deposited his pack
on the ground and began to rearrange its components. Nate Stevenson unpacked the mobile
shield from its compact form and attached it to the matching niche in the ring platform. It slid
into place smoothly, then activated with a thin bubble-like shield covering both the ring platform
and a few meters of perimeter around it.
Nate looked up as he heard the telltale sound of pesqua firing just in time to see a Wraith
dart explode as it crossed the massive hangar bay towards them. A moment after the explosion
he saw two other darts redirecting as well as dozens more powering up as a buzz-like Wraith
alarm sounded throughout the ship.
Nate, still cloaked, keyed his wrist-bound communicator as the other two flying darts ate
pesqua as well. "We've got darts moving, but the rings are secure. Start sending them over."
The words were barely out of his mouth when the ring platform activated and the
concentric bars leapt up from the ground and materialized five tightly packed soldiers hoisting
heavy weapons. The men stepped off the platform and took a knee around the edges, but still

within the cover of the shield, as they brought their mini-pesqua launchers to their shoulders in
preparation for more incoming darts.
The rings activated again and deposited a fully armored Ronon, Kiryk, and three other
runners that the Setidan had rescued and recruited. They stepped off the platform and moved
outside the shield, where they waited for the rest of what the ground troops had come to call the
'bad-ass squad' to ring in. Three more rescued runners materialized along with Ford, who had
temporarily joined the elite squad in lieu of his more recent captaining duties. Ronon's personal
replicator Ares materialized as well, and the five additional troops quickly joined up with the
others, leaving the rings clear for more of the 'conventional' troops to arrive.
"Ares, get the door," Ronon ordered as the group jogged across the pad towards the
interior entrance. The replicator sprinted ahead of them and inserted its 'hand' into the door
controls, using its nanite construction to hack the biological mechanism.
The doors split apart, revealing an empty hall with the sound of approaching foot strikes
echoing through the slightly misty interior. Ronon motioned Kiryk forward.
The man nodded and led the way inside, Ancient-designed shotgun in hand. He held
close to one side of the wall as his previously tan camouflaged armor slowly adjusted its tint
towards the motley bluish color of the Hive's interior. He and the rest of the strike force had
flexible, yet full armor covering their bodies, including a force field faceplate on their helmets. If
the Wraith managed to chuck them out an airlock the same way they'd dealt with Sheppard's
replicators three years ago, they'd be able to survive in the vacuum of space for a short period of
time…hopefully long enough to be picked up by jumper or beamed in, assuming they were
outside the range of the Wraith's beaming countermeasures.
Ronon worked his way up the other side of the hall as he heard more of his troops ringing
in behind them. The Commander of the Lantean troops kept close to the wall to give those
behind him a clear shot when the approaching Wraith came within view in what should be only a
few more steps…
Ronon fired his heavy pistol as the first Wraith shadow appeared, catching the soldierclass bug in the shoulder, spinning it around and down to the ground. Beside him Kiryk fired a
much bigger red energy blast into the chest of the second Wraith to appear, lifting it off its feet
and propelling it backwards into the large group of Wraith that were beginning to cluster around
the corner. The rest that had come within view took shots from Ronon's men, but the Wraith
hesitated from charging forward and instead ducked back behind the cover of the curving
corridor, popping out sporadically to return fire with their stunners.
One of Ronon's men took a hit, but his armor's shield absorbed the blast easily. Behind
him, Ford readied himself and waited for Ronon's wrist-flick signaling him forward. Aiden took
off running towards the Wraith and literally threw himself at them…
Ronon heard weapons fire as he jogged in formation behind the seemingly kamikaze
Ford, but he knew the man's armor and shields would protect him from several stunner shots
before he went down, and even then his enzyme would insulate him from one or two more.
Kiryk shot one of the downed Wraith that had regenerated and was beginning to rise
again in the head with another very powerful 'shotgun' blast, splattering the wall with blue brains
as Ronon pulled around the corner and began taking very careful shots over Ford's head as he
fought the Wraith hand to hand. There were easily thirty of the suckers packed into the narrow
hall, most of whom didn't have a clear shot at Ford.

Tenacious, Ronon thought of Ford as he shot another one that Aiden knocked back
towards them. It seems as if he was going to hand them back to the rest of the bad-ass squad one
by one when Ford took a hit to his shields that wasn't a stunner.
One of the Wraith held a small pistol that'd fired a green bolt of energy. Ronon had seen
this weapon before, and knew it was a potent killer designed to take down replicators. Ford's
shields couldn't hold up against much of that.
Apparently Aiden realized that as well, and took the weapon out of the Wraith's hands,
breaking its wrist in the process.
"Down!" Ronon yelled.
Ford dropped to his knees.
Ronon and his men peppered the Wraith with their varied weapons, mowing them down
row by row with some sporadic weapons fire returning their way. Ronon took one of the green
bolts to the shoulder, but his shields held and he kept on firing as his earpiece activated.
"Pull back!" Ryan's voice ordered, being relaying to each and every member of the
assault team via an override command. "The Hive ship's power cores are overloading. The ship
will blow in less than two minutes. Evac now!"
"Go!" Ronon groaned as his men began to retreat. He covered Ford as he scampered
back, shieldless as his armor took a stun blast, with part of it soaking through. Aiden shrugged it
off and passed back through Ronon and Kiryk's line. They fired a few more volleys into the mass
of approaching Wraith as they climbed over the stack of corpses…some of which were getting
up on their own…then retreated back to the ring platform with the rest of their men.
When they got there, there was a small line waiting for transit as well as a decloaking
jumper landing beside them as the mini-pesqua launchers spat wave after wave of small glowing
missiles at the Wraith darts massing in the hangar that were peppering the protective shields over
both the rings and the decloaked jumper.
"Get inside the jumper," Ronon heard Teyla's voice say, seemingly from nowhere as he
received an invisible push from behind towards the lowering ramp of the ship.
"Sixty seconds to detonation," Ryan's voice noted in all of their earpieces.
Just as Ronon was about to run up into the jumper he saw a wave of normal-sized pesqua
enter the hangar bay from the entry corridor and swarm about inside. He heard the darts explode
and fall from inside the jumper as he grabbed a seat, smashing his armored bulk up against the
wall to try and make room for everyone else. The cockpit was already full of other runners and
Ford, while Kiryk and the rest squeezed into the back along with three Alterrans in liquid armor
appearing out of nowhere.
The ship began to lift off even as the hatch was closing and Mike moved them out of the
hangar bay at breakneck speed. Behind them the last of the troops, the mini-pesqua launchers,
ringed out of the Hive back to the safety of Atlantis sitting a few kilometers away.
The Hive ship's generators detonated before the jumper was past the atmospheric shield,
but fortunately there was plenty of hull between them and the explosion, which delayed the wave
of destructive plasma long enough for them to build up speed and zip out of the entry conduit
before the blast overwhelmed them.
Ronon bucked in his seat as part of the explosion rocked the jumper as it caught up with
them, but its shields held up to the quickly dissipating explosion. Those in the cockpit could see
both Atlantis's shields and those of the flanking Columnar light up with impacts of both debris
and plasma without incident.
"What now?" Ronon asked Teyla, who was squeezed against his chest.

Her facial armor, which looked like a liquid mask of silver, retracted and she pulled her
chin away from his now grayish armor, looking up at his helmet with fire in her eyes.
"It seems we're going to have to disable their self-destruct before we board the next
Hive."
"How do we do that?"
"We'll come up with something," Teyla said confidently.
"Well, anyone have any bright ideas?" Sheppard asked the small group of Alterrans in
Atlantis's war room.
"We have to disable their ability to self detonate before they detect us," Matt pointed out
in English, for O'Neill's sake. He'd only just begun the most basic of neural downloads.
"Can we not board the Hive ships under cloak and disable the devices from the inside?"
Teyla asked.
"That might be possible," Andara commented. "But there won't be a clear access route
from the hangars to the power core. That's where you have to disable their command interface so
they can't overload their generators."
"So they don't actually have a self destruct onboard?" Sheppard clarified.
"No," Andara confirmed.
"Why can't we just shoot them out?" O'Neill commented, shrugging. He wasn't really
sure if he was supposed to speak or not.
"Then we would run the risk of detonating the power core ourselves," Andara explained
sweetly.
Sheppard's eyes suddenly widened with an idea. "How about we shoot something else?"
Andara tilted her head to the side in consideration. "Meaning what?"
"They don't have to be at the core to detonate it, right?" Sheppard asked.
"I don't think so," Andara said, frowning. "They can probably do so from any priority
control interface. Most likely on the bridge or the Queen's chamber."
"Cut the command lines," Ryan interrupted as he sensed Sheppard's line of thought.
"There's more than just one," Andara reminded them. "And they're easy to regrow. Even
if we took them all out, it'd only buy us a few minutes."
Matt rubbed his chin thoughtfully. "We need to pirate the control clusters…take control
of the ship's operating system rather than destroy the command lines."
"We would still have to be on the inside, correct?" Teyla asked.
"Yeah, but I think we can pull off a stealth infiltration," Matt answered. "Andara, do you
think we can find a way to jam their ship to ship communications?"
"Not unless you can spare a few months," she responded. "Telepathic communications
are notoriously difficult to interfere with…unless you have the same transmitting capability."
"Use theirs," O'Neill suggested.
Sheppard nodded his agreement. "Take one of their ships, then use their own equipment
to jam the others." He glanced at Andara. "Could you do that?"
She chewed on her lip, thinking hard. "The Wraith use boosters to connect their natural
telepathic network over distances. I should be able to work with that, but not the individual
abilities of each Wraith. We would have to keep the ships apart from each other."
"Fortunately they already are," Matt added. "And getting farther apart by the hour. Before
long our fleet is going to have trouble keeping their critical systems from regenerating."
"Would a cruiser be sufficient?" Teyla asked Andara.

"It should be," the slightly taller Alterra answered.
"Yeah, but the cruiser's hangar bays have sealed doors," Matt disagreed. "You can't just
fly inside. And if we blow the doors they'll be onto us."
"Docking hatch?" O'Neill asked, getting a bit more confident within the group.
"We'd still have to cut through," Matt said.
O'Neill got a quizzical look on his face. "Do you think one dro… pesqua would be
enough for them to blow themselves up over?"
"Probably not," Ryan commented.
"Use its hole," O'Neill offered.
Ryan and Matt, the only two Stevensons in the room, looked at each other with almost
perfect synchronicity.
"Big enough for a person?" Teyla asked.
"The hole would reseal," Andara warned, "but not immediately with armor. Just a thin
layer to regain atmospheric integrity."
Ryan smiled at something he was mentally discussing with his clone. "I think we have a
plan…" he announced to the others.
47 Wraith cruisers had survived the initial battle, 42 of which were hunted down and
destroyed by the Columnars, leaving 5 remaining due to the fact that they had Humans onboard.
One of those five had limped away from Lantea on partially regrown engines and was a good
three hours away from the planet when one of the Columnars made a brief hyperspace jump to
close the distance.
The armor on the back end of the Columnar moved aside, revealing the hangar bays.
Three jumpers flew out, one of which immediately cloaked, and headed for the still somewhat
distant cruiser. When they got halfway there the cruiser began firing a single plasma cannon in
their general direction…all others on the ship had been destroy and as of yet not fully regrown.
The cruiser would have released darts to intercept the jumpers, had it had any to begin
with. Operating on only a skeleton crew, most cruisers in the Wraith fleet were essentially
empty, including their dart bays. Still, their choosing to fire back at the approaching enemy ships
was a good sign…meaning they weren't ready to blow themselves up just yet.
The two visible jumpers veered away from each other and approached the cruiser from
different angles. Each of them fired a single pesqua…a last minute addition to the plan.
One of the glowy missiles hit the operational plasma cannon but didn't immediately
explode. It looped up once through the ship and came back down on the cannon, then detonated
inside of it. The other pesqua hit the cruiser's remaining operational engine, completely disabling
its movement. With those two targets destroyed, the pair of jumpers peeled off and headed back
to the Columnar, seemingly content with further disabling the cruiser.
However, the third cloaked jumper moved up alongside one of the extra holes in the
cruiser and deposited three small packages on the hull. Each of them had their own small
cloaking devices so the cruiser's sensors wouldn't immediately detect their presence. The small,
spider-like replicators walked across the surface of the ship and scurried down into the recently
bored holes.
Still cloaked, they cut/pushed their way through the thin film already beginning to
regenerate over the entry points as the cruiser's atmosphere began to replenish in the affected
areas. The small damage done to the regenerating ship's tissue was written off as battle damage,
given the mere seconds of time elapsed between the two occurrences and the myriad of power

and control lines that had been severed by the pesqua and would continue to cause minor damage
before they too resealed.
Now on the inside of the ship, the small cloaked spiders walked off to carry out their
assigned tasks.
Mike and Teyla waited inside the cloaked jumper outside the Wraith cruiser's hangar bay
door patiently. They knew it would take some time for the three crudely cloaked modified
replicators to seize control of the ship's systems and block access to the power core. If at least
one of them managed to accomplish that mission priority, the next step would be to open the
hangar for the boarding party.
Right on cue the double doors covering the hangar pulled apart revealing a pocketed
alcove within the Wraith ship. Mike moved the jumper through quickly, not knowing how long
the replicators could maintain control. Once they passed through the opening the two Alterrans
knew they now had the advantage…even if the replicators were now destroyed.
The cloaked jumper landed on a small pad next to an access door that led up the spine of
the ship. Mike stayed in the cockpit and brought up a lifesigns display of the ship's interior. He
modified the sensors and three small square blips were added…with most of the Wraith nearby.
"Get going," Mike told her. "I'll direct you from here," he said as one of the replicator
signals vanished. The Wraith around it dispersed and the hangar bay doors began to close,
sealing them in.
Teyla saw it too and powered up her liquid armor. The forearm gauntlets she wore melted
and spread the silvery barrier across her entire body. Her face was obscured with a liquid sheen,
but from the inside she could still see clearly. She walked to the back of the ship as Mike
lowered the access hatch. Teyla disappeared beneath her own cloak just before she walked out of
the ship.
Mike turned back to the display and saw another blip activate…Teyla's secure homing
beacon. The Wraith didn't have the technology to pick up the elusive signal, so the Alterrans felt
secure using it to coordinate their stealthed infiltration teams. He watched as she quickly crossed
the pad and went to work on the door controls. Either hacking the controls with one of the other
gadgets she was carrying or prying them open by force, Teyla got through the door within 20
seconds and moved through the ship's interior at a very fast run.
"Left," Mike told her through their comlink. "Three doors down. Four Wraith inside," he
said as another replicator signal vanished.
The four Wraith split up, with two leaving the room just as Teyla got to them. On the
display screen in front of him he saw Teyla's signal intensify just before the two Wraith icons
winked out. A few seconds later the two inside were gone as well.
"Nine to go," Mike informed her. "Next closest is two levels above you. There should be
an access shaft at the end of the hall on the right."
After the cruiser had been secured and the one surviving replicator was retrieved, Andara
ringed over to the mobile platform they'd landed in the hangar bay. She immediately went to
work on the ship's systems, and within three hours had reengineered the cruiser's telepathic
communications' booster to produce the equivalent of 'white noise,' effectively jamming their
inter-ship communications everywhere within the star system.
With their inability to inform each other of what was happening onboard their ships,
Mike flew Teyla, Sheppard, and three other Stevensons onto the next targeted Hive ship and

slipped them aboard unnoticed. The 5 cloaked Alterrans split up after breaching the door to the
interior, each of them carrying a heavy backpack, as they quietly made their way to key control
clusters that relayed ships' commands and provided autonomic functions for the 'living' ship.
When Sheppard reached his first cluster he placed a small block of replicator nanites on
the door controls. They absorbed into the material, then created a small bump on the exterior.
John pressed the bump and the door opened.
He glanced around, making sure no Wraith were in sight, then pressed a small side ridge,
commanding the block to release from the door. He stepped through into the cluster chamber and
reattached the block on the opposite side. When the bump reappeared he pressed it, closing the
door and sealing it off from any other commands, which the replicator nanites would block.
Sheppard decloaked and pulled off his backpack. Inside it were four large cubes of black
material. Three had identical symbols engraved onto the surface, but the fourth had a separate
design of the same carvings.
John pulled out the oddball and activated the dormant replicator.
The nanite cube expanded in volume until it resolved into the form of a thin female, equal
in height with Sheppard.
"Awaiting instructions," it said, standing perfectly still.
"Interface with the control cluster and disable any new commands. Keep the ship
operating as is. And see if you can tap into their power control systems from here. Priority goes
to keeping the reactor from overloading," Sheppard ordered in Lingara.
The replicator engineer didn't ask any questions or respond in any way. It simply walked
over to the biological node suspended between floor and ceiling and reached its hand into it,
distributing nanites throughout the cluster. Sheppard saw her already petite form lose density as
the replicator had to redistribute its limited supply of nanites up and into the node, but it retained
its female persona and dimensions.
"Standing by," it announced a few seconds later. "No reactor access from this location."
John pulled out the other three cubes and activated the combat model replicators. Three
more females materialized wearing trim black uniforms.
"Stay here and guard this cluster at all costs," Sheppard ordered as he moved back
towards the door. He cloaked, then pressed the button to open it.
"Keep the door closed until otherwise ordered," he said from outside the cluster chamber.
The nearest of the female guards walked over and sealed the door behind him.
"Cluster secure," Sheppard reported over his comlink.
After all five of the targeted clusters were locked down another jumper returned with a
ring platform and the Lantean army began boarding the Hive ship with Ronon's bad-ass squad
leading the way. Meanwhile the five Alterrans already onboard ship began loosing their own
carnage within the ship.
Sheppard headed back to the hangar bay to help Ronon by attacking the Wraith from
behind as they attempted to repel the superiorly armed and armored intruders. Teyla, however,
made her way through the ship under cloak, not attacking any of the Wraith she passed by until
she got to the Queen's chamber.
She quickly killed the two guards outside with headshots from her wristbound energy
weapons. Two more shots on each for good measure and she began working on the door
controls. With no more easy open replicator blocks she proceeded to cut the command lines

between the door controls and the retraction mechanism… then she forced the door open by
hand.
Her personal shields took two hits by stunners when the doors cracked open, prompting
her to jump back out of the way. She heard more footsteps approaching the Queen's chamber
from outside and quickly reactivated her cloaking device. She squeezed her way through the
door in the face of four Wraith guards waiting a few meters back from the door. Once through
she circled around behind them and shot two of them in the back of the head, one from each
wrist.
When she did that her cloak automatically dropped, and the other two Wraith turned on
her silvery form. They raised their stun rifles at her, but she batted one away with her right arm
and absorbed the blast from the second with her shields.
She grabbed the second weapon and turned it away from her as she kicked the first
Wraith in the gut and knocked it to the floor.
From behind she got hit with one of the potent non-stun Wraith pistols and saw her
personal shield indicator drop by 27%. In response she spun around behind the one still standing
Wraith and used its bulk to block any further shots.
That Wraith dropped dead to the ground as the male appearing from the shadows fired
through the soldier. Teyla jumped to the side and fired a volley of green blasts back at him. He
went down hard as more Wraith poured through the door, along with the one Wraith already in
the room, standing back up from the kick Teyla gave it.
Using her enhanced Alterran muscles, she leapt up two meters into the air, firing wildly
at the doorway as she arced towards the Wraith hoard at an angle. She dropped to the ground
three meters in front of them and fired into their legs. Four of them stumbled and Teyla ran into
the bunch, taking more stunner blasts on her shields…dropping them dangerously low.
Now forcing them to fight hand to hand, Teyla punched, kicked, and fired her wrist
weapons at point blank range, whereas the Wraith's stun rifles weren't built for this close of
combat. Teyla methodically fought her way through the Wraith guards, eventually ending up as
'king of the hill' on top a pile of dead bodies.
Some of those bodies began to stir again, so Teyla went around shooting those that were
regenerating as she felt a subtle telepathic touch. It was so weak she didn't recognize it at first,
but quickly realized it was the Queen attempting to access her mind.
Teyla fired two more blasts into the bodies on the floor then turned her attention to the
blue-haired Wraith hiding in the shadows. Her mental domination would have been successful
had one of the Lantean boarding parties reached her first, but to Teyla's much stronger Alterran
mind the attempt to freeze her in place was almost laughable.
"That won't work on me," Teyla said in the common tongue as she corned the Queen.
The female Wraith snarled at her silvery image. "What are you?" she demanded.
"Your death," Teyla said, shooting her several times with only her right wrist weapon.
The Queen fell to the ground, but wasn't completely disabled. From somewhere on her
body she pulled out a small version of the anti-replicator pistol and aimed it at Teyla.
Teyla's left hand rose up…and suddenly the Queen's arm froze in place, a few inches shy
of reaching her line of fire. With her right hand Teyla fired several more blasts, including two to
the head.
The Queen gasped one last time and fell dead at Teyla's feet.

The Alterran stood there for a moment, steadying her emotions, then she reactivated her
cloaking device and left the Queen's chamber to help the boarding party clear out the rest of the
ship.
It took over three weeks to board and capture the remaining Wraith ships scattered across
the system. Ronon's bad-ass squad led the attack against every Hive ship, but he rotated the rest
of his men, insuring that they didn't make mistakes due to fatigue. Of his 40,000 available troops,
only 6,000 did he deem ready for heavy combat, and it was from those 6,000 he drew from to fill
out his 500 man boarding parties.
Casualties had been light. Those few that died had done so mostly from their own
mistakes. Those that stuck with Ronon's battle plan and didn't wander off alone into the Hive
Ships in search of personal glory had fought well, putting their technological advantage to good
use. En mass, the Wraith stood no chance against Ronon's heavily armored troops. Those that
went down from stun blasts still had armor covering most of their bodies, making it difficult for
the Wraith to feed on them even if they did have the chance during the melee. Most of those
who'd died had fallen to the anti-replicator weapons that seemed to be scattered amongst the
Wraith crew. The Lantean armor had protected them against a few shots, but eventually the
powerful Wraith energy weapon would break through. Those teams that rotated properly and
gave their shields a chance to recharge hadn't been affected. All in all Ronon's Lantean army had
quite the victory to boast about.
Over 10,000 Humans had been rescued from the Wraith…included a few Wraith
worshipers that had to be separated out and secured in different section of Atlantis. They'd
undergo a Lantean review period where hopefully some of them could be 'deprogrammed' and
integrated back into the Human communities. Those that didn't would eventually be exiled from
Atlantis and all allied worlds…where they would have to deal with the rest of the Wraith in the
galaxy when they came to cull them.
Once the battles were over the Alterrans split up again, each going back to their previous
tasks. Andara stayed behind to study the captured Wraith ships that had been towed into orbit
around Lantea for closer study. Each of them now had a ring platform aboard, so transit to and
from Atlantis was convenient enough for her ongoing projects concerning Wraith technology.
She was convinced that there was more to the Wraith than had previously been discovered, and
she was intent on breaking down their technology and physiology until all had been revealed.
The corpses of the Queens had taken her immediate interest, including two juveniles, which she
felt might hold the key to part of the mystery. The Alterran biologist would be busy with work
for months to come.
Phil, meanwhile, returned to Dracona and the Feriorla with Andara's absence. The race of
Humans had become a steady ally in the galaxy and needed the leadership of the Alterra in much
the same way that the Jaffa were benefitting from Bra'tac's leadership in Avalona. Though not as
militant as the Jaffa, the Feriorla did boast an impressive population along with decent technical
knowledge and skills. One day, Ryan hoped, they'd become a powerful, calming presence within
that tumultuous galaxy…but for now they still needed a lot of help.
Teyla had left to assist the Traveler fleet in tracking down the remaining Wraith ships and
installations within the galaxy. There had already been 11 located Hive Ships that had not
participated in the siege of Atlantis, but they expected there to be many more hidden away within
Pegasus. Based off of the numbers in the original Lantean/Wraith war, it was conceivable that
the Wraith could have as many as 100 Hives still out there, not to mention their easy to construct

cruisers and other auxiliary ships. Ryan knew that the Wraith wouldn't be suckered into another
massive battle where they could be concentrated and destroyed, so now they'd have to hunt them
down one by one, and with only 11 Columnars, some badly damaged at the moment, that was not
going to be a quick endeavor…assuming of course they could actually find the Wraith ships.
After the battle at Lantea, Ryan had ordered Janus to deactivate the Attero device and had
all the Pegasus gates reactivated. There were too many worlds out there that relied on stargate
travel to survive...and he wasn't about to consign them to starvation in order to neutralize Wraith
movements. Besides, with their ability to remote control the gates at will, it would be more of an
advantage to the Alterrans/Lanteans/Humans to leave them turned on in the long run. To which
end Ryan had summoned Ronon back from Yavin a week after the battle had ended.
"You wanted to see me?" Ronon asked as he stepped into the hologram room, which
Ryan was still using to coordinate galaxy-wide operations against the Wraith. The locations of
allied ships, mostly Travelers, were displayed on the hologram in the center of the room.
Ryan stepped down from the pedestal, but left the hologram turned on. He walked around
the perimeter to meet Ronon who was standing just inside the doorway.
"I understand you've given Elizabeth a list of a thousand or so troops to be considered for
promotion to Lantean based on their battle performance."
"Yeah," Ronon answered lazily. "Is there a problem with that?"
Ryan crossed his arms over his chest. "Why isn't your name on the list?"
"I've already been offered it."
"And declined," Ryan reminded him. "Why?"
Ronon shrugged. "Don't need it."
"But your men do?" Ryan countered.
"Look, I don't mean to brag, but I'm already as strong as the Lanteans, if not stronger.
Most of my men aren't. They could use a bit more strength."
"It's more a matter of efficiency than strength," Ryan noted, "but on that note, don't you
want to get stronger too?"
"I can do that with training," Ronon countered.
Ryan inclined his head, conceding the point. "You could, if you knew how."
Ronon's eyes narrowed. "Are you saying I don't know how to train?"
"Not for the big improvements, no," Ryan said evenly, sensing a bit of anger from the
Setidan.
"Such as?" Ronon said, now crossing his arms over his chest.
"The more time you have to train, the stronger you can grow," Ryan explained. "One of
the big improvements is giving yourself more time. For that, you need to train for
efficiency…something you don't know how to do."
"And you know that exactly how?" Ronon said, his voice rising.
Ryan held up a hand. "Do you know why the Wraith made you a runner?"
Ronon's emotions seemed to pause. "Becket said my body had something in it that
stopped the Wraith from feeding."
"Yes. There's a protein that blocks a key element in their feeding process. That's why I
gave your men that inoculation, those that could tolerate it anyway. Lantean and Alterran
physiologies are incompatible with the protein, and the more developed Humans can't take it
either."
"All the more reason not to become Lantean," Ronon argued.

"Yes, you would lose that immunity," Ryan granted. "But that wasn't the only reason the
Wraith made you a runner…or so I think. When you rescued the other runners, I had Matt run a
comparison of your physiologies. You do all possess the protein, but you have something else as
well."
"Like what?" Ronon asked, his curiosity quelling his rising ire.
"When we made your ancestors," Ryan began to explain as simply as he could, "it was
with the intention that they'd develop the way we did, and over time become like us. When they
got far enough along, the Repositories of Knowledge would take them the rest of the way to
where we are now."
"You mean the head sucker?" Ronon asked.
Ryan smiled. "Yes, the head sucker. You heard about that from O'Neill?"
"Yeah, we were swapping war stories," Ronon said with a bit of respect. "He's been in a
lot of battles."
"That he has," Ryan agreed. "Anyway, the whole idea was for you to become like us after
we got killed by the plague. If we hadn't made you, none of us would exist. I started out the same
as you, so did all the other Alterrans…even Janus started out as a Lantean."
"That's all good, but what does it have to do with me and the Wraith?" Ronon
complained.
"You and the other runners are…let's just say you're an offshoot of the developmental
path that my kind came through. You're evolving in a slightly different way, ahead of the other
Humans. You're stronger, faster, and braver than the rest. I think that's why the Wraith hunted
you when they couldn't feed on you. You provided them more of a challenge…more so than
even the original Lanteans."
"Really," Ronon muttered.
"The transformation that I underwent changed me into an old-style Alterran in every way.
The transformations into Lanteans only upgrade where you're at now, they don't change who you
are. They won't take this…uniqueness…of yours and destroy it. They'll only enhance it."
"If we're already better than the Ancestors…" Ronon argued.
"In some ways," Ryan cautioned. "In a few ways, but you don't live as long because
you're not very efficient."
Ronon shrugged. "Everyone dies sometime."
Ryan shook his head firmly. "No."
"No?" Ronon asked disbelievingly.
"No," Ryan confirmed. "What you call growing old is a myth. Your body breaks down
because you're inefficient…which means inside you aren't very strong. You might have strong
arms and legs, but the rest of you is weak. The training you do," Ryan emphasized by pointing at
Ronon's large chest, "trains your arms and legs, not the inside."
"You're saying that if I trained my 'inside' I'd live forever?"
"Possibly," Ryan said lightly, "but you're at a serious disadvantage. Becoming a Lantean
would stack the odds in your favor."
"But it's possible without the changes, right?" Ronon said, a bit of eagerness creeping into
his voice.
"I wouldn't wager on it," Ryan cautioned, "but yes, it's possible."
"Then tell me how to train my inside," Ronon insisted, staring down at the shorter man.

Ryan was silent for a moment. "Wanna do things the hard way? Alright, I'll make you a
deal. I'll give you the knowledge you need so you have at least a spitting chance of success, but
when you fail you'll undergo the transformation to Lantean without complaint."
"If I fail," Ronon underscored.
"If," Ryan echoed. "Agreed?"
"Agreed," Ronon said, shaking Ryan's hand.
"Alright, now that that's out of the way," Ryan said, turning back to the hologram. "I need
your men to set up garrison units on a number of planets. We'll fix the stargates so they can only
dial out, that way the Wraith can't come through on foot or in darts. They'll have to come by
ship."
"And my men will signal for a warship when they come," Ronon said, anticipating the
next part of the strategy.
Ryan nodded. "We'll have a Columnar there within half an hour. Your men will have to
hold off any landing parties and darts until reinforcements arrive. Eventually we'll set up some
small pesqua launchers on the surface, which the Lanteans in your army will have to man."
Ronon rubbed his goatee thoughtfully. "We're going to start taking away their feeding
ground?"
Ryan smiled vindictively. "One world at a time."

Cheaters
1
McKay sprinted around the last turn of Atlantis's gym track, his legs burning, arms
pumping, breath heaving and practically fell over the finish line, half tripping over his own feet
as he did so. He stumbled for a few steps then let himself roll to the ground in exhaustion for a
moment, then forced himself to sit up and look at his time…
21:04
"Oh for the love of…I am never going to get this," he said, thinking about standing up,
then deciding to just crawl off the track before an approaching Cadman ran him over.
"Good job, Rodney. Personal best, isn't it?" she asked snobbishly as she zoomed on by.
"Yes, wonderful isn't it," McKay moaned as he laid out on his back just outside the track.
"Ow."
He stayed there, unmoving for a full ten minutes before finding the strength to pull
himself up and into the gym's 'shower room.' The Ancient version was more of a bath that
reminded Rodney of a toilet bowl every time he used one…mainly due to the fact that they both
used the same green cleansing fluid.
McKay was tempted to slip into the green pool in the floor fully clothed and let the fluid
eat the clothes off him, but he didn't want to waste a perfectly good pair of workout clothes. He
slowly stripped off his sweat-soaked garments and slid them into a rectangular niche in the wall.
He closed the compartment and hit the activation switch. A purging energy field cleaned the
clothing within seconds, then the garments were shifted automatically into an adjacent chamber
where they were folded, stacked, and secured within a small, flexible carrying case which
popped out on a stubby table for McKay to retrieve before he left…or to put back on again if he
wanted.
The 'shower' that existed within the rejuvenation station, which the Alterrans simply
referred to as the 'juvie,' sat on the floor next to a short bench at the foot of this individual
compartment's wall. The entry door to the compartment looked like frosted glass, but opaque
enough to provide an adequate level of privacy.
McKay, now fully naked, walked over to the bench and pulled up the center section of it,
revealing a wide, shallow depression with a deep center section. Rodney hefted his tired body up
onto the bench and sat his bare butt down into the bowl containing the same green liquid as the
'shower' hole in the floor two meters in front of him.
His butt snuggled against the shallow portion of the bowl, with the green liquid rising up
above his hip bones. He released a full bladder's worth of urine and a bit of exercise-induced
diarrhea into the Ancient version of a toilet and felt the liquid begin to flow around his body as
the waste material was 'tagged' by the green particles then pulled down into the deep section of
the depression where they were collected. McKay sat there for a quarter of an hour as his mind
wondered over many things, most notably his time trial failure.
21:04 was a long way from 19:59.

Eventually Rodney pried himself out of the depression, his butt sparkling clean, and
walked over to the double-pool on the floor. He walked down the shallow staircase that let him
ease into the 2-meter wide pool, whose floor height adjusted down an additional 6 inches to
accommodate his height. More green liquid flowed in and out to accommodate for the changes in
volume as McKay walked down neck deep into the pool.
Wisps of red appeared around his body as the grime and sweat he'd accumulated
throughout the day, and most recently his run, was tagged by the green liquid. When it attached
to a particle that wasn't part of his body, it shifted color to red as it broke down the excess
material and was whisked away through the floor as more green liquid moved in to replace it.
Had McKay stepped in with his clothes on, the liquid would have dissolved them into tiny
particles over the next half hour, insuring that no large pieces of waste material would be left in
the chamber. If McKay had been in a hurry he could have even 'relieved' himself in the shower,
but he hadn't done that in a long time…
Rodney dipped his head beneath the surface and felt the slightly cloying liquid pull across
his scalp, scrapping grime from it. He rose back to the surface then dipped in a few more times to
get most of the material off his head before he submerged one more time and walked under the
small, submerged arch separating this circular pool from the identical one on the other side. As
he passed underneath a sticky energy field caught any residual 'red' particles and squeegeed them
off his body. He had to hold his breath and push fairly hard, but he arrived on the other side
completely clean.
McKay walked up another submerged staircase as small red nodules dissolved in the
other pool then gradually disappeared to the collection tray beneath the 'shower.' As Rodney
came up out of the second pool another energy field wicked the remaining green material off his
body, keeping it in the proper place and essentially 'drying' him as a similar field in the bench
depression had done to his butt.
He retrieved a set of generic Ancient 'pajamas,' as he thought of them, from another wall
niche and dressed in fresh clothes, slipping on a pair of generic shoes in the process. Both the
shoes and the clothes were completely white, with small light grey patches and clasps.
McKay retrieved his bundled workout clothes and picked up his specially designed
running shoes from the floor, then headed back to his quarters.
"How'd it go?" Jennifer asked when McKay got back to their quarters an hour after his
run.
"Why are you here?" McKay said, frowning.
"I live her," Jennifer said, taken slightly aback but used to such things coming out of
Rodney's mouth. "Unless you're wanting to change that arrangement?"
"Of course not," he said, retracting slightly. "I meant I thought you were still offworld."
Keller shrugged. "There really wasn't much need for me."
"Well I sincerely doubt that," McKay differed. "The Debreyans have been living under
the ground for who knows how many centuries…that's bound to come with a plethora of health
problems."
"A few," Keller admitted, "but their medical science is ahead of Earth's. I was only able
to offer them a few treatments from the Lantean database."
"Yes, well," McKay said, content that she'd finally started using the correct term. Most of
Atlantis's database…which he'd previously had access to…had since been restricted to only the

Alterra, who had deemed it too advanced for their lesser cousins…at least until they got a better
handle on the fundamentals. "I'm sure you were of more use than you're letting on."
"Less actually," Jennifer said, sitting down on the end of their bed. "Despite hiding from
the Wraith all these years, they're done pretty well for themselves. If it hadn't been for Dr. Weir's
encounter with them when she was an ascended replicator, they could have kept going like they
are indefinitely."
"Wait a second," McKay said, raised a hand for her to pause. "I thought you were sent
there to plug some holes in their medical databases."
"Yes and no," Keller wavered. "The biggest problems come from them living on a planet
with 1.6 gravity. I was able to give them a few things to help offset the difference, but their
physiology has already adapted to the conditions for the most part. The gravity dampeners Teyla
brought them for their infirmary were more useful than anything I did…and don't think I didn't
notice you changing the subject, sweetheart."
"Yes, thank you for noticing," McKay said, sitting down next to her. He leaned over and
put his head on her shoulder. "I can't do this."
"Rodney…" she pleaded.
"No, I'm serious this time," he said, pulling his head up and looking at her with sullen
eyes. "It's been two years. I've tried…I really have. More so than I ever thought I could."
"I know you have," she said, stroking the side of his head. "But you can't give up."
McKay dipped his head. "I promised myself I'd do this, if for no other reason to be with
you…and I really bared down this past month. I've run faster, and harder, and farther than I've
ever done before. In a way I'm proud of myself. I never thought I'd be where I am now, I mean
look at me," he said, standing up and pulling up his shirt. "I'm skinny. Would you believe that."
"I noticed," Jennifer said with a little smile.
"But I've gone as far as I can physically go," McKay said mournfully. "Maybe if I was
twenty years younger I'd have a chance, but Jennifer… I'm in my forties. This isn't a fair test."
"I have faith in you," she nudged.
"Don't," he said, defeated. "Just don't. I'm toast and I know it. If Weir doesn't change the
test I'll just have to live out the rest of my life as a Human," he said, sitting back down next to his
Lantean wife. "My very short life."
"You're serious about this, aren't you," she said, sensing that this was more than just his
normal complaining.
"I wish I wasn't," he said, leaning on her shoulder again. "I'm finally getting used to the
Ancient science, now that I've got all that PHD mumbo jumbo out of my head. Janus actually
asked for my help on the black hole tap project he's starting up next month…can you believe
that?"
"I thought you said he couldn't stand you?"
"Well, things have changed," McKay said, also taking her hand in his. "I guess I'm just
going to have to contribute as I am."
"Are you going to quit running altogether?"
Rodney glanced up at her nose from his vantage point on her shoulder. "Worried about
me getting flabby again? Don't…I've been a lot more clear headed since I got in shape. Helped
increase my calculating speed by at least 30%. I'll keep doing some small workouts, but racer
McKay is going into retirement."
"Well, you can always try again later, if you change your mind…as long as you stay in
shape."

"I suppose so," he said groggily. "I don't know about you, but I need a nap."
"Sounds good," she said, leaning him back on the bed and kissing his forehead. "Rest."
"Hmmn," McKay miffed as he quickly drifted off to sleep.
Keller laid next to him, looking at the ceiling, but she didn't sleep. She was concerned
that he may be right. Maybe he couldn't do it. Maybe Weir had given him something above his
head.
Maybe she should have a talk with Elizabeth. Jennifer knew she didn't want McKay to
fail, so maybe there was a way to work around this. There had to be.
In another skyscraper on the other side of the city, Ryan Stevenson sat alone in his
quarters, levitating a number of objects in fast moving halos about his head. He'd begun to
include specially designed weights to increase the difficulty and had five of the 50lb cubes in
orbit along with most of his quarters' possessions.
Inside he felt the constant instability that resulted from his forced development, but
unlike usual it didn't dissipate as it should have from the telekinesis. Instead it gradually swelled
in spite of his exertions. He knew he'd been working a bit longer than he should have ever since
his forces had begun hunting down the Wraith and beginning to put Pegasus back together, but
even that indulgence shouldn't have had him feeling like this. He should have had to work a little
harder and longer for the exertion to pull back the instability, hence he'd added another weight
into the mix.
This was different though. The instability wasn't quite the same. It was cascading along
with an abundance of energy…energy that he wasn't able to bleed off. Before long he was going
to lose control of his cellular structure if he didn't do something, and he knew damn well that
could be fatal.
Ryan stopped resisting the instability, knowing that his only hope was to move with the
flow rather than try and stop it. He released all the objects in the room, some of them flying into
the walls and breaking on impact, others skidded to a stop against the floor or hit his small bed
platform on which he sat cross-legged.
Suddenly Ryan leaned back, arms going wide and legs uncrossing. His back arched as his
body crackled with what looked like rainbow-colored electricity as he let out a silent scream…
"Dr. Weir," an Asgard voice said through her headset as she sat on the balcony outside
her quarters atop one of the medium-sized spires, sunbathing.
"Yes?" she replied into the air.
"I am detecting anomalous energy readings within the city."
"Where?" Elizabeth said, sitting up.
"I believe they are emanating from the tertiary residential tower. I am attempting to
pinpoint the source."
"There aren't any power generators in that tower, are there?" she asked, getting to her
bare feet and walking back into her quarters.
"There are not," the Asgard in the control room replied pithily.
"Then what could be generating the energy?" she asked as she started to get dressed. She
had a gut feeling that whatever this was, it was going to be a problem.
"I do not know," the Asgard admitted, "but the energy readings are increasing, and
beginning to interfere with the power distribution systems on levels 56 through 72.

"Fifty six," Elizabeth said, trying to remember what was in that vicinity. There were so
many towers within the city, but only a few purely residential sections. She knew it wasn't the
Alterran section of the city, nor was it the Asgard wing. It should have been Human/Lantean
personnel quarters.
"By any chance is it coming from level 61?" Elizabeth asked, realizing who else had
quarters in that tower.
"The anomalous energy spikes make it impossible to pinpoint the source," the Asgard
reported. "What is on level 61?"
"Ryan's quarters," she said, pulling on a pink, short-sleeved shirt.
"I cannot be for certain," the Asgard reported, "however the power disruption is
beginning to spread both above and below that level."
"Evacuate the tower," she said, hastily pulling on some shoes. "I'm on my way."

2
Arcs of energy leapt out from Ryan's body and impacted the walls, ceiling, and floor at
random points. Inside he could feel himself painfully shift through another round of hyperalteration, but this one was far worse than any he'd had before. When the energy began leaving
his body the pressure didn't lessen much…and more and more bio-energy was being forcefully
pumped out through his extremities as his internal reserves exceeded the saturation point.
His bed caught on fire, but he didn't even notice the flames. He was in so much internal
agony he couldn't focus on anything other than the flow of energy. Ryan needed it out of him,
but even as it left it seemed to drag up more with it…and fry him in the process.
He didn't know how much time had passed since the overload began, but suddenly he
was looking up into a familiar face as Matt stared down at him. The air was smoky, and his own
vision hadn't settled yet, but he could still hear Matt's voice inside his head.
Ryan, wake up!
I'm here, he answered back telepathically.
You have burns over most of your body. Lie still while I heal them, he said as Ryan began
to feel a faint pressure.
Burns from what?
You lit your room on fire, Matt said matter-of-factly.
Oh, Ryan said, trying to raise his head.
I said hold still, Matt complained, telekinetically pushing his forehead back down.
Doesn't it hurt you to move?
I don't feel anything…I must be numb, Ryan said, trying to bring his senses back around.
Well stay put, I have to focus to make this work, Matt said as he held his left hand against
Ryan's shoulder and his right on his opposite forearm. Both had lost nearly all the skin on them.
Ryan lay on the charred rubble of his bed cushions, a black and red burnt monstrosity. His
natural healing ability hadn't kicked in yet…or it was busy with internal damage. Matt couldn't
be sure what was going or not going to happen, so he set himself to healing his twin's skin using
his own natural healing power. He didn't want to risk moving him yet, nor did he want to take the
time to retrieve a regenerator.
Was anyone else hurt? Ryan asked.
A few people in the nearby rooms, nothing serious. I have Carson working on them now.
What happened to you?
Not entirely sure. I think I lost control…but for some reason I'm still alive.
I don't know how badly damaged you are on the inside, but you're a mess on the outside.
Better not look until I get your skin regrown.
That bad? Ryan asked, not realizing how damaged he was.
You're breathing up smoke, Matt pointed out as Ryan's left arm began to regrow its skin
amidst a gentle glow.
My room's trashed too, I take it?
Pretty much, Matt said as the skin growth began to spread up to Ryan's shoulder and then
his neck. Are you sure you did this to yourself?

You mean one of the Ascended?
Yeah, that was the thought.
No…afraid I kicked my own butt this time.
Ironic, Matt noted as the regrowth began to pick up speed. You're so strong the only
threat to you is yourself.
You know that's not true…but still funny.
A lot funnier for us.
I suppose so. Is that you I feel in my chest?
IN your chest…no.
Ryan searched within him, pushing his numbed senses for the tingling pressure on the
right side of his chest, low enough to probably be his secata organ…
Watch out! Ryan warned his brother as another rainbow colored lance of energy arced out
of his chest, down the length of his right arm, and leapt into the wall opposite Matt.
Sorry, Ryan said, getting his first look at his unhealed right arm. Ugh.
Told you not to look, Matt reminded him as he gently pushed his head back down. Bit of
residual charge?
I think so. I'm still numb on the inside, so I really don't know what's going on.
As soon as I get the skin back on you, we'll go down to the med bay and check you out.
How long with that take?
Should have you shinny again in a few minutes.
You're one to talk.
Matt glanced down at his own skin, which he'd lightened in the DNA resequencer. Point.
Ryan stretched his senses, which felt like he was reaching for nothing, but was rewarded
with a dull headache forming.
Easy, Matt cautioned, sensing his struggle. Let your senses reset on their own. You don't
want to feel this anyway.
Yes, I do, Ryan argued. I can't self-heal if I can't feel the damage.
I've got you covered, Matt said as the last of the skin on Ryan's feet reformed. Try sitting
up.
Ryan ordered his muscles to move and suddenly he was looking at Matt next to him and
down on his naked, ash covered body…but he still didn't feel it there.
Matt raised an eyebrow.
You could punch me and I probably couldn't feel it.
Matt let a smile slip as he got a telekinetic hold of Ryan and helped him to his feet. Come
on, he said, reinforcing Ryan's awkward balance. We'll figure this out.
The two Stevensons walked to the nearest transporter and headed back to Matt's lair,
catching all kinds of looks from the Humans and Lanteans they passed in the hallways.
Eventually they made it to the med bay and Matt nudged Ryan towards the analysis table.
"Ow," Ryan said out loud.
What?
I think my head just started to unnumb, he thought back to him as he laid down under the
scanner, still totally naked but not caring.
Let's see what we've got, Matt said as he activated the scanner. As the initial results began
to show Matt's face slackened.
Ryan sensed his dismay. That bad?

Your nervous system is in disarray, you've got significant damage to your lungs, half of
your internal tissues are partially fried…but more than that your secata is rating a 14.2 despite
only a quarter of it being active.
Ryan twisted his head so he could look at Matt. "That's not supposed to be possible," he
said aloud.
The other three quarters appear to have overloaded and fragged themselves, but they're
showing a modest rate of regeneration, Matt said, continuing their telepathic conversation.
Matt, I couldn't bleed it off through telekinesis, Ryan said as Elizabeth walked into the
room with a stack of clothes and pair of shoes in hand.
"Oh, hello," she said when she saw him lying naked on the analysis table. He slid his legs
off and sat up, but refrained from standing due to the persistent numbness.
"Those for me?" he asked.
"Ah, yes. Matt asked me to bring them," she said, just standing there.
"Something wrong?" Ryan asked.
"Matt said you'd been burned."
"I was able to regenerate his skin," Matt explained, sensing her reluctance to give him his
clothes. He imagined that from her perspective this was quite a rare moment. "However, he's
rather busted up inside."
"I can imagine," Elizabeth continued. "There were power fluctuations all throughout the
tower."
"Sorry about that," Ryan said, dipping his head a bit. He really hadn't expected this to
happen…not like this anyway.
"I've already got repair crews on the job, and the injuries were light. I saw Beckett on the
way in and he said everyone was patching up fine."
Ryan looked at the wall in the direction of the other portion of the med bay and did a
mental check on the wounded. He found six individuals along with Beckett, but only one of them
was in pain, and that pain was receding quickly. He figured Carson was using one of the
handheld regeneration units in lieu of the more powerful regenerator cubes, but if the injuries
were truly light then the small units would be more than adequate for the task.
Ryan mentally thanked Beckett then turned his attention back to Elizabeth. "To answer
your unspoken question…I'm not sure what happened. I lost control and my instability
skyrocketed. I don't remember much after that."
"You said telekinesis didn't work?" Matt interrupted.
"It didn't bleed off the energy this time," Ryan tried to explain. "I felt, different. It was
still instability, but not the same kind. I can't articulate it."
"Not much I could do about it anyway," Matt added, referring to the fact that any
significant alteration could interfere with the Repository's transitional programming…which
neither of them understood, medically speaking. "But if that happens again, a little more
powerful next time…"
"I'm toast, I know," Ryan said, tilting his neck to the side. His headache was getting
worse.
"Is there nothing you can do for him?" Elizabeth asked Matt.
Matt shrugged. "I can patch him up, but I don't know enough about the problem to try
and fix it. That's something he has to figure out."
"Was this supposed to happen?" she asked.
"No," Ryan said flatly. "I screwed up…I just don't know how."

"Do you want me to move everyone else out of the tower, in case this happens again?"
"No, I need to get out of the city," Ryan said, attempting to stand. He wobbled a bit, not
being able to feel his legs, but with a hand on the analysis table he managed to stay upright. "Do
something about this numbness, please."
Matt frowned. "It'd be better if you let it come back naturally."
"Not if I overload again because I can't feel it coming," Ryan argued.
"True," Matt relented as he walked off to retrieve another piece of equipment.
"I have to admit," Elizabeth said, walking a couple of steps closer to him, "I'm worried
about you."
"Me too," Ryan said, flexing his fingers without being able to feel them. He balled his
right hand into a fist and punched the side of the table. Still, he felt nothing.
"Are you trying to hurt yourself again?" she pointed out.
"I can't feel anything except a headache," he told her, "and that's only recent."
"Really," Elizabeth repeated. "Nothing at all."
"No," he said, looking down at his clothes in her hands and then back up at her eyes,
letting her know that he knew that she was intentionally stalling.
She smiled slightly. "Well, if you can't feel anything. Do you need some help dressing?"
she asked playfully.
"Thank you," he said, saying the opposite of what she'd expected just as Matt walked
back in. "Put a hold on that," he changed his mind as Matt came over and started running the
device up and down his spine from behind him.
"Ow," Ryan said as some feeling began to creep back into his chest.
"It's going to get a lot worse," Matt said, pausing. "Are you sure you want me to do this?"
"I need my senses back," Ryan reiterated.
"This will delay a full comeback by more than a day," Matt pointed out.
Ryan sighed. "A little more then, at least enough to keep my balance."
"Alright," Matt said reservedly as he moved the device up and down his arms and legs,
then treated his spine once more. "Done."
"How do you feel?" Elizabeth asked, eyes narrowing.
"Like I got run over by a Ha'tak," he said, referencing an SGC cliché. "Hand me my
pants."
Elizabeth pulled them out of the stack along with some shorts that looked like a skin-tight
swimsuit. "Don't you want these first?" she said, holding them up tantalizingly in front of him.
"Flirt," he said sarcastically as he grabbed them from her and bent over to put them
on…tipping to the side as he did.
"Whoa there," Elizabeth said, catching him by the shoulder.
Ryan pulled the 'shorts' up and on then got his balance back. "Thanks," he said, sitting
back down on the table. "I thought you were going to give me my balance back?"
"I did," Matt said evenly. "But I imagine the pain is taking priority."
Ryan gave him a 'you should have gone farther' glare and put his hand up in front of
Elizabeth for his pants. She held onto his shoulder to steady him as she gave him the trim, whitecolored generic clothing. He pulled them on with less hassle and asked for his shirt, which he sat
down on the table in order to pull on. Still, he almost lost his balance and fell forward when the
shirt went over his head and he lost his visual reference.
Elizabeth caught him again with a hand to the chest as Matt looked on, smiling. He could
have telekinetically stabilized Ryan, but if he was going to be stubborn about his condition then

he was on his own as far as balance was concerned…and Elizabeth seemed to be enjoying the
moment too much for him to spoil it.
Ryan finally got the shirt over his still numb shoulders, then pulled it down curtly over
his recently regenerated chest and took a moment to steady himself. "Could you help me with the
shoes?"
"My pleasure," Elizabeth teased as she stooped down and lifted up his left leg. She pulled
on his shoes and fastened the straps for him, then stood up and theatrically rubbed her hands
together. "Anything else I can help you with?"
"How are you with massages?" he asked, just to see her reaction…which was a wideeyed flinch. He laughed it off and changed subjects. "Tell Sheppard I need to see him whenever
he's able, preferably within the day. I can't stay here any longer. I'm putting you all at risk."
"I'm sure we can work up some kind of containment room," she said quickly, looking at
Matt who nodded 'yes.'
"That's possible," he confirmed aloud.
Ryan wasn't convinced. "No. I need to get away and deal with this myself. I'm due back in
Destra next week anyway. I'll head out there and find a nice quiet planet where I won't fry
anyone if I lose control again."
"Someone should go with you," Elizabeth pointed out. "If Matt hadn't gotten to you when
he did, you could have burned to death without realizing it."
"I'll take precautions," Ryan assured them. "But I have a feeling this is something that
you guys aren't going to be able to help me with."

3
"McKay!"
Rodney nearly jumped out of his workstation's seat, jamming his hands down on the
keyboard in the process. The Ancient computer responded with a rude sounding beep as McKay
turned around to see Sheppard behind him.
"What the…" Rodney began to say when the computer's tone belatedly hit home. He
turned back around quickly and undid the damage his errant keystrokes had done before the
auxiliary generator that he'd been realigning overloaded.
"When's the last time you ran?" Sheppard demanded.
McKay slumped back in his seat. "Not you too."
"When?"
"Three days ago," Rodney said unenthusiastically.
"And how many days have you skipped since your last time trial?" Sheppard asked
pointedly, already knowing the answer.
"A lot," McKay answered. "Not that it matters anymore."
Sheppard rolled his eyes. "Get off the sob story, Rodney. This is too important."
"Says the super-ancient."
"You think this is hard…you should have seen what I had to go through."
"What, you had to go a week without your comb," McKay mocked him.
Sheppard pointed a warning finger at his friend. "Up until now you've been doing a good
job. I've kept tabs on your progress and I know you're ready to pass the test. You've already done
all the hard work, so why the hell are you giving up now?"
Rodney glared at him. "What have you been smoking? I'm more than a minute off the
mark."
Sheppard shook his head. "I've seen your workout data. You're where you need to be, you
just need to push yourself harder when you race. You've got a lot more in you than you realize."
"Believe me, I've tried that," McKay said, his tone drifting between defensive and
wishing Sheppard was right. "I set the pacer to exactly the time I needed to pass the test and I
couldn't keep up. I tried five times before chucking it and just trying to lower my personal best.
I'm nowhere near where I need to be, and it's already been two years."
"For the sake of argument only," John clarified, "what's wrong with three years?
Seriously, who said you have to pass the test right away? If you're having trouble summoning the
guts to race your way into Lantean-ville now, keep training for another year and by then you
should be able to make the mark with a half-assed effort."
McKay laughed. "Are you joking? For the life of me I don't know how I've made it this
far. I've been doing things I never thought I could before…I mean I didn't even think I could run
a mile straight, let alone five. I'm proud of what I've accomplished, but 19:59 is beyond me. It's
better I realize that now than to keep beating my brains in for the next few years and come up
empty handed anyway."
Sheppard rolled his eyes. "Rodney, you are the dumbest smart person I've ever met."
McKay frowned, not completely understanding that statement. "Meaning what?"

"Meaning you're going to throw away everything you've gained by quitting now. Don't
slide back to the way you were before."
"You mean pudgy?"
"For starters," Sheppard said indignantly.
"I'm still working out…a little," McKay hedged.
"That's not enough and you know it."
"What, you're poking around my head now? Don't you have any sense of privacy,"
Rodney said, standing up angrily and walking over to the other side of the small, empty lab.
"Not when my friend is kicking himself in the balls," Sheppard said, walking towards
him.
"That…" McKay started to say, then got hung up on how that would be physically
possible.
"You see, right there," Sheppard yelled, pointing at him. "That's your problem. You
analyze everything. You've got to learn to live in the moment and face the unknown."
McKay looked at him incredulously. "I'm a scientist. It's what we do for a living," he
said, then considered the fact that he wasn't actually getting paid, nor needed to anymore, so
maybe 'for a living' wasn't quite accurate.
"Give me a break," Sheppard said irreverently. "You scientists work out of your nifty
little rulebook. Everything is drawn and mapped out for you. You don't face the unknown, you
hide from it behind your theories and protocols."
"Wanting to understand how the universe works is not hiding from it," McKay argued.
"But you don't find out. That would require tying when the outcome is uncertain. You
only act if you think you know what will happen. That's why you're not running fast enough, you
won't put it on the line because you're afraid you'll run out of gas. You want to preplan every
aspect of it, but you can't analyze it like a science experiment. This is biology, not technology.
And above that we're lifeforms, and that adds a whole other dimension."
"So what," McKay said, crossing his arms over his chest. He was beginning to get
frustrated with his highly evolved friend. "You're saying I'm too smart for my own good."
"No, I'm saying you're too stupid for your own good. You're not the scientist watching
the lab rat run through the maze this time. You're the rat, so stop trying to analyze the maze and
determine the point of the experiment and just chase the damn cheese!"
"Ha, ha, very funny," Rodney said slowly, looking up at the ceiling with disgust. "Mock
me all you want, but science is the key to unlocking the universe, not physical training…and I
don't need to be upgraded to continue my work so, thanks for your concern, but Rodney McKay
is sticking with the Human race."
"I don't believe this," John said, beginning to pace back and forth angrily. "You're already
there, the hard part's over! You're just too blind to see it…and you never learned how to work in
the dark."
"Why would I work in the dark?"
"Metaphorically speaking," Sheppard emphasized. "If you're dropped into a situation
where you have no prior knowledge or experience, how well do you handle it?"
"About as well as anybody else, I suppose," McKay said, salving some of his ego.
"You suck at it," John told him. "And you avoid situations that would put you into the
unknown…but when you're forced into it you find a way through, so I know you're not hopeless.
You've admitted you do your best work under threat of imminent death..."
"True," Rodney confirmed.

"Because that's when your mind let's you roam free of your self-imposed boundaries.
Normally you're too afraid of the unknown to try anything that you don't already know will
work, but if you know you're going to die anyway you loosen up and take risks."
"And that is related to running how?" McKay said sarcastically.
"You're afraid to try and fail," Sheppard said flatly.
McKay took a step towards him. "Then how did I get this far?"
Sheppard took a step closer to him. "I said you'd been doing a good job. Don't stop now
when you're one step away from the finish line."
"Maybe an Alterra can leap mount Everest with a single step, but not Rodney McKay,"
he said defiantly, then his tone dropped the animosity. "I wish you were right. I really do, but this
is as far as I can go. I was going to keep training," he said, dropping his head, "but without a
reason it just isn't the same. I'll try and run enough to stay thin, but right now I'm burnt out. I've
tried and failed so many times that I can't summon the courage to try again."
Sheppard blew out a frustrated breath, but he could sense that McKay really was done
and not just being lazy.
"Look, I appreciate the kick in the pants you're trying to give me," McKay said
uncharacteristically, "but I'm afraid I need more than motivation to make this work…actually I
don't know what I need to make this work. Guess you're right. I don't deal with the unknown
very well," he said, sitting back down at his workstation. "I need at least some thread to pull on,
some pattern to follow. When things seem to defy any and every set of rules conceivable I don't
know how to handle it."
"Rodney, it's just so frustrating to see you at the precipice and then turn back," Sheppard
said sympathetically. "You may not be able to understand where you're at or how much further
you have to go, but I can. Even if you're not gutsy enough to do it now, just keep doing what
you've been doing and in a year or two you'll pass the test in your workouts…you won't even
have to race."
McKay slowly shook his head. "You make the workouts sound easy."
"A lot easier than dealing with a failing body forty years down the road and not even
having the strength to get out of bed and work on your computer," Sheppard warned him. "Take
up the fight now or you'll find yourself in a real no-win scenario."
"You're probably right," McKay admitted, "but I'm not there yet. And without being able
to feel the threat of impending doom I can't work up the courage anymore."
"Chickenshit," Sheppard whispered.
Rodney nodded. "Probably true."
Sheppard blew out a breath and began to walk out. McKay turned back to his workstation
and began punching keys, getting himself reacquainted with the reactor he'd been working on.
"No," Sheppard said loudly, stopping just inside the door.
"No?" Rodney echoed, swiveling back around.
"You heard me. I said no. You're not going down like this you arrogant, self-deluded
momma's boy. You've already done the hard work, now you're going to finish it."
"What?" McKay laughed. "You going to threaten to shove a lemon down my throat
again?"
"Get dressed to run and meet me at my quarters," Sheppard said, turning around to leave.
"There's something I need to do first."
"I'm busy," McKay pointed out.

Sheppard pointed the finger at him again. "Just do it…or I'll break out the citrus squirt
gun."
All levity dropped out of McKay's face. "That wasn't funny the first time."
"Be there," Sheppard said as he disappeared out the door, "or I'll come get you."
McKay slumped back in his seat. "Wonderful."
Ryan and the Doci walked out of the stargate onto a lifeless desert planet with a small
structure rising up above the horizon a short distance before them. The structure was to be
Stevenson's personal retreat while he sorted out his developmental problem and had been
ordered, constructed, and stocked with supplies all within the past 15 hours.
The two men walked inside the ornate oasis and Ryan looked around.
"I trust all is satisfactory?" the Doci asked.
"I believe so. Thank you."
"You need not thank us," the Doci said, bowing slightly. "We are yours to command,
Orici."
Ryan half smiled at that. "I'll return to Celestis as soon as I am able."
"Do not concern yourself with us," the Doci cautioned. "Your well being is our primary
concern. If there is anything else you require, ask and it shall be done."
With that the Doci turned and left.
Ryan snatched a set of weights deposited along the side of the main room and set them
swirling about around his head. He sat down on the smooth, polished floor cross-legged in a
meditative pose. While his earlier attempt to diffuse the instability through telekinesis had not
proven totally successful, it had relieved some of the pressure. Ryan had a feeling that if he
refined his senses enough he'd be able to detect two different instabilities within him…one that
the telekinesis resolved and one that it did not. If he was correct, then he needed to relieve the
first so that he could more clearly deal with the second.
If the previous pattern held, he should have two more days before he reached critical
overload again. This time, however, he was going to spend every hour of the day working
towards solving the problem. Atlantis and the rest of the galaxies were going to have to wait.
McKay was waiting outside Sheppard's quarters dressed in his workout attire when John
appeared in the hallway.
"About time," McKay complained. "I've been waiting here for half an hour. If you're
going to torture me the least you can do is be prompt about it."
"Inside," Sheppard said walking through his opening door. He hadn't bothered to touch
the activation panel, but still the door opened.
McKay followed him inside wearily and the door closed behind him.
"You have to promise not to say a word about this to anyone…ever," Sheppard said
emphatically.
"Not to say a word about what?" McKay asked, frowning.
"No one means Keller too."
"About what?" McKay pressed.
"Promise," Sheppard urged.
"Alright, fine. I promise. Now what's this all about?"
"I'm going to run your test for you," Sheppard told him.
"What!" McKay exclaimed.

"You heard me. Since you don't have the guts I'm going to have to bail your sorry ass
out…again."
"What do you mean again...no, never mind, what's this about you doing it for me?"
"Just what I said, I'm going to run it for you," Sheppard said, holding up a small silver
device in the palm of his hand. "This is what took me so long. I had to synthesize it from
blueprints in the database."
"A hologram?" McKay guessed, knowing that all the training sessions were recorded for
playback by the user, or in this case Elizabeth who had to verify that he actually passed the test.
"No, I'm not going to do it in place of you. Your body is going to run it, but I'll be in
control."
"Excuse me?"
"I'm going to superimpose my consciousness over yours," Sheppard explained. "Use my
mind to control your body."
"With that?" McKay said, pointing to the small object in Sheppard's hand.
"No, this is just a booster. All Alterra have the ability."
"You do?" McKay said, not believing it.
"Well, I don't have the ability yet. I'm not old enough. Later on, when my telepathy gets
stronger I'll be able to do this on my own, but for now I need a power and range boost, which this
will give me," John said, attaching the device to his forehead.
"You can take control of people's minds," Rodney repeated.
"Which is why you can't tell anyone," Sheppard reminded him. "They'd freak out if they
knew."
"I'm freaking out right now," McKay complained.
"Kind of status quo for you," Sheppard said, mentally connecting with the device.
"Can you do that with each other?" McKay asked, the scientist in him showing through.
"Not unless we let the other one in. Humans don't have the mental defenses to keep us
out."
"And Lanteans?" McKay asked, wondering about his wife.
"I imagine they'd put up a bit more resistance, but they're more like Humans than us."
"You done this before?" McKay asked, creeping himself out with all kind of
permutations flowing through his head.
"No, why?" John said matter-of-factly.
"Why? It's like a huge invasion of privacy, that's why!"
"Only if we used it that way," Sheppard said, catching some of the 'permutations' from
his Rodney's surface thoughts. "Which we don't."
"But you could…" McKay repeated.
"We can do lots of things," Sheppard reminded him. "Which is why we're very careful
who we let become Alterra."
"Maybe, but what about Ryan? Nobody checked him out."
"You don't have to worry about him," Sheppard said, waving off the concern. "You could
have a total asshole use the Repository and they'd come out alright."
"Meaning what?" McKay said, frowning.
"Meaning it rewrites your behavioral trends to that of Alterran standard to get rid of all
previous bad habits."
"It brainwashes you?"
"In a good way," Sheppard clarified. "If it doesn't work the knowledge self-deletes."

"Come again?"
"Some sort of quality control test so you don't end up creating an uber bad guy."
"Now there's a pretty picture."
"You have no idea," Sheppard said, sitting down on his bed and assuming a meditative
pose. "You ready?"
"Not just yet," McKay said, holding up a hand. "You're saying our fearless leader and all
of his mini-mes are pre-packaged Alterrans?"
"Yep."
McKay nodded. "No wonder they don't have much personality."
Sheppard tilted his head in consideration. "Probably, but I think they'll grow out of it.
They're not that bad once you get to know them."
"I'll take your word for it," McKay said, glancing down at his hands. "Are you sure about
this?"
"Sure I'm sure. You're already in good enough shape, you just don't know how to squeeze
the speed out of yourself."
"Not sure I like the sound of that," McKay grumbled. "Ok, let's get this over with."
"It's not like you haven't been in this situation before," Sheppard jibbed.
McKay glared at him. "You had to remind me?"
"Yep," Sheppard said, beginning to concentrate. He reached out for Rodney's mind and
got a feel for it. Once he got his bearings he reached out with intent to override, but as expected
lacked sufficient power and experience. Tapping into the device he felt McKay's mind softened
and he was able to assert control fairly easily.
"Oh this is gross," John said, looking back at his stationary body through McKay's eyes.
He'd been an Alterran long enough to forget how sluggish his original Human body had
been…and to make matters worse this was Rodney, which meant take the sluggish factor x3.
"You owe me for this one, buddy," John said in Rodney's voice as he plodded out of his
quarters and into the hallway enroute to the gym.
McKay blinked several times, trying to get his bearings. "Wha…" he tried to said, but
found his throat dry. He worked his mouth around to get some moisture in it as he stared at the
ceiling of the gym…a view he'd become extremely familiar with over the past 2 years. He tried
to lift himself up into a seated position.
"Owwwww!" he cried, laying back down. His entire body hurt, and now that he was
becoming more aware he noticed that every ounce of energy his body had must have been
sucked dry. His legs felt like lead.
"Oh, you son of a bitch," he said into the air, laying his head back down.
Quit your complaining you big baby, Sheppard's voice said inside his head, and sit up
and look at your time. You passed.
"I did," he said, enthusiasm overriding pain for the moment as he lurched up into a sitting
position. He glanced around to figure out where he was, then found the scoreboard.
18:53
"What!" he whispered to himself so the few other people in the gym couldn't hear.
Told you you were in good enough shape.
"Ow," McKay groaned again as he reached around to hold his lower back. "You didn't
have to go that fast…what, were you trying to kill me?"
You're welcome, now get your lazy butt back to the showers. I'm not doing that for you.

"I don't suppose you could send for a stretcher?"
Sheppard reasserted control of McKay and stood him up.
"What the…" Rodney said when he regained consciousness with every muscle in his
body screaming.
Get going. The more time you spend moaning the less likely it is anyone will believe you
did that on your own.
"Good point," McKay said beginning to walk very slowly. "Ow…cramp…cramp" he
said, hopping up and down on his right leg as he hobbled off the track.

4
"Alright, McKay, you're up," Matt said, standing at the controls of Atlantis's genome
altering device.
Rodney popped up out of his seat and jumped up onto the platform as a former Genii
woman walked down. Carson, Jennifer, Elizabeth, and Zelenka were all waiting around the lab
for Rodney's sake along with two more Pegasus natives that were also due to get their
'promotions.'
"I'm not going to feel anything, right?" McKay asked.
"No, you won't" Matt said as the holographic DNA strands appeared superimposed over
Rodney's body. He copied McKay's genetic code to the console's workstation and aligned it with
the Lantean template. Numerous discrepancies highlighted themselves and Matt raised an
eyebrow.
"What?" McKay asked, overly eager.
"You can step down now."
Rodney didn't move. "What's wrong?"
"Nothing. I have to calibrate the changes and that will take a while. You're free to stand
there if you like."
"Thank you, I think I will."
"Suit yourself," Matt said as he began making alterations. McKay's genome was going to
take some extra tweaking.
"Don't suppose you could do something about my hair?" McKay asked barely ten
seconds later.
"You want the color changed?"
"You can do that?"
"I can genetically tattoo each strand if I wanted to."
"Oh, well I just meant the part about it thinning…"
"That's covered in the standard package," Matt told him.
McKay nodded then remained silent for a few seconds.
"And the whole citrus allergy thing too?"
"I'll take care of it," Matt said, having forgot about that one. He knew of it because Ryan
had heard it mentioned, but he'd forgotten until McKay said it. He shifted down through the
genome to fix the allergy problem and noticed a lot of other allergies and conditions that needed
to be eliminated as well.
This was going to take quite a while.
"And I don't suppose you could add an inch to my height, could you?" McKay pressed.
Matt stopped and looked up at him. "I could give you a new superpower?"
"Really!" McKay said, his voice climbing in pitch. "What's it do?"
"It gives you the ability to shut up and let me work…I've got 26 other people to get
through today and the more you talk the longer this takes."
"Point taken," McKay said submissively and pointed towards where Jennifer was
standing. "I'll wait over there."

Matt nodded his agreement and went back to working on the loudmouth's conversion
template.
"Too bad that power isn't real," Carson commented under his breath.
Elizabeth looked at the Doctor but didn't outwardly disagree. "Just be patient Rodney.
You wouldn't want him getting distracted and messing something up."
"No…I wouldn't," McKay admitted, leaning against one of the solid, stone-like tables.
"I still can't believe you ran that fast," Zelenka commented.
"Yeah," Keller said, glancing once at Zelenka then turning her eyes to Rodney. "You
impressed all of us."
"And I'm paying for it now," McKay complained, stretching his right arm.
"Still sore," Jennifer sympathized.
"Very," McKay confirmed.
"What got into you anyway?" Elizabeth said.
"Meaning what?" Rodney asked, a touch of concern in his voice.
"Well I know Sheppard stopped by to have a chat with you. What'd he say that got you
fired up enough to run that fast?"
"Probably left a basket of lemons on his doorstep," Carson said sarcastically.
"If you must know, there was threat of citrus involved."
Elizabeth smiled. "I guess he knows how to get inside your head after all these years."
McKay cleared his throat. "He does at that."
"Alright McKay," Matt interrupted. "Step back up."
"That was quick," McKay acknowledged as he leapt back up to the pedestal.
"I made all the adjustments for the first treatment," the Alterran explained. "I'll finish the
others later."
"Others?"
"It'll take four treatments in total, spread over two weeks."
"Four?" he complained. "Nobody I've talked to has had more than three."
He heard Carson snicker from the background and tossed a sneer his way.
"It all depends on the individual," Matt explained. "Ready."
"Yes. Let's do this."
"Just hold still for a few minutes. You shouldn't feel a thing."
Rodney set himself into what he thought was a stoic pose, tilting his chin slightly into the
air and trying not to get dizzy from all the holographic pieces spinning around him.
One small adjustment for an Alterran, he thought to himself. One giant leap for Rodney
McKay.
Looking down at the console Matt rolled his eyes.
Ryan knelt down on the hard-packed sand a little over half a dekmas away from his
temporary home as he felt the instability inside him building to overload again. He didn't want to
take the risk of wrecking the place or burning himself again, so he'd put enough space between
him, the structure, and the nearby stargate to insure that the only thing he could damage was the
sandy ground beneath his knees. As far as he could see, in every direction, was nothing but flat
desert. There wasn't even enough loose sand to form dunes. It was as dead of a planet as one
could get, but at least the atmosphere was breathable.
He'd been successful in bleeding off the normal instability and isolating this new variety,
but no matter what he tried he couldn't dissipate it…and he'd tried everything he knew of. He

could feel the energy welling up inside his secata organ, buried deep inside his chest. It was one
of three internal structures that Alterrans possessed that Humans and most Lanteans did not, and
was responsible for the production of external energy…or rather the energy that could be
expended outside the body.
Knowing that, Ryan had tried releasing energy blasts from his hands in order to drain the
energy, but it hadn't worked either. Somehow the charge building up inside him was different
from the bio-plasma that also originated from his secata, nor was it linked to his telekinesis,
which originated from a small auxiliary tennatis nodule inside his brain…more of an extension
than a separate organ, but it was one of the three that Humans didn't possess.
He knew of other physical abilities that he'd yet to develop, but those still in the queue
didn't match up to what he was experiencing now…and Ryan was beginning to get worried.
"Just go with the flow," he reminded himself, stretching his arms wide in order to better
attenuate the power if it did rip from his body once again. He still wasn't fully healed from the
first ordeal, and if this one got worse he could very well kill himself.
He felt the moment of saturation approaching and decided to head it off. He mentally
reached down inside for the instable energy and tried to push it out through his exterior…but it
felt like trying to blow a full breath through a coffee straw. Small ripples of energy began to
form around his silhouette, but the flow inside him continued to build up to overload. He
managed to buy himself an extra minute or two, but the cascade occurred just the same as it had
the first time.
The rainbow lightning forced its way through his body, frying him internally and leapt
out through his fingertips…but did little to relieve the internal pressure. Inside Ryan's mind he
searched and searched for some way to divert the flow, but it had nowhere to go. He could feel
his body being damaged and frustration overrode his fear. He was going to die, not because he
screwed up or because someone had attacked him, he was going to do it to himself out of pure
ignorance. That angered him more than the thought of failure and he turned his aggression
inward. He stopped 'going with the flow' and started fighting…trying to force it into submission
with every ounce of strength he had.
The lightning arcs passing through his arms ceased, but a horrible pressure built inside of
him. He fought with it, but it continued to grow. The energy had to go somewhere.
Just as he was about to lose control he threw back his head and yelled in frustration and
anger, letting his rage press inward just a bit more than before…
Suddenly he felt a crack open in his mind and the pent up energy flowed through it…and
flowed out so fast that before it had completely dissipated he blacked out and fell to the ground.
A quarter of the way across the galaxy, in one of the small Ori villages that was
undergoing reconstruction, a man walking the streets suddenly stopped and turned to his left.
"Now what is that?" he asked.
He stared in the same direction for several seconds before turning around and walking in
a hurry back towards the stargate…passing directly through the wall of one stone building like a
ghost, but no one in the village saw him, nor had ever seen him.
When he got to the stargate he activated it mentally and sucked in a deep 'breath.' He
could only survive completely outside of Alfleheym for a few seconds, but it would be long
enough to pass through the portal. His human persona disappeared and a green glow replaced it.
The ascended being passed into the stargate, enroute to the planet where Ryan was.

"Wake up," Ryan heard someone say as his mind wheeled about and his vision slowly
cleared. He found himself looking up at the orange sky. "I know I shouldn't be, but I'm very
surprised to find you here, Orici."
Ryan sat up amidst a wash of disorientation, but as he did so he noted the presence of a
man in what looked like a green military uniform standing next to him.
"Hi," Ryan said awkwardly as he tried to dispel the stars from his vision.
"I would recommend you stay seated until your mind recovers," the man said forcefully.
"You're kind isn't accustomed to such power."
"My kind?" Ryan asked, wondering who this man was. He clearly wasn't a Prior.
"Alterrans," the man said with disdain.
That brought Ryan's head up. "Who are you?"
"Have you ever done that before?" the man asked, ignoring his question.
"I don't know. What'd I do?"
"You broke through the dimensional barrier," the man said, just a hint of respect in his
tone, "and released a small amount of biological energy into our realm. Such things don't go
unnoticed, so I will ask you again, have you done this before?"
Ryan thought back over what happened. "I don't think so…last time I couldn't relieve the
pressure and it discharged physically."
The man nodded. "I can sense your previous wounds, but not your thoughts."
Ryan hesitantly stood up. "That's to keep ascended beings from snooping around," he
said, glaring at the man.
The man nodded. "You are fortunate you did so here. Had you been inside the Empire's
territory you would be as good as dead."
Ryan's eyes narrowed. "Who are you?"
The man crossed his arms over his chest. "I am Rivera, but a long, long time ago I was
once one of your Gods."
Ryan's head came up. "You're Ori?"
"Not anymore," he said, pointing up at the sky. "I left after a disagreement and joined the
Rivera, far from here. We had heard the Ori had been destroyed, so they sent me to determine
what happened. I had assumed the Empire had annexed this galaxy, but they curiously have not.
It is completely dead. Not even the lower lifeforms have survived. I have been here for well over
a year and have not encountered a single ascended being, which is fortunate for you."
Ryan walked up to the man and lightly touched a finger to his chest…which was solid.
"Are you descended?"
"No, but we can take physical form at any time without letting go of our energy matrix."
Ryan nodded amicably, then in a blur of motion drove a stiffened elbow into the man's
face, knocking him back a good two meters onto the ground.
"That!" Ryan shouted emotionally, "Is 46 million years long overdue!"
The former Ori sat on the ground, staring at Ryan in surprise for his overly stupid
impudence…then he laughed once, shaking his head. "It seems you have some backbone after
all."
The man stood up, seemingly unhurt. "Perhaps all those years in another galaxy burnt
the cowardice out of you…but not your stupidity. I can squash you like a bug at any time of my
choosing."
Ryan acknowledged that fact with a nod. "But then I wouldn't be able to avenge the Ori if
you did."

The man smiled cruelly. "Not so reckless after all. Good. There is hope for you yet."
"So what do I owe the pleasure of this visit?" Ryan asked sarcastically.
"As I said, that energy spurt you gave off was visible for half a galaxy. Luckily I'm the
only one here to see it or you would have been in a world of hurt."
"How so?"
"The incursion you made into our dimension is extraordinarily rare, so much so that I
can't remember the last time it's happened. The amount of energy you emitted was negligible, but
the type stands out like a beacon. Bio-energy doesn't exist in our realm, so the only possible
source is a crossover from this dimension. It's what alerted me to your presence. I come to see
what's happening and what do I find...the foretold Orici that would arise if we ever fell. Which
apparently happened, from what information I've been able to gather from the Priors."
"You spoke with them?"
The man glared at him. "Please. I simply accessed their minds. I would do the same with
you, but somehow you've created a block that I can't bypass."
"Handy, isn't it?"
"Quite," the former Ori said, beginning to pace in a circle around Ryan. "However it does
draw suspicion."
"Can't be helped. If the Ascended Empire knew what I know, they'd kill me on the spot."
The man raised an eyebrow. "You've heard of them, then?"
"Yes."
"How?"
"Now you see, that's exactly one of those things that would get me killed, so you'll forgive
me if I don't mention it to you."
"You think I'd tell the Empire?" he said, almost laughing.
"I take it that's a no?"
"Despite the fact that your kind joined with them, we hate the Empire for all sorts of
other reasons."
"The Ori, or the Rivera?"
"Both."
Ryan put his hands on his hips. "Do you know how the Ori died?"
"Not completely…do you?"
"Yes, I do. So how about an information swap?"
The man smiled again, but not in a comforting way. "Oh, I am beginning to like you…and
since I want to see you do as much damage to the Empire as you can before you die, I'll fill you
in on what you need to know."
"Such as?"
"First things first," the man cautioned. "I had expected the Empire to take control of this
galaxy, worthless as it is. I need to know why they haven't, and I suspect the answer to that
question will come from the way in which the Ori died."
"They were killed by a group of Humans," Ryan explained, rubbing that fact in, "using a
weapon designed to kill ascended beings. They sent it through the Ori stargate and it detonated
in this galaxy, killing all within it."
The man frowned heavily and Ryan sensed anger rising within him. "Where did they get
the weapon?"
"A former ascended being descended in order to build the device in secret. He was
worried about the threat the Ori posed and the lack of action on the part of the Empire, so he

took matters into his own hands. He was stopped and the weapon destroyed, but arrangements
were made to preserve him, and therefore the knowledge. The Humans discovered him by
following clues that an ascended Morgan Le Fay left for them to follow. They revived him from
stasis and he built the weapon again for them."
"The Empire would not have allowed that to happen under their noses," the man said.
"Therefore I assume they intended for the Humans to use it all along. Where is the weapon
now?"
"I believe it was a one shot only device. It hasn't been heard of since it was used, though
the first Orici should have had access to its remains."
"There are two of you?"
"The other was created to lead the Ori armies in a crusade to convert the Humans of
Avalona in order to give the Ori enough energy to kill my ascended ex-brothers."
The man looked even more confused for a moment, but then it all began to come
together. "Interesting. We'd heard rumors about the Empire pulling back from the border
galaxies, leaving them vulnerable. That's very uncharacteristic of them, but now I think I see
their purpose. They fained weakness in order to draw the Ori in, then surreptitiously used the
Humans to deliver the fatal blow. All the Ori are dead, and they didn't have to fight a single
battle."
The man held his head in his hand. "Never underestimate their cunning, Orici. They are
the most ruthlessly intelligent group of ascended beings we've ever known."
"We being the Ori or the Rivera?"
"The Rivera are far older than the Ori. They've had dealings with the Empire far back in
history, but due to the distances involved, they've never come into close contact, however the
Empire continues to slowly expand. Over the past 100,000 years they've annexed three more
galaxies. Not much in the grand scheme of things, but it adds up over time. That's why we
assumed they'd taken this galaxy."
"How close are we to their territory?" Ryan asked. "I know the line goes somewhere
between here and Avalona?"
The man raised an eyebrow again. "You have an insider feeding you information?"
"Not much, I'm afraid," Ryan said, trusting him enough to admit that much.
"There are many galaxies in between, but none heavily populated by ascended beings or
natives. This galaxy was the major threat along this portion of their border. With the Ori gone
they can focus their attention elsewhere, for there isn't another credible threat in this area."
"How many galaxies do they have?"
The man inclined his head. "The Rivera have been able to map around the backside of
their territory, and our best guess is that they have feelers into upwards of 1,000 galaxies and
hold as many as 26 nexuses."
"A thousand?" Ryan said, stunned. "That's just great."
"Like I said, you don't stand a chance."
"We'll see," Ryan deflected. "What's a nexus?"
"Nectar of the Gods."
"Ascended super-juice?" Ryan mocked.
"Call it what you like. The nexuses are wellsprings located within certain rare galaxies.
Destra has none, which makes it of low priority. The Rivera control two, which makes them a
powerhouse in their region."

"And you said the Empire has 26?" Ryan said, starting to get a sense of the balance of
power.
"That we suspect. We can't get our scouts inside their borders to be sure."
Ryan thought for a moment. "Do our galaxies transition into your dimension?"
"There is a crossover, yes. In our realm they provide what you would think of as terrain.
The distances separating the galaxies are more or less barren."
"Which is why the Ori were all in one galaxy at one time?"
"Unfortunately yes."
"Other than this nectar and sapping power from worshipers, what do you eat?"
"There are many ways of absorbing power. Our dimension is filled with one type that we
must have in small amounts on a moment by moment basis. That is why we cannot completely
leave this dimension for yours. A part of us is always linked to it, unless we choose to retake our
previous form."
"Descend?"
"Yes."
"Does that happen often?"
"No. We are much superior to your kind…save perhaps you, or rather what you are
transforming into. I may not be able to search your memories, but I can see the flux within your
body. You are forcing your development somehow."
"Do you know how the Alterra ascended?"
"No, just that we ascended first, but the Empire wouldn't allow us in their territory when
we came looking for you."
"To kill us."
"Of course," the man said as if it needn't be said.
"We were dying from a plague, one that we couldn't cure. Those few that escaped learned
to ascend while the rest died out. A plan was put in place during those final years to recreate our
species on a lower level, one that wouldn't be affected by the plague, so that in the distant future
we could be reborn. Repositories of Knowledge were scattered throughout our galaxies for the
time when the seed species would become advanced enough to use them. I am the first to
successfully make the transformation."
"Galaxies, huh? Why then is your physiology continuing to advance?"
"A few loyal ascended Alterra discovered that it was the Empire that created the plague
to kill us. They altered the programming of the Repository to continue to press my advancement
until I reached the point where I could affect events in your dimension."
The former-Ori whistled appreciatively. "That's very interesting. When did you expect
these extra-dimensional powers to develop?"
"Not for several hundred years," Ryan said, confused. "But if I did break the dimensional
barrier, then I am far ahead of schedule…and I don't know why."
The man shook his head. "Typical Alterra science. The universe doesn't obey your rules,
nor is it predictable. Just because you expect your development to follow a pre-determined
pattern doesn't mean it will. The energy I feel building within you now, along with the internal
damage you've sustained comes from an inability to control your Kadarva energy."
Now it was Ryan that raised an eyebrow. "I'm not familiar with that term."
"I suppose not. We didn't develop the power until long after your kind ran away. It is the
power that allows you to create displacementary defenses around your body."
"Ovartka?" Ryan asked. "That's a level 4 edeva skill. I've only begun to develop level 2."

"As I said, the universe isn't predictable. Just because it's a higher level skill, doesn't
mean you have to develop the lower levels first."
Ryan got a perturbed look on his face. "If the universe isn't predictable, how did the Ori
know I'd be here?"
The man smiled ironically. "We didn't. If the Ori had been successful, you never would
have existed, but if we failed and were beaten by the Empire, then you might emerge as foreseen.
If you didn't, then the prophecy in the Book of Origin would appear to be referring to something
else in the distant future."
"You hedged your bets."
"Wouldn't you?"
"I can't argue with the results," Ryan admitted. "Being recognized by the Priors was
quite helpful."
"As it was intended to be. If we couldn't beat the Empire, we intended to give you the best
chance you had at revenge."
"I thought you said I couldn't win?"
"You can't, but if all goes extremely well, you might be able to bloody their
nose…something that hasn't happened in a very, very long time."
"How many factions of ascended beings are there?"
"Several dozen that the Rivera are aware of, but the universe is seemingly infinite. If you
travel far enough you will probably find more."
"Are the Rivera all ascended?"
"About half," the former Ori admitted. "The others are native to the dimension."
"Like the Originals," Ryan commented.
The man's head came up. "I assume you're referring to the leaders of the Empire?"
"Yes, I was told that's what the ascended beings call them."
"We never see them. They lie buried deep within their borders, probably gorging
themselves on the nexuses. The original Rivera have, though, a long time ago. They witnessed a
battle between a rival faction and the Empire when it was still young. These "Originals" as you
call them are vicious, powerful monsters, far greater than any being I have ever encountered.
They dwarf our power, our size, and our longevity. They are Ancient, and as close to all
powerful as you can get. Fortunately the Rivera are too far away for them to bother with."
"Until the Empire's border eventually expands in your direction," Ryan guessed.
"That won't be any time soon, but it is a distant concern."
"Can the Rivera, the native ones…can they take power from Humans like the Ori did?"
"No, they can't access your dimension. Only the ascended can."
"Really," Ryan said, taking valuable insight from that.
"All native species are the same, as far as we can tell," the man told him, "but the Empire
has a vast number of ascended beings in its ranks that can wipe you out on a whim."
"I was thinking about the non-interference edict. I assume that isn't standard operating
procedure for everyone else?"
"The Rivera don't exploit beings in this dimension as we did, but only because they have
no reason to. They prefer to stay in the shadows and watch, rather than try to control. It has
served them well, but they don't have any stipulations on us acting within this dimension, though
we rarely do."
"No point in it?"

"Not really. The Ori did only because of a lack of Nexuses and other food sources within
this galaxy. It's pretty much worthless, and can't sustain a large population without
augmentation. And now with all the lower lifeforms gone, we can't even feed off of them."
Ryan bristled at that, but didn't voice his dissention. "Are there other wellsprings aside
from nexuses?"
"It'd be pointless to try and explain, given your lack of vision…however, now that you've
broken through the dimensional barrier I can help expand your abilities."
"How?"
The man gave him a 'come on' look of disgust.
"Can you do so without affecting my programming? It's my only chance of growing
strong enough to fight the Empire directly."
"Don't worry, I…" he said, pausing suddenly and turning his head.
"What's wrong?" Ryan asked.
"It seems I misspoke earlier," the man said, glaring off at the horizon. "There are two
ascended beings coming this way in a hurry."
"How far?" Ryan asked
"Halfway across the galaxy," the man said direly. "They're moving so fast, and expending
so much energy, I can see them from this far away."
"Any idea who they are?"
"They're Empire."
"How do you know for sure?"
"We alter our energy signature to identify our allegiance. Theirs is clearly visible."
Ryan didn't say anything for a moment. "They're coming after me?"
"Nothing else here to attract their attention."
"What about you?"
"They can't see me from this far away."
"What about when you were traveling?"
"I came through the stargate. My energy expenditure was minimal."
"What do you think they want?"
"All ascended beings fear the Juntar, but the Empire is the most fanatical about it."
"I'm becoming a Juntar?" Ryan guessed.
"Someone in this dimension capable of affecting ours naturally."
"And the Originals can't do anything about it, making them even more fearful?"
"Like I said, they have their weapons and do well enough by them."
"So they're coming here to kill me?" Ryan asked.
"Don't worry," the man said dismissively. "I'm not going to let our vengeance be spoiled
so lightly."
"Can you take them?"
The man's smile twisted sardonically as his body dissipated into a green aura, then it
changed over into the orange flames characteristic of the Ori.
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"How long until they get here?" Ryan asked the former Ori.
"I'd guess just under half an hour."
Ryan considered his options. "Can they track me?"
The flaming image of the man shook his head. "No. You're not expending any more
energy into our dimension."
"So we could escape through the stargate?"
"They won't stop looking until they've found the source. These two have to die, unless you
want them to bring back hundreds more to continue the search."
"Point taken," Ryan relented. "Is there some way I can use my energy to recharge you?"
"Not enough to matter. If these two are what I think they are, I shouldn't have a
problem."
"And what do you think they are?"
"The Empire doesn't allow individuals to leave its territory or roam around freely within
it. They exist in groups with chaperones, so that they can insure their rules are followed. Only
the Empire's most trusted agents are allowed to move about unchecked, but even then there are
always two or more together."
"And?"
"And if I'm right, I'm going to have the pleasure of killing a couple of Alterra today."
"What makes you think they're not from another species?"
"Hmmm," he considered. "Maybe it's just wishful thinking on my part, but these two are
sprinting so hard to get here it belies their inexperience…and the Alterra are still relatively new
additions to the Empire."
"Why are they in such a hurry anyway?"
"Like I said, they can't track you unless you're expending energy. They want to get to this
region before the trail grows cold."
"They don't know exactly where I am, do they?"
"No, just the approximate location. I had to guess based on my familiarity with this
galaxy's stargate network. Luckily you were right beside the portal."
"Wait," Ryan said as a stray memory clicked into place. "Back up a second. You said the
Empire's agents always travel in groups of two or more?"
"I did."
"After the Ori were killed, the first Orici ascended in Avalona and returned here to take
their place. One of the Ascended helped a group of Humans cut off her power base and then
fought her."
The man nodded. "So I gathered from the Doci."
"This ascended being said she was an exile…and apparently alone."
"More subterfuge I would guess. Even if someone is ostracized they wouldn't be left
unchecked, nor would they be allowed to leave the Empire. This person you speak of was
ostensibly working with them to kill off the last of the Ori."
"I was also told that the Empire didn't allow members to kill each other."

"To do so would weaken the Empire from within, though I imagine they'll excuse the
occasional transgression if it benefits the Empire."
Ryan shook his head appreciatively. In war there are no rules, he reminded himself.
"Is there no way I can assist you?"
The man laughed. "This fight will take place in our dimension. Even if you could access it
at will, you'd be overwhelmed by our power levels. As it is, you won't even be able to see the
battle."
"If you hide, what do you think they will do when they get here?"
He considered that. "If and when they finally get here, they'll investigate. Since you're the
only lifeform on this planet, it shouldn't take long for even your dumb kin to figure out you're the
source…especially with that mental block you have in place."
"I meant will they attack immediately?"
"They'll need to make sure you're the source before they obliterate you."
"Would getting the jump on them be of any advantage?"
He shook his head. "When they get close enough they'll detect me. I'd have to move off,
and in the few seconds it would take me to cross the gap the element of surprise would be
negated."
Ryan considered for a moment. "Could you hide inside me?"
The former Ori looked at him as if he'd just come up with something useful. "I can't hide
my connection to our dimension at close proximity, but if we could get them to think it was you
then they wouldn't realize I was here."
"Ok, so how do we do that?"
"We make some upgrades," the ascended being said, transforming into a glowing fireball
and diving inside Ryan's chest.
The 'upgrades' he spoke of hurt…a lot, but the small crack he'd felt within his mind
opened up until he was able to perceive the other's dimension.
It felt like he was opening his eyes for the first time, blinded by overwhelming light, but
with the augmentations that were being made to his body and physical components of his mind,
the jumbled mess of perceptions began to resolve themselves into recognizable 'shapes' for lack
of a better word.
All around him, but more so beneath him, was a web of interconnecting strands, partially
solid to his mental touch. They catacombed their way to and from everywhere, but seemed to
thin above him. He suddenly realized that the strands were more heavily present in the gravity
well beneath him and stretched out to connect to the other planets nearby.
He 'turned around' and looked in the direction of the system's star and saw a tight knob of
webs around it, but also stretching out beyond. Everywhere he looked were fibrous elements,
with the only clear space being between them, located in an erratic pattern.
Suddenly another augmentation adjusted his vision and the strands disappeared. All he
saw was thin filaments at a great distance, resolving themselves into a great disc with a bulge at
what must have been galactic center. Off to the side was a long, thin sweeping arm that matched
up with those of the galaxy in his dimension, where his body still remained. It felt odd being able
to look beneath his 'feet' and see nothing. He couldn't even perceive himself, he was just an
omniscient viewpoint with no substance, rooted in one place.

He looked around in every direction, noticing two small lights in the distance. He could
barely make them out, but they appeared to be oscillating slightly whereas everything else was
static. If they hadn't been slightly winking he wouldn't have noticed them at all.
He was back in his dimension as a sudden lurch inside his body broke his connection. He
felt his secata organ and nervous system catch on fire and burn continuously. He rode out the
pain as best he could, knowing that it was a 'good' pain, yet he imagined the Ori was pleased to
have been causing him so much discomfort.
Bleed off your energy again, he felt the Ori speak to his mind. They are veering off
course.
Don't you want a few more minutes? he spoke again through his mind. Though his mental
block kept the Ori out of his memories and prevented him from taking control of his mind,
Ryan's telepathy wasn't restricted, though it was awkward connecting with an energy-based
lifeform.
No.
Alright, Ryan thought, concentrating. His energy wasn't erratic anymore, and there was
more of it than there had been before. In fact he felt two sources of energy.
Use your Kadarva energy. We don't want to alert them to your upgrades.
Ryan pulled the original energy, what he guessed was Ovartka, and pushed it through the
now easier to create breach between the dimensions. It was heavy and awkward, not meant for
the transition, but Ryan managed a small spurt that immediately got the attention of the ascended
beings. He could see them adjust their line slightly amidst a small 'vibration' within their visible
signatures.
Almost finished, the man said as Ryan was suddenly in pain again, this time from portions
of his body that he couldn't identify, and eventually lost his connection with his senses…
Ryan woke again, standing on the planet's surface. He blinked his eyes a few times,
feeling very weird.
The former Ori stood beside him again, awash in flame. "They will be here within
minutes. All I need you to do is distract them, and draw them in close. Even with the adjustments
I've made to your physiology, you haven't the energy to challenge them. I've taken your
development as far as I can, and retained your internal flux so you can continue to grow
stronger over time. You shouldn't have to worry about inadvertently throwing off energy the
Empire can detect. I stabilized your Kadarva energy, but with your mental block I wasn't able to
give you the knowledge you need to use it. That, you will have to learn on your own."
"I understand," Ryan said, seeing the two agents approaching overlapped onto his 'real'
vision.
"If you hadn't lost control of you Kadarva energy," the man lectured him, "you wouldn't
have found yourself in a position where you needed to bleed it off. Because you were in such
jeopardy, you found a way to break the dimensional barrier in order to save yourself. Remember
that in the future when you revert back to your science. Power develops from need, not desire,
and not from a preprogrammed template. The weak shall remain weak…and the strong will grow
stronger."
"You're saying I caused myself to accelerate my development?"
"Accelerate what? It's not predetermined."

"That's a matter of debate," Ryan argued, thinking about the other versions of himself in
the alternate realities Janus had told him about. Ovartka energy should have been 50 years away,
and breaking the dimensional barrier centuries after that.
"Yet you stand here now, a product of something your science cannot predict. That is the
nature of the universe. Embrace it, learn from it, and harness its power. Those who believe in
rules and procedures blind themselves to the universal truth, thus denying them access to true
power."
"And what's universal truth for an Ori?"
The man's visage smiled. "There are no rules."
Ryan had to smile at that. "No rules?"
The man shook his head. "Only that which you can do, and that which you can't do.
Embrace the challenges of the universe, confront them, push your apparent limits and attempt
the impossible. Only then will you know what you are truly capable of."
Ryan, oddly, found those words ringing true. "I suppose that's how you learned to ascend
first?"
"We did not learn, we attained."
"I guess that's the difference with us. We learned it was possible through science, studied
our physiology, simulated the permutations, then created an environment where the likely
transformation would be most easily attained through training and meditation."
"And still, by your own admission, only a few of your people achieved the
transformation."
"I didn't say it was easy."
"And yet I feel that you disapprove of your own people's ways."
Ryan stared at him for a moment. "Despite my technical knowledge, I'm not much of a
scientist."
"You would prefer earning the power yourself?"
"Given my circumstances I have to," Ryan argued. "Like you said, it's a matter of need."
"So you don't fault your scientists?"
"No, why would I?"
"They do not seek the truth of the universe, and are weak because of it."
"Yet one of them, a Lantean no less, did manage to create a device to wipe out all the
ascended beings in this galaxy in a matter of seconds. On the power scale, I'd say Merlin did
rather well as a scientist."
"Only because we allow your kind to exist."
"Not to argue, but why haven't the ascended wiped out everyone in this dimension?"
"Not worth the bother," he said dismissively. "It's much easier to pluck the weed than
incinerate the forest…for the forest will eventually grow back."
"It's been done before?" Ryan asked, alarmed.
"Somehow new lifeforms arise over time. Another mystery of the universe that your
science can't explain."
"We noticed," Ryan said, beginning to make out more detail of the approaching ascended
beings. They appeared white in hue, whereas his protector had originally appeared green, then
switched to flame orange. "Is white the signature color of the Ascended Empire?"
"As your eyes see it, yes."
"Well the two approaching look white as well."

"They won't once they arrive. You'll notice the difference then. Flush your dimensional
energy through your body. It should obscure my presence. Do not connect to our dimension
while I am inside you. We need them to think my connection is yours. Two would be obvious."
Ryan reached inside him for the second, newer type of energy available and distributed
small amounts throughout his body. "Ready."
"Watch through my eyes until the time is right," the Ori said, reverting back into a fireball
and entering Stevenson's body. He sent his vision through Ryan's nervous system and into his
mind.
Suddenly the 'sight' Ryan previously had improved greatly. Not only could he see the
galaxy around him, he could see others off in the distance. Dozens, actually, as if they were just
out of reach rather than hundreds of thousands of light years away.
How fast can you move? Ryan mentally asked the presence within his body.
Faster than any of your hyperdrives.
How long would it take you to travel from here to Avalona?
Four or five days, if I was in a hurry.
Ryan stifled his surprise. It would take seven years with the Alterra's more advanced
hyperdrives.
We can move faster than you using the stargates then?
Yes, that's one advantage you have over the Empire…assuming they don't use them as
well.
How do you react with hyperspace?
Your ships are beyond their reach while in transit, he said, guessing his intent.
Good to know, Ryan mentally cataloged for future reference. How do you go through the
stargates then?
We can withdraw from our dimension for a handful of seconds. That's long enough for
the transition.
How about long range communications?
Courier only, unless we utilize technology in your dimension.
Does the Empire?
Word spreads fast, but we have little knowledge of the inner workings of the Empire.
Ever known them to have slaves in my dimension.
No…but if you like you can ask them yourself, he said as the two ascended beings came
within range enough to detect 'Ryan's' connection to their dimension.
The energy Ryan was exuding leaked through the Ori's connection, essentially blurring
his presence enough for the others to think that this was typical of a juntar…especially since
they'd never encountered one before. The two ascended beings traveled quickly to the planet then
hovered nearby, studying him.
One of them eventually approached, and to both of their surprise she appeared to Ryan in
his dimension, glowing in white robes.
"Hello," she said, appearing before him.
"Hello," Ryan echoed. "Lost?"
The woman frowned. "Lost?"
"Yeah lost," Ryan repeated. "That's just a polite way of asking what you're doing here."
"I was wondering the same of you," she said evenly. "I take it you know what I am?"
"Ascended? Yeah, I figured that much out."
"You accessed our dimension, and have a presence there even now."

"Sorry…did I trip you or something?"
"Your physiology shouldn't be advanced enough to break the barrier," she continued,
ignoring his jibes. "How have you managed this?"
"You're asking? Not just raiding my mind for the information?"
"I'm asking," she said, almost politely.
Ryan nodded. "Bumped my head."
"You bumped your head?" she repeated, clearly not taking him seriously.
"Yeah," Ryan said, rubbing his temple. "Can't feel anything anymore."
"I find that unlikely," she said. "However, your mind is currently inaccessible. Perhaps
you have been damaged."
"I thought you said you weren't in my head…or was that your friend?"
The woman's eyes widened. "You can see into our dimension."
"Na, just a lucky guess," Ryan said, almost believably.
"Wait," the woman said, holding up her hand and looking to the side. Ryan could see her
companion move towards him slowly and begin to build up some sort of charge…
All of a sudden he lost connection with the other realm as the Ori leapt out of him. He
reconnected on his own with his incredibly diminished vision and saw the two of them locked in
battle, swirling about each other and breaking through the 'web threads' which quickly reformed,
some of which branched off into new connections.
The woman he'd been talking with, however, didn't move. She stood by, retreated in fact,
just a bright, glowing energy blob in Ryan's vision drifting off to the side watching the other two
fight.
Ryan felt a sting to his mind as bits and pieces of ascended being washed over his
vantage point in the other dimension. The two were tearing into each other, releasing what
looked like tiny shards of glass whenever one of them took damage. Most of the 'glass' shards
appeared etched white, with a pattern that Ryan couldn't articulate, but what the Ori had
mentioned was the designator of the Ascended Empire. The Ori bits and pieces felt orange, but
had more ornate structure, almost artistic whereas the Empire's was rigid and complex.
And there was many more Empire shards being thrown off than there were Ori.
Yet still the other didn't intervene. Ryan stretched out to her with his mind.
"What are your intentions?" he asked her, trying to not be distracted by the awe-inspiring
battle taking place virtually on top of him.
"I am not your enemy," she said, retreating back a bit further. Ryan could sense her
apprehension…and fear.
Suddenly there was an overwhelming shower of Empire shards as the Ori broke the other
ascended being apart in a spherical explosion of debris. The tiny bits and pieces fizzled, releasing
pent up energy like smoky streamers as they spread out away from the blast.
Energy refocused within the Ori and its exterior damage disappeared, but its overall 'size,'
for lack of a better term, diminished slightly.
The two ascended beings remaining stared each other down, but neither moved.
"Talk to me," Ryan insisted.
Suddenly he felt both of them diminish, and his normal senses saw two figures appear on
the sands beside his body. Ryan pulled back as well, completely disengaging from Alfleheym.
"Please…I mean you no harm," the woman said quickly. "I would have aided Herram if I
did."
"It would not have changed the outcome, coward," the Ori said coldly.

"I thought Adria was the last of the Ori," the woman said meekly.
"She was," Ryan said forcefully. "I'm Alterra."
Her eyes widened. "How?"
"What species were you?" Ryan asked, guessing the answer.
"They're both Alterra," the Ori all but spat.
"Then you should know the answer already," Ryan insisted.
"You were Human?" she asked.
"I was."
"From what planet?"
"Avalon," he said, the name catching her attention.
"Then you've successfully used the Repository of Knowledge…and received the special
programming within."
Ryan glanced at the Ori, who stood passive.
"If you know of it, then tell me who created that special programming?"
"I was told it was Lyran," she said softly.
"By whom?" Ryan asked.
"He told me."
Ryan held up a hand towards the Ori. "Seems this one is on my side."
"You won't live to realize your mistake if you're wrong," he warned.
"Only those loyal would know of the secondary programming," Ryan explained. "It's
what's forcing my advancement, and if even one of them had turned Empire all of the
Repositories would have been destroyed."
"Who are you?" the Ori demanded.
"My name is Morgan Le Fay."
The Ori turned to Ryan. "Is she the one you said killed the first Orici?"
"Yes."
"First?" Morgan echoed, then looked at Ryan.
"If you've been in this galaxy for a while you should have noticed by now?"
"I knew the Ori followers had been reorganized, but our mission here had no connection
with your realm. As a result I haven't kept informed of corporeal matters."
"And what was your mission?" the man asked.
"To fully survey and monitor this galaxy."
"As a prelude to annexation?" he demanded, still a bit hot under the collar from the
battle.
"No," she said slowly, trying not to antagonize him. "We were to determine the possible
threat level should others take the place of the Ori."
"And what did you determine?" he asked.
"Our survey was only partially complete, but we both believed this galaxy could not
sustain more than a hundred inhabitants based on resource extrapolations. There is little here to
survive on."
"But enough for you two to remain as scouts?" Ryan asked.
Morgan nodded. "Yes. Such was my assignment…and punishment."
"Jackson said you'd been exiled," Ryan pointed out.
"You know of Daniel Jackson?"
"Answer the question," the Ori demanded.

She looked at him briefly. "I was exiled, but I was left unattended. I tested my bounds and
I discovered I was allowed to leave the Empire. I followed the Humans through their stargate
and, with their assistance, was able to defeat the last of the Ori," she said, looking at the man.
"Or so I believed."
"How did you pick up your friend?" Ryan asked.
"After defeating Adria, I was located and forced to return to the Empire. As reward for
ending the Ori threat, my exile was ended. Subsequently I was tasked with scouting this galaxy
along with Herram."
"You didn't have a choice?"
"None of us do," she said, anxiety in her voice.
"And now?" Ryan guessed.
"I do not know," she answered honestly, then looked at Ryan's companion. "How is it the
Ori still live?"
Ryan and the Ori exchanged glances.
"What do you intend to do about me?" Ryan asked.
"As I said, I mean you no harm," she repeated.
"But if you return to the Empire, what will you tell them?"
"I don't know," she repeated.
"Can you run away, with your chaperone gone?"
"If they found me I would surely die."
"The universe is infinite," Ryan reminded her. "If you run in one direction and don't turn
back, how can they catch you, with the lead you have by being here."
"The Empire has its ways," the Ori reprimanded Ryan. "Otherwise more would have run
by now."
"Indeed," Morgan agreed.
"What options do you have?"
"Very little," she said regretfully.
"Can you descend?" Ryan suggested.
Morgan looked between the two of them.
"The Empire would still want answers," the Ori declared.
"Can you retake physical form in a way that they wouldn't recognize?"
"I can only reassume my previous form," Morgan told him. "I can't change it."
"How did Merlin?" Ryan pressed.
Morgan glanced at him, then realized that he must have spoken with Daniel at length.
"Merlin reassumed his form, taking with him some advancements, but he was still very much
himself."
Ryan looked to the Ori. "I can change her looks with genetic alteration. What else would
have to be done to conceal her identity?"
"Her memories, obviously," he said, not wanting to get involved, but knowing that the
Orici needed all the help he could get…and he liked the idea of the Alterran woman losing her
powers. "Unless you can shield her mind the way yours is…though that too would raise
suspicion."
"I don't know how…but I might know someone who does. Give me an hour," Ryan said,
walking towards the distant stargate. "Assuming of course you two can play nice while I'm gone."
"She's not going anywhere," the Ori said menacingly. "I can assure you of that."
"I will remain here until you return," Morgan said agreeably.

Ryan nodded, then gated back to Celestis…
Forty seven minutes later Ryan returned to the wasteland planet along with his number
one scientist, whose trim, bright Alterran clothes stood out in stark contrast to his surroundings,
making him 'glow' almost as much as Morgan was.
"Janus?" she said, recognizing him instantly.
"Hello, Ganos…it's been a long time."
"We thought we'd lost you," she said, hardly believing he was still alive after all these
years.
"You can save the reunion for later," the Ori interrupted.
"Yes, I understand from what he has told me that the Ascended Empire will eventually
come looking for you," Janus began almost rhythmically. "If you can retake corporeal form and
be altered enough so that the others won't recognize you, I can shield your mind against
ascended influence, the way ours are."
See, Ryan told the Ori telepathically so only he could hear, science has its uses.
"Otherwise," Janus continued, "the only other option is a total wipe of all identifying
memories…including your years in the Pegasus galaxy."
"That would be best," the Ori suggested. "Then there would be no possible way of her
presence being discovered. A mental block will still draw suspicion."
"We both have mental blocks," Ryan argued. "Which means we're already under
suspicion. One more won't make much of a difference."
"But it will make me someone of note," Morgan said, siding with the Ori. "If I have no
memories then I will be of no consequence to them. I will make the sacrifice if I must."
"No," Ryan said firmly. "You're not. Besides, we have another idea."
Behind the two of them was a small floating sled carrying a piece of Alterran technology.
"If you're not going to try to make a run for it in their dimension," Ryan said, not
precluding that possibility, "then this should alter your appearance and body enough to disguise
you. He can check out the changes and make any extra alterations required to insure security,"
Ryan said, referring to the Ori.
"And I can subsequently make the alterations necessary to shield your mind," Janus
added.
"If you're sure you want to do this," Ryan asked.
The Ori looked at her, raising an 'eyebrow' as if taunting her.
Morgan nodded. "So be it."
Her glow brightened, then suddenly dimmed for a moment as her body reformed. Her last
bits of energy matrix resettled into her corporeal form, transferring her core energy from one
dimension to the other. The 'clothes' that she wore disappeared in a wash of light as her control
of the energy matrix that they were made of relinquished. Her small, petite Lantean body was all
that remained, standing on the dirty, desert planet.
"Oh, how the mighty have fallen," the Ori said, enjoying the moment.
Morgan walked up to Ryan and Janus, having to look up at them.
Ryan turned around and telekinetically elevated the Repository of Knowledge. He'd
recently had Janus retrieve all of the surviving devices and return them to Atlantis to insure that
no one else died attempting the conversion, now that the end result had already come to fruition.
They'd dismantled most of them, but saved a few in storage.

Morgan took a final step forward and the device leapt out and grabbed her head. A few
seconds later it was finished.
The nude Lantean didn't fall unconscious, but she did stagger backwards a bit,
disoriented. Inside her body and mind the transfer from Lantean to Alterran began, along with a
shift in body structure to match the Alterran female template…which would change her looks
from head to toe.
"Well?" Ryan asked the Ori.
The ascended being's image crossed its arms over its chest. "Pretty good, assuming her
change of appearance, but she retains a small amount of energy. It may dissipate over time, but
it's best if I remove it now."
He waved his hand, but nothing else visible happened. Ryan sensed a quick connection
between him and Morgan, but he couldn't detect the energy that he'd mentioned.
"You're going to need a new name," Janus told her. "And a back story."
"Her name is Liona," Ryan said, already having thought through that part of the plan.
"She is from Destra, formerly one of the anti-Ori underground. She has proved her worthiness
and is joining the ranks of the Alterra."
"Close to the truth," the Ori grumbled.
"Thank you…" Morgan/Liona said. "I'm sorry. I don't even know your name."
"Ryan Stevenson."
"Two names?" she asked.
"I kept it from Avalon."
"I see," she said, suffering from a mild headache.
"Come inside," Ryan said, gesturing towards his private retreat. "I'll have the Priors bring
you some proper clothes. I assume you're not going anywhere in a hurry?" he asked the Ori.
"I have a few other tasks to handle for the Rivera before I return to them," he said,
catching Morgan/Liona's eyes at the mention of the other ascended beings. "After which I'll be
returning home. You're on your own after I leave."
"Then I suggest the four of us have a very long conversation considering all things
ascended…to maximize the chances of our mutual revenge."
The Ori seemed to settle on that last caveat. "One last thing."
"Yes?"
"I saved your life."
"Yes, you did," Ryan agreed.
"Then you owe me the pleasure of hearing it at least once."
Ryan frowned. "Hear what?"
The Ori just looked at him, letting him fill in the blanks.
Eventually it came to Ryan, who rolled his eyes. He did owe him.
"Hallowed are the Ori," he said, keeping his disgust out of his voice.
The Ori smiled. "Now you're a proper Orici."
Morgan/Liona raised an eyebrow in Ryan's direction.
"Long story," he said, putting a hand on her bare shoulder and nudging her forward.
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"Your report, Commander?" the High Kleeson asked.
Neela nodded her head with respect to the 7-member council. "We have ascertained the
identity of the ship that came to the defense of Earth…they call themselves the Alterra."
The seven Kleesons exchanged glances.
"However, we do have some knowledge of them, we just didn't realize it," Neela
continued. "They are the builders of the stargates."
Eyes on the Aschen leadership council widened. "Are you sure?" one of the junior
members asked.
Neela nodded ominously. "However, they are not as powerful now as they once were.
According to information recently acquired from an alien captured trying to infiltrate Remasse,
these Alterra were wiped out long ago by some disease and only recently have been reborn
through a feat of technology and biology. It seems we are also Alterra, degenerated to primitive
status in some way to avoid the disease that killed them. When combined with some sort of
transformative database, a Human becomes Alterra with all their knowledge and skills."
"Surely you jest?" another Kleeson argued. "Our origins are Tremarste. Archeology has
confirmed it."
"I do not dispute our previous findings," Neela said cautiously, "however they may be
incomplete. Perhaps our ancestors were placed on our homeworld by the original Alterra."
"Repeat what you said about this database?" the High Kleeson instructed.
"It seems they left a number of devices throughout the galaxy for Humans to find and
use, once they physically advanced far enough to become compatible with the technology. The
Tok'ra told me that most Humans are still incompatible and would die from its attempted use. All
it took was one success and the Alterra were reborn."
The High Kleeson nodded. "Continue, Commander."
"We believe these new Alterra are few in number, but their technology, needless to say,
is far beyond ours. If you dispute that premise, you need only study the intricacies of the
stargates. However, to supplement their numbers they have allied themselves with the Jaffa and
are supplying them with some of their technology."
"Some?" another Kleeson asked.
"Based off of scans of the ship that defended Earth and the Jaffa vessels we've
encountered, there appears to be a significant technological diminishment from one to the other.
Though similar, it would seem that these Alterra aren't giving the Jaffa the best that they have
available."
One of the silent Kleesons leaned forward with keen interest. "Presumably in order to
assure they don't turn the technology back against them, if they are as small in number as you
suggest."

"We believe so," Neela confirmed. "Also, it seems these Alterra are not present within
this galaxy…at least not yet."
"Explain that, Commander," the High Kleeson demanded.
"According to the Tok'ra, their queen was altered in an Alterran city in another galaxy.
We believe the Jaffa are their source of power here, for the time being."
"What of the ship you encountered?"
"It has not been seen since," Neela offered, none too happy with the partial answer. "We
believe it is not based here…or else the Alterra have a world unknown to the rest of the
galaxy…or at least the portion of it we've met."
"That is a very large assumption, Commander," the High Kleeson warned.
Neela bowed her head. "Forgive me, I realize as much. My team and I believe that we
have a narrow window of opportunity for success and not enough time to thoroughly investigate
the matter."
"How so?" the Aschen leader inquired.
"We cannot match these Alterra technologically, but their limited numbers do offer us an
opportunity. Though inferior, our technology is effective. Battle data supports this. Given
sufficient numbers of elementals we can overpower their ships…"
"But give them enough time," another Kleeson interrupted, "and the odds of us gaining
numerical superiority over their fleet drops precipitously."
Neela nodded.
The Kleesons conferred amongst themselves, off mic. Neela waited before them for
several minutes before they returned their attention to her.
"What is your analysis team's suggestion?"
Neela steadied herself. "We believe the only way we can achieve the numerical
superiority necessary to overcome the Alterra and their allies is to abandon current protocol and
forcefully seize any and all assets within this galaxy necessary for the production of elementals.
Concurrently, we expand reconnaissance efforts tenfold in order to locate Alterran installations,
or those of their allies, within this galaxy. We must find them and strike quickly, before they
grow into an enemy we cannot contain."
"Subsequently," Neela continued, "we need to plan for failure and begin heavy
reinforcement of Tremarste and the establishment of battle stations in orbit over our primary
worlds in preparation for an Alterran counterattack. We also must push the limits of our
technology towards battle hardware and weapons development. Any minor upgrade in the
elementals will result in a cumulative net advantage when fielded in large numbers, as we
believe they must be."
"We also have prepared a full report on secondary projects to coincide with this new
offensive. We must be multi-dimensional in our approach and prepare for all type of
eventualities," Neela said, walking up and handing a small data chip to the High Kleeson.
"Do you know what you're suggesting?" he asked her as if she were a little child.
"We do," she answered humbly.
"This is not the way of the Aschen," he reminded her. "Are you sure we have no other
options?"
"Establishing diplomatic relations will be difficult, given that we've already opposed the
Alterra in battle, but it is not without possibility. However, any such attempt would give the
Alterra and their allies the necessary time to grow beyond our reach. Unfortunately, time is not
on our side."

"Leave us," the High Kleeson said with finality.
Neela bowed and walked backwards for a few steps, then turned and exited the council
chamber. Jarro and Ilsa were waiting for her outside.
"How did it go?" Jarro asked.
"I'm not sure," she said, walking with them.
"Did they reject the premise?" Ilsa asked.
"No."
"Did they argue the lack of time?" Jarro inquired.
"No."
Both of Neela's assistants exchanged glances.
"Typical procedure," Neela added, "is to study the matter in private for a minimum of
two weeks. We will simply have to wait for their course of action and then do what we can to
further it."
"Meanwhile the enemy grows stronger," Jarro added.
"That cannot be helped," Neela said as they exited the building and walked over to a
transport pad. All three of them stood close together and transported up to their research station
in orbit.
"What do you wish us to do in the interim?" Ilsa asked.
"Continue consolidating intelligence reports," Neela told her, "and once you're satisfied
that we've received all pertinent data from the Tok'ra, have her terminated."
Ilsa nodded and walked off in another direction.
"I don't like this," Jarro whispered so only Neela could hear.
"Neither do I," she answered honestly. "But what choice do we have?"
"Wait, watch, and learn," Jarro repeated the old Aschen mantra.
"At which point our fate will rest entirely in our enemy's hands."
"There are too many," Jarro argued. "The Asgard have reappeared, and given the
Kleeson's reluctance to relinquish Einherja we have already soiled any potential relations there.
We cannot risk making new enemies that have technology superior to our own."
"There comes a time," Neela said, "when all great peoples must stand up and assert
themselves over the lessers. Until now, we have held the advantage when we did so. Now, it
seems, our mettle will be tested in doing so."
Jarro grabbed Neela by the arm, gently, but it was still a wildly rash action for an Aschen.
"But if what the Tok'ra said is true, and these Alterra are an advanced form of Aschen, we might
be the lessers in this situation."
"I suggest you keep that kind of talk to yourself," Neela warned, lightly extricating
herself from his grip. "These Alterra were wiped out by a disease. How superior could they truly
be? Technology alone does not indicate superiority. Our intelligence and patience will see us
through."
"Even if we're forced into haste?" Jarro argued.
"While some act, others will watch and study," Neela reminded him. "They will have all
the time they need to insure we are on the correct path, and if need be, to instruct us how to
adjust it. Now, if you have no more objections, see to the next shipment."
"Very well," Jarros relented and walked away.
Neela let him go a few meters then headed out to the observation platform. She was alone
on the large deck with a panoramic view of Tremarste. There was still a large visible chunk of
the planet missing where the material had been sucked through the active stargate into a black

hole, but that depression was slowly diminishing as new rock was continuously being shipped in
from offworld and deposited within the wound. After enough time the pressure would build and
the planet's internal heat would liquefy the material, at which time the smooth lines of the
Aschen homeworld would return and they could go about fixing the missing portion of crust. As
it was now, their reconstruction project was 28% complete.
At least the orbit and rotation had been stabilized enough to return to the surface. Violent
temperature swings and unbelievably chaotic weather patterns had wrecked the Aschen
infrastructure along with a continuous chain of earthquakes. Those had been stabilized with the
core adjustment project, followed by a debris collection effort, after which the reconstruction of
the primary cities had begun and the first of the planet's evacuated population was able to slowly
start returning.
Logistically it would have been easier to settle a new world, but giving up on Tremarste
would have been acknowledging the victory of the Earthers. The Aschen would do no such
thing, and would denote as many resources and years as it would take to rebuild the
planet…literally speaking.
Many of those resources were coming from recently acquired star systems, thus
expediting the recovery efforts. The more worlds they laid claim to, the faster Tremarste would
heal. Neela thought that appropriate, given what the galaxy had done to them. Her only regret
was that they couldn't exact vengeance on Earth and carve up the planet's bedrock to repair
theirs. Despite the disappointment, that battle had woken the Aschen up to the dangers within the
galaxy.
Up until that point they had assumed technological superiority, or at least co-dominance
with other species such as the Asgard, whom they believed held the technological bellwether
within the galaxy…but the emergence, or reemergence, of the stargate builders changed all that,
and Neela believed that meant the Aschen also had to change, else they be destroyed.
She looked down on the surface of their homeworld as the damaged section rotated out of
view as the research/recovery station crossed over into the night side and several large cities
became reassuring beacons of civilization beneath her.
She sucked in a slow, deep breath, resettling her nerves and drawing strength from the
visible symbol of the Aschen's strength of will. They would find a way to succeed and bring this
galaxy under their total control…they must in order to survive.

2
One Year Later…
"Jaffa!" Kerret shouted.
As one, the thirteen warriors opened fire on the floating orb with their staff weapons,
pummeling it with golden energy. The large glowing sphere absorbed their shots into its blue
shields and returned fire with a solid blue beam.
The Jaffa next to Kerret was impaled through the heart, the beam clearly visible as it
exited through his lower back and bored a hole into the moist dirt beneath their feet. The white
orb rotated slightly, then fired on a second Jaffa, killing him with equally lethal precision before
its shields began to buckle. A wave of ripples spread over the sphere before it finally gave way
and the remaining staff blasts blew small craters into its surface. It took more than thirty
additional shots, but eventually the cursed creation went down.
Kerret carefully walked toward the device, keeping his staff lowered and primed to fire.
He looked over the smoldering wreck and touched it with the tip of his weapon. When nothing
happened he raised his staff beside him and angrily kicked the dead Aschen anti-personnel
drone.
"Listen!" another Jaffa insisted. All dropped quiet as a high pitched, oscillating whine
began to grow louder…another of the weapons was nearing them.
"Retreat!" Kerret yelled as he turned and ran back towards the city of Mullser. "We must
get to the rings!"
The remaining Jaffa followed him without complaint. Ever since the enemy had emerged
through the stargate half an hour before, their defense forces had been on the run as the devices
systematically killed all the inhabitants of Renesset that they came across. Women, children, the
elderly…no Jaffa was spared.
A warning had been relayed to the neighboring cities, and Kerret and his warriors had
heeded the call to arms, only to find death and destruction before them. Out of his original 50
warriors, he was down to eleven counting himself. Any hope of defeating this enemy on the
ground was gone…and as of yet they had not received any Death Glider aerial support, which
worried him even more.
Renesset was one of several strongholds of the gradually diminishing Jaffa Nation, and as
such was protected by a pair of Ha'tak in orbit. They only way they could reach the ships was by
using the rings in one of the cities, and right now Degrada was overrun with the alien devices.
Kerret had heard of other worlds falling to an unfamiliar foe just days ago, but he had not
counted on an enemy as formidable and cowardly as this. The swine didn't have the nerve to
even show their face!
Behind them not one, but two of the orbs appeared as the Jaffa cleared the woods and
entered the edge of the city. A guard turret at the entrance rose out of the ground and fired on the
nearest of the two. Its larger version of the staff weapon blasted the enemy target with a shot the
size of Kerret's head, but the orb's shields held. The turret's gunner continued firing as the orb

rotated and took aim…but the Aschen shields collapsed and the orb exploded before it could
return fire.
The turret tracked the second orb and Kerret slid to a stop and fired back with his staff
blast. If he could distract it long enough…
But no, it connected its long, thin blue line with the turret and punctured both the weapon
and gunner, then rotated its small surface grooves towards the fleeing Jaffa.
Kerret didn't wait past the destruction of the tower. He ran sideways and darted behind
the nearest building then cut back and headed further into town. The probe followed him and
gently rose up over the building and came bobbing back down onto the surface streets taking
aim.
The Jaffa scattered amongst the inhabitants of the city as the orb went about its ruthless
murder. Kerret brushed past a screaming woman as he ran at full speed towards the central
square where the mutilated statue of Chronos stood alongside a hidden ring platform.
"Hurry!" he yelled as he saw two other Jaffa ahead of him.
The first one arrived at the fountain and pulled back the head of a bowing woman,
revealing the ring's control console. He pressed the button sequence needed to reach orbit, but
held off the last one until his fellow Jaffa stepped inside.
Four of them inside the rings, the Jaffa touched the last button and stepped in alongside
them…but nothing happened.
"Try again!" Kerret demanded.
The Jaffa stepped back out of the perimeter and dialed again, this time trying to reach any
ship in orbit, not just the nearest.
Again, no connection.
Kerret knew that meant either the ships had their shields raised and not calibrated to
receive ring transport…or there were no ships left in orbit.
Given that they weren't receiving Death Glider support that seemed the most likely
possibility.
"Gadarva!" he yelled as the sound of orb weapon's fire and the screams of more Jaffa
broke into the square.
The Jaffa input the sequence of buttons to search for a specific set of rings on the surface
of the planet…this time successfully.
The circular beams rose up and in a flash the city disappeared, replaced by thick forest
and rock walls.
"Quickly, to the ships."
A few strides away a small crack in the rocky bluff appeared and the Jaffa disappeared
inside. They ran through the narrow passage and emerged into a small, carved out hangar with
several craft left unattended.
Kerret ran to one of the four Death Gliders and jumped inside while the other Jaffa did
the same, with one heading toward the door controls. Within a minute they were powered up and
lifting off from the deck. Kerret was the first one out and into the sky, headed back towards the
battle some fifty miles away.
"Form up," he relayed to the three Gliders emerging behind him. He kept his speed
moderate to allow them to catch him. "We need coordinated fire to take them down quickly."
Once they'd caught up, the foursome accelerated to maximum speed and reached the first
of the seven cities within two minutes. Berelet looked to have yet to be reached by the small
devices, but he noticed several blue flashed in nearby Mullser where they had just been.

Swooping low over the city to give himself cover, Kerret made a strafing run against the
orb sitting in the middle of the square mowing down his fellow Jaffa one by one. He saw a few
staff blasts in response just before he unleashed his Glider's cannons on the enemy.
He got two shots off before he was flashing past it and beginning his swivel turn. He
hoped his fellow pilots had killed the device as he saw a blue beam rise up and puncture the wing
of one of the other Gliders. It didn't drop out of the sky, but it did begin to leave a trail of smoke
behind.
Kerret dropped back down, approaching the square when he noticed both the source of
the attack on the Gliders as well as the slagged remains of the orb in the city square. With that
threat neutralized he turned to port and fired on the second orb.
One of his fellow Gliders got to it first, and Kerret had the pleasure of finishing the
device off in a satisfying spray of debris as his sensors began flashing with approaching targets
from above.
"Incoming fighters!" he yelled, knowing damn well that they weren't friendlies. "Pull
them away from the city!"
He took his own advice and flew out over the forest, then turned and corkscrewed up into
the sky. A number of the enemy craft split off to chase him and the others, taking aim on the
slower, wounded Glider first.
A single yellowish beam shot forth from the block-like fighter and killed the Glider on
impact. Little was left of the craft to fall to ground…the Jaffa piloting the craft had been killed
instantly, which only further fueled Kerret's rage.
He took aim and attacked the craft, ignoring how many others there were closing on his
position. He fired three times into its shields, but failed to penetrate them.
Another Glider was shot down, then one of the blocks exploded amidst a blue beam from
overhead. Two more quickly followed as a large ship descended above them and Kerret's
communication system activated.
"This is the Earth vessel Revere. All Jaffa craft board immediately. We will evacuate as
many people as we can from the surface, but this planet is lost. The enemy has a massive fleet in
orbit. Either come with us and live to fight another day, or stay here to die pointlessly."
Kerret cringed at the mild rebuke in the Tau'ri's words, but given the number of contacts
growing on his sensors he saw he had little choice. He turned toward the Human warship's open
hangar bay as it continued to shoot down the enemy craft. He took note of them briefly lowering
the shields over the bay to allow him and the other remaining Death glider to land, along with a
pair of cargo ships that had emerged from somewhere within the city.
Kerret was barely inside the ship and landed before he felt the pull of acceleration as the
Tau'ri broke for orbit. Their hangar bay doors were still open, and he got a glimpse of the enemy
fleet in space above the atmosphere…
Their tiny ships nearly blocked the view of the sun and stars, there were so many of them
filling a long band across the sky…then the blackness of space and the white specs of the enemy
ships disappeared into the blue of hyperspace. Beside his Death Glider a Human raised an orange
ladder up to the cockpit.
Kerret grunted and keyed for exit, lowering both himself and the chair portion of his
cockpit out from beneath the ship, bound by a cradle-like apparatus. He stepped out and looked
up at the bewildered Human.
"Right," the man said, pulling the ladder back.
"I would speak with your Captain, Human," Kerret said stiffly.

"I'm sure that can be arranged," the tech said hesitantly. "Right now we're supposed to
gather you all together and take a head count."
Kerret nodded and said nothing further. He followed the man towards a side door, where
another Human escorted him into an interior room where Jaffa from the city were packed
together, elbow to elbow. He was told to wait here and did so without complaint as he began
searching through the crowd for familiar faces…and found several.
"Irras," he said in greeting, nudging his way through the crowd.
"Kerret," the elder Jaffa offered, bowing slightly. "I am glad you survived. We have lost
so many this day."
"Indeed. Do you know who this enemy is that strikes us without showing his face?"
"I do not," Irras admitted, "but I know we are not alone. Many worlds have fallen. The
council was receiving intelligence reports of three more Jaffa worlds under attack just as the
Chappa'ai activated."
"They coordinated the surface attack to coincide with the arrival of their ships?"
"It seems so. They took us completely by surprise."
"Our Ha'tak?"
"Destroyed within minutes," he said, shaking his head as another Human entered the
room along with two more Jaffa women.
"Listen up!" the man said loudly. "I know this isn't the best time, but we have reports of
simultaneous attacks across more than a dozen worlds, including two of our own. Any
information you can provide on the enemy would be helpful, especially those Kenobi remotes
that came through the stargate. Any of you that feel like talking, there's a man down the hallway
that wants to hear every detail of the attack. Even something small may be of value."
"Human!" Kerret responded before any of the others could. He began walking through
the crowd back towards the door. "Where are you taking us?"
"Not sure yet, we're just getting some distance between us and the bad guys. We can drop
you off on a planet with a stargate later and we can go our separate ways."
"Do you know who this enemy is?" Kerret asked forcefully.
Mitchell nodded. "Yep. I'm afraid I do. They tried to destroy Earth three years ago.
They're called the Aschen, and they're one mean bunch of paper pushers."
"Speak plainly, Human! I am in no mood for your antics!"
Mitchell walked up to Kerret and looked the Jaffa in the eye. "What I meant was, they're
physically weak, cowardly, reportedly boring…and in possession of some very advanced
technology."
Kerret raised his chin. "They do not even have the courage to face us in combat."
"Nope, but they still get the job done…no offense."
"How are you here?"
"We were in the area, picked up your distress call. One of our mining sites was hit two
days ago, not far from here. Probably the same fleet."
"You lost your world?" Kerret asked.
"Yeah," Mitchell said sheepishly. "Lost a lot of good people down there."
"As have we," Kerret acknowledged. "I will tell you of the battle if you will take us to
Dakara."
"Looking to hook up with Bra'tac?"
"If he truly has access to Ancient technology, his forces may be the only ones capable of
opposing these Aasheen."

"Aschen," Mitchell corrected him. "We can arrange something…I assume you want to
keep your ships."
"They are of little use to us now," Kerret argued. "Get us to Dakara as soon as possible. If
I know Bra'tac he will respond to this attack swiftly. I intend to join in the battle."
"No hesitation," Mitchell commented. "I like that. Go with the Major and tell him
everything you can about the attack. I'll send a message to Dakara while I have the Captain find
the nearest stargate."
"You are not the Captain?"
"No, I'm the General. General Cam Mitchell, second in command to General Carter," he
said, extending his hand.
Kerret looked down at it, and Mitchell finally put it down. "Ok then. On to business," he
said, heading back to the bridge.
"All yours," he whispered to the Major as he passed him in the hallway.

3
Above the orange skies of Deortas as mass of Aschen Elementals spread out in a wide
sphere that engulfed three orbital stations, each the size of a small moon, yet stretched out into
fat needle-like shapes. The defense stations orbited above the solitary ocean on the planet's
surface, home to a vast underwater civilization, and were the first targets of the invasion force
numbering in excess of 5,000 elementals.
The defense stations's clear shields rippled from multiple weapon impacts…like the sting
of a thousand ants, but no response was evident. After a long minute of ineffective assaults, the
elementals linked fire and attacked specific points in the shields to overwhelm a tiny portion of
the defensive matrix. Soon small, temporary gaps were created, allowing a portion of the Aschen
energy beams to pass through and damage the exterior of the massive stations…yet still there
was no return fire.
"Puzzling," Orotoss said almost disinterestedly. "Our scans indicate the presence of
defensive weaponry."
The second in command of the Aschen control ship squinted at the control console's
readings. "Minimal only. There would be little point in firing back, given the numbers are
heavily in our favor."
Orotoss glanced at Armud. "What kind of a defense station doesn't defend against
assault?"
The junior officer shrugged. "Perhaps that is not their true function. Our intelligence
reports were less than thorough. There is a great deal about the internal structure that has yet to
be ascertained. They could be habitats for all we know."
"And yet they stand in triangular defense position above the surface settlements," Orotoss
argued patronizingly.
"We will discover their function, no doubt, when we survey the debris," Armud said with
mock finality. His lack of field experience was of continual amusement to Orotoss, thus he let his
counterpart entertain certain…delusions about his position within Aschen society.
"Our first priority after we secure the planet," Orotoss reminded him, "is to open the crust
to the deep mineral deposits so that the collectors can begin their work with the minimum delay.
Our materiel reserves run low, and we must maintain a steady supply of elementals if we are to
win this war."
"Of course," Armud deferred as he watched as a large explosion on the surface of one of
the defense stations coincided with the fall of its shields.
A small tone caught Orotoss's attention as a new schematic was superimposed over the
holographic display of all three stations.
Armud frowned. He didn't recognize the protocol. "What is it?"
"It appears to be the activation of internal components of all three stations
simultaneously," the Aschen field commander stated as he calmly studied the sensor readings.
"They are powering up."

"I thought they already were powered up," Armud said, curious but not concerned. "What
are they powering?"
"I do not know," Orotoss said, more concerned than his counterpart. "The computer can't
identify the technology."
Armud grunted softly. Information was vital to the Aschen way of life. Unknown
variables were therefore…unseemly.
More weapons fire from the elementals continued to damage the long needle-like
stations, but they were so massive it would take hours to fully destroy them.
A halo around each station formed on the holographic display, with the Aschen text
translation "Distortion Forming" tagging the anomalies.
In space, large wispy energy bands became visible around the central bulge in the needle
stations and began to grow in size. Soon they leapt out and connected the three stations together
with long, thin filaments forming a perfect triangle. One of the elementals flew into the wisps
and was pulverized on impact. The battle computer onboard the Aschen command ship instantly
recognized the danger and tagged the energy bands as 'no fly' zones for the elemental swarm that
was continuing to chew into the command stations, chunk by exploding chunk.
The wisps continued to grow in volume and intensity. Soon the bands connecting the
stations glowed a fiery aqua color that was clearly visible from the planet below. Simultaneously,
thin defense shields appeared above the roughly circular ocean, ending several miles beyond the
shore where they touched down on the desert sands that covered the other 3/4ths of the planet.
Orotoss's demeanor hadn't visibly changed, but internally he was no longer confident in
the battle's outcome. Whatever was happening below them was beyond his, and more
importantly, the computer's ability to identify. What he did know was that all three defense
shields were down, and his elementals were continuing to damage the structures. This suggested
patience, and allowing time to work in their advantage, which was why Orotoss did not order a
retreat. Neither he nor the other Aschen had ever encountered this type of technology
before…which, to be fair, wasn't saying much, given the Aschen's conservative and withdrawn
nature. Their knowledge of the galaxy was limited to a very small, very isolated corner of it up to
a handful of years ago…and they were about to get a lesson in galactic warfare that their
arrogantly wielded technological advantage had not previously afforded them.
DON'T POKE THE TIGER
A full 27 minutes after the initial attack began, the blinding triangular halo of light
connecting the three orbital stations released and expanded outward like an ocean wave. Three
such waves extended from the stations, passing around and sparing each other, but destroying on
contact anything and everything else that stood in their way. Soon the tri-lobed expanding
distortion pushed through the elemental swarms, through the atmosphere, and impacted the
surface of the planet, washing over it and the limited number of ground forces the Aschen had
landed on the far side of the planet. The wave covered the entire planet within minutes and
continued to spread outward.
The planet was completely obscured from view as the distant Aschen command ship
jumped back into hyperspace before it too was destroyed. The invasion of the Oannes'
homeworld was to be one of the few defeats the Aschen would suffer during their first year of
aggressive expansion, which the Jaffa came to call the Tel'nour Le'ma. This, as in all things, the
Aschen would learn from…

The United States' one and only 5-star General looked up as footsteps sounded outside
her office. "Please tell me you have some good news?"
"Sorry, Sam," Mitchell said as he slumped down in the plush chair on the other side of
her long, rectangular desk. The adjustable chair still held his settings, so he sat down and it
absorbed his weight perfectly, keeping him upright as he reached out and touched an icon on the
top of her desk.
The touch screen altered into a map of the Tau'ri holdings, expanding in a large ellipse
centered on Earth and extending outward from the center of the galaxy. On the coreward side, a
number of Jaffa worlds had blocked expansion, limiting the radius of Earth's power in that
direction, but the more backwater outer rim star systems had offered less obstructions. Thus most
of Earth's controlled territory ebbed outward, leaving a sufficiently thick 'buffer zone' around
Earth, but saw most of the fledgling infrastructure placed rimward, including Carter's base of
operations far out on the rim, now the most heavily populated Tau'ri colony known affectionately
as Springfield…but to most space-faring Earthers it was also referred to as Earth 2 and served as
the stronghold that anchored the more distant colonies at the far end of the trade routes branching
out amongst Earth's territory…routes that had to be monitored and protected, not only against
Aschen raids, but from pirates, rogue Jaffa, and a host of other concerns from a vast and diverse
galaxy of threats. Setting up an interstellar empire was not without its challenges.
"The Russians lost PVR-327," Mitchell said, highlighting the small red dot on the map.
With a few quick taps the Russian red switched over to Aschen blue.
"Damn it!" Carter said, thumping her fist down on the desktop…where there were no
icons to be pressed. "We told them this was coming…"
"Every country for themselves," Mitchell repeated the growing sentiments within Earth
politics. Aside from a mutual dedication to protecting the homeworld, the various nations treated
their interstellar territories with a completely greedy and almost Goa'uld-like lust for power and
possessions. Fortunately, this meant that for every system lost to the Aschen, four more were
being colonized to replace them. Thus the race was on for resources in a 'land grab' unseen since
Columbus reported back that he'd found a quick route to India.
Mitchell would have laughed at that blunder…had not Earth been keeping the secret of
all things extra-terra from the masses. The planet was at war, but that fact was being kept from
the planet. How deliciously ironic. So much so it almost made him sick…but such things weren't
up to him, and Cam actually preferred being away from Earth. He and Sam were essentially in
charge of their own Empire out here, on behalf of the United States, and far away from the bull
shit that flowed like the sweat in a college dormitory back home. They didn't have to play games
out here…they couldn't afford to, and Vice President Kerry knew it…fortunately.
Carter shook her head. "Any word from the Chinese?"
"Not that I've heard," Mitchell said, adjusting the map. "They're still ignoring us. We
don't even know how many worlds they've lost."
"Or acquired," Carter added.
"Or that…"
Sam frowned. "What have you got?"
"Remember that memo you sent a while back on resource collecting?"
"I send a lot of memos these days, Cam…"
"Well, when we were on our last patrol, the Revere picked up some interesting readings
on P3X-998. Might be a source of neutronium. Think you need to send a proper survey team.

"Why didn't you pull a survey when you were there?"
"Picked up a Jaffa distress signal…again."
"Any survivors?"
Cam shook his head. "Not this time."
Sam blew out a long breath.
"We're not exactly winning, are we?" Cam asked.
"Not yet," Sam said, not giving up. "I just don't know why they're not hitting us harder."
"I'm sure they'll get around to it eventually," Cam said, leaning back in his oversized
chair.
"We've about got the Washington spaceworthy, but we had to pull a lot of equipment
from other projects. The shipyard being one of them."
"How is it that we can build ships without a shipyard anyway?"
"Spit and duct tape, mostly."
Cam laughed once. "Whatever works. Who's getting her?"
"Ellis."
"Well, we could certainly use another ship on patrol. We're spread out too much as it is
anyway."
"I know," Sam said, leaning back in her chair too. "I know…"
"You hear back from the Asgard?"
"Yes…"
Cam frowned. "No help, huh?"
"Aside from protecting their protected planets, they're too busy to get involved in a major
campaign against the Aschen."
"Busy with what?"
"They wouldn't say," Sam mumbled.
"We've run plum out of allies, haven't we?" Cam asked.
Sam laughed in spite of herself. "Certainly feels that way…"
"Well…guess we're going to have to pull up our own britches for once and get to work,"
Cam said, trying to be funny. "Looks like it's going to be good old human ingenuity that's going
to save the planet this time around."
Sam raised her eyebrow. "And it wasn't the first 10 times?"
"No slight against old school SG-1, but I don't recall a time where there wasn't some level
of 'help' involved from our allies."
"Come to think of it, you're right," Sam said, thinking back. O'Neill flashed to mind and
she quickly regretted the indulgence. "Looks like we're really on our own in this one…times two
if you count the present situation on Earth."
"Well, it was Americans that saved the planet in WW1 and WW2…why not go for the
trifecta?"
"Like we have a choice?" Sam joked, then shook her head. "We've really got our work
cut out for us this time."
Cam frowned. "Am I detecting a hint of quitter talk?"
Sam looked mock surprised. "From me? Never…"
"We'll find a way," Cam said, more serious.
"We don't have the resources," Sam reminded him.
"I know…" he said, then fell silent.
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Jonas Quinn sat in his office at the Langaran ministry of unity…a sham of an
organization put together in the wake of the Ori withdrawal back to their own galaxy. With most
of the planet's infrastructure in disrepair from the initial Ori invasion, and the subsequent lack of
Ori supplies and repair units that had begun reshaping the planet according to their
designs…what was left of Kelowna, Terrania, and the Andari Federation resembled a junk yard.
A few key buildings had been refurbished by the Ori occupation, but the planet's industrial and
agricultural powerbase lay wasted. Many people had starved to death during the first 6 months
after the Ori withdrawal…and that number would have been considerably higher if the invasion
hadn't reduced the population of the planet by 2/3rds. They had fought hard and futilely against
the Ori, and without their advanced, nearly magical technology the planet and its remaining
inhabitants had been reduced to a daily struggle for self sufficiency.
With the old grudges overridden by the plight of the entire planet, and most of the most
ardent holdouts to planetary unification having died during the invasion, the few remaining
leaders left in the wake of the Ori's departure had hastily put together a 'global governmental task
force' to begin to return the planet to its previous prosperity. Jonas had been unanimously picked
to head the organization…which was underfunded, undermanned, and little more than a publicity
stunt to instill some measure of order amongst the populace before barbarism and hopelessness
gripped the people and destroyed what shreds of civilization remained.
Despite the ludicrous position he had been given, Jonas took the challenge upon himself
to make the sham a reality, and used what pathetic resources he was given to start recovering the
lost technology that would be necessary to revive the planet's infrastructure. With strict rationing
amongst the population, his lunch plate was actually a banquet by current Langaran standards.
Two pieces of bread, some vegetables, and a pittance of meat. Most people in the city, or what
remained of Kelowna's former capitol, were existing off of communal pots of stew, with what
little food they had being stretched to fill as many mouths as possible.
Jonas picked up a small notebook from the shelf behind his desk. He pulled out a pencil
and began to tally the morning's results. Two electrical generators had been recovered from the
industrial district…both damaged and currently inoperative. A shipment of 7 bags of Iloria beans
had been procured from trade with the planet P4S-237 for skilled labor to help dig out a new
water well, and had been split between the communal food stores and Jonas's indoor agricultural
project that would, if successful, yield crops year round. He had based it off the hydroponic
technology he'd studied back on Earth, and so far it was producing a steady, yet small supply of
grains and vegetables. Finding structures to house the equipment…and finding/creating the
equipment necessary had been and was continuing to be one of his major headaches, but at least
he knew his 9 person staff wouldn't starve to death. He couldn't say the same for the rest of the
people in the city.
Some chemical supplies had also been salvaged from the city's northern district.
Excavation of the ministry of science was ongoing, and was yielding a few essential
supplies…as well as radiological, biological, and chemical hazards. Cleanup wasn't possible at
the time, so they had to resort to protected search parties searching through the rubble and the

lower levels that had escaped total destruction. One container of Goa'uld artifacts had been
reclaimed as well, including a hand-held healing device. He hoped that given enough time
Kianna might be able to use the device to assist with what was passing for their local hospital
these days. He knew she should possess the latent ability to use Goa'uld technology after being
host to a symbiot…but he also knew it took a great deal of skill to utilize the device and at best
would take weeks if not months of practice to master…but it was something to put in the positive
category today.
The list of negatives was much longer. Failed projects, tainted supplies, casualty lists, and
a reneged deal with a trading partner offworld who failed to deliver the correct quantities of
Benzite…he'd been lacing the compound with fillers, and when confronted with that fact he'd
disappeared without sending the final shipment. That'd set Jonas's Gamma 7 project back by
months…and he had no idea where he would find another supplier…
He was about halfway through the morning's tally when an explosion rattled the building
he was in, kicking up dust from the ceiling cracks that rained down in little waterfalls.
"What the…" Jonas mumbled, standing up as another large explosion shook his balance.
He ran over to the window and looked out at the ruins of the city as one of the few intact
buildings off to the west was hit by some type of projectile from the sky. The building
disintegrated on impact and the concussion wave rocked Jonas back on his heels.
"Not good," he said to himself as he headed for the stairway. He plodded down the
wooden planks until he came to the bottom floor three flights below…
"Kianna?" he yelled.
"I have no idea, Jonas."
"Baker?" Jonas asked.
"Nothing…" his primary aide said, cursing under his breath. "Communications are gone."
"There has to be some…." Jonas began saying, then stopped as muffled screams were
heard outside.
"I don't like this…" Kianna said ominously.
Jonas looked around, his eyes darting this way and that…then he snapped into action,
grabbing a small satchel in his right hand and Kianna with his left. "Let's go."
"Go where?" Baker demanded.
"To the stargate," he said, already half out the door. Outside the screams were more
audible, and were rising in volume…along with a decidedly unwelcome sound of weapons fire.
"Jonas," Kianna said, pulling him to a stop. "What are you…"
"We can't handle…whatever this is," he said, exasperated. "I watched too many good
people die fighting the Ori hopelessly…not again. Let's go."
He pulled her by the arm and Baker followed a step behind as they jogged through the
streets, unsure of what was going on. They made it through two city blocks before a long thin
blue beam cut across the street in front of them and impaled the wall to the right. More screams
came from the direction the beam originated from around the corner.
"Back…" Jonas warned as they turned around and backtracked.
Not soon after a floating orb moved around the corner and into view on their street. After
a moment's hesitation to reorient itself, it shot out its thin cutting beam directly into the back of
Baker's torso and exited through his chest, traveling several meters ahead of the trio before it
impacted the ground.
Kianna screamed and Jonas's face went white with horror. Pulling Kianna by the arm
they sprinted and rounded the corner onto a side street, temporarily out of the line of fire.

"Jo…nas," Kianna said, scared and out of breath.
"Don't stop," he yelled, pulling on her ever more so as his mind raced. He spotted several
familiar buildings, noted which of them had their doors open, mentally reviewing the options that
cover afforded…if these things had sensor packages then nowhere might be safe to hide…
"Here!" he said, sliding to a stop as Kianna ran into the back of him, almost knocking
both of them down. Jonas pulled her inside an open doorway into the bottom half of what used to
be a textile factory. His mind focused on the floor plans and he darted off down a side hallway,
around two chicanes, and down a ratty flight of stone stairs, half of which were broken.
Kianna didn't say a word, but was panting heavily and quickly behind him when they ran
inside a pitch black room. Jonas closed the door behind them and all light was gone. She heard
the clank of a barricade lock falling over the door. "Jonas…"
A small handheld light illuminated his face and torso as he closed the lid on his satchel.
"This room has the heaviest shielding in the city…hopefully they can't track us here," he said,
poking around the room.
"We're hiding?"
"No…we're running," he said as he pulled open a closet and started throwing out the
contents.
"What are you doing?" Kianna asked, still panic stricken.
"The city was built with a number of interconnecting tunnels between random buildings,
unknown to the general public, to be used in times of invasion to move troops around beneath
and behind enemy lines. And this…" he said, pulling up a concealed handle in the corner of the
closet, "is one of them."
The back panel slid up revealing a ladder going down a narrow shaft.
Kianna quickly heeded Jonas's hand signal to move inside. He handed her the light and
pulled the closet door closed behind them, then nodded.
She pulled the light down by her feet then gingerly started stepping down the metal
ladder rungs. Jonas followed just above her.
After several dozen meters she stepped into a shallow puddle of water and moved clear to
let Jonas down. The light didn't travel far, but it was clear that they were in some kind of large
tunnel, the width of one of their street cars. The puddle they were standing in rippled with
another impact tremor.
"Where now?" Kianna asked, her calm barely returning, but Jonas could tell that she had
kept her wits about her.
Jonas pointed off to the right. "This way…"
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Jonas's head popped up out of a hole in the floor of a small, dark room. He looked around
silently, with only a small slit of light coming in beneath the exiting door. The floor tile that he'd
lifted off the concealed shaft lay to the right, partially covering the opening. Jonas twisted his
head around like a periscope and saw that the rest of the room was clear.
His head ducked down and one of his hands came back up and shoved the tile the rest of
the way off the shaft, then pulled his torso up and over the edge. He got his knees on the hard tile
floor and reached back to help Kianna up.
She grabbed his hand and let herself be pulled up out of the cramped tunnel, killing the
handheld light as she came. Jonas put a hand on her shoulder…his way of silently telling her to
stay put.
Kianna took a step back while Jonas crossed in front of the narrow band of light coming
from the door crack. She heard his slowly pull the door latch around and cringed when the hinges
on the door squeaked. Jonas stopped moving entirely, and waited…
No sounds.
Jonas pulled the door open a crack, with another loud squeak and a bright ray of light
coming into the room…which they could now see was a kitchen pantry. Kianna, thinking on her
feet, grabbed some of the packaged foodstuffs and slipped them into Jonas's satchel that she now
carried. Why the room's contents hadn't been gathered already she didn't know, but she wasn't
about to pass them over. It'd already been four hours since the attack began, and it's not like their
stomachs had been full to begin with.
"Kianna," Jonas's voice said as he pulled the door open all the way, squeaking loudly.
"What is it?" she whispered.
"We're in the wrong place…this is the damaged section of the Ministry of War."
"Well that explains the food at least…" she noted as she walked out into a half collapsed
kitchen. Two of the three exits were blocked, with the third having it's doorframe twisted and the
swivel door ejected onto the floor nearby. "Did we take a wrong turn?"
"No…"Jonas said, his mind wandering. "The plans we were given must have been
inaccurate."
"What now?" Kianna asked, her trust in Jonas evident in her voice.
"The stargate is in this building…but this half is blocked off by damage," he said,
walking over the fallen door and looking around outside the kitchen.
More random rays of light punctured the ceiling of the cross hallway that the kitchen
opened into…the same mottled illumination that was coming from the kitchen's structure. The
upper two levels had to have been pulverized in order to let that much light in…no windows
were present in the building, for security reasons, and no electrical power remained in this
section of the city.
"Wait a minute," Jonas said, sensing something was odd. He walked down the hallway to
the left and stopped just shy of a large pile of debris that had completely blocked off the corridor.
On the right was a door, intact, with a much brighter ray of light coming from the typical crack at
the bottom of the door.

Jonas tested the handle, and to his surprise it was fully functional. He slowly pulled the
door open, pushing aside some floor debris…
Daylight shown down into his face from a huge, sky-visible opening above. Debris was
strewn everywhere, and Jonas couldn't walk but a few steps out into what looked for all the
world like an impact crater.
"This building must have been hit too," Kianna suggested.
"I think you're right," Jonas commented as he spotted an access hallway on the far side.
He pointed. "That's where we have to go."
They began climbing over debris, constantly on the lookout for more of the killer orbs,
but for the moment they were in the center of the building, at the bottom of a giant 'bowl' with no
access to the outside streets. Jonas had a feeling, however, that this crater had been one or more
of the orbs landing sites, and was pretty sure they could just float up and over the rim of the
crater at any time…which meant they had to hurry.
Eight minutes later they made it to the other side, with a dozen new scrapes as souvenirs.
Jonas wedged himself through a partially collapsed doorway into a more intact corridor. He
helped Kianna through then they both walked out into the intact portion of the Ministry of War.
They moved slowly, being as silent as they could…but part of the caution was also fatigue. They
were both exhausted, with adrenaline the only thing keeping them going.
Jonas held up a hand, signaling for them to stop and be silent. A few seconds later Kianna
heard a faint hum and a tiny floating ball emerged from a side hallway and spotted them. All of a
sudden she felt herself being dragged forward by Jonas's iron grip and she willed her feet to
follow. They ran through the corridors, dodging the odd piece of debris, until they came to the
main foyer where the stargate had been relocated after the Ori invasion to keep it secure from the
panicked public in the wake of their withdrawal.
They ran into the foyer and found the stargate sitting quietly, beautifully silent in the
center of the room. A large set of open doors in front of the gate lead to the city streets, but for
the moment there were no signs of activity nearby.
Jonas ran to the DHD and dialed the first friendly address that came to mind…a small
desert planet with a trading outpost that they did business with on a regular basis. His hands
whirled around the ancient device, touching the large key plates in the correct order, then he
smashed his palm down on the activation sphere.
The stargate sprang to life, the event horizon formed behind the disruptive vortex that
filled nearly half the room and glowed with a quiet blue hue and the promise of freedom.
"Go!" Jonas yelled. Kianna was closer and had hesitated, waiting for Jonas. She nodded
and turned, running up the small steps and disappeared into the glowing puddle with Jonas a few
seconds behind her. He was nearly there when a large whoosh sounded and he found himself
frozen in place, mere inches from the fluctuating event horizon. He was held there, unable to
move, until the stargate deactivated before him and his heart sank, knowing he was about to die.
At least Kianna had made it out…
The bonds holding him released and he nearly fell to the ground. He turned around to see
the shape of a large killer orb at the street entrance, filling the entryway. Why it wasn't firing at
him finally registered to Jonas and his despair lifted slightly.
A hologram of a human formed crudely at the base of the orb then resolved into picture
perfect clarity.
"Jonas Quinn, I believe," the man's image said in a patronizingly dispassionate tone.
Jonas took an uneasy step forward. "Yes…"

"Please step onto the transport pad," the Aschen said evenly as the under-section of the
orb transformed and a small extension reached down and forward, unfurling into a flat platform
inches above the floor. "You and I have a great deal to discuss…"
The recently elected President Kerry walked up the aisle on the floor of Congress,
accepting handshakes, good will, and other meaningless platitudes typical of the annual State of
the Union address. He passed through the lines of onlookers and eventually made his way to the
podium, with the new Vice President and returning Speaker of the House standing above and
behind him on a slightly raised bench. Kerry cleared his throat calmly…he needed to keep his
demeanor positive and in control.
"My fellow Americans," he began. "Once every year, the President is ordered by a
stipulation within the Constitution to give a status report to Congress on the condition of our
nation and our nation's affairs. Adhering to this protocol, I stand before you now to tell you that
the state of the union…is in jeopardy."
A few hushed words were all that answered his statement. This was not the typical,
"everything is good and well" speech. Quizzical looks crossed between several onlookers who
had no clue what this was about. Kerry wasn't using the prepared and leaked speech that the
press was expecting.
"Though it is unknown to the public and most of our government, the lives of every
single American are currently at stake in a conflict beyond your knowledge. Indeed, perhaps
beyond your belief as well. The United States is currently at war with a people called the
Aschen…a people that are not of this planet."
More hubbub sounded, but it was still suppressed. Most wondered what sort of metaphor
this was…no one in the chamber took the President at his word, save for those already in on the
secret.
"A number of years ago, an alien transportation device was discovered on Earth, and
granted us access to other planets without having to rely on conventional space travel. One
would literally walk through a large ring-like device, called a stargate, and be transported in a
matter of seconds to any of a thousand worlds across this galaxy. We used the stargate to explore
and chart these new worlds…and to make contact with the descendants of our ancestors,
transported off of Earth as slaves by an alien race known as the Goa'uld. Yes, I did indeed say
alien race. We've met many, befriended some, and made enemies of others. The Aschen are
Human, but they are decidedly committed to our destruction. In 2012 they attacked Earth with a
bioweapon, the results of which were seen on several continents. They attempted to follow up
this cowardly attack with an invasion, which we and our generous allies managed to thwart.
Since that day, they have not attacked Earth again…but are currently engaged in a massive
campaign across the galaxy, seizing hundreds of worlds, some of which were formerly in our
possession."
Several laughs from the gallery stopped Kerry and he held up a patient hand. "Forgive
me, I know this is a lot to take in, but we have no time. We are losing the war, and if we do not
commit our full resources soon, Earth may come under attack yet again. The full story of the
history of the Stargate Program and our interactions with the Aschen, Jaffa, Asgard and other
peoples among the stars are being released at the conclusion of this speech, but to discuss the
current threat in more detail I give you General Carter, Supreme Commander of our spaceborn
forces and one of, if not the most, experienced people on this planet with offworld affairs.

Kerry stepped to the side and a white light shown behind the podium as Sam beamed
down onto the Congressional chamber.
This time the assembled onlookers either went half crazy or were stunned into complete
silence. Sam stood there and let them go through their antics while the ones in the know tried to
calm everyone down. After a few moments she had the floor.
"My name is Samantha Carter, Commanding General of all American assets currently
offworld. Those assets are few, considering the great lengths we have gone to keep you unaware
of the current state of affairs. Many will argue the wisdom in that decision, but at this point it no
longer matters. This planet has escaped ruin on multiple occasions, the most recent of which the
President just mentioned. We, the United States, along with many other nations are currently
fighting a war against a technologically advanced enemy known as the Aschen. They utilize a
mechanized fleet and ground forces in battle, preferring not to fight themselves. Physically they
are timid, peaceful, harmless…but as a civilization they are ruthless and intend to bend the
galaxy to their will. Those they cannot conquer through peaceable means, they overrun by force.
To date, 1,374 Americans have been killed in offworld combat by the Aschen. We believe the
total number of deaths to be upward of 7,000 for all Earth personnel. Not a single Aschen has
died…only their machines, which are considerably more advanced than the forces we have here
on Earth. We do have technology capable of standing up against the Aschen, most of which
we've acquired from offworld allies, some of which is even more powerful than the enemy
wields…but given that we had to hide all knowledge of it from the public, we haven't been able
to field a large defensive force."
"We currently possess 4 warships, one of which is barely operational, so new that the
paint literally hasn't dried in all the corridors. The enemy has been seen to field an equivalent
force of 12,000 warships in total, spread out in a massive campaign to seize worlds. We cannot
safeguard Earth with so few ships…and we only survived the last attack because of the
intervention of some very powerful allies…allies that are keeping the bulk of the Aschen fleet
busy, else we would have already been overrun. These allies are known as the Jaffa, a proud
warrior race of altered Humans. We cannot rely on them to protect us again…even now they are
losing worlds to the enemy by the dozens. At present, the United States possesses 56
worlds…most of which have a population of 10 or so personnel. They are primitive and
undeveloped, for the most part…we've already lost 13 to the Aschen, and the numbers are even
larger for our counterparts. Russia, China, France, and the other nations with planetary
possessions are also being hit hard, though to what extend we can't be sure, given that there is no
unity amongst us…save for a desire to protect Earth. But I can assure you that the losses are
significant, even though we face only a small portion of the Aschen forces."
"I stand here tonight, to call upon any and all volunteers to join our ranks and fight back
against this enemy out there," Sam said, pointing up at the ceiling, "before they come here, on
our doorstep," she finished, pointing at the floor. "We need personnel, we need supplies, we need
everything including the kitchen sink for us to throw at the enemy. I'm not only calling upon
individual citizens, but corporations, businesses, and organizations to voluntarily offer up any
and all support. There will NOT be any conscription, or raised taxes, or any other shady
measures to drum up resources. We are asking for your help to defend the planet. The
government is currently shifting all available assets towards our offworld bases, over which I am
in command…but it won't be enough. We need all available help we can muster…and that
includes the other nations and people of Earth. I am asking you as a Tau'ri…that's what we're
called by offworlders….I'm asking you to join with us, support us, in this fight. If we lose this

war, we lose the planet. And that last time the Aschen attacked, they did so with a bioweapon
capable of wiping out every living being on Earth. They mean to annihilate us, not conquer us. If
we lose, it's all over…our history, our future, our ambitions, family, and friends. We have to win
this war…and to do that we need to band together and fight tooth and nail with every asset we
possess."
"The Washington is currently in orbit, picking up a load of supplies. It is due to finish
within minutes, then I must return to the front. As of now, we are opening up all recruiting
stations to what is being called the Earth Defense Forces, or EDF for short. Sorry about the
name, we'll come up with something better later. Right now we need to get as many people into
training as quickly as we can. You can sign up today if you choose, but the recruitment centers
also have a full library of data on the galaxy as we know it. Study up, learn what we face, and the
friends we've made, before you make your decision. I hope to see many of you out there.
Training will commence offworld on a planet code-named Reach. And yes, we're sticking with
that name," she joked, trying to instill some sense of control amidst the doomsday speech.
Her wristbound communicator beeped…the signal that the Washington was ready to
leave. Her part in the State of the Union address had been adlibbed some 15 minutes ago.
"I have to go now. The fighting continues as I speak. One last thing though…I do believe
this war is winnable. Not quite sure how we're going to accomplish that, but we've faced and
overcome worse before…just nothing quite on this scale. It's going to be a challenge, one that we
may very well lose…I won't kid you about that. But we are not out of our league here. We have a
legitimate chance to survive…and if we can survive long enough, future projects will come
online that will enable us to take the fight back to the enemy. Time is crucial…else we would
have broken the news in a less abrupt fashion," she turned to face Kerry. "Sir," she said, then
tapped the transport disc that she was holding in her left palm. A moment later she vanished in
the same awe-inspiring white blur.
Kerry retook the podium. "That woman…is a hero to this country. One that you'll learn
quite a great deal about in coming days. I have complete faith in her abilities to fight and win this
war…but as she said, there are no guarantees. Now…I know it's not customary for this
proceeding, but then again, nothing today is going to follow custom, so…let me have your
questions."
The floor erupted into chaos, but eventually it was thinned down into a line of press
reporters and for the next 4 hours the President answered their questions, after which point they
had to call an end to the address to deal with other matters.
The other nations of Earth were none too happy with the unilateral reveal of their
mutually held secret, and they intended for there to be political hell to pay…but as Kerry and
Carter had agreed earlier, what could they do to the United States that would be worse than the
Aschen?

Awakening
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The Traveler ship came out of hyperspace in high orbit around the third planet in yet
another uncharted system within the Pegasus galaxy. The Alterrans had originally charted 14
planets in the system, but only 7 had survived to present day. The Captain of the Ilssa casually
brought up the orbital charts, mentally did the math and saw that the remaining planets were
showing diminishing orbits and concluded that the other 7 had previously fallen into the star's
gravity well and been destroyed. Additional mass at system center would have then added to the
pull on the outer planets, which would explain their slow inward trek toward the star, but
according to the original data, admittedly millions of years old, 12 of the 14 planets had been on
slightly escalating orbits. What had caused the shift inward was a mystery that would have to be
left for the ages. Captain Morinn wasn't here for a sightseeing tour…he was hunting Wraith.
Another Traveler ship had attached a locator beacon to a Wraith cruiser that had
disappeared in this section of the galaxy. Apparently the suckers had managed to locate and
deactivate the beacon, but the Travelers still had some idea of where to look and had assigned the
Ilssa and Captain Morinn 37 systems to scout while an additional 6 Traveler ships took the
remainder of the long list. In total, the galaxy-wide survey was only 6% complete, so wherever
they suspected they would find Wraith, they diverted to those locations immediately.
The third planet in the system was the largest…a blue/white gas giant. Around it circled
26 moons. The Ilssa's crew began scanning and cataloging planetoid data as soon as they exited
hyperspace and it took them only 13 minutes to hit paydirt.
"Captain!" one of the three bridge officers said with an eager voice. "We have surface
structures on one of the moons…"
"Make that two of the moons," a female navigator said while checking a side console.
"No, now make that three."
"What kind of structures?" Morinn asked, his eyes narrowing.
The first officer checked over the shoulder of the navigator and confirmed her findings,
then he looked up at the Captain. "Wraith, boss."
"Any sign of ships in the area?" Morinn asked.
"None yet," the navigator reported.
The Captain chewed on his lip. "Continue scans. Let's see what we've got before we call
it in."
"Now four moons…" the navigator updated.
"What's down there?" Morinn demanded.
"Not sure…too far away for a clean scan," the navigator reported. "But they're
everywhere. All four moons are covered with them."

"With what exactly?" Morinn asked, his voice a mixture of curiosity and worry. "Wraith
don't make a habit of building homes, they live on their ships. Are we looking at some sort of
shipyard?"
"I…don't think so. They're not reading like ships," the other bridge officer said. "I'm
pretty sure they're surface structures, but we'll have to make a closer pass to get more detail."
"No..." Morinn decided quickly. "We don't know what we're dealing with here, and we
could easily be getting in over our head. We've confirmed a substantial Wraith presence, and
that's enough. Take us on a lazy lap around the system, I want to confirm the number of
planetoids with Wraith on them before we call this in. After that, we're out of here."
"Ah…" the navigator complained. "We're not gonna stick around for the fireworks this
time?"
"Let's not push our luck," the Captain said cautiously. "Last time we almost lost the
starboard engine to that suicide dart."
The navigator looked down at the burn marks on her left hand from the damage control
effort. "Right…snoop and scoot it is. Plotting course now."
The Traveler ship took the next four hours scanning each planet and their constituent
moons before jumping back into hyperspace. They relayed the senor data and locations of 19
Wraith occupied planetoids back to Atlantis...then moved on to the next system on their survey
list.
"Oh, dude, you have got to see this!"
Luke Simpson made a noise beneath the blanket that covered his head, but no other
response was forthcoming.
"No man, I'm serious!" his college roommate said with obvious enthusiasm. He was
totally psyched. "The state of the union address. I watched it an hour ago in the lobby. I've got it
on youtube right now. Get your ass out of bed and take a look at this. It's crazy shit!"
Luke pulled the blanket off his head and looked at his roommate with obvious malice.
He'd been out late with Jessica and it was only 7:15 am. "I hate history."
"Haha…good choice of words. This is history in the making. Come on, get up. You're not
going to believe me if I just tell you."
Luke frowned sarcastically. "Let's have a go at it anyway," he said, unmoving.
"Ah you're hopeless, you know that? The government just disclosed the fact that there are
aliens everywhere, and we're fighting a fucking war up there right now! I swear I'm not making
up this shit!"
Luke's eyes unglazed. "Come again?"
"Just look," his roommate said, grabbing his laptop and dumping it in Luke's lap.
Luke grumbled and sat up, then clicked on the youtube video…which he noticed already
had over 50 million views. That was way too high…
He watched, bored but mildly curious what this was about as the President began his droll
speech, then Luke's eyes unglazed when he heard the name "Aschen." When a female military
officer beamed into the congress he swung his feet out of bed and squared the laptop on his lap.
"See, what did I tell you?" his roommate yelled victoriously. "This is crazy good!"
"Hush…" Luke told him as Carter went on to explain the situation. He watched silently
until Carter beamed out, then cut off the rest of the President's speech and handed the laptop
back to his roommate while he looked around for his jeans from last night. He found them in a
wad behind his Xbox 360 and fished around for his cell phone.

He dialed a preset contact, completely ignoring the fact that his roommate was there.
"Who are you calling?" his roommate asked. He'd never seen Luke act like this before.
He was suddenly ramrod straight and serious…usually he was laid back, droll, and mostly
uninterested with anything in the world aside from girls, beer, and cartoons.
"Put me through to your commanding officer now!" Luke said in an altogether unfamiliar
voice. "I don't care how busy he is, this is urgent. No, I will not wait. Put me through to him
now, Lieutenant. That's an order."
"Dude, what's up?" his roommate asked.
Luke held up a wait finger.
"I don't care if my rank is technically invalid, you put me through now or I'll make my
way to Cheyenne Mountain on my own. That's right, I know where it is and how to get in,
remember? And no, I'm not talking about the front door either. No, I'm not taking any more of
that bureaucratic bull. Carter is going to need all the help she can get, and from the sound of
things we're already losing. So you put me through to your commanding officer right now. If I
have to go the long way, I'm reassigning you to the arctic circle the moment my bird is back on
my shoulder…do I make myself clear, Lieutenant?"
There was a brief pause in the conversation, then Luke nodded once with satisfaction.
His roommate walked in front of him and raised his shoulders and hands in question.
"Long story," Luke said just before the senior officer took the phone. "Yea, Karlson. I
want in, now…and don't give me any of that clone crap. If the planet's in danger I'm not just
going to sit on my fat ass and watch."
To his surprise, he didn't get any argument.
"Good," Luke said, closing his phone and holding it in his hand as he frantically started
searching for a fresh towel. They were sending a car over for him in two hours. He needed to be
cleaned up and packed before then. He looked around his room and decided to pack his gym bag
with a few essentials. The PX would have everything else he needed when he got to the SGC.
"Luke, what the fuck is going on?"
"Sorry Brad, I gotta leave. Tell Jessica…it's been swell," he said as he grabbed the towel
and a bar of soap and headed for the community showers in the center of the dorm. He walked
out the door and disappeared, leaving his roommate thoroughly confused.
Luke's head popped back in the door. "Oh, and the name's not Luke. It's Jack. Jack
O'Neill." He held up two fingers and animatedly added, "with two L's!"
Then he left for the showers.
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The Illuminasta dropped out of hyperspace in far orbit around the blue/white gas giant
that had a number of moons covered with Wraith structures. The large cylindrical Columnarclass Alterran warship slipped smoothly out of hyperspace…then all hell broke loose.
"Enemy contacts," the male holographic avatar of the ship's computer reported
immediately after reentry to normal space. It automatically raised shields and prepped the ship's
replicator armor. A few small ripples were visible as the thickness layers were reset to
correspond to the positions of enemy ships. "Their numbers exceed our combat capabilities.
Recommend immediate withdrawal."
Chad Stevenson mentally activated the holographic display above his command control
chair. The space surrounding the planet and moons was filled with clumps of Wraith ships…all
of which were now shifting positions in response to their presence.
"Hmmn…so much for undefended," he said calmly. "Identify ship variants present."
"Wraith fighter, cruiser variants A and C, biological transport, material transport,
battleship, and dreadnaught…with an additional 2 new ship designs not cataloged within
memory banks," the overly formal hologram stated with just a touch of simulated exasperation.
On the hologram a swarm of darts aggressively broke away from the slower capital ships
and moved towards the Illuminasta.
"Gunners stand by," Chad ordered. Behind him, his command crew of Lanteans leaned
back in their smaller control chairs and brought the ship's plasma cannons online…but Chad
refrained from opening the weapon's pods. He mentally set the ship's sensors to maximum
volume and began recording as much tactical and technical data as they could from this range.
"Hyperspace jammers spinning up," Illuminasta reported, highlighting several ships
within the swarm that Chad noted numbered 2,145 capital ships and at present 3,000+ darts with
that number rising by the second as they deployed from their orbital ships and rose from the
surface of several planetoids. On the tactical holo the first of the Wraith darts closed within
plasma cannon range and the Lantean gunners opened fire and began swatting them from the
Columnar's perimeter.
The one and only door onto the bridge opened and Stan Stevenson ran out of the lift,
down the long bridgeway, and stopped just behind Chad's chair. "That's not good," he noted as
he scanned the holo, frowning. "What is that?" He pointed to one of the unknown ship designs.
"Good question. Looks like the Wraith have been busy."
Stan glanced at the small dots representing the darts as they were effortlessly picked off
by the Lantean gunners. "They don't usually waste darts without a reason," he mentioned.
"That's what I was thinking," Chad agreed. "Min, anything curious out there that we're
missing?"
"A great deal is curious…but if you wish to know the reason for the Wraith fighters'
suicidal attacks, then I would suggest you pay closer attention to the surface activity."
With a thought Chad brought up a long range scan of the nearest Wraith occupied moon.
"Here," Illuminasta highlighted for the sake of alacrity. They only had a few minutes
before the hyperspace destabilizers reached full power and took away their primary escape route.

On the surface there were a multitude of structures, bluish in color…but some of them
were moving. It took a moment for Chad to recognize what he was seeing, then he immediately
began to extend the weapon pods.
"Those slick bastards," Stan commented, slipping into an unoccupied gunner's seat. He
assumed priority command and the previous Lantean settings reset and gave him full access to
the ship's systems. He took command of the ship's ventral pesqua launcher and launched a
massive swarm, a fourth of the hold's capacity, as soon as a minimal breach between the
separating pods was attained.
The leading racks of pesqua glowed to life and leapt up from the depths of the ship and
exited in a thin stream that thickened as the pods continued to separate.
Chad's dorsal-launched pesqua were half a second behind, and made for the second prong
in an elongating fork as they raced from the ship, weaving around a few Wraith ships in the way,
and headed down into the atmosphere of the closest moon towards the closing armor shells
beginning to cover the external exits of several Wraith surface Hives. The massive colonies were
burrowed into the planet's crust, with only a few large prongs leading up to the surface. The
moon's bedrock effectively acted as a massive shield, with the surface exits, each the size of a
small city, as the one major weak spot in their defenses.
The prongs also held substantial weaponry, but none that could reach all the way up to
the Columnar's high orbit. However, since the Wraith were effectively caught with their pants
down...their defensive armor shields weren't raised…they had to distract the Alterrans. Thus the
darts were being sacrificed to buy time.
Similar tactics had been used during the Wraith/Lantean war…but the Stevensons all
possessed the knowledge of the Repositories, which included the entire military history of the
Alterra, including every tactic and battle the Ancients had fought in or observed…and the
Wraith's distractionary tactic, while ingenious, was an old and familiar stratagem. As it was, the
clones had acted just in time.
The two pesqua streaks separated into 5 groups and slipped through the closing armor
shells and dug deep into the subsurface hives. Using a combination of remote control and
autonomous targeting and navigational protocols, Chad and Stan cored through level after level
within the monstrous structures, depleting the pesquas' power charge just shy of empty, then
detonating them in the most ideal positions possible. Even as the thick armor shells locked into
place, the Alterran missiles spun about inside, chewing the interior to bits and causing maximum
damage possible.
The quick thinking proved to be quite the coup, but only 40% of the targeted colonies had
been damaged. They were so massive that not even the pesqua swarm could completely destroy
them. It would take several more attacks, but now that the armor was in place, burrowing
through it would seriously diminish charge prior to penetration, thus mitigating the amount of
damage possible to roughly 10% effectiveness.
A host of cruisers were beginning to close within attack range as even more darts
swarmed around the insanely large Alterran warship. The ship's plasma cannons were busy
killing the tiny ships and began taking a few long range shots at the approaching cruisers as all
the Wraith ships within senor range traveled at maximum speed towards them.
"Min, a few deep planetoid scans please, then it's time to go," Stan said.
"Soon…" Chad amended. "Let's knock out a few ships first."
"Their jammers are reaching saturation point," Stan argued.

"But they're not in position to block our exit," Chad said as he mentally relayed a
navigational display to Stan's chair. He pinpointed 7 exit vectors that the Wraith wouldn't close
off for several minutes.
"Alright, if you want to play it that close. I'll take the Lox."
"Min, recalibrate the primary weapon for 5% bursts," Chad said, mentally bringing up
the fire controls. He could make the adjustment himself, but the computer was faster…and
supplemented orders with tangent imperatives. In this case, Illuminasta went ahead and factored
in the weapon's new parameters into the combat computer, which gave new damage estimates 'at
a glance' through the tactical systems. Other minor recalibrations were made as well, all within a
blink of a second. The Alterrans' pseudo AI's gave the crew both the flexibility and speed
required to operate at maximum tandem efficiency, exceeding anything that the ship's computer
or crew alone could accomplish.
Chad fired the first of his 20 shots at a cluster of cruisers, managing to hit and destroy
two with the single potent energy lance. He adjusted his aim while plotting a basic course away
from the gas giant. He relayed the waypoint mentally to Illuminasta and let the ship's computer
navigate the ship while he tilted the axis for optimal firing position…which meant at times the
ship was moving sideways towards target. It looked ungainly, but with the ship's inertial engines
such maneuvers were as easy to accomplish as moving forward on a linear trajectory.
Two Lox blasts leapt out from the starboard pylons and shredded five cruisers in a hail of
biological debris and smaller, secondary explosions. Six more of the Wraith ships were damaged,
but not destroyed by energy arcs coming off the destroyed ships. In some cases, five Wraith
ships were chain hit by the Ancient energy weapons. The remaining cruiser clusters immediately
broke ranks to increase formation spacing.
Chad noted the change…the speed of their hive mind interconnectivity was impressive,
but they didn't stand a chance against the Alterrans' superior firepower. The only threat they
posed was with their offensive capability, multiplied by their superior numbers. As far as defense
went, the Wraith were a poor match for the Alterrans. Then again, most insectoid species didn't
put a lot of stock into defense, and regarded most units as expendable. Quite the opposite from
the Alterran approach. Their massive Columnars were built around the strategy of limited,
controlled engagements where they would have the upper hand and not lose a ship…while the
enemy forces would be systematically whittled down and attrition would be in their favor.
It was the superior strategy…lest the Columnar come against a threat that could eat
through its impressive defenses and superior mass and kill the ship. In which case a large
percentage of the Alterran fleet would be eliminated in one battle. The Columnar were designed
as chess pieces to be moved around the galactic board, and were not considered
expendable…which was why a pullback was necessary at this point. The Wraith fleet had more
than enough firepower to overwhelm the single massive ship, though some of those numbers
could be attenuated with various battle strategies. Firepower wasn't the be all and end all…how
you used it mattered a great deal. But in this case, it wasn't worth the risk…and the numbers
were so stacked that there wasn't any choice but to retreat. But not before they added some
attrition to the Wraith side. Alterran shield energy was much easier to regenerate than Wraith
hull armor…let alone them having to construct new ships.
As the Illuminasta approached departure point, large spherical regions of the tactical map
were shaded, showing the regions that the hyperdrives would not function within. The spheres
moved with the Dreadnaughts that housed them as they attempted to trap the Columnar and
sacrifice as many ships as needed to bring it down. The ship's computer was constantly running

calculations and making subtle alterations to Chad's navigational orders and saw that there was
no danger. They would reach the waypoint with 47 seconds to spare.
The Alterran/Lantean crew continued to down Wraith ships as the stress on the
Columnar's shields gradually increased, but well within tolerance levels. The Wraith plasma
cannons were dangerous enough, but the Ancients were good at building shields, and with a
potentia backing them up with enormous recharging power, it would take a far greater
concentration of Wraith firepower before the power trend would go negative and the shield
strength would begin to deplete. The Wraith fleet wasn't in position to do that just yet, so it was
simply a waste of Wraith resources as the Columnar traveled to its way point, engaged
hyperspace engines, and left the Wraith-controlled star system.
The massive Dreadnaughts, each 2/3s the size of a Hive ship, spun down their hyperspace
jammers and began to redeploy into previous positions, as did the rest of the massive Wraith
fleet. Below, on the single moon that had come under attack, the surface hives began the slow
regeneration process that would eventually restore their biological constructs to perfect working
order. The Wraith were a patience species…and given enough time could regrow any and all
damage taken. Today was the first day the Wraith had bought themselves more time. The first
time they had turned the Alterrans back. They didn't care about the losses they'd incurred, and
news of the small victory spread throughout the Wraith Hive mind across the galaxy. This
new/old enemy was formidable, but not invincible.
The Wraith had just gotten a taste of hope…and of the numbers it would take to turn back
the Alterra. And that was a very dangerous thing indeed. The war was no longer one sided…they
had a chance, but it would require a great effort, and a significant change within the Wraith on an
order of magnitude greater than any seen over the past 10,000 years.
So was the conclusion of the eldest warmaster, nestled safely within the heavily defended
Wraith 'inner core'…a series of 26 worlds that the Wraith viewed as most sacred. The Lanteans
had called this particular world Ijara, now it was home to some 4 million Wraith that knew it was
Orocein, which translated vaguely as 'war prize.'
The warmaster had no 'name,' per say, but rather a telepathic presence unique to this
particular queen. Her presence was so strong, in fact, that most Wraith became almost inert in
her presence. She found this particularly annoying…what good were her subjects if they became
unfunctional? Thus she chose to remain hidden, deep within the crust of Orocein, and controled
her brood from afar. She could see what they saw, feel with their hands, and pry into their
thoughts at will. They had no secrets from her, for hers was the most powerful of minds.
She saw the battle at Urutie through the Hive mind, and breathed in heavily when the
enemy ship finally withdrew. Her mind worked fast, and within moments she had analyzed the
situation and began issuing orders across the galaxy. Those Wraith that had returned to slumber,
must awaken. It was time to multiply…but with so little food in the galaxy, and their cloning
farms still within preliminary development stages, another source of food would be
required…and one was available, but it would require the sacrifice of many Wraith to devolve to
a lesser level…even those that had not been cast down.
Thus it was that the warmaster ordered. She sensed hesitancy within the Hive mind as the
other queens considered her order as a 'request'…but none challenged her, nor withheld their
compliance. Drastic measures must be taken, they all agreed. And if this was to be it, then so it
would be.
Wraith gatherers across the galaxy that had returned to slumber began to arise
again…and the warmaster sent another command to her personal brood on Ijara, awakening the

builders, warriors, scientists, and others that had not been needed in mass numbers since the
defeat of the Lanteans and the beginning of the tranquil years of dominance over the galaxy.
Most of these other castes remained in stasis until they heeded their queen's call to
service…while the gathering caste tended the humans throughout the galaxy. For 10,000 years
the gatherers had been the active Wraith within the Hive mind, save for a small number of the
others that remained awake to tend the Wraith infrastructure. A few more had awakened recently
to assist with the new shipbuilding efforts to counter this new threat, but most could not be
awakened when there was too little food to go around as it was. Those gatherers that could, had
returned to sleep, diminishing the risk of their own food poisoning them, and allowing their
limited human resources to be utilized more strategically.
No longer.
The humans within the Pegasus galaxy had never encountered the true Wraith
civilization…only the gatherers sent to pluck them from their worlds, and then the confines of
the transport ships that would take them back to the gatherer Hives or, for a smaller number,
back to a Wraith world where they would feed the others who remained awake to ward the
sleepers and attend the queens.
Even when Atlantis emerged with its human whelps, no more than the gatherers had been
tasked to deal with the nuisance…for very few other ships remained, and those stood guard over
the inner core. The massive Wraith war machine that had so easily defeated the Lanteans had
been dismantled, so it was that the humans actually entertained the notion that they stood a
chance of defeating the Wraith.
With the warmaster's order, that war machine began to regrow…
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She was aware for several days, wrapped up in her cocoon as she quickly developed over
the course of 3 weeks, before she received the summons to arise. The small Wraith queen pushed
her hands forward, tearing a hole in the cocoon casing that covered her prone form. A seam
formed and she pushed her hands up through it into the cold air. Using the strength born into her
species, she pried the halves apart, and had them recoil partway when she released pressure. She
lifted her head up slightly into the misty air and began to pull her nude body away from the
umbilical cords attached to her back.
With enough pressure they disconnected and retracted into the pod that had grown her as
she sat up, blinking fluid from her eyes as she drew her first breath of air.
Before her she saw a fully developed queen…but more than that she felt her considerable
presence inside her head. Instructions were quick to follow, and two attendant Wraith assisted
her as she climbed out of the pod and dressed in clothing tailored to her smaller size. The red
haired queen soon disappeared, her task done, and the attendants escorted the newly 'born' queen
to another chamber within the gatherer Hive ship. There she fed…on an assortment of
vegetables. Her hands had yet to develop the organelles required to drain sustenance from living
beings, but that would come in time. Until then she would rely on her vestigial digestionary
apparatus, which would eventually grow dormant as her body developed.
After she fed she mentally connected with her attendants and issued her first orders. She
felt them submit to her will, small as it was, and they escorted her to her ship. With an escort of
soldiers joining them in the hangar bay, they left the massive hive ship and jumped into
hyperspace. They enemy had yet to reactivate their new Attero device, destructive as it was…but
the Wraith had since devised a probe to test hyperspace availability, and one had been launched
and transitioned cleanly a few moments ago, verifying the safety of transit.
The small Wraith 'scout' ship carried the new queen for three days until they arrived at a
planet with a Hive ship in orbit. It was currently culling humans from the surface for the second
time in 3 years. They couldn't take too many more without hurting future productivity
numbers…yet they had to have food now, and forward thinking was, more often than not these
days, sacrificed in the panic of the moment.
That was about to change. This Hive ship was newly constructed, and under the current
direction of a distant queen. The caretakers onboard were, as usual, exceeding their culling
mandate. Tight control needed to be maintained or the broods would follow their genetic
dispositions to their self-destruction. They were tools, designed to be utilized by the queens.
They could not function on their own. So many gatherer queens had been lost in recent years,
that control over their fleets had become tenuous, and many valuable resources had been lost.
The Wraith attendants had moderate intelligence and originality, which proved useful at times,
but they had no sense of balance…and the other soldiers under their command were little more
than drones, who would follow the attendants' will without question. Without queen control, the
vast majority of Wraith would eventually destroy themselves through varying levels of stupidity.
The Wraith aboard this Hive ship had been reassigned from other Hives. Normally a new
queen would develop and then grow her own attendants and soldiers…no others variants were

possible for gatherer queens to produce. But in these difficult times, normal procedure had to be
abandoned, and this new queen had the added responsibility of bending these Wraith to her
limited will. Being not of her own brooding that would be difficult, but not impossible. They
were bred to follow. Asserting control with her limited telepathic ability would be the challenge.
The small scout ship entered the cavernous hangar bay onboard the new Hive ship and
landed smoothly. The queen could sense the minds of those Wraith nearest her, but she couldn't
feel most of them onboard the Hive. Frustrating…
She emerged from the ship between two lines of soldiers…and was greeted by over 100
of the Hive's own soldiers and attendants on the hangar deck.
Reaching out to their minds she asserted herself, familiarizing them with her mental
avatar within the Hive mind as well as making sure each of them bent to her will. All those
within range did, and she silently walked through those assembled, who parted for her as she
moved, and walked into her new Hive, issuing orders to stop the culling on the planet below and
to recall all 'darts.' They would remain in orbit for a few days, call three of the newly constructed
cruisers to their escort, then depart on the new mission that the gatherer queen that spawned her
had given her.
They had a new herd to cull…
Jack O'Neill, after being picked up by an Air Force car, was driven to the nearest military
base, put on a C-130 enroute to the East Coast, then hitched a ride on two more military flights
before he was finally whisked away in another car and arrived at the Pentagon. Colonel Karlson
met him at the entrance and quickly escorted him inside before any of the protesters had a chance
to gather.
Ever since the President's full disclosure a small, but outraged portion of the population
had been making considerable noise and news wherever they could. Their reasons were all
different, from religious fundamentalism to conspiracy theorists to anti-war activists. There were
protests outside government buildings on a daily basis…and they were growing, as more and
more people finally came to the conclusion that this wasn't some massive hoax.
Jack and Karlson made it inside without drawing too much attention. "Quite the mob
you've got," Jack commented.
"It's to be expected," the Colonel acknowledged as he led the way through a maze of
corridors. "We kind of dumped it on them all at once."
"Long overdue if you ask me."
Karlson shrugged. "Moot point now. We've got bigger concerns to deal with. I assume
your memories have remained intact?"
Jack frowned. "Yes…why?"
"A few speculated that they might not hold. Just wondering. General Carter wants you on
the first available transport and on Springfield ASAP. There's one leaving in 3 hours headed for
Reach, you can gate in from there."
"Wait a second," Jack said, putting a hand in front of Karlson to stop him. "Springfield
and Reach?" he said, raising his eyebrows sarcastically.
"Our two most secure and industrialized planets…you've got a lot to catch up on, I'm
afraid."
"No, I get that…but the names?"
Karlson frowned. "What about them?"
Jack rolled his eyes. "Nothing…what is this transport I'm taking?"

"Something our engineers came up with," the Colonel said as they continued walking.
"Basically a big, empty shell with engines to haul cargo from planet to planet."
"So you're sending me UPS?"
Karlson cracked a smile. "A little more upscale than that. This transport is configured for
personnel. It's taking 250 recruits out to the training center on Reach."
Jack raised an eyebrow. "Volunteer recruits? That was fast."
Karlson nodded. "We had over 500 sign up within the first two hours. As it is, most are
going to have to wait their turn while we arrange transportation."
"Why can't they just go through the stargate?"
The Colonel cringed slightly. "Because we no longer possess the stargate, the I.O.A. does
and we're not on good terms right now."
"You LOST the stargate? How the hell did that happen?"
"Long story," he said as they reached a nondescript door which Karlson opened with a
keycard. "After you."
Jack walked into the dimly lit room and found it was mostly empty, save for one control
station with a very bored Lieutenant sitting behind a control panel. "Sooo now what?"
Karlson glanced at the Lieutenant. "Moon base."
Jack frowned. "What moon ba…" he said, disappearing in a flash of white light.
After spending a lovely few hours with a hoard of obnoxious teenage and college
students, Jack was spared the horror of having to sit next to them on the transport and was
instead allowed onto the crew deck, with access to the bridge. Most of the military personnel
flying the transport had idolized General O'Neill, and even though they'd been informed that this
was in fact his clone, they still felt it necessary to give him special treatment.
Unfortunately the trip out to Reach would take the transport 13 days at maximum speed,
and Jack was stuck playing cards and running laps around the hold the entire time…while
keeping well clear of the kindergarteners. By the time the transport arrived and landed at Reach,
Jack was on the edge of insanity. He hadn't been this bored since…well, his entire life, and most
of the other guy's too.
When he was escorted off the landing tarmac and into a small Hummer variant, he slid
into the back seat not caring where he was being taken, just glad as hell to get off that ship. He
sarcastically waved goodbye to the throng of recruits beginning to spill out the exit ramp and
leaned back in his adequately padded seat and took in a deep breath of fresh, alien air.
The Hummer roared to life and took him along a paved road into the center of 'town.'
This part of Reach was sprawling with one and two story buildings, with more being added at a
steady rate. In the center of it all was a large plaza covered with black asphalt surrounding a
solitary, upright ring at the center.
"Thank god," Jack said as they drove towards the stargate.
"Not much of one for ship travel, sir?" the soldier sitting in shotgun asked.
"Nope," Jack answered. He hadn't set foot through a gate in years.
The Hummer pulled up short of the gate and the soldier stepped out with O'Neill. They
walked over to the DHD and the soldier saluted sharply. "Pleasure to meet you in person, sir."
"Thank you, Corporal. But you do realize I'm just the mini me?"
"All the same to us, sir."
"Really?" Jack said, studying him closely. "I assume you know the address to
Springfield?"

"Yes, sir…" the Corporal said, snapping into action. He dialed the address quickly, then
hit the activation button.
Jack watched the kawoosh form, feeling a sense of homesickness deep in his gut. "Need a
GDO?"
"Normally, yes. But not from Reach. The iris at stargate command automatically lowers
for us."
"Thank you, Corporal."
"Anytime, sir."
Jack blew out a short breath and walked into the event horizon…hoping that the iris
really was down on the other side.

4
The Wraith Hive ship emerged from hyperspace over a deserted world. It had once been
home to one of the seven original Wraith broods who had first come into contact with the
humans, acquired their genetics and transformed into their present bipedal physiology. With that
change came a need for a different climate to live in, and the harsh, rugged, dry surface
conditions that the old Wraith had thrived within had become undesirable. Thus the homeworlds
were abandoned…along with their culling herds.
The new Wraith queen ordered her subjects to do a lifeform scan of the planet, and was
pleased to confirm that it was literally overflowing with Vertarin…the first food source of the
Wraith. In their absence, the spider-like creatures had multiplied and filled the planet. They now
numbered in the trillions on this planet alone. A feast beyond measure awaited the Wraith…but
at a cost.
When the Wraith fed on Vertarin, they would begin to absorb their genetics and
transform back into what they had once been. Presently, such transformations were used as
punishment and a means of resource gathering. The digger caste was a subsect of Wraith society
that lived in burrows and fed off a lifeform known as the Ketarsis. It was more advanced than the
Vertarin, but still vastly inferior to humans…however, it did provide the Wraith with several
unique and useful abilities, and thus the diggers were used to harvest raw materials and transport
them above and below ground to collection stations where human-form Wraith would claim and
transport them to the appropriate locations. The diggers lived apart from the rest, placed on
worlds rich in natural resources, then relocated when those resources dried up. They were used
as biological mining units, lacking the intelligence for any cognitive thinking. They obeyed
without question, and reproduced on their own…with a few downcasts added to their ranks when
the situation warranted it.
The Vertarin-form Wraith was equally unintelligent, but physically weaker and
vulnerable to nearly everything. They had lived within their biotech structures and upgraded
them to the point capable of space travel, but they were societally useless, save for their queens.
They alone possessed the intelligence to construct technology…while the rest were nothing more
than mindless throngs.
The present day queens would not be devolving into their previous form, but a vast
majority of the other Wraith castes would, on the queens' command. It was beyond distasteful,
but it would allow the Wraith as a species to multiply…then when the war was won and the
human food supply was stabilized, they degenerate Wraith could potentially return to their
present form. It was a long shot, but if they needed to be sacrificed for the good of the Hive, they
would do so willingly.
The new Wraith queen ordered the Hive ship to descend to the planet's surface. The
massive vessel slowly broke from orbit and dipped down into the atmosphere. There was no
rush, and such maneuvers were delicate with a vessel of this size. Slowly…slowly…the Hive
decelerated and dropped down to the planet's surface. It eventually came to rest, hovering over
the desert landscape with a scattering of Vertarin moving about on their stubby 6 legs beneath.

Off to the west was a large colony of the critters, and the Hive ship moved towards them.
They were situated in a shallow depression where the ivitali crystals were most heavily present.
Fluid would well up from beneath the surface and crystallize when it encountered the heavy, hot
sunlight. The Vertarin ate the crystals, and thus flourished on the barren landscape. Set beside the
depression was the remains of an ancient Wraith city, now half destroyed from the ravages of
time. The Hive's sensors indicated that even more Vertarin scurried about within its confines.
When the Hive had finally cast its show over the depression and the thousands of
Vertarin within, it activated its heavy collection beams and began transporting the creatures into
the collection holds en mass. As it did so, swarms of darts emerged from the ship and flew down
over the remains of the old city and began scooping up smaller numbers of Vertarin where they
were exposed. Still other darts flew out over the desert plains and picked up more of the scattered
creatures.
The Hive would remain on the planet until they had filled their holds. They would not be
consuming any of them, however, nor would any of the other gatherers. This food was to be
taken back to the inner core, where the largest number of Wraith slept. They would be the ones
to transform…and the gatherers would gorge them until their numbers increased beyond
measure. Then, they would have the strength and numbers to defeat this new/old threat.
In the meantime, the Hive would continue to sustain itself off the humans previously
collected and others yet to be culled, while the expanding human farms fed the few Wraith in the
other castes that were to be spared the degeneration. The gatherers had to provide for their own
food, but the exchange was well worth not having to devolve.
The new Wraith queen was glad for that…because she didn't feel she had the strength to
command such an unpleasant thing. She would need to grow considerably more powerful…then,
and only then would she have full control. At which point, they would do whatever she required
of them.
She released her hold on the ceiling of her chamber and dropped to the floor, where she
snagged another purple-colored piece of fruit. She ate it slowly as her mind was elsewhere. She
reveled in the numbers of Vertarin being collected. Fulfillment of one's duty provided a Wraith
with a deep sense of accomplishment and purpose. It was their reason for being, and at the
moment, this Wraith queen's purpose was to feed the broods. And that she would…
"Well now, isn't that an impressive sight?" Sheppard asked from the cockpit of his
cloaked jumper. "Must have something important to protect."
"So it would seem," Teyla echoed beside him. "Just make sure that we are not detected.
We will not survive long if we are."
"No kidding," John said as he weaved his way around a cluster of 14 cruisers. They'd
entered the Wraith-held system on a new class of Alterran scout ship, under full cloak, then left it
parked on the edge of the system under the care of a small Lantean crew while they slowly crept
their way inward.
They chose one of the other planets with a Wraith presence to snoop on, this one on the
opposite side of the star from the gas giant where the Columnar/Wraith battle had taken place.
This small planet still had a large number of ships guarding it, and according to basic sensors
was covered with Wraith structures.
"Where do you want to start?" John asked.
Teyla thought for a moment. "Here," she said, pointing to a seemingly random point on
the heads up display…not with her finger, but with her mind.

Both John and the jumper received her coordinates and the heads up display zoomed in
on the spot in question.
"It's remote, with a large track of forest to the south. We should be able to land the
jumper in a safe location and travel in on foot."
"For some reason I don't think anywhere does there counts as 'safe,' but why not," he
said, altering course. They put down in the closest thing they could find to a clearing within the
supple vegetation. Small blue-green plants bent under the weight of the puddle jumper and were
pressed into the ground beneath the cloaked ship. The two Alterrans exited through the rear hatch
wearing cloaking devices of their own.
Sheppard looked back and frowned. "Might as well be a Klingon Bird of Prey in the
park…"
"A what?" Teyla asked.
"Never mind. Let's just hope nobody comes walking this way," he said, getting his
bearings. "After you."
Teyla walked ahead of him, visible as a thin wire outline on his armor's heads up display,
but he could also feel her presence, so staying together wasn't going to be a problem. John took
one look back at the 'imprint' in the vegetation and shook his invisible head. Not his best work…
The pair of Alterrans moved quickly in a smooth walk/jog through the erratic forest.
Moisture was everywhere, with frequent puddles to navigate around and an assortment of treedwelling critters visible on their lifeform sensors…but very few remained on the ground.
Apparently this planet, or this area of the planet anyway, was an arboreal ecosystem.
Four dekmas later the first of the Wraith structures became visible. It wasn't situated in a
clearing, exactly. It looked like it'd been built and the forest had then been allowed to grow up
around it. The Alterrans split up, with each taking an opposite track around the roughly housesized construct. Sheppard came across a narrow path leading to and away from the Wraith 'hut'
and decided to walk up and ring the doorbell, metaphorically speaking.
The 'door' turned out to be sealed shut, and looked more like a low garage door than the
typical doors found on a Hive ship, or even the surface facilities that he'd raided in the past. This
was distinctly different.
The rest of the hut was straight up Wraith construct, and Sheppard glanced it over a
second time as he waited for Teyla to make her way around the perimeter. He felt her walk up
behind him.
"Nothing else in sight," she said through their comlink.
"Alright," Sheppard said, waving his hand in front of the door control.
Nothing happened.
"It has to be able to…" Teyla began to correct him.
"Yea, yea…I know," John said, deactivating his cloaking device. He quickly swiped his
hand in front of the control and the low, wide door pulled open with a jerk. He recloaked to hide
both his presence and his shame. He could feel Teyla smirking.
They walked in the door and found…an empty building.
"There," Teyla said, physically pointing to the floor in what essentially was a large
Wraith barn.
They both walked up to a large hole that led to a dirt tunnel angling steeply down into the
ground.
"Not what I expected," Sheppard commented.
"Same here," Teyla agreed.

"Let's try that path."
Both of them backed out of the odd structure, closed the door, and ran off down the path.
They found it interconnected with a number of other dirt paths, and explored many of them.
They found more of the empty huts and a larger 'roadway' comprised of some firm moss coating.
It was too smooth and linear to be random, which meant the Wraith had engineered it this way
on purpose. A few minutes later they found out why.
"Hold up," Sheppard said, stopping mid run.
"I hear it too," Teyla said, referring to the sound of scampering feet.
"Off the road," Sheppard suggested. He took the right side, Teyla the left, and they
moved back into the vegetation.
The sound grew louder and louder, but thanks to the Alterrans' enhanced hearing it took
some time for the source to finally pass them on the moss road. A large lifeform, the size of a
horse and looking all the world like a giant ant passed them carrying some kind of package on its
back. Behind it came another, and another, and another in a long train of creatures, all of which
were moving faster than the Alterrans had been jogging. Teyla stopped counting after a hundred
and it was well over five minutes before the last of the train passed them by.
"Ok," Sheppard said, stepping back out onto the path. "That was weird."
"Yes it was…and what's even more disturbing is I think those things were Wraith."
"I thought you'd lost your Wraith sense?"
"I did, but did you see their mandibles."
Sheppard cringed. "Yea, I was kinda hoping I was imagining things."
"I'm pretty sure those were feeding orifices," Teyla said. "Let's see where they came
from."
"Alright, but we're getting pretty far away from the jumper. Let's not take too long."
"Agreed."
Three hours later, still unable to backtrack the supply train, John and Teyla came across a
larger structure…one with Wraith males wandering about, interacting with the giant ants as they
offloaded their small packets into the hold of a grounded cruiser. More moved about, doing other
things…and it looked like the smaller male Wraith were definitely the ones in charge.
Screaming sounds were also audible over the commotion din, and Teyla mentally nudged
Sheppard in that direction. They worked their way around the edges of the open areas, making
sure not to accidentally run into one of the scurrying Wraith. As they got closer to the building,
they realized the noises were coming from the other side. They slipped past two Wraith males
and circled around the building until they came across a thin line of the ants carrying wriggling
creatures on their backs out of the building and down a nearby trail. It was the ones being carried
that were making the screaming noises.
"More Wraith?" Sheppard asked.
Teyla shook her head. "Wrong color."
"How do you know there aren't brown Wraith?"
"Let's say we find out," she said, moving toward the entrance/exit to the building.
Sheppard mumbled something and followed her. The ants coming out were well spaced,
but the doorway wasn't much bigger than the others they saw. One more of the ants came out and
suddenly Teyla sprinted down the tunnel into the building.
Right, John thought, waiting.
He got Teyla's mental thumbs up and waited for the next ant to come out, then turned the
corner and ran into the Wraith building. The tunnel was longer than he thought, so he pressed his

muscles to their limit, moving across the ground faster than any human could manage. He
ducked off to the left side and pressed his back against the wall while Teyla stood in a similar
position on the right side. Another of the ants with a wriggling passenger scurried into view and
out of the building.
They stood in a long, curving corridor that disappeared to the left and right, while the ants
were cutting across it from straight ahead. Teyla headed off down the right corridor and
Sheppard followed. They snooped around the interior of the building for more than ten minutes
before they came upon a large holding cell. They stood on a platform that looked down into a
large, arena-like circle filled with the smaller ant-like creatures. They had the same 8 legs and
bulbous head, but the rest of their physiology didn't match up. Their movements were lethargic
or nonexistent…until one of the Wraith ants climbed down a side ramp, grabbed one of the little
things and lifted it up. The thing shrieked and moved in a flurry of twitching, kicking movements
until the ant bit into it and held on.
A moment later it's movements settled down a bit and the ant released its feeding hold
and tipped the thing up onto its back, using two of its 8 legs to hold it in place while it climbed
up and out on its other six. Apparently the smaller creatures couldn't climb the steep ramps,
because they all stayed in place.
"I did not need to see that," Sheppard commented.
"It didn't finish feeding," Teyla noted grimly.
"Snack for later?"
"Or just a means to subdue them…" Teyla said, unsure. "There's a lot more going on
here than we thought."
Sheppard nodded. "Let's get back to the jumper. Then let's see how much of their
movements we can track from the sky."
"Good thinking."
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Jack walked out of the stargate into the gateroom of the new SGC where he was
welcomed by the sight of forcefields surrounding the descent ramp and platform. Behind the
shields were a pair of machine gun turrets, unmanned, that tracked his movements. A moment
later the shields dropped and a green jump-suited female walked out of a sliding door and
greeted him.
"Welcome to Springfield," she said with a smile. "I assume you're General O'Neill's
clone?"
"General?" Jack said, surprised. "Is my progenitor around?" he said, throwing the
impressive word out on purpose.
The woman frowned. "No one told you?"
"Told me what?"
"General O'Neill went AWOL during the whole gate-snatch scenario. We haven't been
able to find him since."
"Really? Well that's…unexpected…but it does explain some things."
"This way, sir. General Carter has been expecting you for some time."
"She has, has she? Lead on then…"
The woman smiled. "You don't have a rank yet, do you?" she said, walking.
"Technically no," Jack admitted.
"Good. Then I won't get in trouble for saying you're cuter than I expected," she said,
winking at him.
"You don't say," Jack said sarcastically. "Well, even if I did have rank that sort of thing
wouldn't get you in trouble," he said appreciatively.
She pulled open a door and stood beside it, looking back at him. "Oh yes it would…sir,"
she said, smiling naughtily. "Up the stairs and on the right."
"Thank you," Jack said, wryly smiling back as he took to the staircase. It circled upward
into a short hallway with four doors. He carefully stepped up and knocked on the first door to his
right.
"Come in," he heard a muffled, yet familiar voice say.
He opened the door and walked in…to find Sam sitting behind a ridiculously large desk.
She looked up at him and her eyes widened. "Jack…"
The new Wraith queen took her precious cargo back to the inner core, some 8,000 of the
Vertarin in total. When her Hive ship exited hyperspace, her cruiser escort was supplemented by
a dozen more ships from the defense fleet surrounding the Urutie system. There were 19 worlds
occupied by the Wraith in the system, making it the most populous of the inner core systems.
Technically one of the 19 was the primary world, and the rest were offshoots. It was to that
particular moon that her Hive ship was descending. On the surface were hundreds of surface
Hives, along with some freshly grown holding cells on the surface…which was where their
cargo was to be delivered.

The Hive ship lowered above the corrals and began beaming down their living cargo. The
Vertarin were especially good at jumping, and because of this the walls holding them in were
exceptionally high…almost reaching up to touch the underside of the Hive ship. Slowly, a few
dozen at a time, the creatures were deposited into two of the 412 holding cells. Once the offload
was complete, the Hive ship returned to space, launched a test probe to confirm the Attero device
hadn't been reactivated, and jumped back into hyperspace. It would be making continuous round
trips back to the homeworld in the foreseeable future, feeding the Wraith on the surface with
their new sustenance. That was the role of a gatherer…and the new queen was quickly and
efficiently slipping into her role within Wraith society.
Ryan sat, tapping his fingers on the table as he reviewed the surveillance report that
Sheppard had filed. Teyla's insights were particularly disturbing, though he could find no fault
with them. It seemed that there was more to the Wraith than he'd previously thought, and that
disturbed him, given the fact that he had a detailed account of his counterparts' wars to purge the
Pegasus galaxy of the menace, thanks to Janus. The man had warned him that events might not
match up between realities, but he hadn't expected this much deviation. He silently reminded
himself to pay less credence to Janus's other reality reports. He had to deal with this reality, and
he couldn't start making unwarranted assumptions.
Janus's reports had indicated 3 to 5 variants of Wraith in the other realities, none of which
matched the ant-like version that Sheppard had found. The smaller creatures matched up with a
species tagged as the Rik in Janus's detailed files, but the Lanteans had never encountered them
here.
The presence of such a large fleet also made Ryan rethink his current deployment
strategies. It seemed the Wraith had been holding back and letting the Alterrans kick the crap out
of their fleet across the galaxy…but when it came to this particular system they were clearly of a
different mind, and had considerably more warships left than he'd guessed.
He needed more intelligence…and he didn't have it. He'd hoped this war would be short,
but apparently that wasn't going to be the case. It looked like the Wraith were going to put up
more of a fight than they had for his counterparts.
Figured. Ryan always had had a penchant for bad luck, and it seemed his transformation
to Alterran hadn't rid him of it.
He reached out and hit the comm button on his office desktop, along with a numeric
sequence.
"What is it that you require?" an Asgard voice replied in English.
"Tell Hirrith that I need him to set up a strategic simulation group," Ryan said in
Lingara. "I need him to simulate Wraith forces in a war games scenario…and I need him to beat
me."
"It will be done," the Asgard said, this time in his native tongue.
Ryan deactivated the comm. If anything, the Asgard were great strategists, and it was
time Ryan stopped trying to predict the Wraith and focus on fighting them. In order to do that, he
needed someone else to think like the Wraith…and who better than an Asgard?
Freed of the burden, Ryan began thinking along new lines almost immediately, belatedly
realizing he should have taken this tac long ago. The key to winning any war, was to stay true to
one's self and upgrade the way you fought, not changing to meet your enemy. Granted, he hadn't
made that mistake, but he hadn't been approaching this fight as a real war…more of a
housecleaning project.

Problem was, he didn't have the Alterran personnel to fight a real war. Which meant that
he and the others were going to have to be devious…
A man sat in a cross legged, meditative position on the floor of his quarters' porch,
looking out over the impressive landscape that was the north pier of the city. The Ancient shields
were active, and keeping the atmosphere contained and separate from that of the planet, so no
winds were present. The man soaked up the sunshine and released a slow breath, purging anxiety
and realigning his internal Edeva energy. It wanted to swirl about and gain in power, but he
gently restricted and redirected the flow, calming himself and letting the prickly energy soak into
all of his body's limbs, revitalizing and energizing him in a healing wash that partially
counteracted the decay within his body.
That decay was his continual source of frustration…but in order to heal it, he had to let
go of said frustration. Quite the paradox, and one that he had yet to overcome. He sensed a
presence behind him.
"Excuse me…" a timid female voice interrupted his quiet.
"Yes, Emy. What is it?" he said calmly.
"A new report on the Wraith. They turned back an assault by Atlantis."
Romulus opened his eyes and slowly stood up. "Details please."
"One of Atlantis's large vessels attacked a Wraith world under our surveillance. There
was a massive Wraith fleet assembled there…we missed its arrival. They turned back the assault,
but Atlantis did manage to damage some of their surface Hives with a pesqua attack. They
caught them with their armored shields down."
"Damage to the Atlantis ship?"
"None. They withdrew before being overwhelmed. They did manage to destroy a number
of smaller ships before they fled."
Romulus nodded. "Thank you. I'll review the surveillance logs later."
The woman nodded and withdrew.
Romulus turned and walked to the railing on the porch, leaned heavily on it and stared
out at the waterworld that his city ship was floating on. Unlike Lantea, this world had no land at
all, and was thus off the Wraith's radar, allowing Romulus to rebuild Alba Longa in the light of
day, unlike the rest of their facilities that had to remain hidden underground or in deep space.
Here at least, his people could find peace in solitude as they patiently planned the downfall of the
Wraith.
Romulus stood there, silently, for more than an hour thinking. He eventually left without
any conclusions, only more questions.

Gemini
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"Are you coming?"
Zoe pried her eyes away from the deactivated stargate and shook her head at her fellow
townsman. "No, I think I'll wait a bit longer."
"Suit yourself," her friend said, walking off down the dirt trail that lead into the town of
Hollis. "Bret's not going to like it though…"
Zoe looked back at the great ring, ignoring the warning. Her betrothed, Bret, wanted her
at his side at all times…and until this morning she'd meekly complied. But the arrival of the
soldiers had awoken something inside of her, something that yearned for more than the quiet life
of perpetual domestic servitude. She couldn't ever remember feeling like this before, but at the
moment she wanted nothing to do with her village or its people. Her mind was fixed squarely on
the three men that had come to their village through the ring and promised a life free of the
Wraith.
The village elders had been skeptical, but eventually agreed to send two representatives
through the ring to see this promised 'sanctuary' and report back later today. They had yet to
return, and it was nearly dusk.
Zoe knew she should be heading back, not only for the protection of the village from the
local wildlife, which grew more bold as night fell, but also because she would be scolded for
being unaccounted for…or as she liked to put it, "out of their world." Hollis wasn't the most
restrictive village, but Zoe had always had to fight the urge to, well, deviate from normal
behavior. Her upbringing had been closely scripted, her social interactions were dictated by her
parents…even her upcoming marriage had been arranged by the village and was not of her
choosing. With only 2,000 inhabitants, the elders insisted that only with a tight controlling
influence would their people survive, and with recent Wraith raids that number had decreased by
a third. Still, something about her people had always set wrong with Zoe Sevesean, and that
feeling had exploded inside of her when she first laid eyes on the armored offworlders.
They had come through the ring early that morning, just before dawn. When they entered
the village their bodies rippled with color as the hard shells that they wore changed with every
step they took. After a while Zoe realized the colors matched what was around them…which
further blew her mind away.
The strangers told them their world was not safe from the Wraith…no surprise there…but
then they told of a world called Leesat, guarded by the Ancestors, the makers of the great rings,
where they could live free of the Wraith. Those in the village scoffed at the idea, no one was ever
free of the Wraith. But Zoe knew they spoke the truth, knew it in her heart and in her dreams and
hopes and everything inside of her that screamed of life.
She had followed the men and the two villagers to the ring and watched them leave…and
had been waiting for their return ever since. They were supposed to have returned by midday…

Zoe pulled her cloak tighter around her neck. The evening winds were cooling off, and
she knew that within a few hours the air would become like ice. She should have headed back to
the warm fires of Hollis, but something inside her wouldn't let her leave.
When the sun finally did go down, she began to worry. There was little starlight, with
great wisps of cloud blanketing the sky, and she could barely see her hands in front of her face
now. She hadn't expected to be outside this late or she would have brought a torchlight.
Zoe curled up beside the pedestal next to the ring, pressing her back against it and
dropping her hood as far over her head as she could, conserving warmth. She pulled her knees up
to her chest and covered those as well with her cloak. She looked like a dark colored rock beside
the pedestal, almost blending into its structure.
Soon a loud noise came…but it wasn't of the woods. It was unreal, and after a spike of
fear shot through her body she realized it was the sound of the great ring coming to life.
She stumbled to her feet just as the woods were blinded with bluish light. Her eyes hurt,
but she blinked away the pain gladly as the small ring cloud pulled back inside the wall of water.
Soon two familiar faces walked out of the great ring and Zoe ran to greet them.
"Child, what are you doing here?" one of them asked.
"I wanted to hear…" she said, her words coming out with difficulty.
The elderly man's face broadened into a wide smile, only partially visible in the
backlight. "It is beyond wonder."
Zoe smiled widely as the light of the great ring disappeared. All was darkness for a
moment, Zoe couldn't see a thing, just varying degrees of darkness.
The shadow nearest her shifted and a small yellow light burst forth inside a tiny crystal.
Framed within a cradle of wood, the torchlight hung from a small handle and provided the three
villagers enough light to see the path before them. The second elder withdrew a similar device
from beneath his heavy robes and lit the tiny flame inside. Then they began to walk.
"Can we go?" Zoe finally asked. She knew she was supposed to speak only when spoken
to in the presence of an elder, but she couldn't help herself.
After a pair of long looks the second elder deigned to answer her. "I do not know. That is
up to the council to decide…but the outsiders spoke the truth. They are free of the Wraith."
"Where are the soldiers?" she asked.
"They are not needed now. They will return in a few days to await our decision. Now, be
silent and walk."
Zoe bit down on her lip to forestall any more questions bursting forth, but she was
practically jumping in the air with each step. She was so excited she would not sleep a wink
tonight. In the morning the council discussions would begin…and after four days of heated
debate, relocation was decided upon for two villages, while the others defiantly refused to
abandon their planet, their culture, and their tightly confined and controlled lives. However,
when the soldiers returned and opened the great ring back to Leesat, many runaways from the
other villages appeared at the stargate and anonymously joined the refugee throng…including
Zoe Sevesean.
Zoe had never stepped through the great ring before, few of her people had. She did so
eagerly, leaving behind her family, her betrothed, her entire way of life for the glimpse of a
better future that she'd unexpectedly encountered a few days ago. It was the purest, truest feeling
and one that she would follow to the end of her days without fail…so when she stepped into the
wall of water she didn't hesitate as many others did. She rushed forward, embracing the
adventure and saying goodbye to her boorish world.

On the other side she ran into the back of another villager that had stopped short. Zoe saw
nothing but the small of his back as her face smacked into it.
"Keep moving forward," she heard a voice say as she pried herself free of the man's
brown robe and looked up. The sky was orange, but other than that she couldn't see anything,
given the fact that she was more than two hands shorter than the others around her. Someone else
bumped into her from behind, and the crowd felt as if it was swallowing her up until some cracks
began to form ahead and the group began walking forward.
When she had a partial view her feet kept moving by some magic of their own, for her
mind was froze with awe. In the distance, visible between two villagers on her right, were great
candlesticks rising into the sky. They gleamed of silver and reflected orange highlights, far off in
the distance. Zoe had never seen such things before, nor did she have any idea what they were,
but her heart told her this was where she belonged. Her life had just begun anew.
She bumped into someone on her left, then pried her eyes away from the horizon enough
to follow the others between several low columns and into three single file lines. Zoe tried to
look around, but couldn't see much between everyone. She was in the center line, so her view
was still mostly blocked. She looked down at her feet and saw smooth polished stone, dark green
in color beneath them. The columns she walked between were of similar color, and her skin
prickled as she passed through, leaving her with goosebumps for a few seconds.
Just ahead, there was a woman giving instructions to the person first in line as well as
asking questions. A minute later the line moved up, and Zoe caught a few of the words. Her
speech was odd, even more so than that of the soldiers, but it sounded fresh and crisp, as well as
calm and controlled. It immediately put her at ease, making her feel safe and at home. A few
more minutes and it was her turn to wait at the head of the line as the man in front of her stepped
onto a small platform a few meters in front of her while a soldier motioned for her to stay put.
She did so, eagerly awaiting her turn, and trying to memorize the questions so she'd have her
answers ready.
"Your turn," the male soldier said, giving her a friendly wink as he nudged her shoulder
with the palm of his hand.
Zoe took four giant steps and planted herself in front of the woman, who smiled gently as
she looked into her eyes. "Place your hand here please."
Zoe reached her palm out and touched a stone square. It glowed blue after a moment's
touch.
"Thank you. What is your name?"
"Zoe Sevesean," she said smiling.
"What is the name of the world from which you came?"
"We call the world Belssit, but I'm from the town of Hollis."
"Well then, Zoe Sevesean," the woman said in perfect mimicry, "you are going to be sent
into processing, where you will be taught what you need to know to begin your new life here.
You must go through this transitional period alone, but you can be reunited with family and
friends afterward, if you wish. Is there someone you wish to be notified of your progress? We
can arrange a meeting afterwards."
"No," Zoe said quickly. She wanted to get away from her people and explore this place,
and she knew the first thing that the others would do would be to try and restrict her movements.
"Do you have any injuries?" the woman asked.
"No, I'm fine."

The woman smiled again. "Welcome to Leesat. Please walk forward," she said, pointing
to an archway a few steps ahead.
"Thank you," Zoe said enthusiastically. She hurried forward and walked under the arch.
Two vertical walls encased her on either side, but the orange sky was unobscured above her
head. A few steps in and the pathway turned to the right, and she followed it, losing sight of her
people and the great ring behind her, but she barely noticed. Her mind was on the road ahead of
her, figuratively and literally.
After a short zigzag, the tunnel/path became a long straight shot off into the distance. Zoe
hesitated for a moment, trying to see to the far end. When she stopped, small blue lights appeared
on the floor beneath her feet and moved in sequence down the path. Zoe laughed aloud and
walked with the lights down the long stretch until the pathway dead ended in a round circle wall.
The lights indicated that she should step inside the circle, and she did so, looking around
confused as to what to do next.
"Hello?" she asked meekly.
Suddenly there was a loud noise and Zoe thought she had fallen into the floor as it rose
up around her, followed by a white light…then suddenly she found herself somewhere
else…indoors.
"Hello…don't be afraid, Zoe. Come this way," a woman said standing a few feet in front
of her…the same woman who had been at the great ring asking her questions.
"Where am I?" she asked, stepping forward.
"You are inside the processing center. You were transported inside the city. Now…first
things first. We need to get you some new clothing, a hot meal, and a place to relax…then I'll
explain everything."
"Okay…" Zoe said, not entirely understanding.
"Don't worry, I'll take good care of you," the hologram said. "My name is Leesa, and I'll
be your host during this transition period." Leesa pointed to the wall in the short, white hallway
in which they stood and a hidden door opened. "In here, dear."
Zoe walked through the doorway and saw a moderately sized room with a small pond in
the middle.
"Now," Leesa said, clapping her hands together. "Let's get you out of these clothes and
into a nice warm bath."
Processing took a day and a half, and proved stressful for many refugees being thrust into
a new culture that broke many of their existing beliefs and taboos, but for Zoe it proved
liberating. At the end of the indoctrination…and with the help of a few neural downloads…she
felt exhilarated and ready to start exploring the city, or rather cities. There were three on Leesat,
with a fourth currently under construction. Access to city 2 was restricted, as well as parts of 3,
but that still left hundreds of square dekmas of Lantean city to explore.
It was funny how she knew what a dekmas was without ever being told. Lots of other
things she saw or heard made since, but she could have sworn she'd never seen them before.
Leesa said that would happen a lot, and not to worry about it. It was just part of the transition.
It was the same thing how, without ever being inside city 1 before, Zoe knew how to get
to her newly assigned quarters, as well as the access code to enter them. She walked inside and
began to look around, amazed that all of this splendor was for her. There was a large panoramic
window, slightly curving to match the outside of the spire, that showed a slice of the city as well
as the pink sky as the twin suns were beginning to rise in what this world called 'morning.' Zoe

sat down in a 'chair' and sank down into the cushions, her jaw opening with a silent sigh. She was
used to hard wooden chairs and this…this was pure bliss.
Zoe sat and watched the sky gradually shift from pink to orange, just soaking in her
surroundings for what seemed a long, yet short time. Her body wanted to relax and sleep, but her
mind wouldn't let her. She was so ALIVE that she couldn't waste a metak by sleeping!
Metak…there was another new word that popped into her head. A time measurement, she
knew, and she could even feel how long it was.
Zoe leaned her head back and laughed…this was too incredible! It was like she was in a
dream that she did NOT want to wake up from.
She thunked the side of her head with her finger to make sure she was awake, then
laughed again. Yep…this was real.
Outside the window a shimmer appeared on the edge of the city and rose up above them.
Zoe didn't know what it was…there was a lot she didn't know, but the sound that soon rang out
throughout the city she recognized. It had a metallic feel to it, and kept repeating for a third of a
metak before stopping.
It meant danger, and that she should get to somewhere safe and out of the way. Her
quarters were the best place, she knew, so she didn't have to do anything but stay put. Still, a
chill ran through her. What danger could there be here?
Zoe shrugged it off after a bit, then turned her attention back to the sky as the first of the
two suns appeared over the near mountain ridge. A while later, the orange of the sky intensified
and sparked in random spots overhead. Zoe got out of her chair and walked to the window,
pressing her hands against the smooth invisible material and looked up as much as she could.
The bright orange spots were only above them, not near the ground. Zoe didn't know what it
was…but it was beautiful.
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"Alright, what we have here is…well, actually I don't know," Daniel said, frowning.
"Pause recording."
Daniel stared at the small cube in his hand. "Leesa, what is this?"
"It is an emergency locator beacon, in galaxy," the disembodied voice of the pseudo A.I.
answered.
"In galaxy?"
"The range of the device," she answered.
"Right…what is it doing here?"
"An emergency beacon is standard issue in survival kits."
"Then why didn't I see it on the list?" Daniel asked, referring to the survival pack
inventory list that he'd pulled up from Atlantis's database. He was narrating an instructional
hologram for the basic training portion of the maturia curriculum he and Weir were tweaking, as
well as for the conversion training of older refugees.
"The list is Lantean, the device is Alterran in origin."
"Of course…so why did I pull up the wrong text."
"It was the only text available to you," Leesa answered his rhetorical question.
Daniel looked up at the ceiling of his workroom. "Then how did this device get here?"
"You asked me to assemble all the pertinent items. I did so."
"But not based off this list?" Daniel said, a bit tired/frustrated.
"Not entirely. I supplemented additional items as needed."
"Based on what source material? Or did you just come up with them based on your own
creativity?" Daniel mocked.
"You are well aware that I do not possess the capacity for 'creativity,'" she mildly
corrected him. "I referenced Alterran files for the supplemental components of the survival kit."
"Components? What else is in here…never mind. Can you show me the Alterran itemized
list."
"That list is currently in restricted portions of database memory."
Daniel ran his fingers along the bridge of his nose, rubbing the inner corners of his eyes.
"So you can give me information from Alterran files, but can't give me access to the files
themselves?"
"Provisionally correct."
"Figures…why didn't the original Lanteans utilize the Alterran list? Why create their
own with pieces missing?"
"Unknown, but theoretically speaking it could have been for the same reason you are
modifying Lantean protocols instead of utilizing them as is."
Daniel inclined his head. "Point taken."
He looked back down at the cube and the other items spread across a small rectangular
platform in front of him. "Ok, what else in here isn't on the Lantean list…and you'd better tell me
how it works before we start recording again."

"The long, cylindrical item on your left is…perimeter alert," Leesa said, her tone altering
slightly. "We have ships approaching in hyperspace, two minutes out."
Daniel put the cube down. "Why didn't the city's sensors detect them earlier?"
"Unknown, but current ship count estimate is upwards of 50…and climbing. You'd best
get to the control room."
"Right…prioritize nearest lift."
"Already holding one for you," Leesa said, opening the door for Daniel as he left his 'lab'
and turned the corner with a quick gate. There was a transport chamber a brisk walk away, but
with so much city traffic there was usually a delay in the system. Given that Daniel was in de
facto command of Leesat, he could assert priority at any time, but usually refrained from what he
considered a mild 'abuse of power.' This, however, was a different situation.
Daniel stepped into the chamber a minute later and turned about. He let Leesa set the
controls for him as the doors closed…then opened again and he walked out onto a large
promenade where he hit a nearby ramp of stairs spiraling up three levels. His blue overrobe/lab
coat fluttered in his wake as he jogged up the stairs to the second level where the planetary
control staff resided.
"Talk to me," Daniel said, noting Leesa's hologram already present on her usual pedestal
alongside the staff.
"Silhouettes are fuzzy," one of the Lantean staffers said. "We can't make out who they
are…but they're not responding to IFF queries."
"That's not good," Daniel muttered. "Orbital defense?"
"Already coming online," Leesa answered. "We'll be weapons hot just before they arrive."
"Contact Atlantis," Daniel ordered. "Let them know our situation…better yet, give them a
live feed and give me the same on the central display."
The sunken pit on this side of the ring-like second level glowed to life with a larger
version of the smaller holographic displays dotting the control stations. Leesat and her orbital
platforms and ships appeared in the center, taking up a third of the display. Entry vectors flashed
off and on anticipating the arrival of the incoming ships.
A personal hologram materialized next to Daniel. "Hey, what's up?"
"Hi, Jack," Daniel said, expecting one of the Stevensons. "We seem to have a bit of a
situation developing."
"I can see that," his old friend said, sarcastic as always. "I told you you should never send
out generic invitations…never know who'll show up."
"Yeah…but then you miss out on getting to meet new people," Daniel countered . "I'm a
little worried here. Don't suppose you have a few ships you could head in this direction, just in
case."
"I just diverted two Columnars with fleets your way," Jack said, now serious. "ETA is 20
and 35 minutes."
"Well that's comforting," Daniel mewed. "Sensors didn't pick up the ships in hyperspace
until a few minutes ago."
"I know," Jack said, studying the sensor feeds as he talked. "Not really a good sign
there."
"Not Wraith, then?"
"Probably not…but that leaves a very big question hanging in the air."
"Who has ships that can sneak up on us like that?"

"At least we won't have to wait long to find out," Jack said, noting the arrival ETA, along
with the rest of Leesat's statuses. "I'd raise the city shields, if I were you."
"Right," Daniel echoed. "Let's do that," he said, addressing his staff.
"Just the shields?" one of the staffers asked, "or a full defensive lockdown?"
Before Daniel could answer the first wave of the arriving ships began dropping out of
hyperspace. Everyone fell silent for the next few seconds.
"Full lockdown," Daniel confirmed. "Jack…"
"I know," his friend said, seeing the same hologram. "Turtle up and hold tight. We'll get
more ships your way."
"A military commander would be nice too…" Daniel added.
"Matt's already on his way…"
7 months earlier…
Attached adjacent to his personal quarters in Alba Longa, Romulus had a lab that he did
more of his cerebral work in. Right now he stood, leaning on the waist-high circular railing that
encompassed a medium-sized holoprojector replaying various battle data that had been collected
over the past year and a half by their Wraith monitoring network of satellites and discrete probes.
Up now was the assault on Ijara by…whoever these people were. They still hadn't discovered
their identity, but they were obviously using Lantean technology, and then some. That still
puzzled Romulus. Atlantis had fallen, as far as he knew. If they had survived then where had
they been for the past 10,000 years? Furthermore, why hadn't they fielded a large fleet at the
outset of this resumed war?
Yes, these massive ships were far more powerful than anything Romulus had ever seen
before, but as far as his data went, they'd only been deployed in small numbers at the outset of
the war, as if only a few ships were available.
Romulus considered the possibility that this pseudo-Lantean race was extra-galactic and
that only a few ships had been initially dispatched…and that was a feasible hypothesis. Without
more data he couldn't be certain, especially given that they hadn't been able to pinpoint any base
of operations within the galaxy. That wasn't to say they were hiding…just an annoying lack of
reconnaissance due to the fact that the Wraith had been the subjects of interest for centuries, and
they didn't tend to move around a lot, thus Romulus's reconnaissance tools weren't as robust as
he needed them to be right now.
Romulus had considered attempting to make contact with these new Lanteans, or
whoever they were, but had held off. A good scientist studies the subject before interacting, and
there were so many unknown factors that both he and Remus felt it was best to adopt a 'wait and
see' approach. At the least, this war would reduce the Wraith numbers and expedite their
eventual victory when they finally chose to join the fight.
But then what of the aftermath? Would this new race prove hostile? Or would they take
the typical Lantean 'live and let live' philosophical approach to life in general? They certainly
weren't fighting like Lanteans. They knew how to design warships and put them to good
use…something Romulus's brethren had never quite got the handle of.
The battle Romulus was currently viewing was a week old. The Wraith had a small
number of super-densely populated star systems, and Ijara was one of them. They were the most
heavily defended, now as well as 10,000 years ago. During the first war, the Lantean fleet wasn't
even able to approach a 'prime' system. The Wraith warfleet would intercept the ships before
they even got within range. As a result, Atlantis…and by default Alba Longa…never had good

intel on these Wraith strongholds. Most of the fighting had occurred over secondary systems and
worlds of moderate value to the Wraith during the few counter-incursion expeditions the
Lanteans managed to field, but most of the time it was withdrawal after withdrawal as the Wraith
threw an unending stream of ships at the Lanteans' superior firepower.
Piece by piece their galaxy was taken away from them by a race that used primarily
biotechnology. Romulus found that particularly offensive. Lantean tech was far superior, both in
design and basic nature. Mechanical construction would always be superior to biotech, and to
make matters worse, the Wraith had even managed to hack some of the Lanteans' computer
systems. Systems so foreign to their biotech that Romulus still couldn't deduce how they'd
managed that feat. The Wraith were deceptively dangerous, and careful planning was required to
conquer them and reclaim their galaxy. They'd have one, and probably only one, chance to win a
second war, so they had to make their efforts count when they finally decided to launch
'Avenger'…the battleplan that they'd been constructing against the Wraith for millennia.
Now, however, that careful planning was largely obsolete. Outside interference hadn't
been calculated, nor was such effective strength being applied against the Wraith. Whoever these
new Lanteans were, they were kicking the crap out of the Wraith, and oddly, the Wraith couldn't
seem to adapt like they had countless times in the past.
Romulus studied the warring fleets emblazoned in holographic greens and blues in front
of him. The blues were the attackers, the green were Wraith. There were 11 massive 'control
ships' assaulting the orbital defenses around Ijara, each with 300-500 smaller support ships that
appeared to be unmanned. Romulus's data detected a high amount of wireless data traffic being
passed between the ships, but that was all he could deduce. The mechanics of the transfer of data
were outside typical Lantean construction, and thus no eavesdropping was possible. The probes'
sensors could detect that it was there, but nothing more than that. Whatever communicative
control systems they were using, they existed outside of his current knowledge of physics.
Which was yet another reason why Romulus was worried. If these people…assuming
they were people…proved hostile, they would amount to a formidable foe, perhaps one that they
couldn't contend with, given that they used similar, yet more advanced technology. If they were
descendants of the original Lanteans, they might still be holding a grudge, but he didn't see that
as a true threat. Exile had been the Lanteans method of dealing with Alba Longa, and while they
might choose to push their advantage and assert some level of control over them if they felt they
were in a superior position, the warfleet Romulus and Remus had been constructing would be
enough to staunch their egos. The Lanteans didn't like getting their hands dirty, so he really
wasn't worried about that possibility.
However, given the battle tactics displayed, he was beginning to concede the fact that
these weren't Lantean descendants that they were dealing with, especially given the assault on
Ijara. In recent months, the number of Wraith ships had more than tripled. Their biotech
construction gave them the ability to grow ships rapidly when they devoted sufficient resources,
and that had been a point of concern for Avenger. They had planned to recon their 'shipyards'
and tag them as first strike points, hitting and disabling them, or at the very least delaying their
constructs, in order to avoid this type of rapid buildup of naval power.
Unfortunately this new war had resparked the Wraith's war machine…but oddly, it wasn't
proving to enough. The Wraith's enemy was bringing forces to bear that might have been able to
be defeated, but they were wielding them with such precision and ingenuity that the Wraith were
literally wasting ships in a pointless defensive strategy.

Romulus paused the battle data and brought up and briefly reviewed a chronological holo
of the galaxy. While their data was incomplete, they had tagged and monitored over 1,000
Wraith-held or inhabited worlds. Using previously sifted data plots, Romulus replayed the
beginning of the war for the umpteenth time. He was learning a great deal about warfare by
studying their battles, but so much still escaped him. He was a scientist by nature, and warfare
was something of a learned aptitude…and he needed much more study into the subject matter.
The first wave of the assault had targeted small Wraith worlds and outposts, which were
quickly overwhelmed by the invaders massive ships. Several counterattacks by the Wraith had
been undertaken, but without massive numbers the Wraith had no chance of victory and wasted
many ships learning that fact…which left them in a precarious position. Do they abandon their
holdings or needlessly waste more ships?
Romulus agreed they had little choice but to pull back, and the invaders had
systematically cleansed planet after planet of Wraith infestation. Literally, probe reconnaissance
showed that all Wraith biotech had been eradicated. Large, surface based and even subsurface
Wraith structures had been excavated out of the landscape. Whoever these people were, they
wanted the Wraith gone for good, and were doing a methodically perfect job of it.
Romulus advanced the chronological holo in increments, and the number of green dots
indicating Wraith worlds began to be shaved down. Not many at a time, but consistent enough
that large swaths of the galaxy were being cut out of Wraith territory.
He stopped the holo when the timestamp coincided with the Wraith's first big
counterattack. They seemed to know the invaders strategy…not that it was hard to miss…and
waited in ambush over a small outpost, hidden behind several nearby moons. Eventually one of
the large invaders' ships appeared to destroy the Wraith facility and the trap was sprung. The
Wraith tried to bottle up the enemy using hyperspace jammers and swarms of ships blocking
physical evasion.
Soon there was a giant fur-ball of combat glowing in front of Romulus, with the small
blue rectangle in the center of a mass of green dots. He watched with admiration as the invaders'
ship destroyed so many Wraith ships before its shields eventually went down…and even then
continued to devastate their numbers. Big ships were always hard to kill, but this warship design
was particularly resilient. Even with numerous hull breaches it still continued to
fight…destroying 72% of the Wraith fleet. Romulus had watched this engagement often, and
even ran simulations to determine what the outcome would have been had a second invader ship
not appeared and mopped up the rest of the Wraith fleet.
Either the invaders had luckily had a ship nearby or, he wondered, exactly how fast were
their hyperdrives? Being able to reinforce each other so quickly made any future attempts at
ambush by the Wraith pointless…and after that battle the Wraith had completely dropped any
attempt at counter attack. Instead they chose to reinforce their prime worlds and wait…for what
Romulus didn't know, but he doubted they would just give up. They were always plotting
something, but it seemed they didn't have an answer to this new threat that was proving to be
their bane.
That gave Romulus an ironic sense of satisfaction. Someone was FINALLY sticking it to
the Wraith, and they were using Lantean technology to do it. There was a bit of shame in that
too, but the payback felt good, even if they weren't the ones dishing it out.
Romulus resumed the chronological hologram and watched as more and more Wraith
worlds vanished. Nearly two thirds vanished by the end of the update, which brought them to the
battle at Ijara. Romulus found it curious that the invaders hadn't swept up the remaining small

Wraith outposts before going after one of the big ones. Maybe they wanted to keep the Wraith
guessing, or maybe the Wraith had forced their hand someone. He kept expecting the menace to
come back with a massive counterblow…not through sheer firepower, but through something
devious. Whatever the case, the invaders had chosen to retake Ijara…and retake it they had.
The 'battle' had taken over a week, so in all fairness it might have been better to think of
it as a siege, but given that the result had been a total rout Romulus couldn't bring himself to
consider it as such. The invaders had lost many of their support ships, and two of their control
ships had taken significant hull damage, but the Wraith still couldn't find a way to kill one.
They'd had more than sufficient firepower in orbit to do so, just with their 50,000+ fleet, but they
also had hundreds of orbital weapon platforms covered in dense hull armor.
Romulus would never have assaulted a world THAT heavily defended, but the invaders
hadn't balked. They began with a series of faints that drew Wraith ships out, away from the
platforms, and then chewed away at their numbers while preserving their own. The Wraith
quickly figured out the tactic and adjusted…which began a long, elegant chess match in space,
with the invaders proving the superior strategists.
This one battle fascinated Romulus to no end…he literally couldn't stop studying it. It
gave them so much data on both sides that it was proving invaluable in their profile analysis.
Romulus updated the feed to current, which was monitoring the ongoing ground ops.
Most of the Wraith had been exterminated from orbit, but there were many subsurface facilities
that had to be cleaned out, and the invaders had subsequently brought in a large number of
ground troops to do the job. Scans were scratchy from such a distant position, but Romulus was
fairly sure at least some of the ground forces were automated, and some were lifeforms.
Anything beyond that he couldn't determine without a closer scan…which was unfeasible.
Moving the probes any closer would risk their detection.
Still, he could track the aerial movement of more than 200 navicula porta over the surface
battlefields, as well as a host of other craft. Most of the warfleet in orbit had dissipated…off to
other assignments or back to base, Romulus didn't know, but 5 control ships remained with over
1000 support ships as they dominated local space while their ground troops put the finishing
touches on the invasion.
Romulus microscopically shook his head. If the Wraith couldn't find a counter strategy
soon, they'd be annihilated within the next two years…assuming the invaders could track down
all the stragglers. If and when that happened, Romulus had been considering lending a hand. He
figured that they had at least some intel on Wraith worlds that the invaders did not, and it might
help to have something to offer when they eventually made first contact. How and when that
would occur, he didn't know, but if the Wraith didn't do something soon, the logistical numbers
would start to tip so far out of their favor that even if they did develop a master stroke they
wouldn't have the resources left to implement it.
Part of Romulus wanted to take their fleet and jump in the fight NOW. They'd been
waiting so long for this war that somehow it just felt wrong to sit on the sidelines and
watch…but he knew they had to be careful. If the Wraith's bane proved to be an enemy for
Romulus and Remus as well, then they'd need every ship and iktal they had to counter the threat
in a very different type of war…one that Romulus had no clue what it would look like. They
badly needed reconnaissance, and the only way to get it was to stop hiding and start actively
looking.
"I agree," a voice behind Romulus said, breaking up the silence.
Romulus inhaled quickly and stood. He hadn't noticed anyone approach.

He turned around and raised a curious eyebrow. "Hello, Remus. I didn't realize you were
in the city."
"You still have the bad habit of broadcasting your thoughts when you're in deep thought.
You're too easy to read," the young man said, walking up next to his peer and 'tapping' one of the
blue ship icons. "We have a name now. They're called the Alterra…"
Romulus ran the name through his memory… His eyes widened.
"The same," Remus confirmed. "Our own progenitors. They will prove to be a very
difficult enemy to defeat."
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Romulus raised an eyebrow. "Where did they come from…and why do you believe them
to categorically be an enemy?"
Remus began to pace slowly around the perimeter of the room. "It appears they are a
genetic recreation of the original Alterra due to a series of hidden memory caches that activate
when they encounter sufficiently advanced seed species. Apparently the process hadn't come to
fruition until recently. Their numbers are few, at present, so we must act swiftly."
Romulus processed the data quickly, as usual. "This was the purpose of the placement of
the seed species. The Alterra intended for them to be their legacy, not us."
"Yes," Remus confirmed. "We did the dirty work, protecting their genetic material until it
could cycle to completion. Now what do you think they plan for us?"
"Extermination wasn't their way," Romulus argued.
"Tell that to the Wraith."
"What haven't you told me?"
"You fail to see the threat?"
"I see a potential ally."
"Wishful thinking. As you've previously noted, the Alterra don't behave as our Lantean
brothers. They are more belligerent, more forceful, more skilled. If we drew the wrath of the
lesser, what does that say for the present situation?"
"You're still making assumptions," Romulus countered, not liking Remus's tone. "Where
did you get this information?"
"They're not exactly keeping it a secret. Many worlds in the galaxy already know their
story. They seem quite eager to boast."
"If they're as powerful as you suggest, we can't afford to make the mistake of misjudging
them. Assuming they're hostile is unacceptable. We must confirm your hypothesis before any
action is to be taken."
"Prudent, yes, but time is on their side. Even fighting the Wraith, they are growing
stronger by the day. If we delay, we grant them further advantage."
"Then we should send a ship to make contact immediately," Romulus concluded.
"What do you remember of your time being ascended?" Remus asked, abruptly changing
the conversation.
Romulus tilted his head. "Not a lot. But I know they don't approve of my continual
ascensions and subsequent descents."
"But they are our progenitors, yes?"
Romulus nodded. "That much I know."
"Have you ever asked yourself why they didn't protect us from the Wraith?"
"I don't know for certain…but they seem to have a great number of rules barring
interactions with 'lesser' beings."
"Rules that they made after they sent Atlantis to Pegasus…rules they made after they
tasked us with the caretaking of the seed species…rules that they made after they ascended and
left us to fend for ourselves. They cannot hide behind rules that are their own creation. They

chose to abandon us…and when the Wraith came they didn't so much as give us a word of
warning. It is their recreated race that we now face. Do not look at them as brothers, Romulus,
for they are not. They betrayed us…expect no less from their ilk."
"I will not judge them based on the actions of others," Romulus said firmly. "Why are you
so set against them? If for no other reason you should be grateful for the defeats they are
inflicting on the Wraith."
"And then what?" Remus countered. "The Wraith are nearing defeat, a fact of which I
would like to be thrilled…but not when a greater enemy replaces the lesser."
"So what do you suggest?" Romulus asked sarcastically. "Attack them?"
"I don't see how we have any other choice."
Romulus placed his hands on his hips in a gesture of annoyance. "Are you sure your full
intellect transferred to your new body? Because what you're saying is insane…and while we're
on the subject, I thought you had another 10 years before you had to swap out. Not to mention
your skin is discolored."
"Oh I'm quite sane," he assured his colleague. "And some recent improvements prompted
me to switch bodies. This new version should last me considerably longer, and I didn't feel like
waiting."
"And the blue?"
Remus waved his hand dismissively. "An inconsequential side effect. I'm more healthy
now than I've ever been."
"And on a bit of an adrenaline surge I'd figure," Romulus said, concentrating on Remus's
mental state.
"Perhaps," Remus admitted. "But my logic is sound. The Alterra are a threat to us…but
as of yet they don't know of our existence. That is a significant advantage we can't afford to
squander by making exploratory contact."
Romulus nodded. "All things being confirmed, I would agree, but as of now we have
nothing more than speculation to work from. That isn't sufficient to start a war over."
"Hesitant as always…"
"Reckless as always…"
Remus smiled. "Perhaps true…but we always seem to balance each other out."
"We have to know the truth before we decide on a course of action."
"We don't have the time."
"Why not? If they don't know of our existence we have all the time we need. Their battles
against the Wraith will slow their development, giving us ample opportunity to prepare."
"I'm afraid we're going to need more than preparation to combat the Alterra. They know
our own technology better than we do…and appear to have advanced portions of it beyond our
understanding."
"More likely they didn't share everything with us in the beginning," Romulus speculated.
Remus nodded, conceding the point. "It's going to take more than we have to contend
with them…whether it be in an all out war or an arms race. We go head to head and we'll lose,
once they've reestablished an adequate foothold."
"I don't follow," Romulus said, frowning.
"We need help," Remus said simply.
"From who? The few other indigenous races in Pegasus will be of little help…unless
you're planning on seeking extra-galactic assistance? In which case we have zero data on who
or what is out there."

"You're overlooking a powerful potential ally," Remus said carefully, gauging his
counterpart's reaction. "The Wraith."
Romulus's eyes widened. "You are insane."
"Consider it…enemy of my enemy is my friend. We obviously could never trust them, but
for a time we could pool our resources to combat the Alterra…then deal with the Wraith
afterwards."
"The Wraith cannot be trusted…furthermore, after what they did to us I will never work
with them. We've been planning their extinction for 10,000 years…we're not about to befriend
them now."
"I was thinking more along the lines of using them…"
"No," Romulus said firmly.
"Why so absolute? Consider the subject matter before you dismiss it totally."
"Those calculations don't take long," he bit back. "We are NOT working with the Wraith.
I'd take my chances with our own kin over those abominations."
"Xenophobia is an unflattering trait," Remus criticized.
"So is patricide."
Remus smiled. "Interesting word choice. Though technically, that would be the ascended,
and I don't believe we have a way of killing them."
"Don't get dismissive…allying with the Wraith is not an option, and it worries me that
you'd even consider it. It reeks of desperation, yet we find ourselves in the most enviable position
since the first Wraith war began, so I don't understand this at all!"
"No need to raise your voice," Remus said dismissively. "Sometimes one must adapt in
order to achieve their purpose. Sacrifices must be made…in this case I would point to your
pride."
"This is not about pride, Remus. This is about two points. One, our purpose is destroying
the Wraith and reclaiming our galaxy. Two, we don't know that the Alterra are a threat, and it is
illogical to risk a conflict with an enemy that powerful if it is at all avoidable."
"Logical as always…yet without vision."
"Vision?"
"We have been under the heel of others for too long, I think, and it's affected your
outlook," Remus said, stopping his pacing. "We will not be masters of our own destiny as long as
the Wraith, or the Alterra remain. We cannot reclaim our galaxy if either one of them exist, and
the only way to get rid of both is to temporarily ally ourselves with the Wraith."
"You're still assuming the Alterra are a threat and the Wraith can be controlled."
"They are devious, I'll give you that, but nothing we can't handle if we're cautious."
"Cautious! You're talking about picking a fight with arguably the most powerful race
ever to exist without even bothering to find out if we have to!"
"If we wait, they will be in control of events. We only have a chance if we act first and act
swiftly. I will not leave our fate up to chance or the hope that the Alterra will be kinder to us than
the Lantean council was. The only reason we didn't end up as prisoners was because they didn't
have the gumption to start a war over it. The Alterra are stronger, both in technology and will.
We have to do this, and do this now. There is no other option."
"There are always options, Remus…but even if there isn't in this case, I'd rather die at
Alterran hands than ally myself with the Wraith. That is a line I will NEVER cross."
Remus sighed. "I know."He reached up and activated his earpiece. "I had hoped I could
make you see reason, but I guess I always knew better. It will be difficult without your assistance,

but as they say, all good things must eventually end. It's been a fruitful partnership, but we must
now part ways."
Romulus was about to say something when he caught the mental scream of someone
elsewhere in the city, quickly followed by others. His telepathic senses started lighting up like
fireworks.
"What have you done?" he demanded.
"I've already brokered an arrangement with the Wraith," Remus said as the door to
Romulus's quarters opened in the adjacent room. A few moments later and four armed iktal
guards walked into view. "I'm afraid you and your people are only going to be a detriment from
this point on. I am sorry to have things end this way, but we do what we must."
"Your new body?"
Remus smiled. Romulus was ever intelligent. "Their biotechnology is considerably more
advanced than ours."
"Is it really worth murdering your own people?" Romulus asked, feeling the passing of
the first of his subordinates spread out across Alba Longa.
"The body? No…but our eventual domination of this galaxy by our kind is worth the
sacrifice."
A mental command from Remus, through his earpiece, brought the iktal into action. They
took aim at Romulus with their powerful hand pistols.
Suddenly they fired…wildly, impacting the ceiling and walls with explosive results, but
none of the shots hit Romulus. Remus felt his breath knocked out of his chest as his body
impacted the wall behind him and he fell in a heap on the floor.
When he slowly rose up a moment later, he saw his guards also knocked down…and
disarmed. The closest iktal crawled a meter and picked up its weapon, then stood and pursued
Romulus out the door along with the others.
"You're more powerful than you let on, my friend," Remus whispered to the empty room
before he stood up and adjusted Romulus's holographic display over to city schematics. He
brought up the lifeform tracking program and began issuing additional telepathic orders to his
cyborg troops across the city.
Romulus was running down the corridor out of panic. He hadn't seen Remus's betrayal
coming, not even suspected it. The two of them had been like brothers to each other ever since
the fall of the Lantean civilization, and had painstakingly rebuilt a portion of it in secret. This
unexpected turn of events was shocking…but Romulus knew instantly that it was genuine.
Remus had deemed him as an impediment, and he knew well how his former friend dealt with
such things. He had to get out of here NOW.
He could feel his people being killed across the city, but it wasn't until he was a ways
away from his quarters that he encountered the roaming death squads. He came upon a trio of
iktal…genetically created disposable soldiers with a lifespan of 3 years and an intelligence of a
rock, but enhanced to dangerous levels through technological upgrades that simultaneously
ensured zero individuality and totally control. Romulus knew Remus would have blocked out
any controlling signals from Alba Longa, so he wasn't going to be able to take control of the
soldiers remotely, nor could he reason with them. They were tools, now totally focused on his
destruction. His only chance was evasion and escape…but without an astria porta on the planet
that meant his only choice was to grab a ship.

Romulus telekinetically knocked the closest of the iktal off its feet and back into the
others, using the distraction to dart down a side hallway, nearly tripping over the body of one of
the murdered Alba Longans. Was Remus really going to kill them all, or was he handpicking
who he wanted dead?
As he ran on Romulus calculated that if Remus did kill everyone in the city, that would
reduce their total population approximately 12 percent. Not a crippling blow, and he figured
Remus would consider it more advantageous to eliminate all dissentious elements in exchange
for a one time population decrease rather than risk a continual unstable element. He'd also have
to weed out some personnel in their other cities…or who knows, maybe he'd already done that?
Remus was a precise tactician, and he knew he would never enter into any gambit of this level
without thinking it through.
Romulus slowed and ducked into the nearest room, locking the door behind him.
"Think," he told himself.
Remus wouldn't have intended on wiping out everyone in the city while allowing escape
routes…which meant he would have the ship bays guarded. Romulus considered his odds of
fighting his way through the iktal and quickly dismissed the idea. He was already exhausted from
the depletion of his Edeva energy and adrenaline enhanced running. Physical activity wasn't his
norm, and he was fortunate that he'd been able to react and escape as he had. Fighting his way to
a ship wasn't an option, assuming Remus hadn't tampered with the ships to prevent their liftoff
anyway. What other options did that leave him?
There was no land on this world, so escape on foot was impossible. The navicula porta
were the next best option, but with no hyperdrive there wasn't anywhere he could go…but not
getting killed was his first priority. He could figure the rest out later.
The navicula porta bay would probably be guarded as well…but what about the
underwater bay? Remus knew the city had outposts on the ocean floor, but now that they were
constructed transit was utilized by ring transport, not the navicula portas. Also, it was at the
bottom of the city, with the ship docks above. He doubted Remus had brought the iktal here via
rings from orbit, so he had probably landed a transport on deck. Maybe they hadn't had time to
reach the lower levels yet?
Romulus nodded. He would make for the underwater bay.
He unlocked the door and gently eased his way into the hall. It was clear for the moment,
so he took off at a more leisurely jog…one that wouldn't exhaust him further…and headed for
the nearest stairwell. He knew better than to try for a transport station.
Seven levels down he heard a series of loud blasts, telltale sounds of the iktal's heavy
pistols, which in truth bordered on small cannons in terms of firepower. Their power cells didn't
last as long, but they made for quite the fireworks display…plus, they didn't expect the iktal to
survive very long anyway when they finally assaulted the Wraith.
Romulus carefully eased ahead, obscuring himself behind several pieces of potted
greenery as he moved down the hall towards a cross junction he needed to go down…else
backtrack and lose several minutes. He got a partial view of the iktal chewing their way through
a locked door as he pressed his back against the wall to stay out of view. If he sprinted quietly he
could make the next corner in about 3 seconds. Might be enough to get by, or he might have to
use his powers again.
He heard a scream from inside the door…and Romulus realized there were people
trapped inside, still alive. He bit down on his lip. He wanted to save them, but there were at least
5 iktal and he was unarmed.

Suddenly the locking portion of the door slid apart, or what was left of it, from the
doorjamb and the nearest iktal reached its gnarly fingers into the gap and pulled the door open.
Two other iktal ran into the room ahead of it…then suddenly the hallway was clear. Romulus ran
forward and around the corner amidst the death screams, real and telepathic, of his people inside
the room.
Twenty two minutes later Romulus was three levels above the underwater bay, in what
appeared to be a currently deserted part of the city when he heard distant weapons fire. He cursed
his luck and adjusted his route, trying to stay as far away from the noise as possible. He rounded
a corner, hearing faint footsteps…
Suddenly he was knocked to the ground as somebody ran square into him. They both hit
hard, and Romulus, partially disoriented, caught a glimpse of another person jumping over him.
An overhead green blast of energy shook him from his grogginess and he saw a single iktal
coming down a nearby stairwell in pursuit. As soon as it saw him it lost interest in the others and
adjusted its aim.
Romulus reached down into his Edeva reserves and telekinetically ripped the pistol from
its hand…consequently pulling it forward and off balance at the same time. It fell forward, two
of its fingers broken from the excessive force used, and face planted on the floor. It looked up at
Romulus, snarled, then took a pistol blast straight into the face.
Romulus was breathing heavily, but he managed an even larger sigh of relief. He sat on
the floor, wiping fresh sweat from his brow as he looked around and tried to dispel the dizziness
creeping in on his senses. He'd used a bit more power than he needed that time, but better safe
than sorry.
The man beside him was dead. Shot in the back as he laid on the ground. The second
person had disappeared from view. Romulus located her telepathically and reached out to her as
he slowly got to his feet. By the time he walked the six steps to the next junction a familiar face
appeared.
"Jina," he said with relief.
"Romulus, what's going on?" she asked, shaking with a mixture of fear and adrenaline.
"Remus betrayed us," Romulus said. "We have to get to the ventral bay."
"Remus?" she asked, out of breath.
"We have to keep moving," Romulus said, moving on. Jina followed beside him closely.
He proceeded to tell her what had transpired as they made their way to the underwater bay
without further incident. Either Remus had overlooked this escape possibility or his troops hadn't
gotten here yet, Romulus didn't really care which. All that mattered is that they were in the
clear…for the moment.
"Seal the door," Romulus said as they entered the control bay.
Jina shut the door and opened a manual panel next to it and physically activated an
emergency lock that couldn't be overridden remotely. "Done."
Romulus activated the bay door controls and angrily banged his fist on the control panel.
Remus had deactivated the barrier shield, which meant the doors wouldn't open with the
seawater outside.
"What's wrong?" Jina asked, worry evident on her already stricken face.
"He's onto us," Romulus said, accessing system programming with a flurry of physical
and mental commands. He'd built Alba Longa along with Remus, but most of the programming

had been his or his subordinates' jurisdiction. He didn't doubt Remus was familiar with the
systems, but he knew he wasn't intimately familiar with them.
Four minutes later Romulus had successfully written a new control program and
substituted it for the default. This version would allow door access if the bay was equalized with
the outside environment, even without a containment shield…meaning it had to be flooded with
seawater.
"Get into the closest ship and wait for me," Romulus told her. "I have to flood the bay
manually. Remote control has been blocked."
She nodded and ran off.
Wait, Romulus said telepathically. Open the closest ship for me, then get into another one
and seal it up. That'll keep you safe if I mistime this, and it'll give us more resources to work
with.
Don't mistime it, he heard her mental reply.
Romulus shook his head slightly. He'd reduced the intake vents to the minimal flow
possible without force field containment…which still meant the bay would be flooded within
minutes. He also programmed the outer doors to automatically activate once the bay was fully
submerged…however, he had to manually open the vents thanks to Remus's control room
overrides. He'd wanted to put it on a timer as well, but that wasn't possible. He'd have to make a
run for it.
He stepped over to the inner door and made sure it was fully open, then he pulled off a
wall panel and disabled its power. He didn't want it closing on him when the bay began to flood.
Romulus walked back over to the control console and steadied himself.
"Here goes," he said, pulling up the control level and running for the door.
His feet hit water two steps out the door, which rose up to his ankles within two seconds.
He was 15 meters away from the open aft door of his navicula porta, but became bogged down
and had to slug his way to the mount on which the ship sat. He climbed up the back ramp/door
just as water began to flow into the ship. He hit the manual close switch, and watched as his feet
disappeared under water before the door finally closed…but he was in and still breathing. The
water in the ship was irrelevant.
Romulus sloshed his way to the cockpit and took a seat, mentally activating all systems.
The viewport was halfway obscured with water already, and a few seconds later the ship was
fully submerged. He waited for the bay to fully fill and breathed a sigh of relief when the outer
doors finally began to slide open.
"Romulus?" Jina's voice sounded over the comm system.
"Head away from the city as fast as you can, but not towards any of our facilities. We
need to make ourselves lost for a while. I'll follow you out."
Beside him in the bay, one of the two dozen navicula porta eased up and jetted forward
out of the bay. Romulus followed quickly and soon the pair were putting dekmas in between
themselves and the city…but they weren't free yet.
Romulus's heads up display suddenly tagged two small projectiles launched from the city
and closing on them fast.
"Remus you bastard," Romulus mumbled as he activated the weapons system. He
launched two pesqua on intercept mode, and happily saw the icons merge and disappear.
Six more appeared on sensors.
"We don't have enough ordinance to hold them off forever," Jina's voice pointed out.

"I know," Romulus said, already ahead of her. "We need to get past 50 dekmas, then we
can activate our cloaking devices. They won't be able to track the anomalies from that far out."
"Are you sure?"
"Yes," Romulus said, launching six more pesqua on intercept mode. His inventory
showed he had two remaining. "How many pesqua do you have?"
"This ship only has four onboard," she said apologetically.
Romulus cringed. That was his fault. He should have had them restocked after the brief
underwater campaign they'd made against a native Lingalla beast colony that was interfering
with mining operations.
Two waves of six pesqua each appeared in sequence on the sensors…then a third…and a
fourth…and a fifth.
In retrospect, Romulus realized, they should have headed for the surface instead of
further down into the ocean. In the air they could have cloaked and escaped Alba Longa's sensors
immediately. Too late for that now.
"Cut engines and activate your cloak. Your momentum will carry you forward for a
while. When you hit bottom, proceed forward on minimal power. I'll contact you later."
"What are you going to do?"
"Same as you, just a little later. Now, Jina."
"Goodluck," she said as the ship suddenly disappeared off his sensors. Only wisps of
current were visible, and those soon disappeared.
Romulus noted the position of the first wave of pesqua, figuring he had about 20 seconds.
He was at 46 dekmas away from the city and angled away from Jina slightly. He launched his
remaining pesqua then shut down his engines and drifted. His cloak activated as his ship slowly
began to sink. Fortunately the ocean depths in this area were shallow enough that hull pressure
wasn't going to be an issue…but that also meant Alba Longa's sensors would have an easier time
locating them.
His ship's sensors altered into passive mode, but all the pesqua still remained highlighted.
His two zoomed back toward the incoming…and passed them by, arcing upwards suddenly. He'd
mentally issued their flight plan and targeting coordinates just before he'd cloaked.
The other pesqua continued toward their target's last known coordinates then circled
briefly before being recalled to the city. When Romulus's two finally broke into the air they
quickly increased speed and reached the city's shields within five seconds.
They passed through the protective barrier and impacted their target…the city's primary
sensor control node, buried three levels inside the city's upper superstructure. The glowy missiles
had little trouble boring through the hard material and detonated inside the targeted structure. All
of Alba Longa's primary sensor arrays, spread across the city in more than 30 locations, fell
silent as their input lines were severed and their processing computers were annihilated.
Romulus leaned back and breathed a sigh of relief. The pesqua remote control
capabilities were linked to those sensors, and the city didn't have a backup system. They could
fire line of sight with an 'attack this target' protocol, but they would have no remote control of the
missiles once launched…and there was no way for the city to track the underwater navicula porta
past 25-30 dekmas on secondary sensor arrays.
Still, Romulus didn't want to take any chances, so he let his ship drift forward until he hit
bottom, then activated his engines at minimal power and slowly moved further away from the
city. A few hours later he contacted Jina and they rendezvoused along a small underwater ridge,
where they grounded out, linked shields, and had a face to face meeting and grieving session.

They were probably the only survivors from Alba Longa, with no hyperspace capability, limited
supplies, and their former brethren intent on killing them.
Neither of them knew what to do at the moment, but they were still alive and that's what
mattered the most.

4
Matt came out of the stargate beneath a small protective shield that encompassed the
surrounding processing center. Off in the distance he could see two of Leesat's cities with their
shields raised as well. Much larger than Atlantis, and immobile, these cities stretched out across
the horizon and their shields appeared as a flat top gently dipping until they reached a low barrier
ring that outlined the edges of each metropolis. With their shields raised, the surface entrances
would also be closed and covered and the ring transports would be inoperable.
Off to the left was a small, two story structure. Matt ran to it immediately and went
inside. Below ground, there was an emergency transit line that would connect to the nearest city
beneath the raised shields. Basically a segmented tunnel, the transit line contained a number of
powered cargo/personnel sleds. Matt grabbed the nearest one and moved it into one of the upper
routes…then took off at maximum speed.
Daniel watched from the control room as more and more ships emerged from hyperspace,
a mixture of Wraith and Romulus/Remus ships…odd, Janus had never given a proper name for
their civilization. But whatever they were called, they were showing up en mass, apparently now
working with the Wraith, which Daniel found terrifying and curious at the same time. Janus had
told them that Romulus and Remus's sole purpose was to destroy the Wraith…maybe this was
just another deviation between realities.
"They're coming within range," Leesa noted casually.
Daniel nodded. "Open fire."
In geosynchronous orbit above the inhabited slice of Leesat, 18 defense satellites floated
silently, their dark, armored hulls barely visible against the starlit background until their red
running lights activated, slightly distorted by a marginally opaque shield covering each spherical
device with what looked like a clear crystal shell. Each satellite was larger than a Jaffa H'tel, but
had no internal living space, no hangar bays, no hyperdrive, and no ordinance. Each was a
densely packed, armored weapon run off two Kieron-induction reactors, augmented by an empty
potentia that was gradually being charged with excess energy from the reactors. At present, the
satellites' potentia held charges of 3-5%, which gave them a significant energy flow above and
beyond what the reactors could yield at any one moment.
The defense satellites were known as Boa, and were a slightly modified version of an old
Alterran design. The spherical shape had replaced a more exotic elliptical design in an effort
maximize shield volume/surface area strength ratios. As per original design specs, the Boa had
two weapons platforms…one for distance, one for point defense. Now that the enemy was
closing in from extreme distance, the extended range Joktala began their final power up as they
accepted targeting data from Leesat's control staff.
The first of the purple/yellow cutting beams fired against a Wraith battleship at the head
of the approaching ships. It punctured the ship square on, cut through it lengthwise, and exited
slightly offcenter aft, with the remaining energy clipping and destroying two cruisers behind it.
Other Joktala beams fired as the first Boa cycled through a 12 second recharge.

Ship after ship after ship was cut down in remarkably little time as the huge enemy fleet
closed on the satellites and began to split. One section continued straight at the defense
platforms, the other appeared to be heading down towards the surface. Before either could close
on the widely spaced Boa formation, a third group of ships emerged from hyperspace in a
precisely controlled jump directly behind the Boa. They were all Romulus/Remus ships, three
size variants and numbering 206 ships. They opened fired on the nearest Boa while
simultaneously launching fighters.
The Boa's shields held firm while its point defense weapons activated automatically.
Small plasma balls, glowing white hot, sprouted on the surface of the Boa, held there for a brief
moment, then launched with amazing speed like tiny drops of water at the alien ships. Soon the
entire Boa was 'raining' on the enemy…for all of 42 seconds. By that time its shields were
depleted and even with the potentia's power flow, its recharge rate couldn't match the drain. The
armored surfaced held off the onslaught for several more valuable moments, allowing even more
return fire to damage and destroy a few of the well shielded ships before the Boa finally cracked
under the strain of internal explosions.
The sphere broke apart into 3 large pieces, of which the attacking ships reduced even
further. They left a small debris field in their wake and swarmed toward the next Boa.
A Joktala lance cut through one of the ships at short range, briefly being held at bay by its
shields. Several more Boa redirected their attacks at the ambushing ships, but by then the mass of
the approaching fleet was upon them and the endless Wraith hoard opened fire.
Daniel watched as the defense satellites were smothered in ships…but they weren't
destroyed immediately. It took several bloody minutes to take them all out, in which massive
retaliatory damage was inflicted. But in the end, the Boa were eliminated, and the attacking fleet
moved on towards the planet.
"What are they doing?" Daniel asked as he heard fast footsteps off to his right. Matt leapt
up the stairs a few seconds later.
Leesa answered his question when none of the control staff did. "They appear to be
circling around to the far side of the planet," she said, indicating the splinter fleet that hadn't
targeted the Boa formation and headed towards the surface of the planet.
"They're going to land outside weapons range," Matt said, quickly studying the situation.
"They know we have ground batteries, so they're going to mount a surface attack."
"We're prepared for that, right?" Daniel asked.
"The city shields extend to the ground, but most of our weapons won't depress to that
angle. If they come in on foot, they'll be out of range, for the most part, but they still have to get
through our shields."
"Can they? On foot I mean?"
Matt inclined his head. "Depends what they brought with them," he answered, looking at
Daniel. "Leesa, activate all replicator security forces and deploy them to cover surface
entrances, key systems, and action-response points of your choosing."
Leesa's hologram blinked. "Done."
Daniel cleared his throat. "If they're going to ground…then what are they up to?" he said,
pointing to the larger fleet that was still approaching the planet.
"I don't know."
Daniel blinked. "That's reassuring."

Matt stared at the tactical holo for another moment then abruptly walked off the control
platform and into an adjacent room.
"Where's he going?" one of the staff asked. Everyone in the room had become more at
ease as soon as the Alterran had arrived.
"Chair room," Daniel guessed. "How long until they're within weapons range?"
Leesa updated the hologram with a countdown clock. "Not long."
"Sound general quarters," Daniel ordered. "We need to get the civilian population
contained before they start to panic. Have our flesh and blood security forces round up any
stragglers. Leesa, when they get to where they need to be, make a general announcement, tell
them what's going on and what they need to do and not do. Then implement a civilian lockdown
in those areas."
"Don't worry," Leesa said patronizingly, "I'll get them buttoned up."
"Joktala powering up," one of the staffers reported, his hands raised in the air as to say it
wasn't his doing.
"I have control," Matt's voice answered him, relayed through the comm. "Take control of
secondary weapon systems."
On the hologram, the enemy formation slowed above the atmosphere. Soon Daniel heard
the first shield impacts overhead. It was a few sporadic hits at first, but it quickly turned into a
downpour of weapons fire. He was tempted to find the nearest window and look outside, but he
was in command and in all honesty it wouldn't matter how it looked if the shields didn't hold up.
"How are we doing?" he asked slowly.
A large vibration was felt as a nearby Joktala fired. On the diagram, four enemy ship
icons vanished. Several more, smaller and non-existent vibrations followed. All three cities were
equipped with weapons, but only those in city 2 were physically detectible to the control room.
"That was loud," he commented, just before the nearby Joktala fired again.
"Shield strength is stable, but secondary power conduits had to be activated to
accommodate the necessary power flow, and we're running 2% behind," a calm staffer reported
from the shield control station. "Given enough time, they'll penetrate our shields."
"How much time?"
The staffer glanced at Leesa's hologram.
"Uncertain, given the continual elimination of enemy ships. However, at current rates,
potentia reserves will last less than an hour, at which time we'll have to rely only on city
generators."
"That's bad," Daniel commented. "But our reinforcements should be here before then,
right?"
Leesa altered the hologram and one corner of it switched to a deep space tracking
diagram. Twelve icons were currently approaching the planet via hyperspace travel, the closest
of which was only minutes away.
"Yes."
The nearby Joktala fired again, numbing Daniel's ears.
On the hologram more and more blips winked out, all the while a mass of tiny dots,
looking like a large angry cloud met up with the surface and spread out. They were the fighters,
both Wraith and Romulus/Remus in origin. They kept clear of the heavy fire conduit between
city shields and orbiting fleets, but stayed nearby, circling about. Small point defense weapons
within the cities activated and started swatting some of them from the sky, but there were so
many it seemed to make little difference. However, after their initial losses, the fighters retreated

over the horizon, behind several nearby ridges and out of the line of fire. They stayed there,
circling about in multiple locations.
"Intruder alert," Leesa announced suddenly. "Multiple locations."
"Where?" Daniel asked, taken aback.
"Ring rooms 3,5,7,8, and 10…now 2 as well."
"Confirmed," one of the staffers said. "How are they getting past our shields?"
Daniel's mind flashed back to the Sam's planned assault on Atlantis. "Their weapons fire.
It's altering the shield frequency. Lock out the rings."
"Ring rooms 1,6, and 12 deactivated…but we've lost remote control of the others."
"Leesa?" Daniel asked.
"I'm not designed to override user input," she apologized. "You must override the
localized commands before they can manually cut off the network link. They've just done so on
room 5."
"Come on guys," Daniel prompted.
"I'm not sure how to do that," one of the staffers complained as he sifted through control
functions.
"Matt?" Daniel asked into the air. "We could use some help."
Leesa captured Daniel's question and sent it as a message to Matt in the adjacent
chamber. Daniel didn't realize there wasn't an open comlink.
Suddenly the weapons fire coming from the city fell silent, and the only noise was a
consistent rumble from shield impacts above.
A moment later ring room icons began winking out…but not all of them.
"Hard lines have been cut on the others," Matt's voice said. "You have to manually lock
them down on site. Get the replicators down there, along with any troops the incoming ships
have onboard."
Matt's voice cut off, then the Joktala began firing again. Daniel winced against the noise.
"How many rooms are still active?"
The hologram tagged 5 sites. Three within city 1, and two within city 2. City 3 and the
partially constructed city 4 had been locked down remotely, but both locations still had enemy
troops inside.
"Redeploy the replicators to those sites," Daniel told Leesa. "The longer they're up the
more troops we'll have to deal with."
"What about the other incursion sites?" she asked, already starting to redeploy the swiftly
moving replicator guards.
Daniel caught himself. "Send some to keep them tied up, but the active rings are the top
priority."
One of the staffers turned in her seat. "What about our security forces?"
"Get me the senior officer," Daniel said, stepping over to a nearby terminal.
"Brand here," a brusque voice answered.
"This is Daniel Jackson. The enemy has managed to penetrate our shields using the rings
and deposit troops within the city. We've locked out as many ring rooms as we can, but some are
still active. We've dispatched the replicators to deal with the intruders, but there's no telling how
that's going to go."
"Which ring rooms are still active?" Brand asked, all business.
Daniel glanced at the hologram. "Three, four, five…eight and ten."
"We're on it, sir. Brand out."

Daniel frowned. "Okay."
"Wraith ships are landing on the planet," a staffer announced.
"Fifteen locations," Leesa amended. "All obscured by topography, eliminating line of
sight weapons as a means of defense."
"Pesqua," Daniel suggested.
"Primary weapons are currently under chair room control," another staffer informed.
"Ahhh…" Daniel said with frustration. "They'll keep for now. What about the civilians
within the city. Are they safe?"
"Enemy troops have not yet reached residential areas and safe zones," Leesa said calmly.
"Can you initiate a full lockdown in those areas to isolate them?"
"Yes, but it will interfere with the movement of our own troops."
"We can pick and choose," a staffer suggested. "Lock down certain doors and corridors."
"Get on it," Daniel said, looking at the long range holo. The first of their reinforcements
was almost here.
Sheppard watched it all from the bridge of the Skywalker as his task force bore through
hyperspace at maximum speed. They'd been harassing a nearby Wraith stronghold with hit and
fade attacks when the recall order had come. He had a fleet of 78 cruisers, 126 corvettes, 14
battleships, and two dreadnaughts at his disposal, as well as more support ships sent his way
from other commands…all unmanned and remotely controlled from his Columnar. He also had
cargo sleds full of deactivated replicator troops in his cargo holds, along with hundreds of
combat drones and 237 flesh and blood troops, heavily armored and standing by for deployment.
That said, he still didn't like the odds.
The enemy forces had deployed over 7,000 ships in the assault, and even as the planetary
defenses were quickly reducing that number, attrition was going to take its effect. He was
surprised the city shields were holding up against the onslaught the enemy was throwing down at
them. Had it been a Columnar's shields, they would have collapsed inside of 20 seconds. Luckily
the Alterran designer had beefed up the surface defenses beyond all reasonable
expectations…they had Jake to thank for that, if Sheppard recalled correctly, but with the shields
penetrated and troops already inside the city the enemy suddenly had the advantage. In fact,
Sheppard didn't know why the orbital bombardment was continuing.
So it was without great surprise that when his fleet emerged from hyperspace into high
orbit around Leesat, the enemy fleet disbanded and retreated outside of weapons range of both
the city and Sheppard's forces.
"That's right, run!" Sheppard said from his bridge control chair. "You've already done
your damage. Now it's a ground game."
The holographic image of Luke Skywalker pointed to the main holographic display at the
head of the bridge. "A lot of those ships are heading to ground."
"To ground? That'll just make them target practice," Lorne said from a secondary control
chair. Currently there were 14 bridge staff seated in control chairs ready to remotely control their
fleet.
"Yeah, it would normally," Sheppard commented. "But I have a feeling they're not going
to be that stupid today, plus the Wraith have the Uglies with them, so watch out for surprises."
"Yeah, when did that happen again?" Lorne commented.
"Good question, but first things first. We need to transport our troops inside the city,"
Sheppard said, mentally flying the ship, accessing the internal comms system to send a 'ready'

order to his troops, studying the sensor telemetry and confirming that the city shields were back
to normal, and opening a channel to the planet.
"Daniel, we need you to readjust your shields to allow ring transport."
"Gladly," Daniel responded, relief in his voice. "Thanks for scaring them off."
"This isn't over by a long shot, Jackson," Sheppard warned.
As if on cue, energy shields started popping up over the now 27 locations of grounded
enemy ships.
"I had no idea they could do that," Daniel commented.
"Like I was saying, they're here to play hard ball," Sheppard emphasized, equally
surprised. The Wraith didn't have that type of shield technology as far as he knew. What they did
have they only used sparingly, never to protect a ship, let alone hundreds of them on the surface.
The shield strength levels were surprisingly high, and soon the ship's computer backtracked the
source.
Inside the grounded ship formation several towers were being erected. The surface
defense shield was being generated from those towers…and the more of them that came online,
the stronger the shield was becoming.
"Oh," Sheppard whispered. "This is not good."

5
Seven hours into the battle things took a turn for the worse. Sheppard's growing fleet,
bolstered by continually arriving reinforcements, had succeeded in destroying 8 of the shielded
ground bases, thanks to the primary weapons on the now 4 Columnars in orbit. While they were
busy taking out those bases, the remaining enemy fleet in orbit around the far side of the planet
reengaged in battle, but instead of targeting the cities they went directly for Sheppard's ships.
It was a long, hard fight, but the superior firepower of Alterran technology eventually
won out, though both sides suffered heavy losses. Sheppard's remote controlled fleet had been
reduced to 28% by the time the last of the Wraith ships were destroyed and the few remaining
Romulus/Remus survivors headed to ground and took shelter beneath the surface shields. All 3
Columnars had survived intact, with a fourth arriving only a few minutes ago, but it was too late.
Inside the control center located in the heart of city 2, Daniel sat in a chair watching
events unfold as they tracked several hundred ground troops slowly moving out from the enemy
surface beachheads and making their way towards the cities on foot agonizingly slow. Not that
the troops themselves were moving slow, but given the distances involved it was going to take
them several more hours to reach the nearest city, and even then they still had the shield to
contend with. Daniel didn't know what they had planned, but he felt uneasy. Matt or the orbiting
fleet could target those troops at will, but they still kept coming. So far the Alterrans hadn't chose
to fire, which in Matt's case would be to use the city's supply of pesqua to overcome the angular
fire issues of the cities' primary weapons.
Maybe they weren't in a rush to kill them, or maybe the recent battle had taken its toll and
they were reorganizing or something, but this lull in activity as the Wraith moved closer in what
looked to be a futile attack just struck Daniel as wrong. The Wraith had no chance, so what were
they doing?
Leesa's hologram, which had been absent for some time, suddenly reappeared along with
a proximity alarm. "Oh you're not going to like this," she said, looking directly at Daniel.
He stood. "What is it?"
The hologram of the planet zoomed in on the four cities, then depressed enough to show
the subsurface sections. Several incoming lines were highlighted. To Daniel's eyes the lines were
slowly extending and he suddenly realized what the Wraith were up to.
"They're digging," he said out loud. "Why didn't you detect this sooner?" he asked, noting
how close the Wraith already were.
As Leesa began to answer, a stream of pesqua launched from the city, arching up and
coming back down on the ground and boring into it.
"The enemy appears to be using some type of masking device to fool our sensors," Leesa
explained. "A moment ago the seismic sensors detected a minor quake and I ran a detailed
sensor scan and discovered a number of anomalies. As it is, we have no idea what they have in
these tunnels."
"I think we're about to find out," Daniel said as the pesqua on the tactical display moved
underground and closed in on five of the nearest tunnels. When the first of them breached a line,

new sensor data was updated, then the pesqua winked out. Leesa zoomed in on one of the contact
points and showed a split second of visual record of the interior filled with ground troops.
Daniel frowned as the other pesqua all winked out upon reaching the lines. "Are they
exploding or something?"
"No," Leesa said icily. "Control telemetry is being scattered once they're inside the
tunnels, probably the same masking agent that's blocking sensors."
"So what happened to them?"
"There's no way to tell for sure, but they probably deactivated the moment we lost
contact, unless Matt had issued them subsequent orders."
Suddenly more pesqua shot up from the city and arced down into the ground again, some
following the same paths down as the first ones.
"Looks like he was thinking the same thing," Daniel commented as he noticed several
lines nearing city 2. "How long," he asked, pointing at the hologram.
"Four minutes, 32 seconds at present rate."
"Can they get through underneath?"
"It will take time to cut through the superstructure," Leesa informed, "but there are no
energy shields in place to prevent it."
"Can you predict the points of entry?" Daniel asked as the second wave of pesqua
intersected the lines. Additional telemetry updates were made upon entry, but nothing more than
that was visible until, moments later, one of the lines nearing the city stopped advancing.
Apparently Matt noticed it too, because ten times the number of pesqua previously
launched leapt into the sky and rained down on the ground around the cities.
Daniel watched eagerly as the nearing lines were stopped, one by one…but then first line
that had been hit started to grow again.
"Damn it," he whispered. "We need to get troops to the entry points."
One of the staffers, already showing the early signs of exhaustion, turned to face him.
"We don't have any to spare. They're still tied up fighting on the lower levels."
"Not entirely true," Leesa amended. "City 4 is now secure. The troops there are currently
enroute to reinforce other campaigns. We can divert them to the breach points, but I doubt they
will arrive in time."
Suddenly a hologram of a standing Sheppard appeared next to Leesa. "Daniel, we need
you to drop the shields over city 1 so we can start beaming up the civilians."
Daniel's eyes widened. "Evacuate?"
"Oh we're not going anywhere, but it's going to start getting messy real fast as soon as
those tunnels reach the cities. Be prepared to raise the shields again on a moment's notice. Not
quite sure how the enemy will respond."
"Alright, give me a second to make an announcement."
"Hurry," Sheppard's hologram said before winking out.
"Give me citywide," Daniel asked.
"All cities?" a staffer asked.
"Umm…yes, all cities," Daniel stead, collecting his thoughts. The staffer gave him a nod.
"Attention please…this is Daniel Jackson. As you probably already know, the planet is currently
under attack by the Wraith…and others. Our fleet in orbit has succeeding in destroying the
enemy up there, but the enemy on the ground is currently tunneling under our defenses and will
breach the city limits soon. As a precaution, we are going to start evacuating the civilian

population out of harm's way before the heavy fighting begins. Stay where you are for now, we'll
be beaming you out shortly. Thank you."
Zoe heard Daniel's warning, and admittedly a streak of fear shot through her, but she
didn't move from her chair in her quarters. She'd figured out hours ago that they were under
attack, when she'd asked the computer what the loud vibrating noises were. Ever since then she'd
been watching a holographic representation of the battle, thanks to Leesa, and her eyes were still
glued to it, though right now it only showed their victorious fleet stationed far overhead in space.
"What did they mean by underground?" Zoe asked into the air. Leesa's voice answered
her and updated her map with the subsurface tunnels.
"Are they going to be able to stop them?" she asked with a determined look on her face.
"I don't know," Leesa's voice answered.
Zoe stared at the map as the first of the lines connected with the city and was marked
with a flashing icon. "Is there anything I can do to help?"
"Perhaps someday," Leesa answered kindly, "but for now you need to stay put."
Suddenly the shields on the hologram of city 1 dropped, and outside Zoe's window the
shimmer covering the city disappeared…a moment later lots of small dots swarming around the
enemy landing zones began swarming towards the city.
"What is tha…" Zoe began to ask as she suddenly disappeared from her quarters.
Sitting in the control chair, Matt brought the city's neutron beam point defense batteries
online and began readying himself to control the 238 weapons simultaneously and knock down
as many enemy fighters as he could when they finally closed within range. On his chair interface
link, his mental image of the city showed a scattering of lifeforms blips disappearing as the four
Columnars in orbit began beaming people out.
"Sheppard," he said, opening up a comlink with a mere thought, "as long as we have the
shields down, how about you beam the enemy out of the city."
Sheppard's face blanked for a moment. "Why didn't I think of that," he said, mentally
kicking himself. He mentally took control of two beaming arrays away from his crew and
targeted the ongoing brawl between the replicators, Lanteans, and 'uglies' at the heart of city 1.
He tagged four of the uglies and plucked them out…then deposited them outside the city. He
could have beamed them directly into space, but explosive decompression was a bit nasty for
Alterran tastes. So instead, he simply targeted their position on the planet with one of the ship's
plasma cannons from range and fired a single, large blast.
Coming from orbit, it didn't hit exactly on target, but the blast range was large enough
that the four little dots winked out as expected.
"This could definitely work," Sheppard said approvingly as the city defenses lit up as the
thousands of enemy fighters approached the perimeter.
"Ah crap," Sheppard said, tagging four more uglies inside the city.
Below the outskirts of the city 2, the Wraith tunneling machines chewed away at the
bedrock like a swarm of angry bees. There were hundreds of small diggers, each about the size
of a puddle jumper, blasting pieces of rock and carrying them back down the tunnel to a quartet
of Lantean hoversleds. They fed the rock into large bins, where the raw material was broken
down and reused to create support beams and wall tiles. Small, automated floating drones

assembled the support girders and attached the tiles as the whole procession slowly, but
continually, progressed forward.
The tunnel was nearly 100 meters wide, but only 55 meters high, giving it a flat,
rectangular shape with edged corners. Back behind the digging and construction machines, a
hoard of iktal and Wraith warriors walked in separate packs. Both were taller than human norms,
with the Wraith a few centimeters higher and massing almost twice that of the iktal. While the
Wraith soldiers and attendants had been dispatched overland as a distraction, the larger, bald
Wraith warriors were patiently waiting until they could be delivered directly into the city.
At the tunnel head, looking like bioluminescent clawed worms, the diggers shifted
slightly, revealed a piece of a much larger Wraith machine hidden amongst the hoard. The large
crab-like device became half visible as the tunnel direction altered and began to climb up
towards the belly of the Alterran city. A bit of a second crab also became visible for a few
seconds, then the diggers obscured it again as the mass righted itself and began its normal linear
path.
Not long after, the digger hoard came to an almost standstill, buzzing about frantically as
the crab-like machines attempted to break through the hard superstructure of the city. Its material
was much denser than the rock they'd been boring through, but once the crabs melted through a
few key points, they were able to get enough leverage to begin tearing small pieces away, which
the diggers then cut down and passed back to the processing machines. It was slow going, but
eventually they broke through, coming up inside a small room in the lowest level of one of the
cities' understructure.
As soon as the crab pulled back its large arm from the man-sized hole it'd made in the
floor, weapons fire came down upon it. It did little to hurt the large, living machine, and soon the
floor around the small hole burst upward and the crab pushed its head and arm through,
sweeping aside debris and widening the hole, knocking back two replicator guards.
Seeing their sidearms were ineffective, four of the guards tossed their weapons to the
others then ran and jumped at the crab, disintegrating into dust and attacking it on a microscopic
level. The machine reared back, obviously in pain or distress, but it kept clawing away at the
room, breaking through two walls and the ceiling, opening up a larger, almost spherical empty
space and sweeping aside the debris into large piles, making it hard for the other replicators to
get clear shots with their double-wielded weapons.
Soon the diggers had enough room to pass through, and began chewing away at some of
the debris while the ailing crab busted out more walls as it opened up the foothold into the city.
More and more diggers came through, with the replicators helpless to stop them. Only two
diggers were disabled by continuous weapons fire before the second crab burst through. With its
help, the tunnel entrance was clear within minutes and the first of the iktal pushed ahead of the
construction sleds and diggers and moved against the replicator lines.
Their heavy pistols damaged the replicators with each hit, required approximately 5 or so
shots before the replicators became permanently disabled, with the remainder of their
components falling to the ground as dust. Given their programming, the other replicators couldn't
assimilate the surviving nanites into their own structure. Each replicator was an individual, for
security reasons, and once enough of its processing power was destroyed, the rest of its 'body'
became inert.
After a few minutes, and many iktal casualties, the small force of replicators dispatched
to the breach site was overrun and the enemy had their first foothold within city 2, with the other
tunnels not far behind.

Sheppard watched from the bridge of the Skywalker as multiple breach points were
formed within the 4 cities and waves of Wraith and uglies poured into the lower levels. He tried
to use the Columnar's beams to pluck them out, but there were now dead zones around the
breach points in which the beams wouldn't work. No doubt the Wraith had brought along some
jamming devices, which were now extending further out into the cities. Soon his beams wouldn't
function at all…and they still had half of the civilians left to evacuate.
Frustrated, Sheppard continued to pluck out uglies from the unjammed sections of the
city, enough anyway for those battles to be brought to a swift climax. The replicator and Lantean
troops in those areas were then free to reengage in other areas…but should they? They were
quickly losing control of city 1, and they hadn't even begun to evacuate city 2 or 3. City 4 was
mostly uninhabited at the moment, but there were still some people there. Only city 1's shield
had been lowered and evacuation begun, given that it had the highest current population…and
right now the Wraith and ugly fighters were tearing the crap out of the city towers even as Matt
gradually diminished their numbers with the city's point defense weapons and the Columnars
added some of their pesqua to the defensive effort.
Sheppard wasn't liking the situation at all…then suddenly he decided to take a minute
and mentally step back from the situation. He took in all elements, studying each breach point,
the number of troops pouring in, his own defensive forces within the cities, his fleet in orbit, the
Wraith ships on the ground, and the pathetic Wraith soldiers crossing by foot toward the cities.
He rechecked his mental calculations and available options three times before finally
giving the order.
"Fully evacuate city 1," he said, contacting the surface and the other Columnars
simultaneously. "It's lost. Use the rings and transporters to redeploy our troops to city 2. That's
our last line of defense."
An hour later, with half of city 1 under Wraith control, it's point defense systems 90%
destroyed, and still a swarm of enemy fighters moving about overhead, picking off the remaining
defenses and key systems, the last of the survivors were ringed out and up to the orbiting
Columnars, which in the meantime had eliminated another two Wraith ground bases. The
Skywalker had held back, storing up power in its primary weapon for another task.
As of now, city 1 was completely under the shroud of Wraith beaming generators, and
portions of cities 2, 3, and 4 were equally dark to their primary evacuation tool. Sheppard was
just glad they'd managed to evacuate city 1 in time.
He checked to make sure the other 3 cities' shields were still up, then he took helm
control of the Skywalker and tilted her nose to ground as he reconfigured the primary weapon's
fire control from shield piercing to orbital bombardment.
There was too much energy in the weapon's capacitor to release in one blast, so instead 6
massive green orbs of destructive energy fired down from the Columnar, each spaced about 1
second apart and fired at slightly different coordinates.
The Wraith and ugly fighters never saw the attack coming, nor did Sheppard think the
enemy had even anticipated them using this tactic. The first of the primary weapon blasts from
the Columnar slammed into the center of the unshielded city 1, vaporizing the central towers and
creating a shockwave that spread out, causing additional destruction. The blast power far
exceeded any nuke Earth had ever created, but the effect looked the same to Sheppard's eyes.
Before the blast wave could grow past infancy, the second blast hit, slightly to the south
in the city, then the next towards the east, then northeast, northwest, and finally west. The

combined destructive power leveled every tower in the city, as well as devastating the connective
superstructure below ground. Only scattered bits of subsurface levels survived intact, a few
rooms here and there. The rest of the city simply disappeared beneath turbulent debris clouds,
rolling about obscuring the damage beneath…but Sheppard could see it all on sensors.
As for the enemy fighters…those not hit directly by the orbital attack were destroyed in
the subsequent blast waves. All the swarming dots disappeared from the tactical holo.
About 20 minutes after the destruction of city 1, reinforcements arrived through the
stargate. The small shielded outpost at the gate was situated some distance from the cities, out in
the open on a large plain. The enemy hadn't made a serious play to capture it, and the few ground
troops they'd sent in that direction had easily been killed from orbital bombardment. So
underneath a small, secure shield a swarm of replicators shot out from the stargate at a run, with
several dozen coming through each second.
Sheppard linked them up to the battle network immediately and dispatched them toward
city 2 on foot. It would take over an hour for them to reach the combat zone had they been
Lantean troops, but with their enhanced speed the replicators would be there within minutes.
On the display screens, the small dark line of replicators suddenly shot forward as they
increased their foot speed to maximum. The ant-like troops followed an identical path,
meandering across the terrain in a more or less straight line towards city 2. All in all, over 4,000
had been dispatched from their production facility on Hoth.
When the troops approached the edge of the city, the outer shields were lowered over the
surface entrances and the replicators poured into the city. It took some time for them to meet up
with the enemy troops, but when they did, they immediately began to push them back while
suffering significant losses. Combined with the uglies' heavy pistols, the Wraith warriors were
equipped with disruption rifles that had been specifically designed to combat the replicators.
Each time a replicator was hit, its outer layers fell off it like dust, much as the effect of the antireplicator technology designed by O'Neill in years past, yet not as powerful. It could only affect
a few centimeters deep, thus it took several shots to kill one of the replicators…plus, the Wraith
warriors were so physically strong that in hand to hand combat they had the advantage one on
one. Given blows of sufficient force, the replicators would shatter…then reform a few moments
later.
Though the battle was not as lopsided as one would have expected, the replicator troops
were now pushing the enemy lines back, even as they were continually being reinforced by more
troops coming up out of the tunnels. It gave the Alterran/Lantean forces some breathing room
and, more importantly, time to maneuver.
The other two cities, however, were nearly lost. The troops in those areas had been
redeployed into defensive counter attack units, harassing the enemy whenever and wherever
possible, but no longer able to hold them at bay. The civilians within city 3 had been moved into
the emergency tunnels and were crossing over to city 2 until they got far enough away, between
cities, to exit the jamming shroud being produced by the Wraith. When they reached the clear
zone, the Columnars continued to beam them aboard.
Half an hour later, 22 support ships arrived in orbit, 16 cruisers and 6 corvettes. Sheppard
assumed command of them and added them to his Columnar's task force. More small groups of
reinforcements were on the way, and though Sheppard was glad to have them they would do
little good when the battles were taking place on the ground. At present, there were still a lot
more ground bases that had to be taken out, but only the Columnars' primary weapons were

powerful enough to penetrate their shields…and it was taking 1.5 shots, fired simultaneously to
get through. After which time the Columnars would have to recharge their capacitors, not to
mention fight and destroy the grounded ships, which would then take off and either engage them
or flee to the outskirts of the system.
Sheppard had refrained from chasing them down. The Columnars were needed to
evacuate the civilians, and he didn't feel like sending the support ships off on their own, even
under remote control. He wanted them kept close to the threat at hand…and a few wayward
ships they could easily destroy later didn't count in his mind.
Right now city 3 and city 4 were his main focus. Give the enemy enough time inside, and
they could probably cause trouble. What exactly Sheppard wasn't sure, but he couldn't let them
stay there forever. They still possessed remote control of those cities' weaponry, but it wasn't
entirely impossible that the enemy could physically assume control given enough opportunity.
The last thing Sheppard wanted to see right now was a Joktala beam coming at his ship.
Sheppard was about to give the order to drop the shields on city 3 and 4 so that he could
start pinpoint bombardment of the cities' weapons in order to take them out of the equation when
more ships showed up on the Skywalker's hyperspace sensors. They were still several minutes
away, but they weren't friendlies…and there were a lot of them.
"Oh crap…this day just keeps getting worse and worse," Sheppard said, thinking fast and
hard. "Everybody listen up," he said, transmitting to all commands. "We've got incoming enemy
reinforcements…too many to hold off. We've got a few minutes before they arrive, and I'm
ordering a complete withdraw from the planet. We need to evacuate ALL the civilians, living
troops, and replicators, in that order. Utilize the rings, jumpers, transports, and stargate. We'll
delay the enemy as long as necessary up here. Now get moving."
Sheppard walked over to his captain's control chair and slid in. Suddenly a flurry of
orders were issued to his crew and the other 3 Columnars. Moments later the entire combined
fleet began to redeploy.
Lorne received a separate order via the chair system and suddenly stood up and ran down
the length of the bridge and into the transporter. The doors closed and he was off on the most
important mission of all that Sheppard had just assigned him.
Lorne made his way through the massive Columnar utilizing internal transporters and a
lot of running down long corridors. Eventually he came to one of 36 armories in the ship and
keyed the doors open with a mental command code. He walked inside and activated several
replicator cubes sitting in wall niches.
"Come with me," Lorne ordered the human form replicators when they had fully formed.
The tan-clad armory 'crew' did as bidden and Lorne wound his way through the racks of
equipment and up a stairwell before he found what he needed. There were several large
containers, half again as tall as him…the Alterran version of nukes.
"Get these three," he said, pointing to the ones he wanted, "to the nearest ring room
ASAP."
With a command from the partially evacuated control room in city 2, the shields over city
4 adjusted to accept ring transports again…they'd had to continually adjust them on and off
because the grounded ugly ships kept trying to ring more of their own troops in, and had
succeeded in a few circumstances. Lorne ringed in along with one of the K.I.T.A. tactical
weapons…a level 4 Kieron Iori Transfer Accelerator. They went up to level 10, but Sheppard
had been very specific about the yield level.

Lorne shoved the hover sled carrying the crate-like square device off the ring platform
and set it against a nearby wall. There weren't supposed to be enemy troops in the area, but he
still didn't feel like sticking around too long. He pulled open an access panel and armed the
weapon. He synchronized the countdown with a handheld device that was already active and
reading the ancient equivalent of 15 minutes and 32 seconds.
Lorne also activated the remote detonation protocol, allowing the KITA to be activated
from orbit if necessary. He replaced the panel and quickly ringed back up to the Skywalker,
which was already opening fire on the approaching Wraith/Ugly fleet that now numbered over
2,000 with more ships continuing to exit hyperspace.
He took the second KITA down into city 3, set it, and came back to get the third when
Sheppard intercepted him.
"Get up to the bridge, I'll take it from here."
"Sir?" Lorne asked, skeptically. They were in the middle of a space battle, and Sheppard
was the only Alterran onboard. He was needed in the primary control chair.
"City 2 isn't evacuated yet," Sheppard said, shoving the hoversled into position on the
ring platform. "I'm making sure everyone gets out before we set this baby off."
"Aye, sir," Lorne said, nodding and running off to find the nearest transporter. "Good
luck," he yelled back.
"Thanks," Sheppard whispered, mentally activating the rings. They deposited him and the
KITA in ring room 4, the closest to the control center. He was met by a hoard of people waiting
in line at the rings, and the Lantean troops on station cleared a path for him and the bomb, then
continued ringing people out of the city, either to a Columnar in orbit or to the stargate outpost,
where an active wormhole was currently evacuating people to another sanctuary world called
Relca.
Sheppard maneuvered the bomb a little ways away from the rings and stashed it in a
nearby room…and office of some sort. He opened the panel and keyed the device for remote
detonation from his armband, then buttoned it up and locked the door behind him. He ran off to
reinforce the replicator troops that were conducting an orderly withdrawal, but still maintaining
their hold on the Wraith lines.
Sheppard mentally activated his heavy armor, which sealed his hands and head into his
Alterran battle suit. Unlike the light armor that he traditionally wore in the form of a forearm
bracelet, the heavy armor wasn't comprised of nanites. This was hard armor, far stronger, bulkier,
and cooler, in Sheppard's opinion. He likened it to a mix of Spartan armor from Halo and
Ironman.
Buttoned up and fully activated, Sheppard sprinted off with heavy but quick steps
towards the nearest engagement on his heads up display.
Thirty five minutes later Sheppard ran back to the ring platform along with four
replicators, just in time to see another 5 disappear from view. Sheppard fired three quick blasts
from his forearm cannon, killing two Wraith Warriors that were in pursuit. He slid to a stop,
turned and took a knee a few meters away from the ring platform and peppered the corridor
behind them with quick blue blasts from both arm cannons, blowing apart Wraith, Uglies, and
wall panels alike. A heavy pistol blast struck his armor, but his shields held. Two disruptor blasts
washed over him as well, being completely harmless to him, but they ripped the top layer of
'skin' off one of the replicators behind him.

"Let's go," he ordered, standing up and stepping back inside the perimeter of the rings. In
unison the four replicators stepped backwards into the perimeter, firing sporadic shots off at
three angles against approaching troops. The five of them were the last allied forces within the
city.
Sheppard keyed the bomb, activating a 20 second countdown. He got a confirmation
signal immediately then activated the rings.
The city and the approaching enemy troops disappeared in a flash of light…and the
interior of the Skywalker greeted them with a mass of replicators lining the hallways around the
ring room.
"Lorne, get us out of here," Sheppard relayed to the bridge through his armor's comlink.
In orbit above Leesat, four surviving Columnars and two dozen support ships broke free
of the massive space battle by dropping down into the atmosphere of the planet. The rest of their
fleet had been destroyed by the 4,000 enemy ships that had come to reinforce the ground
operation. They'd done well to reduce that number by a third, but their time was up and they had
to get clear before the enemy numbers overwhelmed them.
The faster support ships were ordered on ahead, and made the upper atmosphere jump to
hyperspace ahead of the four Columnars, two of which already had breached shields. They
swatted away at a swarm of Wraith cruisers pacing them as they burnt hard for distance away
from the hyperspace jammers that had been brought in with the enemy fleet. Fortunately they
were a smaller version than those deployed by Hive ships, but they were effective none the less.
Down on the planet's surface there was a small, but bright flash. The third KITA had
detonated, and the last Alterran city was destroyed within seconds. The enemy may have won the
planet, but they weren't going to get anything more than rubble. Even the stargate outpost had
been scuttled earlier.
A few seconds later the Columnars jumped to hyperspace one by one…then the last of
the Alterran forces were gone.
Leesat was now enemy territory.
9 months earlier…
Remus sat at an information terminal in one of their shipyard/command stations hidden in
deep space, going over several modifications in the genetic structure of their next generation of
iktal when he suddenly found himself backlit. His old, withered body spun about but what
surprise he felt he didn't let show.
"Hello, Remus," the glowing image of a woman said stiffly.
"Krista," Remus said flatly. "I thought you were dead."
"Death is only the beginning of the journey."
"Spare me your sentimental babble," Remus replied stiffly. "I thought the ascended
weren't allowed to communicate with the 'lesser' beings?"
"Usually no, we're not," she said, matching his unwelcoming tone. "This, however, is a
special situation."
"Speak your piece, then be gone," Remus said, mildly curious.
"You have no doubt noticed the new faction within this galaxy… do you know who they
are?"
"Do not waste my time with meaningless questions," Remus barked. "I know you can read
my mind, so simply state your purpose and be done with it."

"Very well," she said icily. "You hold a certain animosity towards us for not helping you
fight the Wraith. That is understandable and I can sympathize. They were my people too that
died, Remus. Don't forget that."
"I haven't," he acknowledged.
She nodded once. "Now that I am ascended, I understand the reasons why such
interference was not allowed. In fact several of us tried anyway, and were punished for our
actions. We simply did not have a choice. You may hate us if you wish, but that is the way of
things…as it is now."
"However?" Remus asked, sensing a 'but' coming.
"However, while we cannot interfere, we are not blind to what is happening within this
galaxy…"
Suddenly images flashed into Remus's mind, so many and so fast he could barely keep
up.
"They will conquer this galaxy, and then others if they are not stopped here and now.
Your plans for galactic domination will not see fruition if current events continue to run their
course…"
Remus saw a collage of images from the future, or possible futures, he wasn't sure. This
new faction, wielding their own technology, would conquer the Wraith, then subjugate or destroy
Remus's people. He saw images from his future life as a slave to these…Alterra…and suddenly
he understood the true nature of the threat they posed.
"You cannot stop them…and they cannot be negotiated with. They will dominate. It is
their way."
Remus saw legions of ships pouring out from the Pegasus galaxy as the Alterra moved on
and conquered other galaxies. So vivid and precise were the images that Remus was stunned. He
saw in a matter of seconds years of history that had yet to be written.
Suddenly the images stopped and Remus's mind reeled as his senses returned to normal.
He took a moment to steady himself, then looked up at the ascended Lantean.
"Why show me this if nothing can be done?"
"Because there is a way to stop them," she said prophetically. "And we would rather see
Pegasus in your hands than theirs. But the path you must take will require great sacrifice and
fortitude of spirit."
Remus looked her straight in the eye for several long seconds.
"Go on."

Learning Curve
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"Move, move, move, move, move!" Jack yelled, jumping over a fallen tree trunk as he
ran through the woods behind a quartet of American soldiers. The path was narrow, and
thankfully meandering, else the Aschen anti-personnel drone that was tracking them would have
had a clear shot at their backsides. As it was, they were barely staying ahead of it.
Its big brother had busted the bunker defense station at the stargate minutes ago, but was
too big to navigate the thick forest. The smaller orbs accompanying it were, however, ideally
suited to track down the fleeing Humans, even if they were lacking a bit in maneuverability. Get
them in the open, however, and they were nearly unstoppable.
Jack had just gated onworld with a convoy of supplies and new personnel for the freshly
minted firebase located over a high, tree-covered ridgeline from the stargate. He'd been talking
with the gate guards, getting a lengthy report of the lack of activity when the Aschen dialed in
and sent their drones through. The 50cal turrets had responded instantly, downing the first
floating orb to emerge from the event horizon, but the next two pinpoint shot out the gunners on
a pair of the turrets, through the narrow slits in the concrete bunkers.
Four more orbs came through before big brother showed up, nearly as wide as the
stargate. It was a large scale hunter drone, and made quick work of the turrets themselves before
floating off down the dirt road in pursuit of the vanishing convoy vehicles as they ramped up
their speed to avoid the firefight taking place in their rear view mirrors. The firebase was more
than seven miles away down the U-shaped road that skirted around the perimeter of the ridge.
Jack and about a dozen personnel had fled the gate defenses and headed into the woods
just before the bunkers detonated in a shower of hot concrete and dust. There was a single trail
leading up and over the ridge to the firebase less than a mile away…a shortcut that the guards
used when vehicles weren't available, and now the only reason they were still alive.
The oscillating whine of the orbs' anti-grav engines were faintly audible from behind, and
Jack knew they had multiple units in pursuit. Unlike the soldiers, the drones weren't dependent
on foot travel and could fly through the trees off the path, which meant they could hit them from
any direction.
A blue beam shot out from the left and impacted one of the soldiers in the shoulder as he
ran for a split second before a tree blocked the beam, only allowing a tiny piece of it to hit its
target. The man yelled and fell to the ground, his arm limp. Jack slowed for a heartbeat and
yanked the man to his feet, not daring to completely stop running.
"Keep moving," he yelled into his ear, then released him and ran on. He didn't wait to see
what happened…couldn't wait to see. He'd got the man to his feet and that was all he could do at
the moment. With the drones so close behind he couldn't wait for anyone.
The old saying about a chasing bear and not being the slowest man flashed into his head
as he caught up with the now three soldiers ahead of him on the trail. There had been others

behind him, but he had no idea how many were left. In a moment he could very well be the last
man in the bear's jaws.
"Move…your…ass!" he bellowed when he caught the slower moving soldiers.
"Trying!" one of them gasped, stumbling over a large root. The path wasn't smooth nor
straight, and they were now running slightly downhill, making their footing even more perilous.
"Get down!" someone ahead yelled. O'Neill barely had time to realize what was going on
before he stood face to face with the barrel of a rocket launcher.
"Oh!" he yelled, throwing himself into the brush as he juked out of the way, half tripping
himself in the process. A powerful 'whiff' sounded next to his head and the rocket launched off
the shoulder of the soldier that had come up the path from the opposite direction.
Jack turned to look back just in time to see the remains of one of the orbs fall to the
ground some twenty meters back…no one else was visible behind them.
"Fall back!" the rocket launcher yelled, already backpedaling and retreating down the
trail with the others.
Jack scurried to his feet and quickly caught up to the survivors as they ran the remaining
quarter mile through the woods back to the firebase.
"Colonel!" one of the firebase defenders yelled in greeting as Jack and the others ran out
of the woods into the large clearing that had been carved out of the valley for the firebase. The
Major and four guards were stationed at the fence line checkpoint waiting for them.
"Baaack!" O'Neill yelled, pointing towards the base.
The Major hesitated, then began a hasty retreat as the survivors caught up with them.
He'd received a brief radio message from the bunker guards that they'd been attacked and were
fleeing on foot over the ridge. One of his men held his ground and took a knee, launching
another anti-tank rocket into the tree line.
The Aschen drone took the hit to its shields, completely draining them of strength and
leaving just enough explosion to tear open their pristine white outer shell. It fell to the ground as
the guard quickly chucked the expended one-off launcher and hightailed it back to base…but just
as he passed through the fence line gate a thin blue beam punctured his back and exited through
his chest as another of the Aschen drones emerged from the tree line. He fell to the ground in a
rolling bundle, then flopped over motionless.
The nearest wall turret started belting 50cal rounds across the wide open grassy area at
the drone, doing little more than trying to distract it as O'Neill and the others ran across to the
wall gate which was laying wide open for them. One soldier with a sniper rifle took a shot at the
distant orb, only to have his round deflect harmlessly off its shields.
"Close it up!" the Major yelled as the last of the survivors slid through the gate. Two
thick door sections slid across the gateway and clicked into place as mirror pairs of
concrete/metal pylons rose up outside and inside the wall to stop any vehicular traffic that might
attempt to ram the gate. Up top on the wall Jack heard another 50cal turret open up on the
drones, along with the 'whiff' of a rocket being launched.
"We've got a fat boy headed up the road chasing the supply convoy I just brought,"
O'Neill told the Major as they both ran across the inner courtyard to the base HQ. "Any sign of
enemy air support yet?"
"I checked first thing," Major Hastings said. "Nothing on orbital scans."
"We need an eye in the sky," Jack said as they slowed to a walk and entered the small
base HQ.

"We'll be up in four minutes," one of the staffers said, overhearing the comment to the
Major.
"Get every rocket launcher we can up on the wall," O'Neill ordered. "We need to take
down as many of the Kenobies as we can before the fat boy shows up…if he's even coming here.
Get me a comm to the convoy."
"Here, sir," a female staffer said, tossing him a headset.
Jack caught and slid it onto his head in one smooth motion. "Report?"
"We've lost our back two vehicles, but for the moment the terrain has put us out of the
enemy's line of sight. We're making best speed to the firebase, but this road is shit, sir."
"Good, Lieutenant. Bring them here. Under no circumstances take the road to the mines,
factory, or airfield."
"Copy that."
"Make sure the rest of the convoy knows," O'Neill insisted.
"Will…do, sir," the Lieutenant stammered as the lead Humvee hit a pothole.
"Carry on," he said, handing the headset back to the woman.
"Make ready to bring in the convoy," he ordered the Major.
Hastings nodded. "You heard the Colonel! Let's move people!"
The airfield, situated 5 miles northeast of the firebase, was so new that only half the
runway had been paved, with the construction equipment sitting at the far end when the unarmed
Predator took off and began gaining altitude. Its belly mounted surveillance equipment gave the
firebase a good view of the incomplete airfield and the surrounding forest as it traced its way up
the dirt road leading to both the firebase and the not so new mining complex situated across 50
square miles to the east.
The planet, designated P7T-882, had been a naquadah mining site for Stargate Command
for the past 7 years, but had seen a drastic increase in staff and resources since the start of the
Aschen War and was now mining a variety of different materials from the low mountain chain
situated around the stargate, including trinium, iron, nickel, silver, and carbon. There were 16
separate mining units in the overall complex, and none of them had so much as a single gun
turret in defense…only a handful of armed guards which would be useless against the Aschen
orbs.
Further to the south was the planet's industrial complex, still in the construction stages.
Two factories were operational, one producing structural components for the X-304 battlecruiser
and the other foodstuffs to replace military rations that could no longer be sent via stargate from
Earth. An agricultural sector for the colony, codenamed Pennsylvania, was in the planning stages
but for the moment nothing more than preemptive clear-cutting had been accomplished in the
area northwest of the firebase. At present all raw materials for the foodstuff factory were being
shipping in via convoy through the stargate or brought en mass by one of the Americans' few
cargo-hauling starships.
Small residential buildings were situated in both the mining and industrial camps, but no
true residential section had yet been added to the American colony, though that was also in
future plans. Under General Carter's command, as much infrastructure as possible was being
relocated from Earth to American holdings elsewhere in the galaxy and 'Pennsylvania' was one
of an ever growing number of colony worlds that had begun to show results.
"What have we got?" Jack asked as the Predator finally gained enough altitude and
distance to come in view of the stargate.

"The gate appears to be shut down," the Major commented, looking over the shoulders of
his command staff as O'Neill watched the main feed on the big screen. "No activity around the
gate. Follow the road," he ordered the pilot.
"Colonel," the Corporal at the comm station called out. "Perimeter guard says all
attacking drones have been destroyed."
"Good," Jack said, grateful to see the mechanical bastards die. "Tell them to stay on
guard until we figure out how many more are out there."
"Yes, sir," she said, relaying the message.
"There!" the Major said, pointing at a tiny dot on screen. "There's the big one."
"It's got company," one of the staffers noted as the Predator flew closer, yet still
maintained a high enough altitude to avoid drawing fire. "I count three smaller drones."
"Hold up," the Corporal said. "There are multiple groups. Narrows checkpoint says the
convoy just passed with a single large drone in pursuit."
"How many do we got? Come on people, I need numbers!" O'Neill barked.
The Predator continued to fly further up the road until it hit the 'narrows' point where the
dirt path split between the offshoot to the industrial complex and the U-turn through a low point
between two ridges that led back to the firebase. It turned north and hopped over the ridgeline,
quickly spotting both the convoy and the following heavy Aschen drone.
"Two groups confirmed," the Major stated. "One with escorts, one without."
"Keep a lookout for stragglers," O'Neill pointed out. "The small ones can move through
the trees."
"Convoy arrival estimated at 10 minutes," another staffer said. "First Aschen drone
estimated at 11 to 12 minutes. Second group 20 plus."
Jack nodded. "Send all available troops to the front wall, outfitted with as much
ordinance as they can carry." He turned and looked at the Major. "Get the Abrams ready."
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Jack watched from the HQ monitors as the firebase's four M1A2 Abrams tanks rolled out
the front gate and spread themselves in a line across the grassy kill zone that surrounded the
firebase, taking aim on the dirt road where it emerged from the forest. Two situated themselves
north of the road, two south as the first Humvee in the convoy came into sight, bouncing up and
down as it tore into the clearing.
Behind it came an assortment of other vehicles, all customized for decreased width so as
to fit through the stargate, which gave the trucks a bread loaf motif, stretched out far longer than
they normally were designed to be. There were 19 vehicles in total…two pinched down
Humvees, three Jeeps for use by the firebase, and 14 cargo trucks. They were staggered
erratically, all emerging from the forest as quickly as they could navigate the as of yet unpaved
roads, trying to stay ahead of the Aschen heavy hunter orb in pursuit.
Fortunately the Aschen weapon was neither fast nor graceful. It had been designed for
battlefield domination, not speed. It hovered two meters off the ground and lazily pursued the
convoy down the road, unable to fly high enough to skirt over the ridgeline and intercept them,
given the altitude limitations of the repulsorlift technology that it was employing. It had a ground
clearance maximum of 6.2 meters…good enough to move up and over obstructions or low walls,
but not enough to be considered an aircraft by any measure.
The Aschen anti-personnel drones were ever further limited to a mere 2.4 meter
clearance, given their smaller size and mission requirements, though their cruising speed was
more than twice that of their larger twin. The three in distant pursuit of the convoy didn't push
the pace, however, tasked instead to accompany the larger orb as escorts.
"Colonel, narrows reports second enemy group not….repeat, not following the convoy.
They've taken the road to the industrial zone."
"Damn it," Jack swore in a whisper. "Deploy the Predator to keep an eye on them and
radio ahead for the factory to evacuate."
"Where to? There's only one road in and out."
"Away from the enemy…into the woods if they have to. They are not to engage under
any circumstances. Tell them to run, now," he emphasized.
"Yes, sir," the Corporal said with a curt nod.
"Are my rocket launchers in position?" Jack asked.
"Yes, sir," Hastings confirmed.
"Pull two of them off the wall and get them into that Humvee," Jack said as it pulled into
the base, skidding to a halt. "I want them repositioned in the woods, one on each side of the road,
to flank that bastard when it comes into the kill zone. Tell them to hold fire and let the tanks have
the first shot."
"On it," the Major said, running out the door. He knew they only had minutes to position
the men before the Aschen drone arrived.
Looking around during the brief moment of calm before the fight, Jack spotted the HQ
weapon locker and walked over to it.
"Who has the key?" he asked.

"Here, sir," one of the staffers said, pulling it out of a desk drawer and tossing it to him. It
missed wide and hit the locker, then fell to the floor. Jack picked it up and quickly undid the
padlock.
He pulled open the two doors and saw an arrangement of P-90s, sidearms, and stacks of
ammo. Knowing that it wouldn't do much good against the Aschen drones' shields, Jack picked
up a P-90, feeling a bit more secure as he slid a magazine in. This was the last time, he swore to
himself, that he went offworld unarmed, boring convoy duty or not.
"The Major reports first man in position," the Corporal repeated.
Jack nodded. "Get me the tank commander."
She tapped a few keys and activated the speaker phone for the Colonel while she retained
the primary headset to stay in touch with other units. "Go ahead."
"This is Colonel O'Neill…what's your status?"
"In position and ready to fire on your command, sir."
"Don't wait on me," Jack deferred. "As soon as you have a shot you take it…and don't let
up until it's scrap parts."
"Affirmative."
Jack looked over at the primary screen, which held the camera view of the main road. He
could see one of the tanks and the last of the convoy trucks passing out of view and into the base.
Past the tank the Humvee was pulling a tight U-turn in the grass and headed back the across the
road, intent on getting away from the kill zone as fast as possible and circling around to the north
gate of the firebase past the tank line on the east.
As soon as the Humvee hit the dirt a blue glob of energy struck out from the tree line and
flashed past the rear of the vehicle, missing it by inches and impacting the ground twenty meters
down the road. The concussion wave bounced the Humvee up on its right wheels for a moment,
but didn't stop its now panicked escape. It tore through the grass and out of the way of the
Aschen drone, eclipsing its line of fire almost immediately.
The turrets on two of the tanks readjusted slightly, waiting for it to clear the tree line.
Before it did, however, the tank nearest the road on the south side fired a preemptive shot
through the trees as it spotted bits of white orb through the shrubbery, with the cannon boom
loud enough to rattle Jack's ears all the way back in the HQ.
The 120mm round tore through some insignificant tree branches and impacted the
leading edge of the white orb, impacting its blue shields which absorbed and deflected the
projectile, rippling as if in agitation. Three seconds later a second round from the tank to the
North of the road hit in almost the same spot, a split second before the orb fired another glob of
blue energy at the first tank that had attacked it.
Unlike the blue anti-personnel beams that the smaller drones used, the anti-armor version
wasn't instantaneous. There was a small firing lag between launch and hit, which had saved the
Humvee from destruction. It appeared as if the Aschen device were throwing blue-hot rocks out
of an insanely fast slingshot…considerably less accurate than the pinpoint precision of their
smaller beam weapons.
To the tank, however, it didn't matter. The intense energy packet tore through the forward
armor plating and detonated inside, blowing the cupola off the top and high into the air like a
child's toy. The bottom portion of the tank lifted up in rebound from the explosion, almost
flipping over before it landed on its side and fell back to the ground on fire. A moment later the
cupola landed off to the side, along with bits of the personnel that had been inside.

The other two tanks fired a moment later as the orb came into view. Their nearly
simultaneous shots hit and drained the Aschen shields. With a muffed 'pop' they failed and the
last projectile, partially depleted of momentum, struck the orb's shiny white armor and put a
good sized dent in it.
Out of the woods from both sides came single streaks of smoke that detonated on the now
unshielded drone. They tore two large chunks out of either side, apparently damaging the lift
coils because the orb sunk on the left and began an awkward spin as it fired at the second tank.
A plume of dirt exploded next to the Abrams, missing it by two meters. The spin of the
drone had thrown off its targeting.
Unfettered by such motion, the stationary tank returned the favor and a put a round clean
through the mechanical monstrosity. It exited out the back, shredding the interior and contorting
the outer shell. Small internal explosions ensued as the junked drone fell to the ground in pieces.
A cheer rose up across the base, from both those in the HQ and the men on the walls. The
northernmost tank put another round into the debris for good measure, making sure it was truly
dead.
"Major, round up the jeeps, Humvee, four wheelers…anything that moves and get our
men with rockets mobile. Corporal, get me the tank commander again."
"Dead, sir," she reported sourly. "Patching you through to one of the others."
"Let me talk to all of them then," Jack told her.
"Yes, sir…go ahead."
"Listen up, fellas," he began. "Good work out there, but this battle isn't over yet. We've
got a second group of Aschen drones headed for the factory. Three small ones plus another big
bertha. Get after them."
"Gladly," a staticy voice responded.
A lone cloaked cargo ship emerged from hyperspace in high orbit over the planet Chesna,
immediately detecting the energy signatures of the Aschen Elementals over the planet in three
distinct groups. One was a cluster of 18 individual blocks floating lazily in orbit. The second was
a pair of 6 block 'cutters,' with the third and largest group that of a 50+ block 'frigate.' Beneath
their geosynchronous orbit lay the planet's stargate, the native population, and the growing
Aschen infrastructure.
The Chinese cargo ship had but one occupant, and she carefully navigated a path to the
surface far from the orbiting fleet, knowing that Aschen sensors had the ability to penetrate crude
or close-ranged cloaking fields. The original settlement on the planet had contained over 15,000
inhabitants in a sprawling renaissance-era city…now it had expanded in size, adding a number of
Aschen warehouses, factories, and agricultural zones, all staffed by the locals and overseen by a
handful of offworlders that tended to reside inside the gleaming five story tall spire that served as
both governmental headquarters and a ground-based defense turret.
The Chinese pilot held her breath as she skimmed low over the crowded city streets,
keeping the cloaked cargo ship between as many buildings as possible as she approached the
spire. So far no indications of her presence being detected had manifested themselves, and she
was now within half a mile of the enemy structure.
Dipping even lower, she flew the cargo ship down the main street that led to the spire
only three meters above the ground, scaring the citizenry with a sudden rush of air coupled with
the strange alien sound of the unseen ship's engines. The disturbance didn't matter though, as
long as none of the military units noticed her presence.

When she was within 300 meters of the spire a thin blue beam struck her ship and gouged
a long seam on the port side as she flew past, simultaneously penetrating her cloaking field. The
anti-personnel drone roaming the city streets below passed by in a flash, but even as the ship's
cloaking field reestablished itself in a chromatic ripple the upper section of the spire began to
unfold.
"Too late," she commented, swinging the invisible ship about on its side and setting down
a few meters from the spire, well below the firing arc of the heavy beam cannon deploying
above. She went back to the aft compartment and knelt down on both knees in front of the
naquadah-enhanced nuclear weapon, activating the 20 second countdown and reciting a small
prayer.
"For Earth," she said, just before the device detonated, destroying both the cargo ship,
the Aschen spire, the surrounding city, and everything else within a 20 mile radius.
Sitting in his disgustingly primitive office, the Chinese 3rd Regional Director received an
intelligence update, indicating that their mission to destroy the Aschen-held settlement on
Chesna had been a complete success. The report went on to say that while the orbital forces had
been unaffected by the surface blast, the entire city, including all known Aschen infrastructure,
had been obliterated while the Chappa'ai had been dislodged, but not destroyed, making it
inaccessible but recoverable. The report went on to say that after a very brief period of time after
the attack the Aschen had removed their orbital defense force from the system, essentially
conceding the loss of the planet.
The man smiled cruelly. Success at last.
He stood up, thumbing the comm button on his unimpressive desk. This was the third
victory for the Chinese Earth faction in the past six months, but by far the most effective. The
previous two 'wins' had been defensive campaigns resulting in high casualties and, more
importantly, significant depletion of their limited fleet, which at the moment was comprised of
hundreds of 'converted' cargo ship designs, modified X-302s, and a few dozen small warships,
each not much larger than an Alkesh, built of Human tech with the few Asgard upgrades that the
I.O.A. had managed to reverse engineer from their copy of the Asgard Core, half of which had
been lost during those two engagements.
What they lacked in technology the Chinese were making up for in numbers. The 3rd
region alone had grown to encompass 78 worlds, spread across more territory than many former
System Lords used to possess. Chesna was located within that territory, though it had never been
a Chinese possession. It's proximity to their other worlds made its elimination necessary, as well
as the small reduction that the attack had made on the overall Aschen war machine. As the
Chinese were fond of saying, a great enemy that cannot be defeated with one fell swoop may
otherwise be killed through a thousand small cuts…and Chesna had been the first China, or any
other faction from Earth, had managed to achieve.
A female in a Chinese military uniform quietly entered his office and stood at attention.
"The attack was a success," Klorel said in perfectly fluent Chinese, thanks to his host.
"Send the others at once."
"Immediately, sir," she said, bowing slightly and retreating from his office.
Klorel walked back behind his desk and looked out the wide window down on the thick
forest. It extended off into the distance with various buildings rising up above the greenery. Not
far off to his right stood the construction cranes actively servicing the construction crews

working on the X-305 prototype. The design had been the first of the Earth defense force series
that had not included American involvement.
Rather, it owed its design to the Goa'uld who, utilizing the Asgard database, had
succeeded in creating a ship design superior to any previous Ha'tak…though they had needed to
dumb down the blueprints to match the crude Human aesthetic, lest they tip their hand in the
construction. There was only so much intelligence in the Humans, and any major leaps of
technology that could not be contributed to the Asgard tech had to be doled out slowly to avoid
suspicion…which made the American withdrawal from the I.O.A. so fortuitous. The other
Human factions were much more gullible.
Klorel looked out at the nearly complete prototype, a full third larger than the X-304,
with a mixture of anger at his deplorable situation…having to masquerade as these pathetic
Humans…and an eagerness to take the fight back to the enemy. The Aschen War must be fought
and won, Hera had declared and he agreed. Earth and its ignorant Human population was to be
their vehicle of conquest, and would herald their return to dominance over the galaxy, and as
such they must be protected at all costs.
What skill and experience Earth lacked in warfare, the Goa'uld would readily supply.
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The quartet of Aschen drones floated down the road into the industrial section of
'Pennsylvania' finding nothing but a ghost town. Heat signatures were still visible on many
pieces of construction machinery, but they were currently powered down and unnamed. Not
finding any living targets or threatening machines upon arrival, the drones spread out in a
sweeping formation to scan the remainder of the half constructed buildings.
One of the anti-personnel drones made its way inside the open cargo doors of the
foodstuff factory, searching the interior for workers. The drones were enabled with a hunter
protocol designed to rid a planet of its native population for later recovery by the Aschen…rather
than a 'scorched earth' policy wherein they destroyed all personnel and infrastructure. They had
many different protocols that could be used in lieu of an onsite control unit, but for this mission
the Aschen were interested only in probing the Tau'ri defenses. If they happened to pick up
possession of the planet in the process, so much the better.
The trio of tanks arrived at the industrial complex when the drones were on the far side,
spreading out around the narrow clearing at the entrance, giving all three better lines of fire as
well as clearing the way for the Humvee and jeeps to pull through. They accelerated and dove
down the exterior street rimming the area, splitting up into two groups. One headed south, the
other east while leaving the tanks at the entrance point where they could cover both sidelines.
First contact was made by the south-heading group when a jeep drew fire from one of the
anti-personnel drones in a side street. Its narrow blue beam just impacted the edge of a building
as the jeep blurred by and out of sight, shielding the driver who otherwise would have been
skewered. The jeep in question didn't notice the attack, but the one behind it did and slid to a stop
just past the building and disgorged two rocket launchers.
The men stepped clear of the jeep and took a knee, waiting for the drone to round the
corner as the first jeep moved on to the end of the street and took a left, rounding the bottom left
corner of the giant box that made up the industrial zone.
With a whisper-whine preceding it, the anti-personnel drone floated into sight and
quickly killed one of the rocket launchers with a precision beam before the man could even pull
the trigger. A split second later the other man fired his weapon at nearly point blank range,
breaching the orb's shields and knocking its carcass back across the street, taking most of the
shrapnel with it, although one small piece blew back and hit the soldier in the leg as he was
knocked down by the concussive blowback.
He tossed the used launcher aside and limped over to his dead friend, appropriating his
launcher as the jeep drove up next to him. He climbed aboard as his leg wound slowly bled out,
sticking his camouflaged pants to his leg in an ever growing dark spot. The jeep drove off,
following the path of its twin in search of the other three targets.
The Humvee found the heavy drone first, avoiding its fire and drawing it out and back
towards the tanks. When it emerged at the northeast corner of the industrial complex, more than
a half mile away, the tanks swiveled their turrets around and fired as the large orb seemed to
crawl towards them, not yet firing in return. One of the three rounds struck, only to deflect off its
shields.

When it closed within 700 meters it fired back, hitting the center tank in the port tread,
blasting it to shreds and tipping the tank up on its side, where it rocked back and forth for a
moment before holding steady at a cockeyed angle dripping small globules of flaming oil from
the where the front corner used to be.
The drone fired again, before the tanks could reload, and blew apart the rightmost tank
with a clean shot into the turret, essentially decapitating the war machine. The drone rotated
slightly, bringing the small surface dent that was its firing port in line with the third tank as the
Tau'ri machine fired another 120mm slug directly into its forward shields. The square hit drained
more energy, but wasn't enough to take them down, nor was the rocket launched from behind as
one of the jeeps rounded the corner and fired on the target.
Just then a streak fell from the sky and smashed into the drone, knocking it aside and
puncturing what was left of its shields. The drone was more or less undamaged, but its firing arc
had been knocked off the tank, delaying its killing shot for several valuable seconds.
The wreckage of the kamikaze Predator obliterated as the tank fired a third round straight
through it and into the heavy drone. Without any shields, the orb blew apart in a water balloonlike explosion of shrapnel, some of which hit the shields of the anti-personnel drone emerging
from a cross street.
It shot the driver out of the jeep, sending the vehicle into an uncontrolled twist and barrel
roll, throwing the other two soldiers out like rag dolls onto the ground, breaking bones when they
landed. The one that had been sitting shotgun was immediately targeted and killed by another
thin blue beam, shot before he even had a chance to stop rolling across the ground.
The drone came to a stop just past the buildings as it killed the downed soldier, then
reoriented slightly to target the third, hovering in place long enough for the tank to get a well
placed and, frankly, lucky shot from more than 400 meters out. The drone suddenly vanished
from sight, the debris so small and scattered that it looked like it was pulverized into dust by the
tank shell.
The remaining intact Abrams swiveled its barrel towards the buildings and began
crawling forward, scanning each street for sight of the last drone. It found it a minute later,
coming out of the foodstuff factory and firing its blue beam at the cupola of the tank.
The armor held, thanks to its thickness, and the tank turned and accelerated down the
cross street, not expecting to get another lucky shot at range. The drone fired three more times in
rapid succession, each hitting a different place on the tank and none of them cutting all the way
through the armor. When the tank came within 100 meters its gunner finally fired, clipping the
drone and knocking it sideways into the wall of the factory.
It bounced off, shields down, and fell sputtering to the ground…then arced back up into
the air with half its right side missing, but still somehow able to fly. It moved towards the tank as
the Abrams quickly reloaded…but not fast enough. The drone flew up to the front of the tank
and nudged into the barrel, exploding on contact.
The tank crew was jarred by the explosion, and the tank's barrel was slightly bent out of
alignment, but that was all the damage the self-destructing drone achieved.
"Did that thing just explode on its own?" the tank driver asked.
"I think so," Harrison said.
"I didn't know they could do that."
"Live and learn," the commander said, taking stock of the situation. "I think that was the
last of them."
"You mean we won?" the gunner asked.

"I think so…for now anyway. They could send reinforcements any time they like."
"But we won," the loader echoed. "That's a first, right? We've lost every engagement in
the war so far."
Harrison nodded. "Could very well be."
The gunner and loader exchanged glances.
"Tank beats Ghost," the gunner began.
"Tank beats Hunter," the other added.
"Tank beats everything!" the driver finished the Halo quote/cheer.
The commander smiled as he got on the radio, contacting first the flipped tank,
confirming that the crew was still alive, then getting in touch with the firebase.
"Colonel O'Neill, we have casualties, but I'm pleased to report that the threat has been
neutralized."
"Good to hear," Jack said. "We'll get some medics and recovery crews out to you soon.
How many did we lose?"
"Two tanks down, one crew is still alive. My tank is mobile, but I don't trust the barrel to
fire, I think it's torqued."
"You still mobile?"
"Yes, sir."
"Good…I need you to do me a favor. Get to the stargate and dial Reach. After I send a
status report I want you to push the gate over so we can bury it."
Harrison's face turned grim. "Understood, sir. We'll be there as fast as we can," he
finished, then yelled ahead at his driver. "Riley, get us to the stargate before those bastards can
send reinforcements through."
"Moving out," the driver acknowledged, spinning the tank around in a 180 then charging
off at 30 mph back to the stargate, several miles away down the dirt road.
Ronon was smashed backwards onto the training mat, with the replicator releasing his
neck and standing up patiently looking down on him. "Not good enough," it repeated for the
42nd time in their sparring match.
The Setidan picked himself up and looked at the female version replicator with a sneer,
but made no move to strike 'her' again. This was his third week of training in Atlantis, awaiting
mobilization orders to return to battle else he would have already been back on Yavin. Sheppard
had requested that he stand by for deployment, but so far that hadn't come to pass.
Ever since the fall of Leesat the Alterra had been engaging the Wraith and 'Romulans,' as
Sheppard had begun to call them, in a widespread series of space battles as they sought to draw
the enemy out by attacking the Wraith inner core worlds. Their attempts were met with varying
responses, but enough enemy resistance was being drawn out into battle to begin the war of
attrition, pitting the vastly superior Columnars and their less effective escorts against the
Wraith's superior numbers. On occasion the Romulans would intervene, and none of the Wraith
worlds had been reached, let alone taken, but that didn't diminish the massive level of fighting
involved.
At present all Columnars and their task forces were deployed on attack assignments,
leaving planetary defenses and the limited Lantean fleet to guard the home front. To date, no
other Alterran/Lantean world had been attacked, suggesting that the enemy was too busy fighting
off the Columnars to begin gathering the necessary numbers to even think about assaulting
another Sanctuary world.

That said, the Romulans were curiously unaccounted for in most battles against the
Wraith, floating the question of what exactly they were up to? Janus's alternate reality
information suggested they could have a massive warfleet at their disposal. Was this not true of
this reality or were they up to something devious?
Ronon didn't know, and he didn't like just sitting on the sidelines while his friends went
into battle. Sheppard had indicated that something was coming, and that was good enough for
him, but he wished it would hurry up. In the meantime he had little else to do aside from training
to occupy his attention…that and his bet with Stevenson.
"What level are you at?" Ronon asked the replicator.
"Level six. Not all that hard, wouldn't you say?"
Ronon's lip twitched, but beyond that he didn't respond to the barb. Ryan had made this
replicator specifically for him, and it behaved different than the others. On top of the Alterran
training data files, biometric sensors, and interactive combat training lessons it had been
equipped with, it apparently was also designed to irritate and provoke the Setidan into
anger…which usually resulted in Ronon striking the pathetic machine, only to have it respond
with superior force and kick his ass. Never enough to permanently damage its ward, but enough
to bruise him up, just for remembrance sake.
And even though he knew it was just a machine, Ronon cursed the Alterra for making it a
female.
"Scan me again."
The replicator walked up calmly and gripped his shoulder with one hand while displaying
a hologram in the palm of the other outlining a myriad of analysis data that was summarized with
a grid of tiny hexagons with +/- numbers in them, all colored either yellow or blue.
Ronon sneered in disgust at all the yellow icons. About a tenth showed blue, as usual, and
his eyes traveled to several particular ones, namely the Elnar rate, Irettion level, and summative
respiratory efficiency rating. All were yellow, meaning below acceptable levels with slight
damage incurring on a daily basis as a result, which in less advanced civilizations was
erroneously referred to as 'growing old.'
Ronon's previous Elnar rate had been -5.4%, but that was a considerable improvement
over the -7.8% he had begun with. Today it hadn't altered, stuck at -5.4%, though that wasn't
altogether bad. In the beginning Ronon had been dismayed to see virtually all of his statistics
worsen by .1% or .2% over the first few months in cumulative total, but vary as much as one or
two percent in a matter of hours depending on what he had done, or not done, during the day.
The more he trained using the Alterran methods, the more stabile his numbers became,
but they still fluctuated somewhat. It seemed the more intense the activity, notably returning
from battle exhausted or wounded, would skew the numbers. He was learning the hard way that
everything he did during the course of a day had an effect on both his body and his mind.
In fact, a third of the colored hexagons in the hologram were icons for mental statistics.
According to the replicator, the mind and the body were connected, and what affected one would
affect the other, and Ronon had noted on previous occasions how certain icons were linked to
others, such as a mental aspect for vision processing was linked with an overall stress
rating…and when the stress level went up, the vision processing diminished.
There were many other combos, but most were multi-faceted and couldn't be completely
isolated. It felt to Ronon like every time he made improvement in one area it would push three
others down. He was so frustrated at times that he was tempted to take Stevenson up on his offer.
But his Setidan pride wouldn't have it, so he persisted on in between combat assignments.

Today, however, his Irettion level was in the blue…meaning it was momentarily on the
upswing. It wasn't an aspect of his physiology that was required for self-sufficiency like his
healing rate, instead it was a strength level measurement of his, for lack of a better term 'speed of
movement.' It was one of more than a dozen agility measurements and one that he had been
training specifically for.
He rated a 43.6 today, which was up 3.2 since his last measurement three days ago. That
surprised him. He hadn't seen any of his stats rise so drastically…but then again speed had never
been his strength, and according to the Alterran files, when training a weakness it was common
to see significant changes early on.
Ronon had to admit, despite his dislike for the replicator, that it was the perfect training
tool. It was programmed with multiple skill levels to spar with and, unlike a living opponent,
wouldn't deviate so much as a twitch from its programmed routines. Ronon had been training
hard against it, trying to increase his reflex speed and getting his ass kicked repeatedly. He knew
from his Setidan training that sometimes the only way to learn was to throw yourself into the
challenge head first and fight your way out.
Level 6 for the replicator was low, but more than Ronon could handle. He'd succeeded in
defeating it on level 3, and could hold his own at 4, but he knew that in order to improve he had
to fight a superior opponent, so he stubbornly passed up level 5 and set it on 6, getting his ass
kicked over and over again…but apparently his body/mind was adapting, which was the point.
His respiratory rating was one of the big indicators of his fitness and current trend. It was
currently yellow, but only at -.3% meaning that for every exertion that he put himself through or
incurred from the environment, such as heavy breathing from sparring or trying to breathe into a
strong wind that seemed to pry the air out of his lungs, he would subsequently heal the microdamage incurred.
This was normal for all biological functions. Damage was constantly occurring from use,
and then healed. A negative trend meant that every time the healing occurred, it wasn't
comprehensive enough and left a tiny bit of damage behind. -.3% was negligible and essentially
neutral, but if that number held it would rack up damage over the space of a year or two which
would accrue and diminish his abilities…as well as affect his trend, increasing that figure to -.5%
or so. Go through another year and more micro-damage and he'd lose more ability, plus the trend
would spike to -.8% and so on.
The worse off you were, the harder it was to pull yourself back from the brink, and given
that accrued damage affected your rate, if you allowed the process to 'snowball' you had little
chance of recovering. Your condition would continue to deteriorate and you would eventually
die from 'old age,' though technically you would never be beyond a theoretical recovery. Catch
was, if you were lazy enough or ignorant enough to lose ground when you were 'fit,' then there
was no way you would have what it takes to pull yourself back from catastrophic system failure
when it neared.
Ronon had to get his primary trends in the blue, otherwise time was his enemy and every
second that passed saw him weakening, imperceptibly so…save to the replicator that could
monitor his decline with mathematical clarity.
But if Ronon could get his rates in the blue, even .1%, then time would become his ally
and self-sufficiency would be achieved…or so the Alterran files indicated. Given his lack of
progress Ronon doubted that it was actually possible. He was fitter than any other Human he'd
met, and if he couldn't do it he doubted that it could be done.
That said, he wasn't done yet.

"Harder than it looks?" Ryan asked, walking up behind Ronon in the Atlantis gym.
"I was wondering when you would show up," he said, pointing his finger at the Alterran.
"This isn't over yet."
"I didn't say it was…but apparently you are having some doubts."
"I'll make it," he said confidently. "You here to gloat?"
"I don't do much gloating," Ryan said with a hint of sarcasm. "I leave that to Sheppard."
"What do you want?"
"To give you a lesson the replicator can't," he said, holding up a pair of small triangular
devices in the palm of his hand.
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"What sort of lesson?" Ronon asked, eyeing the devices.
"Sometimes it's useful to study a superior warrior in order to get a glimpse at the ability
levels that lie before you, otherwise sometimes you feel like you're fighting in the dark. You
understand that, don't you?"
'"If you want to be the best," Ronon quoted, "you have to train with the best.' So what,
you want to spar with me?"
Ryan smiled. "No, I think we can do a little better than that." He telekinetically floated
one of the small triangles up in the air between them. "This device allows for remote telepathic
control. Attach it to your forehead, please."
Ronon snatched it out of the air and studied it. "What does it control?"
"In this case, it'll control my body, and mine will control yours," Ryan said, attaching his
own to his forehead. It activated with a tiny blue light in the center. "We'll body swap for a few
minutes. It'll be painful for you, but you can handle that, right?" he challenged.
"I don't get it," Ronon said, frowning.
"You've lived in a Human body your entire life, and you're probably fitter now than
you've ever been. It probably feels like you're near the top of your potential…this exchange will
utterly destroy that misconception and, after seeing what's truly possible, I think your training
will improve greatly."
"By switching bodies?" Ronon asked, only half believing him.
"Technically we're not switching, just seeing through each other's senses. Our core
energies will remain where they are."
"I get to be in your body, with your powers?" Ronon asked to clarify.
"With my pain," Ryan cautioned. "My body is still in a constant state of flux and will
remain so for the indefinite future. After what you've been through, I figure you can handle it for
a few minutes, though I warn you, it may catch you off guard at first."
"Alright," Ronon agreed. "What do I do?"
"Just press the device to your forehead, I'll do the rest."
Ronon slid the cool metallic device up over his brow and pressed it on hard. It stayed put
when he released, creating a slight numbing sensation.
"Don't try and use any of my 'special' abilities," Ryan warned. "They're difficult to
control without training. Just get a feel for what it's like to be self-sufficient."
Ronon nodded once. "Do it."
Ryan closed his eyes and concentrated…when he opened them again he found himself
staring at his own body from Ronon's point of view…and for the first time in several long years
the persistent pain was gone.
So too was his fitness and most of his senses. He felt dull, heavy, inefficient…and tall as
he watched 'Ronon' double over in pain.
The Setidan, now in the Alterra's body, caught himself before he hit the floor, dropping to
a knee to steady himself.
"Wow," he uttered between clenched jaws. "You weren't kidding about the pain."

"I can break the link whenever you say," Ryan offered.
"No…I've got it," Ronon said, standing up and flexing his smaller arms, punching into
the air experimentally. "This is crazy," he said in awe.
"Move around a bit," Ryan prompted. "It will take a while to adjust."
Ronon did as he was told and began walking circles around his own body. "Weird," he
commented.
"What do you feel inside?"
"Light…really light," he said, jumping experimentally. He flew halfway to the ceiling,
well above his own body's head, and came back down awkwardly, tripping on his feet and falling
to the floor.
"Easy," Ryan cautioned. "Your reflexes aren't aligned with my body. Focus on your inner
senses…" he said, looking at the replicator. "Scan him."
The female-version machine walked over and put a hand on 'Ryan's' shoulder, holding up
her other hand with a holographic statistics display.
"Side by side comparison with previously recorded statistics," Ryan added.
The hologram split in two, one showing Ronon's statistics in his original body, the other
showing Ryan's body's statistics…which were all dropping.
"Why are they going down?" Ronon asked, feeling an adrenaline surge in addition to the
constant pain.
"You don't know how to use my body," Ryan explained, getting to the crux of the matter.
"You can move my arms and legs, walk about, do everything you know how to do in this body,"
he said, gesturing towards the Setidan's that he now occupied. "But you don't have the
knowledge, skills, or experience to 'wear' my body as I do, hence you're damaging it slightly."
"Damaging?" Ronon asked, mildly concerned.
Ryan squinted in focus, common for him but unusual to be seen on Ronon's face. "I
believe you had an altercation with McKay a while back when he let you borrow one of his
computers for some research."
"Yeah, he got mad when the stupid thing jammed up on me," Ronon remembered easily,
but still focused on his shadowboxing. He was really liking Ryan's body's speed.
"You didn't know how to work the computer above and beyond some basic functions,
which he should have realized and not gotten mad over."
"No kidding…"
"But then again you did cause the problem because you hit some keys you shouldn't have.
McKay was able to fix the problem because he knew how the computer worked and was
experienced with it."
"You're saying my…your stats are dropping because I don't know how to use your body?
All I'm doing is standing here."
"Not true…your connection with the body is constant and misaligned. You are not
Alterran, but you're in an Alterran body. You're incompatible because you're a newbie…do you
know what that term means?"
"A beginner…"
"Yes. You can't handle my advanced body, and as a result you're messing up the settings.
Not so much because of what you're doing, but because of what you're not doing."
"Yeah, but the numbers are still positive, so how am I causing damage?"
"You're not…exactly. But you are diminishing my body's settings, or maybe you should
think of it as my rhythm or, better yet, think of it was my internal balance. When we switch back

I'll have to reset, so there's no real damage being done, thanks to the fact that my trends are so
high."
"No kidding," Ronon said, looking at the replicator's display. He walked back within
range and let her grab his shoulder again, and the numbers updated. "Your breathing rate is
+7.8%…make that +7.7%. No wonder you never get out of breath training."
"Not true, but it does take a great deal more to cause me to reach respiratory overload.
When I finish one of my runs I'm usually breathing hard."
"Speaking of which?" Ronon looked at his own face, asking.
Even without telepathy, Ryan knew what he meant.
"Go…" he told him, gesturing to the door. "Just don't fall on my face."
"Thanks," Ronon said, jogging out of the gym and heading down to the nearby track for a
quick run.
He came back about ten minutes later, finding his own body sitting on the floor in a
meditative pose.
"This is amazing," he commented
"Like I said, you've never known anything other than being Human."
"Do you guys switch up like this…I mean, for training and stuff?"
"Yes, on occasion. It helps to show one what we've accomplished rather than trying to
explain it."
"Is this the way Sheppard feels too?"
"Yes and no. He's not in any pain, but his body isn't as fit or powerful as mine. I've got a
head start on the others, thanks to the Repository of Knowledge's accelerated advancement
programming…which, consequently, is what's causing the pain."
"You want to switch back now?"
"Not just yet, there's something else I want to show you," he said, standing up. "While
you're in my body, it's abilities are diminishing because you aren't up to par with my
'powers'…but the opposite is true of me being in your body. I know a great deal more than you
do, and thus, I can get more out of your body than you are. Observe…"
He had the replicator scan him again with a comparison to Ronon's own scan less than a
half hour ago. To Ronon's surprise, nearly 45% of the icons were showing blue, compared to the
10% on his previous scan. Looking closer, Ronon noticed that the blue rate icons were barely
over neutral, but blue they were…which meant that every second that went by, his body was
improving/healing existing damage as long as Ryan was inside it.
Even the existing yellow icons were showing less negative numbers when compared to
the other scan.
"How are you doing that?" Ronon asked.
"There is a great deal more," Ryan said as stoically as he could using Ronon's voice, "to
living than Humans understand. The body is extremely complex, with many subtle senses that
you haven't discovered yet. They are there, as you can witness now, and I am using them to
readjust your settings, making you more efficient without any 'hardware' upgrades that must
come from training."
"You're saying I'm not as good with my own body as you are?" he asked dismayed, but
eager to learn, now that he had a new perspective. Looking at his own body he felt almost
embarrassed at how primitive it was compared to the one that he was in now.
"I know how to use it to greater effect, so the problem isn't in that you are Human, it's
that you are ignorant of your own potential…which I hope I have now alleviated somewhat."

"So…it's not a fool's errand then?" Ronon asked pointedly.
"Not if you're good enough."
"That's all I needed to know," Ronon declared. "Switch us back."
Ryan blinked and mentally severed the connection, feeling himself back in his own body
with the constant pain returning. Still, he felt much better back in his own skin, pain or no.
Ronon meanwhile felt a great loss in the transition, but the searing pain was gone, and for
that at least he was grateful. "I can't believe you put up with that pain every day without showing
it."
"You wouldn't," he said, complimenting the Setidan.
Ronon broke a rare smile. "True."
Ryan reached a hand up into the air and the triangle on Ronon's head detached and
floated into his outstretched fingers. "Carry on," he said pithily, leaving Ronon to his training.
The larger man turned back to the replicator, who was still displaying the holograms.
"Continue sparring," he ordered.
She dropped the holograms immediately and jumped towards Ronon, lashing out with a
straight right punch with no warning. Ronon had been expecting as much from the merciless
machine, and caught it just in time, after which they engaged in their dangerous training dance
with the replicator gaining the upper hand eventually, but Ronon was no longer frustrated at
being beaten…he had a goal now that he knew was attainable, and there was nothing in this
galaxy that was going to stop him from achieving it.
Three weeks after the assault on 'Pennsylvania' one of the American cargo ships landed
on the planet, delivering supplies, 4 additional tanks, more troops, and a lot of bunker
enhancements for the stargate, which was currently shut down with the gate buried under three
feet of dirt.
General Mitchell came with the ship and met up with Jack during the unloading, after
which the Colonel would be returning to Reach. He'd originally been scheduled to remain on the
planet for less than 6 hours, but with the Aschen attack and the subsequent burying of the gate,
he'd received an impromptu vacation until the reinforcements could arrive.
"Heard you scored us our first win," Cam said, offering the Colonel his hand as he
walked off the ship's boarding ramp.
"A costly one," Jack countered, but a win it had been none the less.
"Yeah, I heard you lost most of your tanks."
"They can handle the little guys, but we need numbers to take down the fat boys. One
shot from them and an Abrams turns into a piece of toast."
"At least we know how to take them down now," Cam noted. "We brought three tankcaliber turrets for the gate, plus some missile launchers. If they come through again, we should
be able to light 'em up immediately."
"No iris?"
Cam cringed. "No, not yet. I don't know why, but the damn things are taking a long time
to build."
"This planet is too important to let fall into enemy hands," Jack reminded him. "On top of
which, it's getting pretty obvious now that we have a security leak somewhere. This planet's
address never should have fallen into enemy hands, and we know they didn't track us here by
ship. Our hyperdrives are way faster than theirs."

"I hear you," Cam agreed. "We're looking, but we haven't been able to find any leaks
yet."
"Keep looking," Jack said angrily. "We lost a lot of good soldiers here, when this planet
should have been secure. We can't afford to keep making mistakes like this."
"I'm not so sure we did screw up," Cam wavered. "The Aschen didn't hit you with any air
support."
"Meaning what?"
Cam shrugged. "Maybe they're exploring all gate addresses and they didn't know we'd be
here."
Jack was silent for a moment. "I hadn't considered that."
"No way of knowing, but if they're exploring randomly then none of our worlds are safe."
"All the more reason for putting a damn iris on every gate we control."
"Carter's already requested four more, but they have to be shipped out from Earth."
Jack shook his head vehemently. "Not good enough."
"I know," Cam said softly. "Sam's working on it, but anything we can't make for
ourselves out here is going to be tied up in bureaucracy."
"Then the solution is pretty damn simple," Jack said, his anger at Earth's stupidity rising
by the second. "We build our own iris factory."
"I already ran the numbers…best case scenario is 8 months if we pull resources from
other projects, which we're hesitant to do."
"I know we need more of everything," Jack said, taking a step closer to Cam and
lowering his voice. "But we can't afford to give away planets to the Aschen on the cheap. They're
kicking our asses coming through the stargate. We have to make them come by ship, otherwise
all those 'valuable resources' just end up in their hands anyway."
"You're right," Cam said, mentally kicking himself for not seeing the painfully obvious
sooner. "Guess that's the advantage of having years of field experience under your belt. Me…at
the end of some days I can't add two plus two, I'm so brain fried from all the paperwork."
"I can sympathize," Jack said, not pointing out the obvious fact that he didn't have any
field experience, though it felt like he did thanks to the original O'Neill's memories, which he
still could have swore were his own. "But if we put the damn bureaucracy ahead of the lives of
our men and women on the front lines, then we don't deserve to win this war or any other…and
we won't."
"Wish it was that easy."
"Make it that easy," Jack said, talking to the General as if he was the superior officer.
From Cam's personal point of view Jack was and always would be, even if he was only a clone.
"You and Carter are in charge, so do things the way they need to be done and to hell with Earth. I
am sick and tired of us making the same mistakes over and over again. It's time to cut loose and
the President has already given you the authority you need, now get the damn job done!"
Despite O'Neill's anger, Cam couldn't suppress a laugh. "It's good to have you back,
sir…Colonel."
"Don't 'sir' me," Jack said, clapping Cam on the back to let him know his anger wasn't
really focused on him. "No matter what rank we hold."
"Old habit," Cam complained.
"Yes, well…live and learn."
"Speaking of which, you really think we should bring up more tanks from Earth?"

"Definitely," Jack said without hesitation. "The days of a lightly armed SG team going
through the gate and kicking ass are over…sadly enough. We need the big guns nowadays."
"First item on my to-do list when we get back," Cam promised. "Speaking of which, how
about we get the stargate unburied?"
Jack shook his head. "Not until the gate defenses are built."
"We can dial out then have them park a truck inside to block incoming wormholes," Cam
suggested.
Jack did a double take. "Will that work?"
"Don't see why not," Cam said, now unsure. "Won't it?"
"I honestly don't know."
"Well, we can dial in and ask Carter," he suggested. "If she says no, we can have them
rebury it after we go through."
Jack inclined his head a moment while in thought. "Sounds like a plan…good thinking,
General."
"I have my moments," Cam said, walking with Jack back to the firebase's HQ.
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"Prefect," Markona said with respect as he met Neela at the entrance of the research
facility and escorted her inside.
"I have need to consult the Oracle," the Aschen leader charged with wartime intelligence
said calmly.
"Well timed," the associate researcher said as they walked through the pristine building
on the planet Herdonis, one of the Aschen's original holdings before the war began. "They are in
session now."
Neela nodded microscopically, but said nothing further until they reached the observation
chamber. Inside was a lightly restrained Human beneath a mass of diagnostic equipment linked
to a holographic display.
"We are currently probing the current location of the Alterra," Markona explained when
Neela's gestures suggested she couldn't identify the images.
"You have had a breakthrough then?"
"Partially, yes. We believe he was attempting to hide this line of inquiry, but a brief slip
allowed us to isolate this ship design. From there he could not resist the more exact references."
"What have you learned?"
"Our inquiry is incomplete, but it appears that the Alterra are busy conducting a war of
their own, against a pair of enemies far stronger than any known in this galaxy, save perhaps for
the Asgard. At present the outcome is indeterminate, though heavy fighting is ensuing."
"What is your current probability rating?"
"Over the past two months we've achieved an 83% match with the provided intelligence
reports, though if these events are taking place in another galaxy, as we suspect, there is no way
to corroborate."
"Suspend the current session. I have more pressing questions to ask."
Markona nodded. "What matter would you have us inquire about?"
"I will do the questioning myself," Neela insisted.
Markona inhaled deeply, but made no other gesture of discontent. "As you wish," he said,
opening the sliding door into the Oracle's chamber.
When Neela entered the lead researcher halted his conversation with the Oracle and
looked up at the intruder with a hint of disgust. "Prefect," he greeted her stiffly.
"I apologize for the interruption, but recent setbacks have occurred and the council needs
answers."
"We require specifics for query," Larss reminded her.
Neela looked directly into the Oracle's eyes, which stared back with a pained anger. "In
recent days four of our smaller colonies have been destroyed with single, large yield explosives.
I need to know who is responsible."
The images on the hologram froze on a silhouette of a Wraith battleship being skewered
by an Alterra energy beam. Larss noted the halt in the Oracle's far seeing abilities as a sign that
he was resisting the questioning.

"Do you have any images of the planets or destruction? The Oracle requires visual
stimuli for probing."
Neela pulled out a small data chip and handed it to the lead researcher. The man input it
into the base of the holoprojector and cued up the images. When the Oracle wouldn't look Larss
had his chair rotated to face the hologram and held his finger over the pain induction trigger
should the Oracle refuse to open his eyes.
That, however, wasn't necessary today. He had learned not to resist stubbornly, but
continued to thwart Larss' research whenever possible. The lead researched appreciated the
challenge given to him and played their daily game of intrigue with great interest. The man's
ability to see into the future defied all scientific reason, yet the results were
undeniable…although somewhat uncertain. Events did not always play out as predicted, though
that could be attributed, he believed, to actions taken in the interim.
However, the Oracle also appeared to have the ability to see into the past, and those
results had indicated that he may have the ability to peer into alternate paths of history, for not all
of the results matched with confirmed history, but the more Larss worked with the subject, the
more he was led to believe that the accuracy of the questioning had a direct correlation to the
correct location of applicable events, thus Neela's ad hock inquiry was problematic to say the
least…but he had a duty to perform and he would, as always, perform his best.
The first image to come up was a view of the planet from space, taken by the elementals
in orbit and magnified. A small explosive dot formed on the surface in the center of a large
metropolis and mushroomed into an expanding explosion that encompassed the entire city.
Larss noted the small auxiliary hologram set into the console that still displayed the
image of the Wraith warship.
The second image on the disc was a set of recordings from the debris strewn city after the
explosion, but they also did not trigger a response. Either the Oracle was resisting mightily, or he
truly couldn't form a connection.
Larss cycled through a mass of additional images on the attacked planets, the third of
which finally yielded a response. He split the holographic display between the intelligence
recordings and the Oracle's vision.
It was a brief snapshot of movement within one of the Aschen settlements, followed
quickly by nothingness.
"What is that?" Neela asked.
Larss ignored her inquiry and reversed the recorded image from the Oracle, then
advanced it to the point of blackout, which showed a few frames of a concussion wave
enveloping the city and killing the observer…all of the Oracle's visions appeared to originate
from the point of view of other people in the galaxy, as if he could see through their future or
past eyes.
"Where did the explosion come from?" Larss asked his subject, familiar with the needed
phrasing to prompt a response. "Who died first? Who died with foreknowledge?"
That last caveat prompted another image, this inside a small room with a direct view of a
device and a hand triggering it. A small countdown appeared and a string of softly spoken words
in an alien language were clearly audible. Just before the countdown ended the Oracle gave them
a key piece of information…the person's last words, but the Aschen were oblivious to the fact,
unable to translate the language.

The Oracle knew the language, however, and he unconsciously followed that strand of
recognition back to the point of origin for the explosive device…some type of shipyard with
dozens of workers milling about. Human workers.
"Ah, good," Larss said, praising the Oracle. He has such remarkable analytical abilities,
and even small strands of recognition would lead him to further visions, even against his own
will. "The origin of the explosive device. How was it transported to our world?"
The images shifted again, and Larss dismissed the intelligence recordings Neela had
brought so they could see the visions at full size, this one being the interior of a small ship,
visible through its pilot's eyes. The design was immediately familiar.
"A Goa'uld cargo ship," Neela recognized from the mass of intelligence data she had
sorted through in recent years. "From the Jaffa?"
The Oracle didn't respond to the question.
"No," Larss said, following his own instincts. The Oracle often responded readily to
peoples he had personal knowledge of, especially the Earthers. "From Earth?"
The images immediately changed, as if clarifying his inaccurate statement, and showed
the view from flight, looking down on the shipyard and the world beneath with clearly
identifiable landmasses that did not match Earth's profile, of which Larss had become intricately
acquainted with in previous days. Much of the Oracle's insight had come from that world, used
by the subject as a distraction against Larss' less poignant questions…and also as a reminder of
the Aschen's failure to take the world.
"Not located on Earth," Larss continued, "but is this one of Earth's colonies?"
The images reluctantly shifted, with a brief moment of static indicative of the Oracle
attempting to cloud his own thoughts, but it didn't last and the view of several distinctive black
space fighters became visible, sitting on the tarmac in neat rows.
The profile of the 302s were easily recognizable to the Aschen.
"The attacks came from an Earth colony," Larss concluded for Neela.
She nodded, partially satisfied. "How did they get the explosive devices past our
defenses?"
"A cloaking device, perhaps?" Larss guessed, not directing the question at the Oracle.
"Their technology is primitive. Our sensors have always been able to penetrate their
cloaking fields at short range. The epicenter of the explosions was in the middle of the target
cities. They could not have approached by ship in a conventional manner."
"Did they come through the stargates?" Larss asked the Oracle, without response.
He frowned, thinking around the problem. "Did anyone see the Earthers before the
explosion?"
Suddenly the hologram shifted back to the view of one of the city's denizens walking
through the street. A thin blue beam, typical of their defensive drones, fired over the crowd's
head and hit an invisible object, momentarily breaching its cloaking field…the triangular hull of
the Goa'uld cargo ship was clearly visible amidst the multi-colored mess of refracted light.
"Apparently they can now," Larss noted with some concern.
"The Sentinel's sensors were obviously able to detect the ship at close range," Neela
argued. "Why not the units in space or within the city?"
"Perhaps the detection range is extremely limited due to an Earth upgrade."
"We know the Earthers have received technology from the Asgard," Neela said, thinking
aloud. "Perhaps they've been slow to implement it into their designs, crude as they are. They still
appear to be utilizing hybrid vessels."

Suddenly the hologram shifted to another planet, seen from low orbit, with a curved
white ship with a glowing center floating nearby, ostensibly being seen from another ship or
station in space.
"What is that?" Neela asked, not recognizing the design…however, the dozens of
massive warships rising up from the surface she did recognize.
The Oracle smiled, looking on the holographic display of the vision he was seeing in
mind's eye of the Asgard warfleet leaving their homeworld for battle.
Jonas Quinn fixed his gaze directly on Larss and laughed despite the painful headache
that always accompanied his visions. "Oh, you're definitely going to get it now."

Misdirection
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The cloaked Alterran scout ship sat 1,100 dekmas away from the Romulan shipyard,
observing the five-pronged station and over 400 docked warships as it floated in deep space, far
from any star system. The massive station was the same one originally discovered by Sheppard
and Mike Stevenson back before the war had started…and as far as they knew the enemy wasn't
aware that their base had been located.
That would change in a few minutes, however, but right now the scout ship was waiting
for the return of the five puddle jumpers that had quietly been redecorating the enemy's hull with
cloaked packages…the first of which just passed into detection range on the ship's navigational
system.
It appeared as little more than an outline, identifying itself through the cloaking fields of
both ships by means of a specialized comm signal that most civilizations couldn't track, and even
the Alterran sensors had to be precisely calibrated to pick up the all but invisible signal, which
was necessary to keep cloaked ships from running into each other…or in this case to allow the
cloaked jumpers to find and land onboard the scout ship.
One by one they returned, with Sheppard's jumper being the last. Once making sure
everyone had returned safely, he ordered the pilot of the scout ship to leave the area via a short
hyperspace jump to rendezvous with his command ship.
Looking out the forward viewscreen from the bridge, Sheppard couldn't help but smile as
the bluish/white blur of hyperspace faded and the distant sight of his Columnar popped into
view. It was a truly magnificent warship, made all the more intimidating from an external view
of the monster as the scout ship angled towards the aft of the giant cylinder, headed for the
primary hangar bay.
The Skywalker literally swallowed up the scout ship as it set down on the huge internal
deck and powered down. Its part in this operation was over, but the mission had barely yet
begun.
Using an internal set of rings, Sheppard and the others transferred into the Columnar's
interior, then dispatched to their various stations. Ronon accompanied Sheppard to the bridge,
which looked like an oversized school bus…long, narrow, and with seated crew in a rows along
either side.
Sheppard walked down the open area between them, receiving nods of readiness as he
headed for the command chair at the end of the long hallway. He deftly jumped into the organic
looking device and powered it up with an almost unconscious thought, reclining backwards
slightly as a holographic tactical diagram floated in the air to the right of his chair, detailing the
ship's location and nothing else, for the moment.
Directly in front of him the wall altered from a blank bulkhead into a visual display of the
space, wrapping around the edges of the command nook to afford him a better view of the area

from the Columnar's viewpoint, though there were many visual angles he could select, but
Sheppard preferred to look out as if it were a giant window, regardless of the fact that he had full
sensors available through the mental uplink into the ship's systems.
Ronon, dressed in full Lantean body armor, walked up beside the Captain's chair and
crossed his arms over his chest, waiting and watching the empty view of the stars.
"If anyone's not ready, now's the time to say so," Sheppard said to the bridge crew, each
seated in a smaller version of the control chair.
To Sheppard's left a holographic avatar of the ship's computer, in the visage of Luke
Skywalker, manifested itself. "All systems are battle ready. Troops are standing by for
deployment at your command."
Sheppard did a quick double check of the weapons systems, mentally confirming that the
primary weapon had a full capacitor charge standing by. They were about to kick the bee hive
and needed to take out as many ships as possible in the first minute of battle.
"Here we go," Sheppard announced, sending the Alterran behemoth into hyperspace.
The Columnar disappeared into the massive hyperspace window…then reappeared
through another twelve seconds later just off the Romulan station, whose shields were already
up, having detected the last couple seconds of their approach through hyperspace despite the
tracking countermeasures. The Columnar was just too big to completely hide, given that the
station was designed using Lantean technology.
Sheppard immediately began opening the weapon pods as he flew a circuitous course
around the perimeter of the fork-like station in order to align the ship down the length of one of
the 5 prongs. Meanwhile sensor readings of activity within the station began to skyrocket as
defense systems began to come online, along with a handful of ships beginning to power up.
"Blow 'em," Sheppard told the ship.
Luke waved a hand as if gesturing towards the view of the station and a number of tiny
explosions manifested themselves on the hull…along with the fall of the station's shields
protecting both it and the ships berthed inside.
"Now you die," Ronon declared.
With a target lock, Sheppard focused on weapons control and fired off a partial blast from
the Columnar's primary weapon, located in the center of the ship's flat bow. The yellow/green
streak of destructive energy impacted the side of the nearest docked ship on the outside pylon,
cored completely through the ship and exited out the other side…directly into the ship beside it,
as well as the next 26 down the row before the energy was fully absorbed, sparing the remaining
16 ships in that line.
Ronon thumped a fist against his armor in approval as Sheppard repositioned the ship to
target the row on top of the same pylon and fired again, this time with a larger charge that ripped
through the entire row, with a little left over to exit the other side past the station harmlessly into
space.
By now several weapons batteries on the station were returning fire with spurts of intense
yellow energy, but nothing that could get past the Skywalker's shields. A few of the docked
Romulan ships began to disengage from their berths and drift out away from the prongs to
engage the Columnar. Once in the clear, the bridge crew targeted them with the plasma cannons,
making sure not to hit the station. Sheppard had given specific orders to leave it intact. It was the
ships that they needed to destroy.
"Lorne, clip those batteries," Sheppard said, simultaneously shifting pesqua weapon
control over to his station."

"My pleasure," the Lantean said, sitting in the chair just behind Sheppard on the left.
With the ship's help, all the weapons batteries on the station were immediately highlighted,
making it easy for Lorne to pick out the ones he wanted, firing a single pesqua at each.
The large iris-like doors covering the dorsal pesqua bay opened and a tiny cloud of
fireflies raced out and in towards the station…but before they could hit the hull several auxiliary
weapon systems came online and shot them out of the sky with super fast, pinpoint silver strikes.
"What are those?" Lorne asked.
"Anti-pesqua weapon system," the ship's computer said, slightly perturbed. "Apparently
an add-on since our last reconnaissance of the station."
"Alright, guess we're doing this the old fashioned way," Lorne said, mentally grabbing
three of the forward plasma cannons as the Skywalker gave him weapons priority over the other
gunners. He zoomed in on one of the tagged batteries and fired a ranging plasma shot, seeing it
miss high and blow a small piece of the hull out into space.
"Lorne…" Sheppard growled.
"Sorry," he said, readjusting his aim. His next shot hit true and the battery went dead.
"Shoot the small ones," Sheppard said, firing off another partial main blast, "then use the
pesqua."
As he spoke the ship put up targeting coordinates for the anti-pesqua batteries scattered
across the hull as the rest of the ship's plasma cannons began firing rapidly at the increasing
number of Romulan ships disengaging from the station.
"Good call," Lorne acknowledged, shifting his aim and taking out one of the distant
batteries on the first shot. Sheppard wasn't making it easy keeping them so far away from the
station, but then again he probably needed the larger attack angle to hit so many ships
simultaneously.
Another minute later and he had all the anti-pesqua batteries in view knocked out.
"Skim the hull…and take out the others," Sheppard said as he had to concentrate to
release an orange lightning blast into three Romulan ships, two of whose shields went down and
became easy pickings for his plasma cannon gunners.
Lorne smiled, catching his suggestion even before Sheppard sent a brief telepathic image
of what he wanted him to do. The Lantean reacquired pesqua control and focused on the battery
tags on the far side of the station…then released two pesqua for each.
The tiny swarm flew up and out of the massive ship and zipped down toward the station
in nearly a straight line, having to veer slightly around some floating debris, until they nearly hit
the station, then curved sharply and traveled around the hull barely two meters in altitude and
beneath the line of fire of the defense turrets.
Lorne watched one of them through the mental interface as it slammed into the turret and
popped out the other side…then swung back around and hit it again, boring through the material
as if it wasn't even there using the broadcast energy being emitted from the Skywalker to burn
through the device, after which Lorne retargeted the nearest main batteries and redirected the
pesqua over to them.
"Nice work," Sheppard noted as the station's defenses went down in a handful of seconds.
"Now send some after the docked ships with their shields still down…we're getting too many to
handle."
"On it," Lorne said, launching a much larger swarm that wrapped itself around several of
the pylons that Sheppard hadn't gotten to with the main weapon yet as the space around them
was filled with green energy orbs coming from the Romulan ships and splashing against the

Columnar's shields, so much so that the forward view from the Captain's chair was almost
completely obscured.
"We can take it," Sheppard said, answering Ronon's unspoken question. "For a while," he
amended as he fired off his last partial blast, taking out 13 ships still docked in a row, but with
many gaps in between them as more than a third of the enemy fleet was now in space and
hammering away at them with a vengeance.
The Skywalker fired off another lox blast from the ventral starboard pillar, then Sheppard
took control of all four from the ship's computer and started targeting clumps of ships as he flew
the Columnar across the prongs and further into the battle so the ship could make better use of its
aft plasma turrets, many of which had yet to fire a shot. As they moved inside the swarm of
Romulan ships the return fire from the Skywalker increased, as did its kill rate now that all its
weapon systems were engaged.
Lorne's swarm of drones eventually died out, mostly from collisions with explosive ship
components and a few from lucky shots by the Romulan ships, with the Columnar's pesqua
power flow never abating. With all the weapon systems combined the potentia was being drained
rapidly…but then again that was the point of the technology. Massive power over a short period
of time, and the Romulans weren't going to last long enough to risk them running it dry.
Nor were they going to get through their shields, though they had managed to cut more
than half their strength away, even with the impressive recharge rate that had the generators
literally sucking energy out of the potentia faster than all of the secondary weapon systems
combined. That shield stat began to increase again shortly enough, as the power flow began to
surpass the damage inflicted as the Romulan fleet thinned.
When it was evident that they weren't going to be able to defend the station the remaining
Romulan ships didn't turn and flee…instead they turned toward the Columnar and tried to ram it
en mass.
Fortunately the Alterrans had prepared for this tactic when they designed the Columnar,
and several dozen tractor beams activated to stop or deflect the incoming ships with only two
getting so far as to hit the shields, with those being glancing impacts that didn't breach the
protective energy shield…though they did chop away at the shield strength. The Romulans
should have tried that tactic first, for then they might have stood a small chance, but they weren't
going to get a second opportunity to try. Within 20 minutes of the first shot being fired all of the
Romulan ships had been destroyed and the Skywalker hadn't taken so much as a single hit to the
hull.
"And that's how we do that," Sheppard said as the last ship exploded, leaving the space
around the station so cluttered it looked like they were in an asteroid field. He hopped out of the
Captain's chair and headed aft, clapping Ronon on the shoulder.
"Let's go."
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Sheppard, Ronon, and a pair of replicators beamed directly into the station's control
center, finding the architecture eerily similar to Atlantis…as was the dress of the people manning
the consoles.
Half of them fled when the foursome appeared and opened fire, but the others remained
at their stations, hurriedly entering commands as four iktal guards attacked the intruders, with the
first two going down from Ronon's well placed rifle shots. The replicators took a couple hits, as
did the armored Satedan, but none of them went down and quickly secured the command center.
Sheppard didn't even bother firing on the uglies…he had something more important to
do. As soon as he materialized in the command center he sensed what the Romulans remaining at
their stations were doing, which prompted him to start firing off stun blasts from the forearm
gauntlets of his heavy armor, but he knew he was already too late.
As the last iktal dropped dead to the ground Sheppard leapt over the railing separating
him from the central command pit, firing a pair of shots at fleeing staffers mid air, then turning
his full attention to the computer consoles and the data deletion program that was running.
"Secure the room," Sheppard yelled as he furiously began typing commands into the
Lantean-style computer interface. "Bart, get over here!"
Ronon and his personal replicator, Ares, continued around the room, stunning the two
dozen staffers that hadn't already fled and checking all the levels in the multi-tiered room. They
locked down every door they came across by physically burning out the control mechanisms,
alert for more iktal heading their way, though hopefully the main boarding parties spread
throughout the station would be drawing the brutes' attention away from the Alterra's primary
purpose.
"Get in there," Sheppard said as his replicator walked up beside him.
Without hesitation Bart drove his hand into the console and spread his nanites out into the
hardware, directly linking into the system as Sheppard used his Alterran knowledge downloads
to try and circumvent the deletion program before it wiped out all the data they were here to
steal.
"Lock out one of the redundant memory cores," Sheppard ordered, "then track down the
route command, I can't find it."
"Room secure," Ronon reported.
"Damn it," Sheppard swore, tapping keys in a blur. They'd taken too long and more than
half the database was already gone, with the rest still up for grabs as he played a game of cat and
mouse with the deletion program, isolating certain sections of memory only to have it
circumvent his blocks and try to get at the protected clusters from a different direction…all the
while Sheppard was trying to locate the root command to disable the 'unstoppable' deletion
protocols.
Suddenly there was a loud pounding on one of the locked doors, then the sounds of
weapons fire as the iktal on the other side began to burn their way through with their heavy
pistols.
"We've got company," Ronon shouted.

"Deal with it," Sheppard ordered, knowing that he could take a few hits on his shielded
armor so he didn't bother turning around. He needed every second he could to fight this damn
program. Fortunately it had to go through layers of security itself, otherwise it could have wiped
out the entire database within a second. Thankfully the Romulans' computer systems were of the
same design as Atlantis's, giving Sheppard an insider's knowledge of the operating systems.
"Core isolated," Bart reported. "All hard lines have been severed."
"Good, now find that damn program and shut it down before we lose control of station
functions," Sheppard said as he tried to delay the total computer wipeout. Whoever the idiot was
that wrote the program had done so in the last few minutes without heed to the consequences, for
it didn't just delete data but the operating systems as well, meaning things like bay door controls
and power regulation systems would have no function aside from manual input…and things like
reactor control required constant computer input to avoid containment breach and a resulting
overload.
One of the things the Romulans hadn't been able to reconstruct were potentias, so their
ships and stations had to use active power systems rather than stored energy cells to supply
sufficient power, and during his hasty computer chess game versus the crude virus he'd come
across the power output specs and saw that they were using a Legrardan core…an old school
Lantean power system that compressed highly incompatible matter, forcing subatomic reactions
that created decent energy output, but those particles were held apart and compressed by a series
of force fields that required computer control.
Drop the fields and the reaction would dissipate, but not before the slight delay of the
reaction would push out and vaporize the components of the core, along with a good section of
the station in the process.
"Not in the 3rd tier locals," Bart reported, helping Sheppard to isolate sections of the
mainframe where the base deletion program was located. With that small option off the table he
began searching other locations.
The door into the control room finally blew apart, with a swarm of iktal coming through
the smoke firing their deadly green pistol blasts almost randomly. A console nearby Sheppard
exploded from the impact but he held position and kept on typing in commands.
Ares was on the iktal three steps in through the shattered door, shooting one in the gut
with the small pistol he carried, then snapping the neck of another with seemingly little effort.
Ronon fired past him and downed a third, but more and more kept coming through into the
control room.
"It's somewhere in the 6th tier," Bart reported, having tracked a split second command
thread back to the active program.
Sheppard felt his shields flare as he was hit in the back, but he knew where the root
program probably was now, guessing as to how the Lantean reprobate had hurriedly constructed
and hid the program, and decided to hold his ground for a few more seconds.
"Help them," Sheppard said after finding a few 'footprints' to follow.
Bart pulled his imbedded arm out of the console and sprinted two steps across the floor
then vaulted up over a second level railing and punched one of the iktal in the arm as it aimed at
Sheppard, with the pistol flying aside as the creature's arm bone snapped from the ferocity of the
blow.
"Gotcha," Sheppard said, isolating the tiny corner of the station's immense database
where the main program file had been hidden. He used a base command that he doubted the

Romulans even knew was in the computer system and transplanted the program into a simulation
drive, separating it from the actual systems while letting it think it still had access.
A quick check of the station's active systems showed no critical damage from the wipe,
though a couple of airlocks were now locked in the open position where escape craft had
disengaged from, but those sections had already been sealed off by emergency closure routines,
so there was no further damage.
Sheppard turned around just in time to catch an iktal pistol blast directly in the face,
causing him to flinch backwards and fall against the console, but his shields held firm, though
dropping to less than 40%. Growling, he stood up and started firing lethal blasts from his wristmounted energy weapons, downing two of the iktal that had managed to get past the trio creating
a cyborg body pile just inside the door.
With a quick run up the nearby stairs Sheppard added his firepower to the carnage as
Ares took a hit to the midsection and fell in pieces to the floor, having already suffered several
other hits and loss of major systems, with the last blow too much to maintain cohesive integrity.
Ronon also took a hit that got through his shields, but his Lantean armor caught most of
the blast on his shin plate, but judging from Ronon's howl of pain some of it must have gotten
through, though his friend didn't fall to the ground. He kept firing off point blank shots with his
rifle, tearing gaping holes in the iktals' flesh with each hit until the wave of reinforcements
thinned and Bart was able to push them back through the door.
"Go!" Ronon said, standing on one foot as Sheppard looked over at him.
The Alterra's helmeted head nodded once then followed Bart out the door.
Ronon hopped over to the wall and leaned against it, looking down at his leg. The
currently gray armor had a brightly outlined hole where the active camouflage was
malfunctioning in a rainbow-like ring around the melted material. Judging from the pain, which
was minimal, Ronon figured it was just a superficial wound, but he couldn't tell for sure from
this angle. He stepped down on it experimentally, and while that did make it hurt more his leg
didn't buckle, so apparently all of his muscles and tendons were intact.
He knew he wasn't going to like his status readings though when he got back to Atlantis.
He was sure they'd be royally screwed up…yet another reason to hate the hideous cyborgs and
their Romulan masters. What kind of idiots would ally themselves with the Wraith anyway?
A couple minutes later Sheppard returned along with Bart, who was showing a few holes
in his otherwise pristine nanite-constructed white Lantean uniform.
"Get plugged in and start downloading…and keep an eye on the station. Let me know if
any other sabotage is happening and where the rest of our teams are," Sheppard told the
replicator as the Alterra walked over and knelt down next to Ronon. "Let's see what we've got."
"It's not too bad," Ronon said as Sheppard mentally retracted his armor's gloves. He
winced as Sheppard touched the cauterized wound, then he felt a burning sensation that quickly
transitioned over into a cool numbness.
"Got the bleeding stopped and I numbed it a bit, the rest will have to wait until we get
you back to the infirmary on the ship. My healing skills aren't up to par yet."
"Thanks," Ronon said, shaking his leg experimentally. There was still a dull ache, but the
pain was mostly gone.
"Alright, what have we got?" Sheppard asked Bart as he walked down into the pit-like
control room's center.

A hologram of the station appeared, with seven groups of people tagged, all of which
were moving freely through the station, securing key systems. Apparently they'd already fought
their way through the opposition.
"Can you track the uglies?"
"Yes, they're fully integrated into the computer systems," Bart answered, placing a few
more dots on the map.
"Does that mean we can shut them down?"
"Not for a period of time. Temporal commands were issued, and new commands will not
be recognized until the current ones expire."
"Relay their positions to our teams. Have them hunted down and killed, but stun and
collect the civilians."
"What about these?" Ronon asked, walked up behind him.
"Tag 'em and bag 'em," Sheppard said, beginning to sift through the database.
"Skywalker," Ronon said into his armor's helmet comm. "We have prisoners. Lock onto
the tags," he said, bending over and pressing a small cylinder from his belt against the forehead
of one of the unconscious Romulans, which deposited an invisible energy marker. A moment
later the man disappeared in a white flash of light as Ronon walked around the room tagging the
others.
"Ha!" Sheppard said as he hit paydirt. "Gotcha now, bastards."
The hologram of the station changed over into a map of the galaxy…with all of the
Romulan worlds and infrastructure tagged.
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Remus was walking the halls of Alba Longa enroute to his private sanctum within the
city, passing by several of his loyal followers when a powerful voice thrust its way into his head.
You are in danger.
The Lantean blinked, half stopping mid stride but continuing to move forward as he tried
to locate the source…but before he could place the telepathic link an image of Krista appeared
beside him, with a passerby walking straight through her 'body' without noticing, which
apparently meant she was only showing herself to him.
One of your facilities was taken by the Alterra, she explained.
I know, he answered telepathically so their conversation would remain private as he
continued to walk on with her image floating backwards in front of him. A minor loss. We have
many.
A look of petulance crossed her face as she put her hands on her glowing hips. Do you
also know that your people failed to delete all of the data files and that the Alterra managed to
retrieve location data on ALL of your facilities?
That stopped Remus in his tracks and a look of genuine concern manifested itself on his
usually controlled visage. That…I did not know.
They are on their way here as we speak, with a force strong enough to destroy this city.
You must leave the planet at once. They will be here within two hours.
How many ships?
Seven of their larger vessels, she answered dismissively.
They pulled back all of their attack fleets to guard their homeworlds, Remus said, sensing
an opportunity to exploit. Where did they pull the ships from?
Krista hesitated, seemingly unsure how much information she wanted to give him.
Killika, Garatun, Surrita, and Lottik.
Remus mentally placed all four planets, recognizing them as the Alterra's refuge-laden
worlds. They've left Rona exposed?
Krista nodded once, then disappeared.
Remus reached up and activated his earpiece, sending a mental command to those
Lanteans in the control room, ordering them via 'text' message to ready the city for liftoff as he
turned around and headed back towards the central tower. The Alterra had almost succeeded in
catching him off guard, which would probably have been a fatal blow, but now that he was one
step ahead of them he could turn the situation to his advantage…if he was quick about it.
When he got into the control room his loyal Lantean crew had the city nearly ready for
launch so he didn't concern himself with those matters…instead he went directly to the war
room, situated in a depression on the main floor with several stations, half of which were
currently manned, ringing a large galactic hologram detailing the location of his ships as well as
those of the Wraith. A few select locations showed both, indicating the assault fleets holding
position just outside their targets for the next stage of his grand plan for galactic domination.
With the slower hyperdrives of the Wraith, placement prior to launch was critical, especially
with the Alterra's ability to interfere with their hyperspace movement.

The fleets he was sending deployment orders to now had taken weeks to gather, but with
7 Alterran warships out of position he now had a genuine opportunity to hit them harder than
he'd expected, making the rouse all the more believable.
"Alba Longa is ready to ascend," one of the Lanteans said, walking politely up beside
Remus to deliver the message. "What is our destination?"
"Deep space for now. This position has been compromised. Order all escorts to follow
immediately. We leave this planet as barren as we found it."
"What of the mining facilities?"
"Have them deactivated and ring the crews onboard. With any luck, they'll be missed by
surface scans."
The Lantean nodded his understanding and walked off to implement Remus's orders.
Within minutes the copy of Atlantis lifted off from the ocean's surface and climbed up out of the
atmosphere, joining the fleet of 104 warships guarding the city in one mass exodus into
hyperspace…but only 103 ships made the transition. One lagged behind for a full ten minutes
before making its jump, finally leaving the water world beneath with no obvious trace of their
presence.
An hour later the Skywalker, Illuminasta, Homer, Honestat, Aspecta, Servatrix, and
Tumulta exited hyperspace in low orbit around the back side of what the Romulan database had
tagged as the planetary location of Alba Longa, the defacto capitol of the rogue Lantean
civilization. It sat in a shallow 'sea' on the water world, with the only geography being that under
the waves. The deepest areas were more than 12 dekmas down and sported some truly gigantic
wildlife, fed by bioluminescent plant life that covered the sea floors, making the planet-wide
ocean glow slightly when viewed from the night side, which the Alterran fleet had exited
hyperspace over.
They'd chosen the backdoor approach, knowing from their captured data that the
Romulan city had a defense fleet in orbit and were hoping to hit it laterally. As soon as the seven
Columnars arrived they split like flower petals, each accelerating in different directions around
the planet so that they could flank the enemy fleet with the maximum element of surprise, given
that the bulk of the planet was obscuring their location…unless the Romulans had sensors on the
surface or in orbit, in which case the low orbit insertion would afford them the quickest attack
profile to close on the enemy.
"No contacts detected," the image of Luke Skywalker reported on the bridge of
Sheppard's command ship. "No comm traffic or active sensors…save for the presence of passive
devices, I would say our arrival has not yet been noticed."
"That won't last long," Sheppard said as he watched the hologram of the water world as 7
blue icons quickly traced their way around the surface of the planet, skimming just above the
atmosphere in a tight, artificial orbit. As they made their way around the ships shared their sensor
data, with the planet's other side being filled in on the map with live images…and no enemy
contacts.
"Where are they?" O'Neill's holographic image said, popping into view beside the ship's
avatar. Soon the other ship captains' images appeared as well as the attack fleet made its way
around the water world and rendezvoused where the enemy city was supposed to have been.
"I don't know," Sheppard said, standing up out of his chair and crossing his arms over his
chest. "The city might be cloaked, but I didn't think their ships had that capability."
"They don't," Stan Stevenson confirmed.

"Might not they be stationed outside the system for quick recall?" Liona suggested.
"They've employed that tactic before."
"They have, but the information stated that the guard fleet was in orbit," Sheppard said,
starting to get a bad feeling about this.
"While we're waiting for them to show up and get their asses kicked," O'Neill said
sarcastically, "would you like us to start randomly shooting the water, or do you have a way of
detecting a cloaked city?"
"Luke, show me all available ring platforms," Sheppard said.
"I'm only showing our ships," Skywalker said, updating the map upon his request.
"Nothing more…wait, auxiliary echo detected, multiple sites."
On the map a slew of locations in three regional zones appeared.
"Deactivated rings detected, access locked but locations confirmed."
"Sensor focus," Sheppard ordered, with the Skywalker upping its active sensor beam
intensity and targeting the narrow surface zones tagged. As soon as it did additional information
was updated on the map, with one facility brought up 'off' the planet and enlarged for easy
viewing. It was an outpost of some sort, which Sheppard recognized as a modified version of a
Lantean oceanic mining facility.
"Hello," O'Neill commented.
"Leftovers…" Trey Stevenson said after a moment's study.
Sheppard frowned. "Looks like they picked up and left."
"Perhaps in response to your previous assault?" Liona asked. "They may have assumed
this location was compromised."
"They may have flying cities," O'Neill pointed out, "but those shipyards aren't going
anywhere."
Sheppard turned to his ship's avatar. "Where's the closest one?"
The map suddenly shrank down into a pinpoint as a galactic regional map took its place,
with a slew of enemy positions tagged, with one pulsing in highlight. "12 minutes away."
"New target," Sheppard announced. "Let's see if they've moved anything else."
"All of us?" Liona asked.
"Yes," Sheppard said, sitting down in the control chair and mentally linking with the
Columnar's helm control. "Shoot anything that moves…then hit the stuff that doesn't."
"My kind of orders," O'Neill said just before his hologram cut off. One by one they all
ceased communication and began repositioning their ships for a short jump through hyperspace,
thanks to the massive engines the ships carried and the equally massive amount of energy that
the potentias afforded them. Had they wanted to, they could have traveled the galaxy, tip to tip,
in less than a day at maximum speed, making the otherwise long journey to the nearest Romulan
shipyard appear like it was just next door.
"I thought that intel was too good to be true," Lorne commented, seated behind Sheppard
with the rest of the bridge crew.
"You win some, you lose some," John said dismissively.
"Was O'Neill right about the shipyards not having hyperdrives?"
"The one we captured didn't, but there are other ways to move things through
hyperspace."
"You think they're repositioning everything?"
"I don't know, but if they are we might be able to catch some. They've haven't had much
time."

"Worth a try," Lorne said, not convinced it was going to be that easy. "Hate to have this
whole party go to waste."
"I'll try and find something for you to blow up," Sheppard said, watching through mind's
eye as his ship jumped into hyperspace.
The Skywalker emerged at the target destination third in line, just in time to see a
maximum yield blast fire off from the Homer and hit the targeted shipyard's shields. The
yellow/green beam struck and sustained, briefly, before a massive oversurge pulse traveled down
the energy line and slammed into the already weakened shields, which popped like a bubble,
allowing the rest of the primary weapon's charge to core into the station, cutting off a fifth of it
before the beam abated.
Dozens of Romulan ships were already active and engaging O'Neill's Columnar, with
Liona's Honestat moving up beside it to position for her own shot…neither ship had even
bothered to open its weapons pods, using only their plasma cannons to return fire on the enemy
ships, which were too few in number to cause them any grief.
As the other Columnars arrived in sequence the Honestat fired off its primary weapon,
with the beam cutting through the bulk of the station, then exploding it in an impressive
fireball/shrapnel display when the oversurge pulse hit, with some of the debris pieces impacting
and damaging the enemy ships. Many more pieces hit the leading Columnars, but they bounced
harmlessly off their powerful shields.
"Better hurry up, Lorne, or there won't be anything left to shoot."
"I love these ships," the Lantean said, watching the kill power they'd just thrown down as
he mentally snagged control of several plasma cannons and began targeting the few Romulan
ships in play as the rest of the Columnars pounced on them like sharks on a school of minnows.
Hopelessly outmatched, the last three surviving ships made a run for hyperspace, with one of
them being tagged by a lox blast from the Tumulta and exploding just shy of the already open
hyperspace window.
"That went well," Skywalker commented. "Would you like another?"
"Yes please," Sheppard said, feeling a bit better. As long as they had the position of their
shipyards they might as well run down through the list while they could. There wasn't much the
Romulans could do aside from running and hiding against 7 Columnars, aside from bringing in
the bulk of their fleet, whose current whereabouts were unknown. "Random location within the
local eighth of the galaxy, let's not make this predictable."
The holographic images of O'Neill and Liona appeared again, followed soon by the other
Captains.
"Sheppard, who gets the kill tag?" O'Neill asked, gesturing to Liona's hologram, which
was position synced with the others through the comm system on all 7 Columnars so their
movements and eye lines would match up. "I took the shields down and drew first blood."
"Don't you have more important things to worry about?" Liona contested.
"Hey, I just got my brand spankin new ship and I want to start a kill tally, so who gets the
station kill?"
Sheppard suppressed a smile and remained dead pan. "Taking down the shields and
nicking off a piece counts as an assist. Liona gets the kill."
O'Neill glanced over at her image, looking like he was about to argue, then relented.
"Fair enough."
"Do you want us to split up to maximize our timeframe?" Stan asked.

"Not individually. I'll take the Homer and Honestat with me, you take the others. We need
to kill these as fast as possible, and there's no knowing how many ships will be on guard, plus I
wouldn't put it past the Romulans to have a few surprises."
"Clones vs. Transformers, huh? We'll take that challenge. Just make sure to tag your
targets so we don't double up."
"Luke, split up the list, average deployment ranges for both."
The avatar's image nodded, then a frown crossed its holographic face. "You might want to
put a hold on that, I'm picking up a distress call from Surrita. Large attack force, Romulan and
Wraith. They're calling for reinforcements."
"Show me," Sheppard said, his gut tightening.
"One moment," Skywalker said, contacting the sanctuary world and requesting a
telemetry link. A moment later the planetary sensor network feed was displayed on the bridge
hologram. Much as they had last time, the enemy fleet was engaging the Boa in orbit along with
a Columnar and its support fleet that were protecting two Alterran cities on the planet's surface.
"Additional distress calls incoming," the ship amended. "Killika, Garatun, and Lottik are
also reporting simultaneous engagements."
The other three sanctuary worlds and Alterran strongholds popped up as smaller maps in
the front of the bridge, with the Captains' avatars having to shrink and reposition to fit everything
in.
"What about Dorra?" Sheppard asked, referring to their only other and newest sanctuary
world.
"Checking…"
Sheppard waited, watching the feeds from the other locations as the ship's computer
interfaced with Dorra's planetary computer to retrieve their status.
"No activity as of yet, but the enemy has demonstrated an ability to diminish hyperspace
detection range, so an attack could still be eminent."
"This isn't coincidence," Sheppard said, aghast. "They attacked as soon as we took out
this station."
"It's worse than that," Trey Stevenson said. "They had to have those attack fleets
prepositioned in order to respond this fast, especially with the Wraith's slow hyperdrives."
Sheppard's jaw clenched angrily. "We've been had."
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"How far away is the closest one?" Sheppard asked the ship's holographic avatar.
"Garatun is 2 hours, fifty four minutes away at maximum hyperspace velocity," Luke
answered.
"Damn," Sheppard whispered, seeing the thousands of enemy ships arriving on the map
and heading straight towards the Boa formation guarding the twin cities on the surface of the
jungle world. A pair of Columnars and their supplementary drone fleets in a higher orbit moved
to intercept immediately. "Everyone get going, our orbital defenses aren't going to last forever."
"All of us to Garatun?" Liona asked as the massive ships began to pivot and align for
hyperspace jumps.
Sheppard hesitated a moment as he mentally logged the jump command through the
control chair's interface, then let the Skywalker handle the final course modifications as it ran up
its hyperspace capacitors to maximum yield. "Yes…no," he said, thinking through the tactics of
the situation as he spoke. "You and Jack stick with the mission. The rest of us will go to Garatun
and break up the party, if we're not too late."
"Ryan will be redeploying the fleet as we speak," Stan reminded him. "They'll at least be
able to hold out for a few hours. The Wraith aren't going to be able to pull that tunneling trick
twice."
"And we need to hit them while they're vulnerable," Trey agreed. "This whole attack
could be a diversion to draw us off."
"Pretty damn big diversion," O'Neill commented.
"Whatever they're up to," Sheppard said, cutting the conversation short, "we've got to get
back. You two double team the stations, move through the list one by one and blow up everything
you find. Might cause them to think twice and pull back some of their ships…or at least it might
mean the shipyards are lightly defended."
"Will do," O'Neill said seriously. "We'll kick 'em where it hurts. Good luck."
"I have a feeling by the end of the day we're going to need it," Sheppard said as his ship
jumped into hyperspace along with the others.
Half an hour into their return trip the situation looked ever worse. The Wraith fleet was
throwing themselves against the Alterran defenses, backed up by an equally determined, yet
slightly more self-conscious Romulan fleet that was deliberately targeting the Columnars to the
exclusion of all else. Taking advantage of their early numbers, the Romulans formed a halo
around the Attonos and unleashed a torrent of energy against her shields even as their numbers
were thinned by the nearby Boa and the support fleet, as well as the intimidating firepower of
both Columnars.
Evan Stevenson knew what they were trying to do and moved his ship through the
attackers and punctured the halo formation, giving his ship a semi-quiet left flank that the ship
used to its advantage by shifting shield power to cover the brunt of the attack as he tried to
stretch out the engagement zone and thin the attackers.

The Romulans responded immediately, shifting positions to pursue and reposition around
the much larger ship, but the maneuver did succeed in taking them away from the bulk of the
Wraith fleet that was eating up the Boa, but at a cost of many ships and time, for the orbital
defense platforms were making them pay dearly for each victory.
A bright lance of yellow/green energy cored through one of the Romulan ships, coming
up from the surface as the city defenses began to come into play as the Attonos dropped in
altitude, its shields near buckling. Another two shots came up, picking off the nearest Romulans
ahead of a wave of pesqua visibly rising up in a glowing swarm set against the deep greens of the
planet below.
Suddenly the Romulans moved, either sensing the threat of the ground-based weapons or
realizing their numbers were beginning to thin too much, and simultaneous accelerated towards
the Columnar, intent on ramming her.
The nearest ships, unable to gain much momentum, were easily caught and redirected by
the ship's tractor beams, designed to counter just this sort of threat, but the ships kept coming,
some of which actually ran into each other in all the chaos, but after several dozen successful
deflections the first ship got through and hammered the Atonnos' shields, cracking and
disintegrating against them…but bleeding off a massive amount of energy in the process.
The next ship that hit suffered a similar fate, but the third got through and dug into the
replicator armor, bouncing off at an odd angle as the Columnar fired its engines at full strength in
an attempt to outrun the attackers…or at least to throw off their suicide runs.
Seven more hit, with the later two punching through the armor and digging into the hull,
taking out weapons batteries and some internal systems, but the sheer mass of the Columnar kept
the ship flying and fighting as more and more Romulan ships hit the hull, one of which stuck in
the side rather than bouncing off, looking for all the world like a giant knife stuck in the ship's
gut.
Another ship hit the port weapons pod, taking out one of the four lox generators along
with a chunk of the pod as the pesqua arrived and swirled around the Alterran ship in a glowing
swarm, bouncing off the Romulan ships' shields momentarily before depleting them of energy,
then tearing apart the enemy ships without so much as touching the hull of the Columnar. They
swept through the closest Romulan ships, destroying well over a hundred before dying out and
giving the Attonos a moment of peace, aside from a few subsequent debris impacts.
The rest of the Romulans, in disarray from the overwhelming attack, quickly reformed
and began driving against the Columnar like angry bees, hitting it in ones and twos, with the ship
only able to redirect part of them with its surviving tractor beams as the debris around the ship
began to glow from contact with the planet's upper atmosphere.
Several more Joktala blasts from the surface picked off ships, but the enemy was hell
bent on taking out the massive ship and sacrificed their remaining numbers to render as much
hull damage as they could, firing their weapons into the unshielded ship just before impact,
which was pushing the Attonos further down into the atmosphere.
A point blank lox blast from the port side took out the last two Romulans before they
could hit, but by that time the damage was too great and nearly all engine power was gone, with
the Attonos falling in a fireball towards the surface several hundred kilometers east of the
sanctuary cities. It impacted the surface at reduced speed, thanks to the remaining inertial
engines and the computational speed of the ship's computer, digging a deep furrow into the
jungle 22 kilometers long before it finally came to rest in a smoking heap with the superstructure
mostly intact, setting fire to the forest around it.

On the orbital scans Sheppard was watching he could see a giant, glowing scratch on the
planet's surface where the ship had hit, along with an immediate status report from the Attonos'
computer, indicating that there were still survivors onboard and some functional systems, but
there was no way the ship was going to make space again short of sending in a recovery team.
With an angry thought Sheppard opened up a comm channel to Atlantis, with Ryan's
holographic image responding a long minute later.
"Are you watching this?"
"Every second," he responded through a clenched jaw.
"Turn the Attero device on," Sheppard said icily.
"That won't stop any reinforcements enroute," Stevenson reminded him, "unless they're
Wraith and more than one jump away."
"I think they're throwing everything at us at once…I don't want any of them getting away
before we arrive. Those bastards are going to pay for this."
Stevenson nodded, easily convinced. "I'll take care of it," he said, disappearing from the
Skywalker's bridge.
"ETA?" Sheppard asked the computer.
"2 hours, seven minutes, thirty two seconds."
"We're not going to make it in time, are we?" Lorne asked from behind him.
Sheppard didn't turn around to respond, choosing to keep his eyes on the four holographic
battle displays. "They aren't going to get through the cities' shields with the number of ships
they're losing…unless they have another trick up their sleeve."
"I'll take that as a maybe," Lorne said, sensing Sheppard's uncertainty. "It wouldn't make
sense for them to come all this way without something planned."
"That's what worries me."
Stevenson left the Atlantis war room at a run, heading through the city's interior up to the
control room knowing time was of the essence. He was the only Alterran currently in the city,
and only the Alterra had the access codes and knowledge to reach the gate center. As he ran
towards the nearest transporter in the Alterran wing of the city he reached out telepathically and
searched for a particular mind…one operating on a slightly erratic and hyperactive frequency,
easily distinguishable from the rest of the Lantean population.
McKay!
"Ayyhh!" Rodney screamed in a frantic, high pitched voice, pushing away from his
computer as though spooked by a ghost. His chair tipped over in the process and fell off
backward onto his ass.
Calm down, it's Ryan. I need you to get to the stargate now.
"Is there something wrong with the comm system, or are you deliberately trying to give
me a heart attack?" he said to the air, sitting on the floor and rubbing the back of his neck.
I need you on Rona.
"Rona? What happened…did you finally break the damn thing? I wouldn't be surprised
with how often you've been flipping the switch on and off."
Janus is away and you're the next most experienced with the device. Now get moving.
"Can it wait? I'm in the middle of something?"
No. We're under attack on four planets and I'm headed to deactivate the stargates now.
"Oh…well why didn't you just say so," McKay said, getting to his feet. "How we doing?"

We just lost a Columnar.
"Oh crap," Rodney said, hurrying out of his lab. "I'm on my way."
Twelve minutes later the stargate on Rona activated and McKay walked out onto the
perfectly smooth stone tiles that made up the floor of the Alterran outpost. The event horizon
shut down behind him immediately, cut off prematurely by Ryan as soon as the traveler had been
deposited, leaving Rodney in the dim orange/red backlighting that seemed to manifest itself from
random wall segments.
Rodney turned his neck to glance back at the deactivated gate. "Well he's in a hurry," the
Lantean said, walking off the small rotunda that the stargate sat within. When he passed across
the perimeter the outpost detected the presence of his genetic key and powered up, with the low
lighting being replaced by bright whites, blues, and greens. Bypassing the control chair, Rodney
walked into another section of the outpost and down a stairwell that led to the 'basement' that
housed the Attero device.
He quickly brought the status monitors to life and ensured that the power feed was
nominal, then began to run through the startup checklist. He was almost all the way through
when the comm system began chirping.
"That was fast," he commented, finishing his preparatory actions before walking over and
pulling up the intergalactic 'text' message.
Pegasus network deactivated. Power up authorized.
"And the monkey presses the magic button," McKay said dramatically as he stepped over
and keyed for activation. The status monitors rose to predictable levels and the hyperspace
jamming blanket attuned to disrupt the Wraith hyperdrives spread out across the galaxy, locking
down their access to the alternate dimension and preventing any further jumps from occurring,
trapping the attacking fleets in Alterran territory.
"Hurry up and wait," Rodney complained, having nowhere to go thanks to the gate
system being deactivated. He rekeyed the comm system for outpost-wide notification and headed
back up to ground level, intent on grabbing the Lantean version of a sandwich and taking a long
nap.
"What?!" McKay said groggily, waking up to a warning klaxon. He rubbed his left eye
three times before blinking away his stupor as his mind raced to catch up with his body. Just as
he realized that something had to be seriously wrong he felt/heard a dull impact cascade that was
eerily familiar.
"No, no, no, no, no," he said, fear bolting the scientist to his feet as he ran out of the
residential area and over to the control room. On his way he passed through a short atrium on the
perimeter that had a curved, clear roof that showed the source of the disturbing sounds. The
active shield over the outpost was being pummeled from orbit by some type of energy weapons,
not beams, but packets of destructive force coming down so fast they blended into a waterfall
that created a constant, muted roar.
"Oh…crap," McKay said in a whisper, then hurried off back to the control chair.
He slid in and powered up the interface with a panicked thought…which displayed an
armada of Romulan ships in low orbit assaulting the outpost. The computer tagged 212 of them.
Rodney's next thought was to how much time he had left, and the chair responded by
emblazoning a holographic shield penetration estimate over his head next to the ship icons. It
read 31:34 and began counting down with morbid precision.

A counter appeared on the opposite side of the holographic display, just above McKay's
left hand.
1,225
That was how many pesqua the outpost had to defend itself with.
With an angry thought, Rodney launched them all.
The holds underneath the outpost opened up and the glowing missiles leapt out through
the open air gaps in the outpost superstructure and passed through the shields…directly into the
torrent of weaponsfire.
The pesqua counter began to drop rapidly as the leading waves were destroyed the
moment they hit the energy stream, with a few dozen emerging around the edges and streaking
up at the approaching ships.
"No!" Rodney shrieked in horror, realizing his mistake and mentally redirecting the
remaining pesqua to exit the shields laterally. The last of the swarm reached out from the outpost
in three fingers, which arced up at the formation of enemy ships and left the pesqua hold empty
and the outpost out of offensive options.
The weapons did their job, however, racing up into orbit and assaulting the Romulan
ships' shields, tapping at them like angry bees until they broke, then burrowing into their hulls
before detonating with what energy they had left, which was being augmented by broadcast
recharge coming from the outpost's potentia, otherwise they wouldn't have persisted as long as
they did. The pesqua consumed 19 of the enemy ships…leaving 193 to continue firing down on
the surface.
The shield breach counter reset to 37:12.
"Not fair," Rodney whined, his mind racing through his limited options. He could call for
support, but he had no idea where the nearest friendly ship was, and if their fleet was already
engaging the enemy elsewhere, then they might not even have a ship to spare.
"I've got to get out of…oh no," he said as his mind caught up to the fact that his only
escape option was the stargate, which was safely housed within the outpost, but currently
deactivated with no way for Rodney to override the gate center's control.
"I am so dead."
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Sheppard watched over the blaze of the Skywalker's forward lox generators as several of
the distant Wraith ships turned away from the battle that they were now losing against the five
newly arrived Columnars, along with a damaged 6th and what remained of the Alterran support
fleet. There was still well over a 1000 enemy ships remaining, most of them Wraith, but they
were spread out over a wide battlefield and it seemed those not currently under assault were
rethinking the wisdom of continuing what now appeared to be a futile attempt to take the planet.
A group of 8 cruisers made a formation turn and launched themselves into freshly opened
hyperspace windows…disintegrating themselves on impact.
"You're not going anywhere," Sheppard said under his breath as he controlled the helm,
primary weapon, and two of the lox generators simultaneously. The cities beneath them had
remained untouched, their shield strength never even coming into play as the enemy had taken a
lengthy amount of time taking out the Boa and contending with the planet's guardian fleet, which
was now in shambles.
Once the Wraith saw that the Attero device was once again active no further attempts to
escape manifested, but their battle tactics shifted into a combination of assault/suicide runs with
the ships closing to point blank range and slugging it out just above the Columnars' shield
perimeters…which succeeded in small part by taking them out of the firing arcs of the Alterra's
main weapons, but which also left them sitting directly over the plasma cannons.
Soon there was so much Wraith debris circling the ships that it was blocking the firing
lines, as well as the tractor beams, with the Wraith cruisers taking advantage of this by making
kamikaze runs into their own debris and knocking it and themselves against the massive shield
walls, draining additional power that their weapons alone could not have done.
"Sheppard!" a panicked McKay hologram shouted as it appeared on the Skywalker's
bridge next to the ship's avatar.
"What! Rodney? This really isn't a good time," he said, trying to keep his focus on his
firing lines as he tried to pilot the ship through the debris to a less cluttered fighting position.
"I'm under attack!"
"What do you mean, where are you?"
"Stevenson sent me to turn on the Attero device, now there's a pissed off Romulan fleet in
orbit half an hour away from breaching the shields and I can't leave because the stargate is shut
off!"
"They're hitting Rona?" Sheppard asked as a sinking feeling crept into his gut.
"Yes!"
Sheppard squeezed his eyes shut for a moment as he fired off another lox blast at nearly
point blank range into the prow of a battleship that was making a suicide run. It ripped apart the
forward section of the long needle-like ship and blunted the hull, as well as twisting it askew.
The ship's computer pushed it even further aside with a tractor beam, causing it to hit on the port
side and deflect underneath, ramming into three separate pieces of debris before coming to a halt
crisscrossing the length of the Columnar. The ventral plasma cannons began ripping it apart
immediately as more and more Wraith cruisers tried to duck through the debris and ram the ship,

firing off their blue plasma weapons as they approached, making for an insanely chaotic
battlefield.
"How many ships?" Sheppard asked, trying to juggle weapons control and the
conversation simultaneously.
"A hundred and ninety seven."
"Crap," Sheppard said, trying to assess their options. All their ships were tied up
defending the sanctuary worlds or were too far away to get to the battles in time. Rona wasn't
that far away from Lottik, but they were in no position to send help. The enemy had tied them up
defending their civilian populations and now they were using the distraction to hit Rona.
"Insane crap…what are you going to do about it?" McKay pressed.
"Have you tried the pesqua?"
"Done and gone, they couldn't take out all the ships."
"What? How many did you take out?"
"That doesn't matter. They've got plenty left in orbit and I've got nothing to shoot with.
Please tell me you have a ship nearby."
"We've got our hands full, Rodney. Call Ryan and see what he can do."
"Oh sure, like I didn't already think of that. I sent him a message but he hasn't responded
back yet and I can't get out of here until he unlocks the door or somebody comes and picks me
up."
"How the hell did they even know where it was?" Sheppard asked angrily, firing off a
short burst from the primary weapon to clear a huge chunk of debris. The beam cut clean through
and hit a dreadnaught on the far side, impacting on the underside but not causing catastrophic
damage. The ship's heavy weapons continued to spew swaths of plasma into the debris field,
some of which made it through and splashed against the Columnar's shields along with hundreds
of small hits from the cruisers, almost turning the invisible barrier opaque with impact
disruptions.
"I don't know and I really don't care. Get me out of here!"
"Hang on, I'll figure out something," Sheppard promised.
"Hanging on for…exactly 31 minutes and 11 more seconds," Rodney noted.
With a thought Sheppard set Rodney's hologram off to the side and cut his end of the
transmission feed.
"Get me Atlantis," he told Luke, switching back to Lingara. Rodney knew how to speak
the Alterran language, but for some reason he rarely used it, especially in intense situations. Both
of them had received the language neural download, but for Sheppard it almost seemed like his
native tongue by now.
"Check that," he amended, "send the following message to Ryan's nunta, then get me
Atlantis."
"The sterilization of the eastern continent is nearly complete," Andara told Ryan as they
walked through the narrow pathways in Jcora's capitol 'city,' though that term didn't truly apply
to the sparse infrastructure. "Another month of intensive effort and we should have the infection
completely eradicated from the planet."
"You'll need to stay alert for dormant pockets," Stevenson reminded her.
"Of course."
"How's Phil's progress?"

"He's pushed back the Nasara advance, but our one Columnar can't be in multiple places
at once, so for every system he clears four more at taken, then he flies off to purge them and the
enemy reclaims the ones they lost. I know with the war in Pegasus we can't spare more ships, but
I don't see how we're going to neutralize the enemy until we get more resources."
"Where have the drones and Boa been going?"
"Mostly here, we wanted to establish a stronghold free from further infection where we
could collate what remains of Feriorla infrastructure and begin a serious attempt at rebuilding."
"If you use future shipments as placeholders for the planets that Phil clears, it will
effectively allow him to fight off, or at least delay, the retaking of recovered territory."
"We discussed that, but eventually came to the conclusion that we would lose too many of
our few shipments and decided that we would only deploy them in significantly numbered
clusters to maximize longevity."
"That's a long term strategy, but workable. And with things escalating in Pegasus and
Avalona, we're not going to have a lot of resources to throw elsewhere for the foreseeable
future."
"You still plan on reclaiming Avalon?"
"It's not a high priority, but at some point, yes."
"What significance is it other than nostalgia?"
"I'd attribute it more to pride. It used to be our capitol, so we're going to take it back."
"Putting the old pieces back together?"
"Not entirely. A lot has changed, and even when we do reclaim Avalon it won't be our
functional capitol, but we are going to rebuild the planet. Its sorry state now is an
embarrassment for those of us who remember what it once was."
"And what of the indigenous population?"
"They're going to…" Ryan broke off as a message came through on his wrist-bound
communicator. He pulled up the intergalactic communiqué and frowned.
"What is it?" Andara asked, sensing his mood shift.
"I have to get back," he said, turning and running down the narrow, smoothed rock
pathways that wound their way through the grass-like spires that made up this settlement. There
were thousands of the thin, 8 story high structures spread out lazily across the plain set between
two short mountain ranges on the east and northwest, with many more clusters spread out across
the Feriorla's homeworld. This grouping wasn't the largest on the planet, but it was the most
significant due to a recently constructed Terra sitting amongst the slightly curved building
'stalks.'
The outpost was more than a dekmas away by foot and Ryan knew he had to hurry.
McKay's message indicated that there was only a limited amount of time before the shield
collapsed, due not to depletion of the potentia, but to eventual recharge attrition. The former
Lanteans knew the dynamics of their shield matrices well, even if they didn't fully understand
them, and it appeared they'd done their homework as to how much brute force firepower would
be required to eat through the static shield energy at a rate faster than the emitters could replace
it…which meant they either had to get reinforcements to Rona within minutes or he had to evac
McKay, which wasn't possible via stargate while the Attero device was online.
As he ran down the frustratingly winding paths he had to duck in and out of barefooted
Feriorla walking to and fro in a slow and relaxed, but deliberate pace…one that was completely
incompatible with Ryan's superhuman speed. A lot of the pedestrians actually jumped into his

way as he approached and startled them, making him waste precious steps going around, or
sometimes jumping over, the sparse crowds.
When he was almost to the outpost another message came through on his nunta, which he
awkwardly glanced down at as he continued to run. When he saw that it was a pointless message
from Sheppard inquiring as to his whereabouts he didn't bother to read the rest or respond as he
crossed through the outer perimeter of the outpost, passing through the active shield that
stretched all the way down to ground level. The protective barrier was doing little more than
blocking the wind at the moment and allowed him to pass through without slowing, though given
sufficient inertial force it would automatically put up a block to protect against ballistic attacks.
Once inside and back on Alterran 'soil' he made a bee line for the yellow stargate,
mentally dialing the intergalactic connection as he ran so that the event horizon drew down in
front of him three steps prior to entry.
He exited inside the gate center and continued his sprint up to the control room where he
immediately accessed the live combat feeds from Pegasus, relayed through a more complex
comm system, which he also activated to get a live holographic connection through to Rona.
"McKay, if you haven't already, turn the Attero device off."
Rodney's face lit up with a mixture of relief and anger. "About time. Where the hell have
you been?"
"Is it off?" Stevenson reiterated.
"No…figured if I was going to die I might as well take a few more Wraith ships down
with me."
"What are you talking about?" Sheppard asked.
"I was talking to Ryan…who finally showed up," McKay said to Sheppard's hologram
which was 'standing' next to Ryan's from Rodney's point of view.
"He's there?" Sheppard asked.
"No, he's…why isn't this a conference call?"
"Relay my signal," Ryan said. "The Columnars don't have the tier 2 comm system."
"Well that's an obvious design flaw."
"Just do it."
"Done," McKay said, diverting the intergalactic real-time feed into the tier 1 comm net
that the Columnars and their other ships used to communicate within galaxy via hologram. Only
cities and outposts contained the tier 2 systems, which were large and delicate. Tier 3 comm
systems were compact, rare, and used a difficult to build dimensional relay to allow for high
volume real-time communication over extreme range, otherwise known as a Mentis Transitia.
"Oh, there you are," Sheppard said as Ryan's hologram materialized. "Where have you
been?"
"McKay, turn it off so I can come save you!" Ryan shouted.
"Right," McKay said, jumping up out of the control chair and running back down to the
basement.
"I was in Dracona," Stevenson explained to Sheppard. "What's going on?"
"We're finishing up here, then heading over to Killika. The defense fleet there had to pull
out of the system to keep from getting overrun. They're back at it now, harassing the enemy fleet
as it bombards the city. Same sort of thing happening at Surrita and Lottik. They don't seem to
have a battle plan this time, just pounding us so hard we can't ignore them. I think this whole
thing was arranged to keep us busy while they take out the Attero device."
"How did they find it?" Stevenson asked.

"Good question," Sheppard agreed. "I've got a pair of Traveler ships heading over there
to try and pick up Rodney, but the timeframe doesn't look good. I about went myself, but we were
going to be four minutes late so I didn't divert. Get him out of there before the Romulans blow
the place to hell."
"I'll take care of him, you just take the pressure off our cities…"
"Before they can start poking through the shields, I know," Sheppard finished for him.
"They're also ramming us with everything they've got, and if they start that approach with the
city shields they're not going to last as long. They haven't started yet, from what I can tell, which
tells me this whole thing really is a diversion."
The image of a huffing McKay jumped back into the holographic control chair. "It's off."
"I'm coming to get you now," Ryan said, his hologram disappearing.
"Just turn on the stargate!" he tried to yell, but was too late. "Why did he do that?"
"You can ask him when he gets there," Sheppard said, offering a half sarcastic wave.
"Gotta go."
His hologram shut down as well, leaving McKay sitting in the control chair watching the
orbiting fleet continue to pound down on the outpost as the time to shield breach dropped below
6 minutes.
"Why does this always have to happen to me?" Rodney said, getting up and running to
the stargate.
Two minutes later the stargate activated and Ryan came running through, deactivating it
behind him with a thought, then redialing Atlantis the same way.
"Go," Ryan told an eagerly awaiting McKay after he manually deactivated the Atlantis
shield on the other end.
"What are you going to do?"
"I'll be right behind you, now go!"
"Going," Rodney said, content to walk into the event horizon and escape the impending
doom.
Ryan mentally ordered the stargate to remain connected, then ran over to the control
room and slid into the chair, resetting the sensors and getting a detailed sitrep, all the while
transmitting the outpost's sensor logs to Atlantis.
"You idiot," he whispered as he reviewed McKay's pesqua launch as the counter dropped
under 2 minutes.
The holographic image of the ships in orbit didn't waver. They just sat there, firing away
without stop as Ryan stared at them, wondering how the hell they'd managed to pull this off.
With reluctance he triggered the database deletion and potentia dispersion protocols, then
leisurely got up out of the chair. It powered down in his absence as he jogged off down into the
basement. When he got to the similarly deactivated control console for the Attero device he
raised his right hand and generated a glowing bioplasma orb in his palm, which he subsequently
sent streaming into the panel, melting/destroying it in a shower of sparks and debris.
Ryan turned around and opened the door into the chamber that held the actual device and
repeated the process, destroying the technology just in case the enemy had any ideas about taking
the outpost intact or sifting through the rubble.
Ryan ran back upstairs and over to the stargate, keenly aware of his remaining time. He
had 42 seconds left before the estimated shield breach, but he stopped short of the gate and stood
still as if something had gotten his attention. He closed his eyes for a moment but resisted the

urge to turn around. It was faint, but he was almost certain he was feeling the presence of an
ascended being behind him, watching the imminent destruction of the outpost.
Not wanting to give away his growing ability to feel into Alfleheym, he opened his eyes
and spun around, looking at everything in a nostalgic goodbye, then raising his hand towards the
ceiling and extending his middle finger in a gesture of defiance to the attacking fleet before
ducking into the stargate and traveling back to Atlantis.
Seconds later the shield did breach in one small area…then reclosed within a millisecond,
only to be breached again. This cycle repeated hundreds of times in the next few moments until
enough destructive energy snuck through the gaps to damage the shield emitters. When those
went down the full force of the orbital bombardment ripped the outpost apart.
Had the attack stopped there, the potentia had been programmed to release its remaining
energy from its dimensional storage pocket harmlessly into hyperspace moments after the shield
fell, but it never got to that point, for the brutal attack destroyed the potentia's casing before that
could happen and the resultant energy bleed occurred anyway, preventing the capture and reuse
of the device, or anything else in the outpost.
The Romulan fleet stayed long enough to burn through the upper layers and down into
the compartments that held the already destroyed Attero device. Their green energy weapons
turned the once beautiful outpost into an unrecognizable pile of rubble and slag within minutes.
When they finally ceased bombardment they turned about and jumped out of the system, leaving
a smoking pyre rising into the sky marking the site of their victory.
Remus watched the successful mission via hologram in his personal quarters in Alba
Longa with a grim smile on his face. He's successfully turned a nearly fatal mistake into a
resounding victory. With a touch to his headpiece he sent a mental recall order over to his staff in
the war room, who relayed the command to what remained of their fleets assaulting the Alterran
worlds. Within minutes both the Iktal ships and the Wraith pulled back and jumped into
hyperspace, leaving behind most of their sister ships in the form of floating debris.
Remus walked over to a private communications terminal and sent a query signal. Six
minutes later he received a response in the form of a hologram of a red-haired Wraith queen.
"The Attero device has been destroyed," Remus informed her. "I suggest you get your
ships moving before they decide to build another one."
"That we shall…" she said with a satisfied hiss.

Emgergence
1
With the Attero Device destroyed and the bulk of the Alterran fleet pinned defending
their garrison worlds, the Wraith leapt forth from their inner core worlds en mass, sending
hundreds of hive ships out to individual planets across the galaxy, some of which wouldn't arrive
at their destinations for more than a year. They went alone, leaving behind all warships to keep
the Alterra at bay while they returned to the stars, too many for their enemy to track down and
kill, meaning at minimum some would be lost in the chaos and free to plant new roots where the
Alterra wouldn't find them.
With them they took their cloned Humans, with the ability to make many more. When the
first of the hive ships arrived they grounded at their new hideaways and began to dig into the
surface of their new worlds, burrowing caverns and growing buildings deep underground where
it would be difficult for the Alterra to get at them. There they established their Human farms,
slowly growing their numbers while feeding the skeleton crews assigned to the exodus.
From there they waited, patient as their species was, and grew their power while the war
raged on. In a number of years the Wraith would have enough resources to begin producing more
warships at their outposts, as well as growing new hive ships that would expand further,
completely undercutting the Alterra's containment efforts. The Wraith queens knew that they
couldn't challenge the formidable technology of the Alterra's massive warships…they would win
this war with numbers. Insane numbers.
The Lanteans would buy them the time they needed to grow while the Wraith inner core
worlds made the sacrifice of transformation to ensure that the war raged on, giving the illusion
that they were pushing the offensive when in truth it was all a ruse. Guile was their choice of
tactic, and one that Remus understood well. Together they would hit the Alterra where they were
weak, distract and disrupt their own growth, all the while the Wraith secretly grew into the
hammer that would smash Atlantis and its creators once and for all…after that, they'd deal with
Remus and his ilk, or what was left of them.
Several weeks earlier…
The iktal on the bridge of warship 4702 sat in their command chairs, silently monitoring
ship functions as Alba Longa rose up from the waterworld to join the fleet, then they received
automated orders instructing them to follow the Lantean city into hyperspace. The helmsman and
other bridge crew interfaced with the manual controls as well as operating as a hive mind via
their cybernetic implants, bringing the ship's hyperdrive online while staggering their entry point
so that they didn't collide with any of the other ships in the fleet.
They watched the gigantic flying city disappear, with dozens of hyperspace windows
opening in its wake as the Lantean warships transitioned into the alternate dimension, fleeing the
planet before the Alterra arrived en mass. The iktal helmsman input the command sequence to
initiate a computer-synced jump but the hyperspace window did not form, nor did the engines
accelerate the ship forward. The bridge crew immediately began running diagnostics, not uttering

a word, as the rest of the fleet left without them…then as one all the iktal relaxed and resumed
normal operations as new commands were issued to them via the shipboard broadcasting
network.
A few minutes later a Lantean appeared at the back of the bridge and one of the now
reprogrammed iktal moved out of the captain's chair as he approached, but Romulus chose to
stand, placing his hands on top of the shoulder rest from behind as he breathed a sigh of relief
looking out on the now empty planet below.
"Open broadcast frequency," he ordered, pausing a moment for the iktal to carry out the
command. "Jina, you're clear to come aboard. Use the main bay. Something is going on and I
get the feeling this system is no longer safe, so hurry."
"On my way," the other surviving Alba Longan said from her navicula porta still
submerged within the planet's ocean.
Romulus walked up next to one of the iktal and reached down to his station. The brute
pulled back his arms to give the Lantean space as he accessed the ship's comm systems and made
sure they were locked down as far as the inter-ship control signals were concerned. The overrides
he'd made were local only and he didn't want Remus retaking control of the ship's crew remotely.
Whether or not he'd notice the ship missing during transit was uncertain, but upon arrival either
he or one of his treasonous minions would note the omission…and then Remus would know that
Romulus was back in play.
He probably had thought he'd stranded his former friend on the planet, and had done a
good job of making his and Jina's life difficult with only a pair of jumpers between them. They'd
managed to remain undetected, staying away from the city and raiding the mining installations
on the ocean floor for supplies. Remus had anticipated that tactic and had armed iktal guarding
the installations, but Romulus had been cagy enough to infiltrate one of them, creating a blind
spot in their surveillance…literally. Within the support areas the iktal had been reprogramed not
to recognize his profile and subsequently ignore his existence, not transmitting his location or
even walking around him when he passed by them in the halls.
Had Romulus applied that program to the entire station Remus might have become
aware, but by keeping it imbedded in the low priority areas he gave himself safe zones to move
about within, and from there he made strategic raids further into the installation for equipment
that he used to upgrade the jumpers with what the Lanteans needed to survive, including a
makeshift synthesizer and several power cells so they could make other items the station didn't
have…like food.
Romulus had undone his blind spot and retreated back to the jumpers where he and Jina
hid out until he got bold enough to try and board one of the warships in orbit, knowing that they
were the only way they were going to get out of the system. Getting aboard had taken him a
week, requiring him to park his jumper just over the hull and hack into the ship's systems
remotely by using a weak signal that the rest of the fleet and Alba Longa couldn't detect.
He also had to keep from being noticed by the system safeguards, meaning a very
delicate hack of the systems that he had helped to create, which was the only reason he was able
to get in. Unknown to Remus, he had left multiple hidden codes within every piece of software
and hardware that he had written, allowing him a private inroad to prevent anyone from ever
locking him out. While he had shared virtually everything with Remus freely, the thought of the
Wraith finding a way to take control of the iktal had always bothered him, which made it logical
to have a backup method of reasserting control…one that didn't show up in any database, and
therefore one that the Wraith, or any other adversary, wouldn't know about.

Secrecy meant he had to keep such things from Remus too, though he had never
imagined that the man would turn on him like this. They'd even shared primary security codes,
making their dual command literally one individual, so far as the computer systems were
concerned. Even the biometrics registered each of them as the same command signature, with
only an ID tag for record keeping purposes as to who had issued what order.
That all had changed when Remus took control. He'd locked out Romulus from the
system, and since the iktal were more computer than lifeform they responded in sync, meaning
the army he'd been diligently building over millennia cut all ties with him on a single command.
Unfortunately there was more than the iktal in play, and Remus couldn't take control of
the other Lanteans the same way. Save for Jina all of the Alba Longans, Romulus's closest and
loyalest followers, had been killed and who knew how many more out across their other
facilities. He guessed Remus couldn't have killed everyone, for he needed them to effectively
command and manage the iktal, but he was sure various supporters had been eliminated with the
rest of those on the fence being bullied into submission.
Once Romulus had gained an inroad into the warship's computer systems the first thing
he did was cover his tracks, writing new programs to keep his access hidden and double up
command lines, allowing normal operations while giving him the ability to override them at a
moment's notice. Eventually he had the ability to access their information network and every
ship system remotely from the cloaked jumper, where he learned that news of his death had been
broadcast out through the Lantean information network, citing that a rebellious faction of Alba
Longa had sided with the Alterra and killed him with Remus subsequently exacting revenge,
leaving him in sole command.
Romulus had to give him credit. As skilled as he was with computer systems his former
friend was just as savvy with regards to problem solving. This way there would be no counterrebellion from the Lanteans. Remus was already their co-leader, so following him wouldn't be an
issue…save for his decision to assist the Wraith. How he was going to play that off he didn't
know, and there wasn't anything in the information networks about that yet, but ultimately he'd
get his way, given the wholesale slaughter he'd committed here. A few more select assassinations
would just be additional drops in the blood bucket.
But would the remaining Lanteans outwardly rebel over siding with the Wraith? He
wanted to say yes, but he knew otherwise. They trusted both him and Remus implicitly, and with
Romulus gone Remus was the only unifying factor they had left. They would submit to his
alliance with the Wraith, unwillingly at first, but they wouldn't openly fight him over it, and the
few dissenters among them would disappear in quick order.
Romulus knew he had to get to them before Remus could, but he hadn't had an
opportunity to do so until now. When the city began to lift off he knew he'd been given his
chance and acted quickly to disable the warship's hyperdrive, then after the last of the other ships
left he simply ordered the bay doors open and flew aboard.
Jina's jumper made its way up to orbit in good order and slipped aboard the ship, eager to
escape their exile. Romulus immediately ordered their departure from the system, disabling their
tracking device so neither Remus nor any other Lantean could track their movements. By the
time Sheppard and his fleet of Columnars arrived Romulus was long gone.
Jina joined him on the bridge, bumping out one of the iktal from its station with the
cyborg cycling over to another position on the bridge while two extras stood guard, for both
security and to replace any that might become incapacitated or needed elsewhere.

"Where are we heading?" she asked him, her mood sullen and dark, much as it had been
since the slaughter.
"Remus will know I'm alive soon, if not already. He will assume I'm headed to another
city to spread the word of my survival and his betrayal, but that's not the endgame I desire."
"You mean a civil war."
"If we pit ourselves against each other we'll destroy the army we've built to kill the
Wraith. I won't let that happen. We've come too far to throw it away now."
"What if he's on his way to kill more of us?"
"Then he will succeed," Romulus said, swiveling around in his chair to face her. "We
can't stop him from that, but we can save some…starting with those on the shipyards."
Jina's eyes widened. "You want to manually retask the iktal, one section at a time."
"I can try to counter him remotely, but I can't guarantee success. He's had time to plan
this takeover and weeks to consolidate his holdings. I can override his programming locally,
unless he's replaced all the hardware in every computer system on every facility…and I know for
a fact that he hasn't on this warship and the mining station, so I'm fairly sure he's unaware of my
access. If I try to assert control over all the iktal simultaneously he might be able to backtrack
the access, and that's a chance I can't take."
"He'll notice when groups start going offline."
"I know, which is why I need your help setting up a new tracking and control network."
Jina closed her eyes, steadying her emotions. "We'll need local controllers, unless you
want to replace hardware."
"There's no time for hardware transfers. We have to move fast, before Remus has a
chance to counterpunch."
"How long?"
Romulus glanced at the navigation board in front of one of the nearby iktal. "Twenty
three minutes."

2
O'Neill watched as the primary weapon on the Honestat leapt out and hit the Romulan
station, momentarily braking against its shields before the green energy ball traveled down the
line and smashed into it. The shields absorbed most of it, but the remainder got through and
damaged the hull, gouging out a large hole before an image of Liona appeared on the Homer's
bridge alongside Jack.
"Your turn," she prompted.
O'Neill clapped his hands together loudly. "My pleasure," he said, turning to the cartoon
hologram to his right. "Would you care to do the honors?"
"Gladly," Homer Simpson said, closing his eyes and concentrating as he placed his hands
together in front of his ample gut in a meditative pose. "Hubbada, hubbada, hubbada…boom!"
he said, throwing his hands apart and opening his eyes wide.
In perfect sync the Columnar-class warship fired its primary weapon, duplicating the
blast that had come from the Honestat. The beam tore into the hull and the entire station
exploded like a popping balloon when the oversurge pulse hit. The debris flew out and hit the
few warships that had begun undocking and moving out to engage the Alterran ships, leaving
only a few intact.
"Time to pick up scraps," O'Neill told his bridge crew and gunners as both massive
warships flew forward, bouncing pieces of debris off their shields as they moved in close to
destroy what was left as the holographic avatar picked up a piece of cartoon chalk and scratched
a third tally mark on the green chalkboard behind him.
Romulus's confiscated warship dropped out of hyperspace next to what should have been
one of their numerous shipyards, but instead all he found was the remains of one that had been
blasted into bits with not so much as an intact warship left among the debris.
"Remus did this?" Jina asked, aghast.
Romulus stared at the viewscreen for a moment, then began furiously working a console
until a sensor scan of the debris morphed into a recognizable image of one of their shipyards. He
studied the computer analysis of the damage and slowly began shaking his head.
"No, the weapon used to destroy this was far more powerful than anything we possess,
nor was it Wraith. I would presume the Alterra did this. Probably the same fleet Remus fled
from, enabling our escape."
"What do we do then?"
"We move on to another," he said, ordering the iktal to get them underway.
"How do you suppose they found it?"
"…and do they have the locations of the others? It's doubtful they followed a ship back to
this location, and had they seized one they would not have been able to retrieve the navigational
coordinates. At best they would find one of the rendezvous points, and I do not think they would
have had much success in deactivated the purging countermeasures there…though I would also
hasten to not underestimate their technological ability."
"What will Remus do?"

"He will check for a breach in our communications systems. If he finds none he will begin
relocating the shipyards. That will take time, and we should be able to get to some of them before
he or the Alterra do, if they are truly responsible for this. Their hyperdrives have proven to be
considerably faster than ours, but with so many possible targets to hit, numerically speaking, we
should be able to arrive several ahead of them."
"Are the cities at risk?"
Romulus sighed. "I do not know. I pray they aren't."
The Homer and Honestat exited hyperspace at yet another Romulan shipyard, easy
pickings so far for the pair of Alterran warships, but this time there was something else in
play…another ship, a big ship, spindly in construction that was moving in towards the handle of
the 'fork' at a slow creep.
O'Neill motioned to Homer to open the comm, with an image of Liona appearing in holo
beside him.
"What do you think?" he asked as the warships, having appeared at a decent distance
away, began their approach while extending their massive weapon pods to expose the Lox
generators and Pesqua launchers.
"It is a hyperdrive cradle. It appears Romulus and Remus are moving the shipyards to
new locations."
"You've seen one before?"
"Did you not read Janus's reports from the alternate realities?"
O'Neill raised his eyebrows in a 'really' gesture.
"I should have known better," she said with a slightly disgusted/bemused tone. "Given
such, I find it surprising that you would question my having more knowledge than you in any
circumstance."
"Book smart and street smart are two very different things, sweetheart…especially when
we can just download whatever books we want straight into our heads inside of thirty seconds."
"And yet you didn't take the 30 seconds for Janus's work?"
"I had golf balls to hit. But to answer your question, between the two of us you're the
blonde."
She stared at him unflinchingly. "Does that hold some special significance I'm unaware
of?"
"Guess that wasn't in one of your downloads?"
Liona rolled her eyes. "We're almost in weapons range. I suggest we target the cradle
first. It has limited shielding and if we can get it before it gets inside the station's shields we will
prevent it from escaping."
"Why not just blow both of them up at the same time?"
On the holographic monitors a short spurt of pesqua shot out from the Honestat.
"Because once it is locked in place it will jump out immediately."
"All the more reason to blow up the station."
"Watch and learn, young one," she said tiredly.
"Watching…" O'Neill said, crossing his arms over his chest.
The pesqua outpaced the Columnars quickly, crossing the distance to the Romulan station
before the other weapon systems could come within effective range. Instead of plunging into the
already raised shields they zipped around to the back side, losing several of their number from
the anti-pesqua defenses. There the cradle was impressively breaching the station's shields

without them having to be lowered. It was halfway through when the pesqua hit its own weaker
shields, pummeling a small spot and point overloading it until the last handful shot through and
into one of the spines in the hull.
From there they spun around inside, pulling as much wireless energy transfer from the
Honestat as they could, though with the ranges involved it wasn't nearly as much as usual. When
their energy reserves hit a predetermined low level they finally detonated, breaking the cradle up
into three segments that began drifting wildly, one of which nicked the station's hull while the
other two drifted off.
A few seconds later the Columnars entered preferred weapons range for their primary
weapon and Liona raised an eyebrow at O'Neill.
"Now can I blow it up?" he asked, having caught the point of the tactics she had
employed without owning up to it.
"It's your turn," she said, smugly satisfied.
O'Neill clapped his hands together and glanced at Homer. "Find me a sweet spot."
The cartoon character pulled out a humorously large calculator and began punching
buttons furiously, then pointed up into the sky, closed one eye, then went back to punching more
buttons. Finally he frowned and pointed toward the station with a precise targeting icon
appearing on the hologram. "Try there."
"You sure?" O'Neill asked, not thinking that particular portion was all that critical.
"No."
"Sounds good. Are we charged yet?"
"92 percent."
O'Neill nodded. "Fire."
The primary weapon on the Homer released its green beam, followed by the telltale
oversurge pulse which broke through the station's shields and allowed the remainder of the beam
to hit the hull, gouging out a small portion on the rightmost prong of the fork, but not doing any
other visible damage.
"That's it?" he asked Homer.
"Wait for it," the cartoon said slowly, pressing his hands together and closing his eyes
patiently. Meanwhile a host of ships were coming online and detaching to move out and engage
the Alterra.
"My turn?" Liona asked. "Or would you like to wait until all of their ships are operati…"
she cut off as a series of secondary explosions ran up the side of the prong of the fork that the
Homer had hit. Slowly they spread down the handle until they reached one particular spot, then a
much larger explosion broke it in half, with the section that the cradle had been trying to dock
with disconnecting and drifting away as more little dots that were warships began fleeing the
wreckage.
"Sweet," O'Neill commented. "I think that counts for half a kill? You can clean up the
rest now."
"Thank you for your permission," Liona said dryly as her ship fired off two partial main
weapon blasts, neither with an oversurge pulse, that cored all the way through the other prongs,
severing them from the bulk of the station which was then punctured and detonated by a third
blast that was all pulse, no beam.
O'Neill turned to Homer. "Mark it."
The cartoon put half a chalk mark up on the board with a wry grin, because that now put
them ahead of Liona by a full kill, breaking the perpetual tie they'd been locked in.

"Let's get moving fellas," O'Neill said to his gunners as he sped the ship forward to
engage the Romulan warships. "The more of these we kill now the less they'll have to hit our
planets with later," he said as some of the loners were already starting to escape into hyperspace,
though several clusters were determined to make assault runs on the Columnars, despite the
futility of their situation.
"Open communications," Romulus said as his warship dropped out of hyperspace near
one of their many shipyards. Luckily this one hadn't been targeted yet, though there was no way
of telling how long that would last.
An image of a Lantean appeared on the main screen, whose eyes immediately went wide
with shock at seeing the commander of the ship.
"Romulus? We were told you'd been killed."
"Nearly, but no," he said, standing up out of his chair and crossing his arms behind his
back calmly. "Your station is at risk and I have much work to do. Please adjust your shield
frequencies to accommodate ring transport."
"Gladly," the Lantean said, gesturing to someone off screen. "You have no idea how glad
we are to see you alive. I guess we should have known the Alterra couldn't kill you that easily."
Romulus raised an eyebrow. "Is that what Remus told you?"
"Yes…does he know you've survived?"
"If not, he will soon enough. Begin preparations to deploy your fleet."
"How many?"
"All of them," Romulus said, walking away from his chair and heading aft to the ring
room where he met up with Jina and they both transferred over to the shipyard.
"Be quick," he told her.
She nodded and jogged off as Romulus walked briskly over to the command floor where
he met up with the same Lantean he had been talking to earlier, along with several dozen others
milling about, all of whom were staring at him intently, some with specs of tears in their eyes.
"I need you all to listen carefully," he said, making sure he had their attention before
speaking. "What I am about to tell you will not sit well, but you need to know the truth. Our
alliance with the Wraith was not my doing. It was Remus's. When he brought the idea to me I
refused…then he tried to kill me."
Dead silence followed, aside from a pair of gasps.
"He did manage to kill every single person on Alba Longa aside from myself and one
other survivor. We have been in hiding ever since. Remus recently moved Alba Longa, which
gave us our opportunity to escape. Do you know why he moved it?"
One of the other Lanteans swallowed hard. "The Alterra are targeting our installations.
Somehow they gained access to our locations and are picking off our shipyards one by one…but
in a random pattern we can't predict. Alba Longa was to be their first target, but Remus moved
the fleet there before they could hit it."
"How did he know they were coming?"
"I don't know."
Romulus looked around, seeing and sensing that no one else knew either, though he
suspected there was a great deal more to the story.
"Listen to me carefully," he said in a low voice that forced everyone to focus. "Remus's
betrayal is a wound that we…that I, cannot simply push aside and move on from. It destroys the
very fabric of our civilization, but more than the bond we shared. What drove all of us for these

many centuries was our determination to end the Wraith once and for all. He has betrayed that
as well, no matter what plans he might have to finish the job later."
"The only way we survive what is to become a civil war is by not fighting it. I am rallying
as many ships, iktal, and cities to my side as I can…for the single purpose of launching them
against the Wraith, breaking this unholy alliance and fulfilling the promise we made to our fallen
brothers so long ago. We will not battle the Alterra, we will not battle our own…we will hit the
Wraith so fast and so hard that neither will be able to catch up with us, after which we can see to
Remus's betrayal and the Alterra."
Romulus looked around, making brief eye contact with everyone in the room. "What say
you?"
The commander of the station stepped forward immediately and Romulus could sense the
pride swelling in him. "We're with you."
Romulus nodded, telepathically confirming the same sentiment in the others. "Thank you,
brothers. We have much work to do. Let us begin immediately."

3
"Sir, one of our escort ships hasn't arrived. Sensor records indicate it did not make the
jump to hyperspace when Alba Longa left the system."
Remus's head slowly turned away from his data screen to face the man, his eyes
narrowing. "Where's it at now?"
"It's disappeared from our tracking program."
A sneer crossed the Lantean's face and he tilted his chin in a small measure of respect to
his counterpart. "Monitor all installations. When it shows up again I want it destroyed on sight."
The Lantean frowned but didn't argue the order.
"Also, lock out all remote connectivity of city functions."
"I can do most of that, but your security code will be needed for some functions."
Remus nodded. "I also want all our ships reconfigured for local control only."
The Lantean blinked in surprise. "Define 'all?'"
"Our escorts first…then I want couriers sent out to our other facilities to lock them down
as well."
"Do we have a security breach, sir?"
"Romulus is alive," he said evenly.
The Lantean's eyes widened. "I thought the Iktal killed him?"
"Apparently not," Remus said, lying skillfully. He hadn't wanted the others to know he'd
escaped, but now that was no longer an option. "And he's going to try to gain control over our
network, so we have to lock him out of as many systems as possible now, before he gets a
foothold."
"Only you have the access to do that."
"And I will," Remus said forcefully, keeping a lid on his anger, "but I need you to
organize teams to travel out to our other facilities, take command, and manually lock out the
interstellar command relays. That way he'll have to be physically on site to commandeer ships."
The man swallowed hard. "Is he going to start a civil war?"
"Not if we move quickly," Remus promised. "I will delay his takeover of the
system…while I'm busy doing that you have to physically secure systems, starting with this city.
He may have backdoor programs for access that I'm unaware of, so physically cut the receiving
ability."
"You want transmission left intact?"
"Yes."
"Anything else?"
"Hurry," Remus said in a whisper.
The Lantean nodded and rushed off, leaving Remus in his personal lab. Once the man
was gone and the door closed behind him Remus slammed his fist down on the desktop once,
allowing himself that small amount of vexation. If Romulus was free and had access to the grid
he could cause all kinds of trouble, but word of his surviving was going to do the most damage.
Accessing the interstellar command network, Remus tore into the system and began
remotely shutting down the information updates below command authority…of which only

Remus and Romulus possessed. Romulus's access had been deleted previously, but Remus knew
that would only slightly delay the man. His counterpart had designed most of it, while Remus
had built most of the specialty pieces associated with research and development. He was the
more creative of the pair, but Romulus made up for it in taking existing, well prove tech and
reworking it into new configurations…boring stuff as far as Remus was concerned, but overly
useful.
The communications systems and most of the computer databases had, therefore, been
designed and built by his counterpart, though Remus was far from inexperienced with the inner
workings of their grid. Trick of it was, he had no way of knowing how many little surprises
Romulus had worked into his creations that weren't public knowledge, so Remus had no illusions
of being able to keep the man out permanently.
He knew his only option was cutting his losses, containing the damage, and tracking
down and killing the man before word of his survival spread.
The comm lockdown he'd just initiated would keep idle chatter from spreading, but he
was going to have to purge all those installations that Romulus contacted. The Iktal could be
reprogrammed easily enough, but every Lantean not personally loyal to Remus that knew of
Romulus's survival was going to have to be eliminated…and he hoped for the sake of his people
that he could stop his friend before the number of necessary casualties rose to catastrophic levels.
Busy working his way through the depth of the Lantean computer network Romulus took
a few moments to track down Alba Longa's location, first to see if it was possible, and second to
try and determine what course of action Remus might be taking to counter him. When the
tracking marker identified the city's location without any prying necessary he found that odd,
then noted that the entire system had seen a reboot, executed only a few hours previously. It was
a code-locked reboot, the kind intended to shuffle unwanted hackers out of the system by having
personnel on location validate their identities before they'd be given access to the new system.
Remus had probably done that as a result of a security breach…perhaps that was how the
Alterra had been targeting their shipyards, a number of which had gone offline almost at random
since Romulus had arrived at this station. Each one destroyed meant iktal and warships that had
been intended to fight the Wraith had been destroyed pointlessly, but beyond that, more of his
fellow Lanteans were being killed in a fight that Remus alone was responsible for…and he didn't
like that one bit.
So he figured, as long as the tracking system, rebooted as it was, was still
functioning...why not give them a bigger target to hunt?
O'Neill was asleep in the control chair on the bridge taking a cat nap during a hyperspace
jump when the Homer picked up the Lantean signal.
"That's odd," the holographic avatar said, popping into view beside the chair, then looked
down at him and pretended to poke the Alterra with his finger. "Hey, you, wake up. Important
stuff here."
The computer adjusted the tilt of the control chair a couple centimeters, jolting O'Neill
back to consciousness.
He blinked and rubbed his eyes a couple times. "We there yet?"
"No. But I'm picking up an odd signal."
O'Neill sat up, seemingly half-interested. "What kind of signal?"

"Something that hasn't been used in 10,000 years. It's using a defunct code that was old
back before Atlantis got dunked."
"Does the signal say anything or is it just shouting at the galaxy?"
Liona's image appeared in holo beside Homer. "What do you make of this?"
"Still not sure what 'this' is. I can't get a straight answer from the computer."
Homer's hologram turned to face the other Alterran. "He was meditating," it informed
her, using quote fingers to emphasize 'meditating.'
"The signal is Lantean and directing us to a set of coordinates," Liona said unphased.
"Only those with knowledge of Atlantis comm systems and codes would be able to detect the
signal, much less decipher it, therefore I assume it is meant for us. The question is…what is its
intent?"
"You know, you'd make an excellent librarian," O'Neill commented, interfacing with the
computer via the control chair and bringing up a galactic map with the coordinates highlighted.
"It's not one of the installations we've tagged."
"Nor is it an inhabited system," Liona added.
"Wait," Homer interrupted, holding up a single finger for emphasis. "There's a message
attached."
A cartoon rock came flying out of nowhere and hit him in the head, then dropped to the
ground.
"Doh," he said, picking up the rock and pulling a sliver of paper out from under the string
wrapped around it. As he did so an ancient script manifested itself in holo over O'Neill's chair.
Alterran warships, take heed. There is a division within the Lantean ranks. Those who
treasonously allied themselves with the Wraith and attacked you are led by a man called
Remus. He captured my city, killed everyone onboard, and nearly killed me as well. Please
stop destroying the shipyards I am attempting to commandeer to oppose him and go kill the
traitor directly.
"Well now," O'Neill said, sitting up a bit straighter, "that's interesting. I'm presuming the
author is Romulus?"
"That was my assumption," Liona agreed.
"Pithy guy…you believe it?"
"Sadly yes."
O'Neill raised an eyebrow. "Oh?"
"Remus was always unscrupulous, but those two Lanteans shared a tighter bond than
most others. It is sad to see such friendship be dissolved."
"I must have missed that neural download," O'Neill said with a frown. "According to
Janus their doppelgangers were bad guys wanting to do us in…come to think of it, I wonder if I
was there in the alternate realities or back on Earth."
"They were once both prominent Lanteans. With our access to Atlantis's records they
would not risk such an unnatural ruse…which is why I believe he speaks the truth about the rift
between them."
"As much as I like going off half-cocked, I think we need to clue our fearless leader in on
this one," O'Neill suggested.
"Agreed."
He turned to Homer. "Contact Ryan…Sheppard too if he's available."
"Usually it's Ryan that's not," Liona commented. "We're going to be at our next target
shortly. Shall we drop out of hyperspace while we resolve this?"

"Do it," O'Neill said, glancing at the cartoon character that controlled his ship. Homer
interlinked with the Honestat and timed their reversion to coincide, dropping both ships out of
the blue/white alternate dimension and back into Midgar. A few minutes after that Ryan's image
appeared alongside Liona's.
"What's up?" Stevenson asked in a bit of a foul mood, though it was always hard to tell
given the man's otherwise blank demeanor.
"What's with you, grumpy?" O'Neill asked. "Things not go well?"
"We lost the Attero Device," he said simply, "and a Columnar."
"Ouch," O'Neill said as Liona stepped in.
"We've picked up this signal," she said, motioning for her ship's avatar to send it to
Stevenson, "detailing a set of coordinates with an unusual message attached."
"Hey guys," Sheppard said as his hologram shoved the others over a bit to make room.
"Run out of pesqua yet? Been monitoring you kill count."
"We might have a line on Remus," O'Neill said as Stevenson was busy evaluating the
signal on his end.
"Really…where?"
"Uninhabited system," Ryan answered, bringing up a communal map for all four Alterra
to see. "Not that far away from their current position. The message is the interesting part."
Sheppard took a moment to get the data on his end, then his eyes widened. "If this is true
we need to make the most of it. We missed the city the first time, so I say go for it."
"What are we looking at if it's a fake?" O'Neill asked, though personally he was leaning
Sheppard's way.
"A delaying tactic offering them more time to move their shipyards," Liona answered.
Ryan shook his head. "There's too many for them to move. They might save a few with the
delay, but not the majority of them."
"A simple signal might be deemed worthy of saving a few," Liona pointed out, "but I
believe this message to be genuine. I am unsure how well we will fare, though, without
reinforcements."
"We'll just have to earn our keep," O'Neill said, glancing at Sheppard for confirmation.
"We can't risk sending any backup, you'll have to do this on your own."
"It's doable with two," Stevenson agreed, "but be cagey. If Alba Longa has fled to a
rendezvous with additional reinforcements you may have to make a series of hit and run attacks
to thin their numbers before you can assault the city directly."
"At which point it'll try to run…again," Sheppard pointed out, none too happy about
missing it the first time.
"Have you completed a signal trace?" Stevenson asked.
"Multiple broadcast points," Liona answered. "Romulus wasn't so sloppy as to reveal his
position."
"Do not consider him an ally," Stevenson warned. "But if you can find him, I want to
know."
Sheppard's hologram turned to look at the super-ancient. "To have a chat or kick his
ass?"
"Whatever is required. Allying with the Wraith may have caused their split, but that
doesn't mean they consider us to be friendlies, despite our shared ancestry."
"Point taken," Sheppard acknowledged.

"Do you want it blown up?" O'Neill asked both Alterra simultaneously, "or captured?
The message said there were only Wraith-friendly Lanteans onboard."
Stevenson glanced at Sheppard for a moment, then responded. "Capture is preferred, but
'blowing up' is better than letting it escape."
"I can live with that," O'Neill said, looking at Liona. "You?"
"I agree we go to the location the signal is leading us…but I recommend you dispatch
any traveler ships in the area to monitor the Lantean installations. If some are moved, they may
be able to track them to their new locations."
"Good idea," Stevenson agreed. "Sheppard?"
"I'll get on it. Good hunting," he offered.
O'Neill turned to Homer. "Let's go bag ourselves a city."

4
Romulus had assembled loyalists from 3 different shipyards and sent them off to gather
others, manually implementing his override programs and gathering more ships and personnel to
the cause while he remained tied to the interlinking computer systems that bound the Lantean
infrastructure together, doing what he could remotely to stall Remus's takeover…as well as
discover what alterations the man had made in the network while he and Jina had been running
for their lives.
He also had several other Lanteans working the system handling less intensive remote
tasks, attempting to hack into other shipyards' systems and allow Romulus to override their
systems and call the ships to him for subsequent manual reprogramming...but one of those
hacking attempts resulted in an unexpected result.
The computer tech in question, Hamas, suddenly got a communications prompt from a
high ranking Lantean that turned into a holographic transmission before he even had the
opportunity to think of not responding.
"Would you mind telling me what you're doing in my system?" Prioticry asked, crossing
his arms over his chest and looking very annoyed.
"My apologies, commander…I was…only carrying out my assigned duties. Did I cause
some malfunction?"
"What duties would those be?" he asked, not buying his excuse.
"Making alterations to the code prompts," Hamas lied.
"On Remus's order? Because other than him, no one has priority access of my local
network and anyone who goes nosing around inside it had better have a damn good reason as to
why."
"I'm afraid I'm not at liberty to say."
"Don't make me send security for you. Tell me now what you're running and I may be
lenient."
"It's alright, Hamas," a voice said from outside the hologram as seen from Prioticry's
end…then the Lantean commander's eyes went wide as Romulus walked up beside the man and
into the transmission. "I authorized his work."
"Romulus?! We were told the Alterra killed you?"
"Do not ask, Prioticry. Simply allow him to continue his work."
The Lantean commander's eyes narrowed. "Everyone believes you're dead. Remus told us
so. He pointed to it as the reason why we needed to ally with the Wraith to defeat the Alterra."
Romulus held up a hand of warning. "Do not ask, and do not tell anyone else that you
have spoken with me or you will put your city in danger. I must remain a ghost."
Prioticry unfurled his arms and placed his hands on his hips. "As you wish, but make me
understand the why first. If I am to keep your secret let me know all of it."
"It would be better if you did not," Romulus argued.
"Not good enough. There's been a lot of changes since you've been gone, and now I'm
beginning to suspect things. Put my mind at ease."

"That I cannot do," Romulus said, closing his eyes in silent surrender. "Remus tried to kill
me on Alba Longa. He murdered everyone in the city, save for I and one other that barely
managed to escape. I have no doubt he will do likewise elsewhere if there is opposition, thus this
knowledge is a threat to you. Bury it within your mind and let me work in secret, for the sake of
your city."
Prioticry's hands pulled off his hips and clenched into fists. "The Wraith?"
"He made the suggestion. I refused."
"Has he gone mad?" he asked angrily.
"He believes this to be the correct path and he will not let anything stand in his way."
"Has he no loyalty to the cause, let alone you? You two at odds is…unthinkable."
"A short while ago I would have agreed with you, but reality has educated me otherwise.
For whatever his reasons, he is a traitor. I will not, however, use our resources to fight a civil
war. We will waste all that we have built up for nothing. I intend to acquire as many ships as
possible, quietly, and strike against the Wraith. That will end this unholy alliance. I will deal
with Remus later, personally."
"Then let's forego this hacking. Roma stands with you and our cause."
Romulus shook his head. "I would expect Remus to have placed agents in your ranks to
prevent my takeover. You risk your city by revealing my existence and his treason."
"I will take your warning into consideration, and I promise I will take appropriate
measures, but Roma will not stand by and tolerate this treachery…nor will we allow you to start
the crusade without proper backing."
Romulus sighed. "Your mind is set, and I would be remiss if I did not welcome the
assistance, but do not underestimate Remus's deviousness. Perhaps I alone truly know what he is
capable of."
"Leave Roma to me. I will contact you again when I have secured the city."
"Be wary…you will only have one opportunity to act."
Prioticry nodded and his hologram faded away.
Romulus placed a hand on Hamas's shoulder, letting him know he wasn't upset with his
failure to hide his hack. Prioticry was no fool, and the younger Lantean didn't have Romulus's
knowledge to cloak his electronic movements.
"Change proxies and continue. If he is unsuccessful I still want to syphon off their ships."
The Homer came out of hyperspace just beyond the tiny gravity signatures it had detected
before reversion. Those signatures resolves themselves into a Lantean city floating in low orbit
around a green/white world…with nearly 2,000 Lantean warships surrounding it.
"They're multiplying like rabbits," O'Neill said, with his Columnar safely outside
weapon's range. "Hit and run it is," he said, talking to Liona's hologram as her Columnar was
trailing behind a few seconds in hyperspace. "You picked a spot?"
"Yes. Pursue the city if it escapes."
"Homer," O'Neill said as the Honestat dropped out of hyperspace on the edge of the
Lantean ship hoard, "keep score."
"Report!" Remus demanded as he ran into Alba Longa's control room.
"Hyperspace jamming is in effect. The Alterran ships have swapped out again, with the
second placed directly in front of us. We are relocating but we can't escape both with them
maneuvering about in this way."

The Lantean looked at the battle hologram, seeing his fleet engaging one of the
Columnars…then it vanished, jumping into hyperspace before his warships could engage it with
mass fire. The other one was ahead of the city with more of the Lantean warships shooting out
ahead of Alba Longa to engage it as the ranges closed.
Remus saw the shaded region on the map, indicating where the Alterran ships were
jamming his city's ability to enter hyperspace. It wasn't a spherical projection as he'd expected,
but targeted directly on Alba Longa, allowing the other enemy vessel to enter and exit
hyperspace at will.
Damn their technology. He had to outthink them.
Remus focused his mind to think logically, putting his panic aside. There appeared to be
2 vessels, which meant he had sufficient firepower to take at least one down, if not both if
applied properly. They knew this, otherwise they would have employed a frontal assault. As it
was they were whittling away at his numbers while preventing his ships from sustaining enough
firepower to penetrate their shields.
The depletion of their shields would take time to recharge, so they were engaging at
range, causing his ships to travel out to them and buying time. He had to fix that.
"Pull back our perimeter defenses," he ordered, decrying a new line on the map a full
2/3rds nearer. "Make them come closer to us."
"They can sit out there and prevent us from jumping to hyperspace while they summon
reinforcements," one of his subordinates offered as he implemented the orders.
"So can we. Pull in our nearby ships and get others enroute in case this turns out to be a
prolonged engagement."
"Battle simulations suggest a cascading probability of defeat when the number of their
larger vessels escalates, even with duplicate numbers of reinforcements. We need to hit them
when they're isolated and they're engaging us one at a time. If we wait they could bring several
to bear on us at once."
"We can use that to our advantage," Remus pointed out, working a computer console. "If
they pull ships off their worlds to come at us we can initiate another joint strike with the Wraith
that will severely damage their infrastructure. They might even lose a world or two in the
exchange."
Prioticry's hologram returned to the shipyard control room several hours later. "It is
done."
Romulus raised an eyebrow. "Trouble?"
The Lantean shook his head. "Little. With some clever precautions his agents betrayed
themselves. We are searching for others, but the city is yours. What would you have us do?"
"Come to me. We're organizing a rally point and you'll be safer from Remus's forces if
you stay on the move."
Prioticry nodded. "Might I suggest you inform the other cities? Dangerous as it might be,
I don't think it's right to keep them in the dark while Remus works to undermine us. We are loyal
to the cause, and I believe you will find their faith in Remus has been severely shaken by our
alliance with the Wraith…and they're going to notice Roma's actions sooner or later."
"Aventine will not side with me," Romulus argued, referring to Remus's city.
Prioticry crossed his arms over his chest. "I think they will, though there may be some
bloodshed involved. Leave them till last."

Romulus looked around the shipyard's control room, seeing and sensing the dispositions
of the others. They wanted the word spread and the other Lanteans to rally to Romulus's banner.
Perhaps he was underestimating their loyalty.
"Very well. Make the contacts and confer with me when you have everyone."
"It will take only a few minutes," Prioticry promised before cutting the transmission.
Romulus waited patiently, hoping that Prioticry's instincts were right, then much earlier
than he anticipated the leaders of the four other cities appeared alongside Roma's leader, all with
mixed expressions of shock and outrage.
"You are alive," Palatine's commander said, aghast.
"Is what Prioticry says true?" Adaline asked.
"It is," Romulus answered, and he could see the expressions of relief on their features as
he spoke. A voice that they had never thought to hear again. "I trust he has made you aware of
the risks involved with this knowledge. Where do you stand?"
"That's an absurd question," Dangrel said, his voice barely controlled outrage. "We stand
against the Wraith, as we always have. We only followed Remus's lead because we trusted him
and you were gone. Now that we know the truth…"
"What would you have us do?" Adaline asked, her fiery red hair paling in comparison to
the determination in her voice.
"Secure your cities," Romulus said firmly. "There are vipers in your midst. Once they are
contained we will discuss strategy."
"With pleasure," the Lantean said, cutting out her transmission before the others so she
could begin her own mini purge as soon as possible. The others confirmed her sentiment in less
overt means and disappeared from the transmission as well, leaving only Prioticry remaining.
"We're with you, Romulus. As we have always been."
"Thank you, my friend," the Lantean said genuinely. "Now, we have a lot of work to do if
we're going to lock Remus out of our control network…"
The Alterra had managed to destroy over 500 of Remus's warships with their hit and run
attacks over the previous day, but 118 new ships had arrived to replace them with many more on
the way. Still, not one Alterran shot had landed on Alba Longa's shields, only their persistent
hyperspace jammer which one of their ships would project in turn with the other, emerging from
hyperspace at random locations to assault Remus's now closely boxed fleet.
They were getting good return salvos in, increasing the lag between attacks as the
Alterra's shields had to recharge, but still not one bit of hull damage had been done to either of
the ships, turning this conflict into a bit of a stalemate that was succeeding in destroying an
insignificant number of Lantean ships. He'd been monitoring intelligence reports from the
Alterran worlds, waiting for an opening to strike but so far not one of their guardian warships
had departed, making him think that these two Columnars alone were going to be his sole
antagonists.
To that end he was preparing contingency attack plans, utilizing the incoming fleets and
having part of them rendezvous at a staging area just outside the system so that he could
potentially pin one of the Columnars in place long enough to deliver a salvo strong enough to
penetrate their shields, after which their primary weapon would become the target. It was
encased in a secondary shield in lieu of the armor that could not cover it, but by his calculations
it was penetrable as well, he just needed the appropriate number of ships in place at the
opportune moment.

O'Neill stood beside his command chair as the Homer held position a short ways away
from Remus's fleet, but not currently engaged. The Columnar was holding the hyperspace
jamming field, now shaped like a cone, over the city while the Honestat moved about in
hyperspace, redeploying outside the system so it could make a reverse jump back to the precise
point of attack Liona wanted and rack up a few more warship kills before bugging out…then
they would switch and O'Neill would make a run with his fully charged shields.
Before she could tag him again a hyperspace tracking icon appeared nearby, indicating a
vessel approaching without ID. Before O'Neill could wonder out loud what it was Sheppard's
hologram appeared on the bridge.
"Sorry we're late to the party. Still some cake left I hope?"
"I thought you said you couldn't spare any ships?" O'Neill asked, happy to have the help
regardless.
"Well, this one was only guarding itself so we figured why not bring it out to play," the
Alterra said with a hint of a smile just as the contact arrived in system and Atlantis dropped out
of hyperspace alongside the Homer and stared down its sister city.
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With both Columnars coming in on the flanks of the Lantean fleet and unleashing havoc
with massive streams of pesqua flying into the swarm of enemy ships, bouncing off their shields
and draining them with every hit, Atlantis flew straight into the heart of the swarm and began
racking up an insane number of Lantean heavy energy blasts on her shields, covering the city in a
blanket of green energy. Back out from that storm came more potent joktala blasts, coring
through Lantean ships two and three at a time as the city forced its way closer to Alba longa.
When the ranges closed the secondary weapon systems in the original Lantean city
opened up and a massive fireworks display ensued while the two Columnars angled for
simultaneous attacks on Alba Longa. As one, they fired their primary weapons straight through
the fleet, vaporizing or clipping several warships along the way. Neither one fired a pulse, but
emptied their capacitors with a thin beam only, both of which penetrated the city's shields near
the end of their discharge.
Carefully aimed, neither beam hit the city, but passed through the empty space inside the
bubble-like perimeter on the topside and exited out the back. When the shields went down there
was a massive 'pop' as the internal atmosphere was unleashed. No one had been on the city's
exterior at the time, so the loss of atmosphere came with no collateral damage. No systems were
destroyed or even disrupted, save for the shield, and no enemy weaponsfire fell on the city for
the handful of seconds it took to reset and recharge the emitters.
Soon the shields came back up, albeit very thin, but with no incoming weaponsfire they
began to regain strength quickly. Oddly enough, all three Alterra vessels began to move off,
pulling portions of the Lantean fleet with them as they continued to battle at a furious pace.
Divided as they were the amount of weaponsfire the Lanteans could throw at any individual
vessel had been diminished to reasonable numbers, with the heaviest concentration centered on
Atlantis…though with three potentia powering its shields it wasn't in serious danger.
Alba Longa held back, no match for the Alterra in that it didn't have the high powered
defensive weaponry that Atlantis did. The weapon systems it did have were significant, but it
didn't move out to engage with the rest of the fleet. Instead it backed off, trying to run to the edge
of the jamming zone while the Alterra were out of position.
With the Lantean city accelerating hard it looked like it was going to make its escape,
thanks to the change of Alterran tactics. Had their Columnars continued to swap off one of them
could have intercepted the city before it got out of range, but instead they'd elected for a frontal
assault that, while causing horrific damage to Remus's fleet, was ironically allowing the
mastermind to escape.
When Alba Longa eventually outran the jamming zone being emitted by the Honestat it
went…nowhere. Its primary engines disengaged and it continued drifting down towards the edge
of the planet's atmosphere, then made a minor correction and settled into an extremely low orbit.
With the Lantean fleet preoccupied and believing it was screening for Remus's escape, the true
battle was taking place inside the city.

When Alba Longa's shields went down nothing hit the exposed city, save for a ring
transmission beam that deposited a single individual at the base of the central spire surrounded
by six iktal guards. With a flick of his forearm, Stevenson sent all of them flying back against the
walls. They hit hard and slumped to the ground, then were killed by a slew of pointblank green
orbs before the black-clad ancient walked forward, pulling off two attachments from his liquid
armor, one from each upper arm.
Stevenson dropped them on the ground next to the dead iktal and ran off through the city,
mowing down any more guards that came his way. The two objects laid there for a few seconds,
then melted into a pair of puddles, out of which human-form replicators grew. Once fully
deployed they moved off in separate directions, one headed for the nearest central computer
system hub and the other for the control room.
Remus saw the security warnings the moment the first iktal were taken down. Their
cybernetic enhancements relayed the brief visual footage of the encounter to the control network
and the Lantean knew immediately that the city had become compromised. He ordered a
lockdown of vital areas and a repositioning of the city's guards, getting the control room staff
mobilized into a frenzy of action…then he slipped out quietly, bringing a pair of trusted aids
with him.
The threesome headed down the tower, taking the most difficult means possible in order
to avoid the boarding parties that were invariably working their way up. Halfway down the
Lanteans appropriated a transport terminal, with Remus countermanding the lockdown order on
site. They transported over to another tower, far from the Alterra, and continued their descent,
heading for the ventral navicula porta bay.
Using transport chambers as much as possible, Remus and the pair made good time
moving throughout the city, all the while issuing orders through his earpiece and having one of
the Lantean warships standing by to turn away from the battle and rendezvous with them outside
the shield perimeter, scoop them up, and run far enough away to make the jump into hyperspace.
The rest of the fleet would remain and continue the fight as a costly diversion, but at this point all
that mattered was Remus's escape. They had many more ships to replace those that were being
lost, and even Alba Longa wasn't their only city, though the access to their control systems
would be devastating if Remus couldn't get them deleted before leaving the city.
It was that task that preoccupied his attention, prompting him to let one of his aids lead
the way so he could focus on the effort at hand and not navigation through the city. As the
threesome neared the lower jumper bay they turned a corner into a long hallway that led to an
adjunct near their destination, but three steps past the turn Remus blacked out and fell to the
ground, knocking off his earpiece and sending it skidding across the smooth floor.
His aids stopped in shock and backtracked, standing over their leader and examining his
lack of vitals. He had no pulse, no respiration, and no telepathic presence. One of them flipped
him over and placed a hand on his forehead, trying to establish some connection with Remus's
mind using his own limited telepathic ability but there was nothing to connect with.
Before they could begin to puzzle out what happened their bodies were yanked from the
ground, one of which was pinned against the wall while the other flew through the air straight
into a blue orb that left the Lantean unconscious.
Coming around the corner Stevenson let the man drop none too gently, then he shot the
pinned one and released his telekinetic hold as he looked down at the third man, knowing that

until a moment ago he had been Remus. He'd been tracking him telepathically across the city and
was just about to him when the presence cut out, and now he could see that he was, in fact, dead.
The Alterra knelt down next to his body and pressed a hand against the man's chest,
searching for the flicker of life that he could possibly rekindle…not that he would. It wasn't
there, as he suspected, and Stevenson forced himself to keep looking down and avoid eyeing the
spot atop the hallway where an ascended being lurked. Ryan had felt it a dozen steps before
making the corner, and given that his quarry had fallen dead a moment later with no visible
wounds there was no doubt in his mind that he'd just been executed to keep the Alterra from
probing his memories…for they too were gone, completely wiped out, along with what should
have been the man's residual core energy.
The body before him was an empty shell, neatly concealing the secret of the Ascended
Empire's involvement with the Lanteans. Stevenson didn't have to puzzle hard to think of a
plausible reason as to why. Romulus and Remus hated the Wraith, and it would have taken some
serious arm twisting to get them to abandon their quest and ally with their enemy, no matter how
much they hated him and the other Alterra. Romulus's message mentioning a split within the
ranks told Stevenson that Remus had been the agent of change, with the floating bundle of
energy above him the true source of the chaos taking place across the Pegasus galaxy.
"Now what could possibly have happened to you?" Stevenson said, careful not to
acknowledge the spot above his head, but with enough of a tone to suggest that he wasn't
surprised. "No core energy, memories wiped…all within a heartbeat before I could get to you.
Now who could have the power to do that?"
Stevenson stared down at Remus's dead face, but his focus was on the ascended being.
He wasn't connected to the other dimension, meaning he was 'mundane' as far as the other side
was concerned, but this one was still partially in this dimension, enough to observe events
anyway, and the Alterra could feel the power clustered into that small point above him. That
didn't stop him from taunting the enemy, which he figured would be more in character than
trying to fake surprise…which he did poorly.
"I thought you guys didn't interfere? That was your guiding rule. So why kill him now?
What are you trying to hide from me? You already took Aeria," he said, standing up and looking
up slightly, but straight ahead rather than to the left where the ascended being actually was. "If
you don't want me doing this, the least you could do is tell me why!"
There wasn't a response, not that he had expected one.
"Maybe that's it. You're Lantean, I'm Alterra, and he was Lantean. Or are you all against
me? You're supposed to be my brothers and sisters and you keep interfering with me. Why?
Aeria at least you could pass off as you rescuing her, but this," he said, pointing down at the
dead Lantean. "You didn't ascend him, you killed him, you pathetic hypocrites."
"Leave me alone or I swear I'll ascend myself and come kick your asses personally,"
Stevenson said, surprised by how much truth was in his words. With that inconsequential threat
he walked off, headed for the control room that the replicator had already captured. As he left he
felt the presence disappear as well, though whether it went back to Alfleheym or just zipped off
somewhere else in Midgar he didn't know. He'd gotten his cover story of outrage across, while
keeping the knowledge of his own growing powers a secret. He wasn't powerful enough yet to
take on an ascended being directly, but that time was coming.
Several weeks later and halfway across the galaxy the Lantean city of Roma exited
hyperspace over the most heavily populated Wraith inner core world, formerly known as

Issorkes. The Wraith knew it as Ompreleen, and the Lantean military had called it the 'world of
lost dreams.' Three separate campaigns during the war had failed to breach its orbital defenses,
let alone recapture the planet. The Wraith had used it as a fortress from which to strike out at
multiple other systems in a chess match that had both Lantean and Wraith exchanging the same
territory numerous times, but without capturing this world none of those gains could be
maintained and eventually the Lanteans were driven back by a flow of reinforcements, many of
which were grown on the surface that Romulus now looked down upon from the balcony of the
city.
With the air contained within the shield perimeter he watched along with Prioticry as
more than 10,000 Lantean warships exited hyperspace behind and alongside them even as the
Wraith ships in lower orbit began to reposition and come up after the city that had dared to
appear in their sight.
"Were you ever here before?" Prioticry asked Romulus.
"Passing through orbit only. I do remember seeing a thin stretch of lights on the night
side along the ocean marking the colony…there," he said, pointing to a now sunlit portion of the
planet below them. Lights it did not have, but there were a large number of blue infectious
growths on surface linked together by thin tendrils that covered the same location.
Both men held silent for a long moment, with the distant Wraith ships closing silently as
they gathered their massive defensive fleet. A thin film of darts preceded them, numbering in the
hundreds of thousands, but neither Lantean seemed concerned, almost oblivious to the mass of
military might before them.
Romulus finally pulled a small transmitter out of a pocket and clipped it to his collar.
With a telekinetic tap he turned it on, sending an open transmission out to every Wraith ship and
city below.
"For 10,000 years you have thought yourself victorious. You've grown, culled, hibernated
and repeated your cycle in the knowledge that your greatest rival had been defeated and
threatened you no more…but you are not the only ones that hibernated. I am Romulus, and I was
there 10,000 years ago when you pushed back our fleets, sacked our cities, and fed on my
brothers and sisters. I was there when Atlantis submerged and the others fled with you declaring
your victory. I was there, hiding amongst the stars and plotting the day that I would return to
continue the war that you thought was long since settled."
"You arrogantly believe yourself superior…and you think us weak. We made mistakes,
some grave mistakes that gave you an opportunity and you wisely took advantage of it, but you
didn't finish. You didn't seal the deal. You left Atlantis intact and you left me and a few others
alive. You were sloppy, as you always are. Your greatest advantage has always been your
numbers, and we failed to anticipate your rate of growing replacements."
"That mistake has been quantified and corrected," Romulus said as more hyperspace
windows opened beside them and the other Lantean cities appeared. Palatine, Velabrum,
Arvales, Tiberia, and Aventine appeared alongside Roma in a long chain, and along with them
came tens of thousands of warships.
Romulus raised his chin slightly as he stared down at the intimidating mass of Wraith
ships.
"The war has returned, and this time, we are well prepared."

Hubris: Part 1
1
The Jaffa walked up to Teal'c's command chair and knelt respectfully, drawing an
eyebrow of disapproval from the First Prime. "The ground assault stands ready, awaiting your
order."
"And what of my previous order?"
The Jaffa looked up, a confused look on his face.
"You are kneeling…again."
"Forgive me," the Jaffa said, standing up in his gleaming red battle armor with only his
hands and head exposed.
"Forgiveness would not be necessary if you would simply remember," Teal'c admonished,
but he wasn't truly angry. It was simply a matter of breaking old habits.
The Jaffa nodded, but said nothing more.
"Are the Chor'tek prepared?"
"They and their pilots stand ready…"
"But?"
"There are concerns."
Teal'c stood up, taking the two steps down from his elevated chair to stand eye to eye
with the Jaffa who was 63 years old, but a novice within the army of Bra'tac…as far too many of
those Teal'c commanded were.
"If they feel they are incapable of commanding them, they should step down and allow
another to take their place."
"I have been assured that they will serve ably," the Jaffa testified with a bit of stiffness at
the questioning of the pilots' honor. "It is the craft they are concerned with."
"As was I until I gained a proper respect for the Chor'tek. Do not concern yourself with it
further. If there are problems I will find new pilots. There are many eager for the honor of
becoming a rider," Teal'c emphasized, "and I am sure I can find a few who understand that
distinction."
"As you will."
"Return to the hangar and inform the army that they will be needed shortly," Teal'c said,
clapping the Jaffa on the shoulder as he lowered his voice to a whisper. "In the future, use the
communication system unless the matter is grave and time is of no essence."
"Forgive me," the Jaffa apologized again, bowing his head.
"I do not need apologies, I need learning," he said, giving him a dismissive glance.
The Jaffa left quickly, with the six bridge crew continuing with their monitoring tasks
while the H'tel was in hyperspace, though one turned his head and gave Teal'c a questioning
glance.

"They are still very young," the First Prime commented with dissatisfaction.
"Indeed," Rak'nor said, his forehead glowing with the red glyph that the Alterra knew as
'Es' but to all Jaffa was now known as the symbol of Bra'tac. All those warriors onboard the H'tel
bore the same mark, with a proper Prim'tah within them that altered their vision to see the
otherwise invisible emblem. "But they are learning."
Teal'c frowned, his much more ornate glyph marking him as First Prime moving slightly
with the forehead contortion. "Slowly," he grumbled, staying on his feet and glancing at the
holographic displays near his chair that indicating the remaining time in an obvious countdown
that only had seconds remaining.
"I have no doubt they will excel from the battle experience they are about to gain."
"One would hope," Teal'c said noncommittally. "Make sure our shields and full
countermeasures are active the moment we exit hyperspace."
"Do you expect them to be waiting for us?"
"I expect them to be the devious foe we know them to be," Teal'c said firmly, referring to
the Aschen and their crusade for galactic domination. "Be prepared for anything."
"As always," Rak'nor said as the last few seconds before entering battle were silent on the
otherwise calm bridge. The senior Jaffa on the vessel Teal'c had no concerns with, but the bulk
of their army was comprised of recent converts. Prim'tah were not yet widely available and each
individual had to beat out a large number of others to earn theirs, but old habits and stubbornness
were lingering and the galaxy wasn't going to wait for Teal'c and Bra'tac to whip them into
proper form before going into battle. These warriors had been deemed 'tolerable' and thus had
been brought along, but it was uncertain how they would perform in a major assault.
The H'tel flashed out of hyperspace and into orbit around an enemy-held world. It wasn't
their largest, nor their smallest, but one that had a significant defense force guarding an everexpanding industrial base that was pumping out more of the Aschen Elementals that were their
primary and most versatile weapon.
Alongside Teal'c's H'tel were two others, the three of which were carrying a ground army
that would be landing to take this world as soon as the orbital defenses were eliminated.
"We have been seen," Rak'nor reported. "Enemy Elementals are moving to intercept in
medium-sized clusters."
"Begin firing as soon as they come in range," Teal'c said as he alternated his view
between the wall-spanning visual display and the tactical hologram beside his chair that he was
still standing in front of. "Focus sensors on their ground defenses."
"Multiple defensive weapons detected, Master," another Jaffa noted. "We are currently
out of range."
"See to it that we remain beyond their range," Teal'c ordered. "We will deal with the
Elementals first, then take out the ground-based weaponry."
"Objects launching from the planet!"
"Show me."
A side wall lit up as a secondary 'window' that zoomed in to show numerous missile
plumes rising from the surface and heading towards the distant H'tel. "They will reach us the
same time as the Elementals?"
Rak'nor took a moment to have the ship's computer run the calculations. "Yes, Master."
Teal'c nodded. "Launch Lok'na'te. Have them intercept the missiles while we engage the
Elementals. Once completed they are to flee the engagement area. Make it clear they are not to
fight the Elementals. I want no suicidal bravado today."

"I will make it clear to them," another Jaffa promised.
"Shift shields forward and ready all weapons for maximum firepower. Our first blow
must be our strongest."
Sitting inside the small cockpit of the advanced fighter that had replaced the Death Glider
for the new Jaffa order, Vek'sor got the launch order sooner than he expected. With it came a
targeting solution that highlighted the incoming missiles rising through the atmosphere and
gaining speed.
Pressing a single button the Jaffa activated the automated launch sequence that shot his
craft out a short tunnel and into space, with him adding engine power immediately to bring his
Lok'na'te around and join the other five fighters that were being dispatched with him. There were
more onboard the First Prime's H'tel, but only these six had been selected.
Vek'sor saw that they didn't have much time, but fortunately his craft were incredibly
fast. Powering down his weapons and most other systems, he put the Lok'na'te into pursuit mode
and accelerated blindingly fast, angling down towards the atmosphere while the first flashes of
weaponsfire lit up behind him as the three H'tel used the primary weapons at their peaks to attack
the oncoming Elemental groups.
The Jaffa pilots couldn't watch that battle unfold, for they had a different mission. There
were some 22 missiles coming their way, and each was bigger than their fighters. They were
heavily shielded but had no defensive weapons, intended to ram into large vessels and detonate a
mind-boggling warhead. These missiles had been seen before and targeting locations on them
were highlighted by the battle computer, showing him where to shoot and where not to shoot in
order to disable them without causing them to blow up in his face.
The lead pilot designated three of the targets to Vek'sor, who angled towards the first of
them as the enemy weapons continued to spread out, making it more unlikely that they'd be shot
down from concentrated firepower. The Jaffa was a veteran pilot in Death Gliders, but this was
only the third combat mission he'd made in the Lok'na'te and he was still learning how to fight in
the impressive craft. According to the computer holograms sitting directly in front of him, it was
going to take multiple hits to take out these missiles, thus a firing pass would be insufficient.
Vek'sor came in at the missile from the side and accelerated hard as he fell behind,
coming on a heading to match and catching up before switching out of pursuit mode and
bringing his weapons online. Staying with the missile was impossible, for it was still too fast for
him to match with his weapons activated and drawing power away from the engines, but the
missile wasn't gaining too much distance on him and he had a window of opportunity to take it
down.
Firing tiny globules of energy, he pounded into the left rear of the missile until the shields
were breached, then the armor vaporized and he slid a few shots into the hull and trashed interior
components, finding the missile's acceleration dropping off as it suddenly becoming a floating
rock drifting towards the distant battlefield that was lighting up with multiple types of
weaponsfire as the two sides came within slugging range.
Diverting to his second target, Vek'sor rushed off in pursuit mode once again to catch up
and neutralize the second missile. He barely got to the third before the H'tel were growing too
large before him, but the Jaffa succeeded in knocking its maneuvering ability out as the big Jaffa
warships continued to adjust position to avoid the now drifting bombs.
Vek'sor swung his Lok'na'te aside as he got a warning from the flagship, noting three
Elemental blocks heading his way with a flashing 'do not engage' icon on them. Seeing that there

were no more missiles with maneuvering power left, he veered off and ran away with the other
Jaffa pilots despite his urge to engage the enemy head on. If he did that the First Prime would
remove his Prim'tah, for his orders were clear and Master Teal'c did not suffer disobedience in
battle.
Teal'c watched as Elemental blocks blasted apart in front of him while groups of them
fired linked beam blasts into his ships' shields, draining them of energy but not penetrating yet.
There were more Elementals here than in their last scouting report, but not enough to be able to
defeat them. The disabled missiles were another matter, so he ordered weaponsfire diverted from
the primary engagement to target the missiles that were going to pass close to them, knowing
that the Aschen could still detonate them remotely and do some damage.
The big particle beam on top of his ship, known as a Gra'zel, targeted and destroyed one
of the missiles with a single precise hit now that they weren't flying evasively. A new star
suddenly appeared for a moment as the warhead blew, but it was still too far away to do any
damage. The big gun on the top of the H'tel continued firing, knocking out the missiles with
single hits before they could get close enough to do any proximity damage.
"Hmph," Teal'c mumbled in satisfaction when they were all gone, as well as seeing that
the Lok'na'te he had deployed had followed orders and got well clear of the blasts. Now all that
was left was to defeat these Elementals and insure that none of them got away. To that end he
diverted the current Lok'na'te around the perimeter into distant flanking positions while
preparing to launch the others in pursuit if/when his H'tel were no longer surrounded by enemies.
If the Elementals didn't flee they would be destroyed before they could take out a single
H'tel, but Teal'c knew that if they stayed his shields would go down and the armor would take
hits. He didn't know if the Aschen would try to save some of their Elementals or run them off to
use another day, but either way he was going to insure that they were all destroyed, after which
they'd proceed to clear away the surface batteries and pave the way for the ground troops to take
out the Aschen machines on the ground and hunt down the few personnel they had on the planet,
wherever the cowards were hiding and controlling their forces from afar.
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Jeroon had a neutral expression on his face as he studied the small icon that appeared on
his control board, and the almost uninterested look didn't alter as he pulled up its contents and
turned to face his Aschen leader.
"The planet of Shateen is reporting that it is under attack from a strong Jaffa force and are
requesting any available reinforcements. We could be there in 22.4 hours if we divert now."
"No," Degon said almost casually. "Our mission takes precedence. No planet will be safe
unless we decapitate this threat immediately. The Oracle has foretold of Asgard involvement in
this war, thus we must act before that prophecy comes to bear. Fighting them and the Jaffa
simultaneously is not a pathway to victory. Diverting to Shateen would waste time and resources
when we have little to spare."
"Shall I send a response?"
"No. They will serve as a useful distraction if Jaffa forces are there and we want them
behaving normally. Tell them they are to hold the Jaffa there as long as possible and the altered
strategy might tip our hand. Send no response. Continue on course as planned."
Jeroon turned back to his console, seemingly unphased, and dismissed the alert.
The Jaffa army landed on the surface of the planet outside the Aschen cities via transport
beam a few at a time, infantry assembling in groups that were supplemented by large metallic
beasts standing four times the height of a Jaffa. They had four legs and a thick head, looking like
cats, but they moved with a stiff grace, controlled by computerized movement but with a single
pilot inside them controlling…or more accurately guiding their movements.
Ponken sat within the Jaffa battlecat, telling it where to go and having it decide how best
to get there. He directed it to lead the infantry as they began running in columns towards the city
not too far ahead, from which there were already Aschen machines, both small and large, headed
their way. The big turrets in the city were now smoking craters thanks to the H'tel high overhead
and they were continuing to provide fire support with spurts of plasma here and there, but there
were so many buildings that it would be impossible to clear them all from overhead. Troops were
needed on the ground, and thus they were going in even before all the obvious targets were taken
out from above.
Everything near to them was gone, but the Aschen had ways of hiding targets and
surprising attackers so the Jaffa were approaching swiftly but cautiously, with Ponken using the
sensors in his Chor'tek to search for traps and noticing several pop up before him, aligning in an
arc that probably ringed the city.
He targeted the location and fired two globes of shining red plasma that hit the ground
and did nothing more than blast apart an old stump and burn some grass. The weapons hidden
below didn't respond, so he amped up his ride's shields and had it run up closer. The Chor'tek
slowed on approach, irritating Ponken, but he had no ability to force it to go faster. The artificial
intelligence walked the cat-like body up close to the location, then pounced forward and landed
right on top of it.

The Jaffa cursed, but there was no effect. He repeated his target icon, wanting it to fire
into the device buried below ground, but the Chor'tek only walked around for a moment, looking
down at the spot, then the sensor package altered and instead of absorbing specific signals sent
out and interpreting them to get a view of the object, it began emitting a false signature imitating
lifesigns of the Jaffa infantry not far off.
Suddenly the ground erupted and the battlecat was thrown off its feet into the air in a
huge surge of dirt. It fell on its side, its shields weakened near to the point of breaking, but no
damage had occurred. On his display the sensors returned to normal, showing the region of
buried mines with one less dot in their formation.
"Stupid beast," he said, knowing that it had taken out the weapon as ordered. He had it
walk off a ways to let it recharge, then saw another come up and pounce on the nearest mine,
seeing it detonate almost immediately and toss that Chor'tek up and into the air…then the
metallic cat rolled over and got to its feet, having cleared a larger path for the infantry to
approach on.
Ponken hated having to 'ride' these machines rather than pilot them, but they were getting
the job done so he held any further complaints and let them do the task regardless of how stupid
they looked in the process.
"Master Teal'c, our forces are encountering additional resistance in the northern
quadrant of the third city."
"Show me."
An image from another H'tel zoomed in on the region, showing many of the large spheres
ducking in and out from buildings and overhangs to confound the warships' gunners, but
managing to move around enough to give the Jaffa troops all manner of trouble.
"Reports indicate that there are lairs within that hold many enemy machines, but we
cannot detect them from here."
"Cause?"
"Unknown."
"Are the buildings blocking our sensors?"
"Perhaps. I cannot say for sure."
"Then clear the area of our troops and level one until we find what is blocking them."
"The rubble may cover it."
"Fire on it until there is no rubble left."
Rak'nor nodded. "As you wish."
Teal'c's H'tel repositioned until it was directly over the chosen location and combined its
firepower with the closest other ship, dropping large plasma orbs along with smaller bursts into
the structure, almost immediately collapsing the upper levels amidst a cloud of dust and debris,
then those pieces were blasted apart even as they fell, grinding them down more and more as the
clouds mushroomed across half the city blanketing the Jaffa fighting nearby, but Teal'c knew
their armor gave them the ability to see through it sufficiently to avoid shooting one another and
keep their focus on the Aschen machines.
"No change," Rak'nor reported.
"Keep firing," Teal'c insisted as he watched the sensors, which could see through the dust
cloud easily. A hole in the city formed, being dug deeper and deeper even as more debris kept
falling in around the sides only to get chewed up and stirred about by the repetitive blasts.
Minutes passed by, but other than blowing apart a lot of structures nothing changed.

"Cease bombardment," he finally relented. "I'll deal with this personally."
"Yes, Master," Rak'nor said without complaint.
Teal'c mentally activated his own armor, which he wore as a light vest plate over his tight
Alterran-style Jaffa robes. The hard torso cast extended, suddenly covering his entire body save
for his head in armor that was blood red, yet dull enough not to make him too obvious a target.
The glowing symbol on his forehead could only be seen by his kin, but in a moment it
disappeared as well when a solid helmet formed and encapsulated his head, far smaller than the
old snake helmets of Apophis, but yet somehow even more intimidating in that there was no
visor or eyes, just an impenetrable mass of technology that matched his stoic demeanor well.
He touched a few controls beside his command chair and selected a target on the surface,
then a moment later he was surrounded in white light and the bridge disappeared…with him
suddenly on the planet amongst the dust cloud and his Jaffa.
"Master," one of them said deferently as Teal'c wasted no time running through his
troops and up to the front lines were weaponsfire was evident even within the dust clouds. He
ducked to one side, passed under an archway on the street, and ran through a short alley as he
signaled for six Jaffa nearby to follow.
"We have a mystery to solve. Come with me," he said as a weapon sprouted on his right
forearm and he led his squad into a nearby building in search of a route below ground.
Several days later Teal'c returned to his H'tel, having located the jamming devices placed
below ground the hard way…having to fight through wave after wave of Aschen floating drones
to eliminate each of them, after which his ships could pummel an area and knock out the
production facilities that were still making new enemy weapons even as the attack was ongoing.
There were still more locations to search and destroy, but it looked like the main areas of
resistance had been decimated. Several booby-traps had severely injured his Jaffa, but thanks to
the high quality of the armor they wore none were beyond saving…though a few had to be
brought back to the ship in order to be revived, their bodies tore up but still complete enough to
be restored to full health by the magic of the Alterran healing devices.
Teal'c took rest immediately, weary from so many days of fighting. The other Jaffa had
been rotated out 10 hours previously, but he had persisted longer, as was appropriate of a First
Prime, though he had left before he was truly spent rather than stubbornly staying until every last
Aschen and their machines were destroyed.
He was not through 3 hours of meditation before the communications system aroused
him. It was configured not to do so unless something urgent occurred, so even before he heard
Rak'nor's voice he knew something was wrong.
"Master, apologies for the interruption, but we've received a message from Dakara. They
are under attack."
Teal'c was visibly startled. "The Aschen or another foe?"
"The Aschen. Bra'tac summons our return at all speed."
"Then do so and waste no further time speaking with me."
"What of the troops on the ground?"
"Emergency retrieval. Jump to hyperspace immediately upon their full return."
"May I destroy a few more buildings while we wait?"
"Do as much damage as you can, but do not hesitate a moment longer than necessary."
"Understood," Rak'nor said as his voice disappeared simultaneously with Teal'c's body
rushing out of his personal chambers.

It took days to return to Dakara, but when they emerged from hyperspace they saw that
the battle was not resolved. Masses of Aschen Elementals, both in individual form and joined
groups, infested orbit. There were no H'tel there, but Teal'c noted that there were four on the
surface of the planet, taking refuge beneath larger shields as there was an apparent stalemate.
The Aschen were beyond bombardment range, and likewise were out of danger from surfacebased weaponry that would shred Elementals far faster than anything the H'tel carried.
But there was activity on the ground…four massive battlefronts beyond the Jaffa cities
where the Aschen had boldly landed ground troops. With them were also Elementals, apparently
guarding their landing area, and swaths of such dead ships surrounding the landing zone,
attesting to the price they had paid to get their troops to ground.
"What are your orders, Master?"
"Hold beyond weapons range and contact Bra'tac."
A moment later a hologram of the System Lord appeared, the look on his face grim but
grateful.
"Thank you for returning, Teal'c. As you can see, we are besieged."
"How are we faring on the ground?"
"Poorly, but that will change if the enemy manages to push closer to our city defenses. At
the moment I am stalling them."
Teal'c nodded. Now that he had three more H'tel in play the odds had changed, though
there were so many Elementals here that he wasn't sure how effective they'd be, but he was
certain that Bra'tac had a plan of attack.
"How shall we engage them?"
"We will not," Bra'tac said firmly. "Do not let the enemy engage you, even if you have to
leave this world. Also do not attempt to land on Dakara. They are seeking engagement to their
advantage, do not give it to him."
"I understand," Teal'c said, noticing that there was some small movement in the orbital
formations that had some Elementals being dispatched towards them. With a glance he had
Rak'nor's attention on the matter as he continued to address Bra'tac. "How may we be of use?"
"Time," the Alterra insisted. "Time is what we need, my friend."
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"We lost another one?" Carter asked, cringing.
"Afraid so," Cam confirmed, leaning back in his chair as he sat down, just having got
back to Springfield from an offworld assignment. "We managed to evacuate most of our people,
but had to fight our asses off to hold long enough to do it."
"What'd they hit you with?" Jack asked, sitting next to Carter and two other Generals,
making him the lowest ranking officer in the briefing room.
"What didn't they hit us with?" Mitchell complained. "They had enough legos to keep us
tied up in orbit while they got a troop transport to the surface. We held the gate the entire time,
but those damn Kenobi spheres of theirs are too tough to take down in the groups. We lost every
tank we had in a forced withdrawal."
"Aircraft?" Jack wondered.
"They didn't bother sending down any ships, so we got a few good strafing runs until they
started overlapping ground fire. We had to switch to less obvious approaches and managed to
take out a few of their big ones…but it wasn't enough. Honestly, they just flat ran over us."
"I'm glad you got out when you did," Carter said gratefully. "The people mattered more
than the equipment."
"I know," Cam said, hanging his head in a mixture of frustration and fatigue, "but we
can't keep taking losses like this. I don't know why they haven't hit us here yet. There's not much
we can do to stop them."
Carter nodded. "At least the Jaffa seem to be keeping the bulk of their attention for the
moment."
"We're getting the JV team?" Jack asked.
"Scary as that sounds, I think so."
"What can we do differently than we are doing now?" General Oberdine asked, looking at
the Five Star General.
Carter slowly shook her head. "I'm not sure. We can beat them if we have the
equipment…or at least hold our own turf."
"But we don't have the equipment," Jack pointed out.
"And we just lost more of it," Cam added. "Every time we start to make a little headway
on that front we get hit again."
"I still don't see how they're finding us," Carter said, thoroughly annoyed. "There were no
random gate activations prior to the assault, correct?"
"Nothing that I was made aware of," Cam hesitated.
"It is standard practice to freak out when that happens now, right?" Jack noted.
"Yeah, so I doubt they found us that way," Cam agreed.
"I double checked our shipping logs," Carter continued. "There have been no Aschen
sightings suggesting that they could have followed us to Gondor."
"We must have a leak then," General Thompson insisted.
"A leak where?" Jack asked.
"Earth," he said bluntly.

Cam and Jack exchanged glances, then both look at Carter.
"I don't know," she said honestly. "I've been looking into every technological angle I can
and I can't find anything. Though it's possible the Aschen have reconnaissance assets that have
some sort of stealth capability that we can't detect."
"Sam," Jack said, giving her a look.
Her shoulders slumped. "Yeah, I know."
"Know what?" General Oberdine asked with a frown.
"Our test site hasn't been hit yet," Jack offered.
"What site?"
"Something I haven't told anyone about," Sam explained, then added with a stern look.
"And it will remain confidential."
"Yes, General," Oberdine agreed, with Thompson also giving a nod.
"We've built a small expansion base on the gate network without using spacecraft. Its
gate-only access and none of the supplies are sent from here. They all go through intermediaries
so there are no logs of its location in our database. Subsequently, there are no copies or notations
made of its existence that get sent back to Earth. We're trying to discover if there is a leak, and to
do that we need comparison data."
"What sort of base is this?"
"Industrial."
"Staffed by whom?"
"A small collection of individuals reassigned from other locations. Officially they're
where they're supposed to be, but have been personally relocated and the site logs altered to
cover their absences. Only 14 individuals know the gate address."
"You're trying to determine if our ships are being tracked?"
Carter nodded. "Or if there's a leak and our maps are getting out to the Aschen. But more
importantly, we need secure locations to build up our off Earth industry, and putting everything
here and at Reach is too risky. We're going to get hit sooner or later, no matter how much we
bulk up the defenses. If we lose Springfield we can't let it become a deathblow to our
operations."
"Yet the Aschen have been picking apart our startups," Thompson noted with a nod.
"Unfortunately yes," Carter agreed. "It's almost as if they're toying with us."
"Why not Earth?" Jack asked suddenly.
"They did hit Earth," Cam said, frowning.
"Why haven't they tried again with their big fleets?"
"We had help," Carter said, thinking.
"Maybe they're afraid of that help," Jack said, raising his eyebrows.
"You think they're worried about the Alterra?" Cam asked.
"If they're playing with us, then there's got to be a reason. These guys have no sense of
humor. None. It's all painstakingly evil bureaucracy."
"If you say so," Cam said, deferring to his elders. "Before my time."
"Come to think of it, you're right," Carter said thoughtfully. "They've been hitting us
hard, but it's more like they're keeping us from growing than trying to take us out…at least after
that first try with the bioweapon attack."
"I think they're more concerned with the Jaffa right now," Oberdine speculated.
"So why attack us at all?" Jack scoffed.

"They're trying to slow us down. And they're not going to hit Earth again until they're
sure they can win. They don't know that the Alterra are in another galaxy."
"Uh, hang on sec…" Cam said, raising a hand in the air and pointing towards Carter.
"The Jaffa are now Alterra-ish. Why aren't they worried about them interfering there? Or have
they already?"
"Good question. I don't know. There are no reports of the columnars being seen in this
galaxy recently. Last we heard from Bra'tac they were busy fighting the Wraith, so maybe the
Aschen haven't seen them and are worried when they'll show up again."
"Lucky break for us," Jack added.
Carter agreed with a nod. "But the Aschen are still probing us, maybe looking for a
response?"
"Trying to draw the Alterra out without a huge commitment of resources," Cam guessed.
"Possible. If that worry is buying us some time we need to figure out how to use it."
"The Aschen seemed determined to make sure that doesn't happen," Oberdine argued.
"How bad are our frenemies getting hit?" Jack asked.
"They haven't been inclined to share that information," Sam said with obvious sarcasm,
referring to the other nations of Earth and their growing interstellar territories.
"I don't suppose we could ask the Alterra if they could build us some drones?" Cam
wondered, his frustration showing in his voice.
"Other than Bra'tac, I have no way of communicating with them as it is," Sam said
apologetically. "But I doubt they'll be handing those out freely."
"Shotgun," Jack suggested, getting confused looks from everyone at the table. "If we
can't put everything here for fear of it being blown up in one big ass attack, then we spread
everything out into tiny bases. Lots of tiny bases."
"What's lots?" Cam asked.
"Hundreds. Including worlds that are barely livable. No heavy defenses, just enough to
hold out long enough to evacuate if need be, and we put everything else into building the
factories we need to give us the toys to really fight these bastards."
"Will that work?" Oberdine asked Carter.
"I don't know," she said, thinking as her eyes glanced down at the table.
"Cells," Cam said, the first gleam in his eyes since returning from battle. "With no
knowledge of each other."
"Resistance cells," Carter said, looking at him. "Good idea, actually."
Jack looked between the two of them. "What great idea did I come up with this time?"
"Our potential security leak," Cam offered.
"And if we space them really far away across the galaxy," Carter added, "then the Aschen
can't get to them all by ship. At least not very fast."
"We can use the fleet to ship resources to certain worlds," Thompson added, "and from
there the cells can be reached via stargate, with the addresses only known to a handful of
individuals that will be the first to evacuate if attacked."
"We can add a circuit," Carter amended. "Input worlds and output worlds. That way if a
distribution base gets hit, we won't have the cells dialing in afterwards and exposing themselves.
We'll have another set of receiver bases that will connect back to here. Those addresses will
show in the receiving logs, but the cells won't."
"And those bases won't have logs?" Cam asked.
"No, they won't," Carter said, finally feeling that they were putting a valid plan into play.

"Great plan. Glad I thought of it," Jack said sarcastically. "But to pull this off we're going
to need a lot of people we can trust personally. Cells don't work with strangers, not in this case.
The Aschen can know who they are if they want. It's the gate addresses they can't get. We have
to be able to trust people with those addresses and command of those bases and do it off the
books, and while I'm all about making friends, I don't have 100 or so I can call up and ask to
volunteer."
"The Colonel is right," Carter agreed. "We have to do this old school. The possibility of
an Aschen data hack is too high, no matter where the source may be. If we keep this out of our
computers then there's no way it can filter back to Earth or anywhere else the leak might be. And
if we only use stargates to access the cells, then there's no chance of convoys being tracked to
them."
"What if," Cam asked, "the Aschen take one of the distribution worlds and tear apart the
DHD to find the recent addresses?"
Carter softly bit her lip. "I suppose we can design a program that automatically wipes the
dialing history after every connection. Ancient tech is remarkably redundant, so it's not
something we can just whip up in a jiffy, but I think I can eventually come up with something to
cover our tracks there."
"How much shipping can we manage through the gates," Thompson asked, "tonnage
wise?"
Carter cringed. "We can't ship anything really big through, like starship ribs, but if we
work it right we can have the cells building small stuff on their own and components of the
bigger items that can be assembled here or another site. It'll be a logistical challenge, but it's
doable."
"Tanks?" Cam asked.
"If we make them small enough to fit them through the gate we can build them at the
cells."
"How long will this take to set up?" Oberdine asked.
"Years," Carter said with a frown. "But I don't see that we have any better options."
"And what do we do in the meantime?"
Cam leaned forward, resting his elbows on the table and staring everyone in the eye in
turn. "We hold out and play for time. If the Aschen are doing the same thing, we can make this
work."
"But," Jack added. "It has to be off the books. Totally. Even the President can't know."
Carter seemed to balk at that and Jack stared her down. "You know it's the only way."
"Yeah, I know," she relented. "If we survive this war I'm totally going to get fired."
"If," Cam emphasized. "And right now that's looking like a very big if."
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Offworld Secretary Allard walked into the large gateroom in Egypt along with a phalanx
of assistants and a pair of plainclothes guards in the lot. While this was an international facility,
absent the United States participation, the varying delegates did not fully trust one another, hence
the touch of quiet security that the British official required as he was transitioning to one of the
United Kingdom's offworld bases.
This was to be his third trip, unfortunately having to oversee personnel matters in the
flesh given the fact that one of their 6 primary colonies had been attacked by the Aschen with
nearly the loss of all inhabitants. Some 1,283 had been evacuated through the stargate before an
Aschen anti-personnel drone came through along with them and the connection had to be cut,
stranding who knew how many behind to their capture or deaths.
With the British government adamant that their offworld investments be better managed,
Allard had volunteered to go in person to rectify the situation. He wasn't foolish enough to go to
a planet he expected to get hit, but he was getting away from the bureaucracy of Earth where he
would have less oversight to daily activities.
The control staff dialed the gate with a large display panel above it indicating the
destination. It stated that the planet's name was Wellington and that it was a possession of the
United Kingdom, assuring those about to step through as to where they were going. With the iris
already having been retracted, the Secretary and his posse walked up to the gleaming puddle and
stepped through…arriving at another planet within a handful of seconds.
The Secretary stepped out unphased, but his staff staggered around clearly in awe of the
unbelievable trip they'd just taken, for none of these had ever set foot through a stargate before.
"Welcome to Wellington, Secretary Allard," a civilian greeted them inside an artificial
chamber that was far too utilitarian for his tastes, as would the rest of the colony be.
"Is the Acheron still in orbit?" he asked.
"It is, along with the rest of our defense fleet."
Allard resisted the urge to frown, for that 'fleet' consisted of only 3 warships at
Wellington and 8 in total. "I need transported to her immediately along with my staff."
"May I ask where you are going?"
"Somewhere classified and off the gate network," he said ambiguously, then remained
silent as he waited for her to carry out his order. After an awkward moment the civilian made the
necessary contacts and within minutes Allard and his people were beamed into orbit.
Lieutenant Commander Beckham was walking through the corridors of the small, Valorclass British warship when there was an explosion that knocked her into the sidewall then
bounced her across to the other. Her head got bashed and bloodied on the left side, leaving her on
her knees and trying to focus as smaller secondary explosions rippled through the ship. At first
she thought they were under attack, but as far as she knew they were still in hyperspace and there
were no battle alarms…but as her head began to stop swimming she realized what had happened.
It was those damn IOA upgrades!

The Acheron was built by the British, and proudly so, instead of utilizing IOA warship
construction which they could have purchased in one form or another for an outrageous sum of
money. But the technology the British had was largely dependent on the information flowing
from the IOA, and the bean counters had insisted on buying select superior components from
them to incorporate into the British hull. Problem was, not all of those systems played nice with
one another and the Acheron had been experiencing problems ever since her launch three years
ago.
A lump of updated machinery had been installed in the past two weeks and the Chief
Petty Officer had told her that they were incompatible with existing systems. She'd told him what
the Captain told her…to make it work, but he hadn't seemed confident that that was possible,
stating that the software incompatibility glitches could threaten critical systems.
She wasn't sure what had just exploded, but the lack of follow-up damage or hull
decompression suggested this wasn't an attack.
Another sailor reached down and offered her a steadying hand as she got to her feet,
knowing she needed to head to the bridge. She got through two hallways and three turns until she
came upon a gaggle of people blocking her path.
"Make way!" she demanded, then saw with horror that there were three mangled bodies
on the floor next to a section of wall that was flayed into sharp daggers of shrapnel sticking out
6-12 inches around the holes that had been blown through it…and the bodies on the floor were
not in uniform.
"The Secretary?" she asked, knowing it was true despite the gruesome wounds that had
ripped off a good portion of the man's face.
"Commander…look…" a sailor said in a horrified and outright scared voice as he pointed
a shaking finger at the open wound on the man's head.
"What are you pointing at specifically?" she asked in as much tenderness as her mood
and bloody head could manage as another sailor walked up to her and began bandaging the dark
red spot on her head that was soaking through her hair.
"Look," the sailor insisted. "Inside."
She didn't want to stare at the gore that was the man's body, nor look at the other bodies
longer than necessary, but the other sailors standing around had identical horrified expressions
on their faces. The Lieutenant Commander knelt closer, making sure not to touch any of the
mangled bodies, and looked into the crater in the dead man's head.
There was a small twitching motion, which drew her attention to a slightly exposed bit of
tissue that wasn't brain…and it was round and grey where the rim of the bloody stump had
wiggled loose a centimeter.
Beckham sucked in an involuntary breath, unable to speak. She couldn't be seeing this. It
had to be her imagination…or the mangled nature of the body…or maybe she had a concussion.
"Is that what it looks like?" one of the sailors said, staring directly at her.
"I…I…don't know."
"What do you mean what does it look like?" someone else asked, with a lot of looks from
people thinking the same thing. They knew it was something unusual, but they didn't understand
the gravity of the situation.
A few others did, she could tell, for they were staring at her with grim, betrayed faces and
waiting for her reaction while everyone else was staring at the corpses or rushing down the
cramped corridors attending to their duty in the wake of the explosion.

When the sailor got the temporary bandage wrapped around her head to stem the bleeding
she waved off any further assistance and knelt down very close to the body, cringing at the gore
and still seeping blood, from both the man's head and the twitching tube sticking out of it ever so
slightly. If it hadn't been moving like that no one would probably have noticed, and even when
the bodies were recovered they might have just zipped them up in body bags and carried them
off, not worried about cause of death examinations.
Beckham stared at the cleaved head and the involuntary death twitch of the parasite that
had been living inside him as it slowly wiggled its way further out a hair at a time.
"Everyone stand back," she said, almost in a whisper too soft to hear over the other noise
as she was rapidly thinking through the ramifications of this. The Secretary of Offworld affairs,
one of the most senior cabinet positions within the government…
"I need a camera, a guard detail, and a doctor here ten seconds ago!"
The sailors stiffened, then half of them broke up and ran off, ostensibly to carry out her
orders.
"Keep your distance," she said, taking a step back yourself. "I think it's dead."
"Think what is dead?" a sailor asked. "What is that thing?"
"An alien," she said firmly.
"The Secretary was an alien?"
"You don't know what a Goa'uld is, do you?"
"I do," one of the sailors said.
His comrade looked at him with a confused expression. "You never said anything about
aliens here!"
"It was classified at the time," he barked, not caring about who told who what as he
looked at the Lieutenant Commander. "There may be more of them in his staff…or anywhere
else on this bloody ship! Even in you."
She nodded. "We have to scan the crew immediately."
"Scan for what!" someone else yelled, drawing a severe look from the Lieutenant
Commander.
"We've been compromised by aliens," she said firmly, still not letting herself succumb to
panic at how widespread this could possibly be. "When the Captain is done dealing with the
explosion I'll inform him, but for right now this body does not get moved and no one touches it.
Am I clear?"
"Crystal, Commander," the veteran said, looking to the others nearby to reinforce that
order.
"Get a firearm and shoot that thing if it slides out of his head," she said as another sailor
came running up to her and handed over a small cell phone. She took it and switched it to camera
mode, then began taking pictures of the scene and of the Goa'uld parasite within the Secretary's
head.
"We've finished with the crew," the fleet doctor informed both the Captain and the
Lieutenant Commander as they were standing outside the infirmary that had been closed off with
a ring of security guards. "I am positive that no other aliens are present within their bodies."
Captain Blair nodded. "Good. But what about somewhere else on the ship?"
"I can't speak to that. The files you unlocked didn't specify much on these goodles."
"Goa'uld," he said slowly so the doctor could understand, but he still didn't fully get the
pronunciation.

"I doubt there is just one of them," Beckham said quietly.
"There is nothing else living on this ship for them to inhabit," the Doctor said, missing
her point.
The Captain didn't. "We have to tread very carefully here, Commander, but I agree. Our
government has been compromised, and we don't know how deep."
"We've been carrying out their orders," she said with disgust. "And there may be more of
them at our destination."
"I know nothing of where we are going aside from the coordinates. The Secretary said it
was a new colony established off the gate network for security reasons."
"I respectfully suggest that we turn around and head directly back to Earth," she said,
letting the implications of that resonate for a moment.
"Earth is a long way from here. We can't wait that long."
"The Secretary was in charge of all offworld assets. We can't trust anyone else out here,
not for certain."
"And what if other senior officials also have Goa'uld in them back on Earth?" he
challenged her. "We'll be coming back to them with the proof."
The two senior officers' eyes met and the unspoken danger was registered, with the
onlooking Doctor oblivious to that bit of the conversation.
"The Americans," she finally said. "They've dealt with this before. Our own security
measures are obviously inadequate."
"There's no guarantee they haven't been infiltrated too, but they do have access to better
technology and they're a lot closer than Earth. General Carter is headquartered in their Stargate
Command at Springfield. She was once infested with a Goa'uld herself. If anyone knows what to
do, it'll be her. Once the Americans know, our government can't cover it up no matter how deep
the infiltration goes."
"I concur."
"Doctor, no one examines the body until you hear otherwise from me. It is to be kept
under guard at all times. No one, including yourself, is to have access to it. Understood?"
"I understand the order, but not the reasoning behind it. Do you think there could still be
other aliens onboard?"
"I doubt it, but right now it's our only proof and it cannot be allowed to disappear. The
Goa'uld could have Human agents working with them."
That thought hadn't occurred to the Doctor, and the implications of that obviously
worried him. "The explosion?"
The Captain shook his head. "No. That was an equipment failure. The Secretary dying in
the explosion was a fluke, but grim as it is, it was a lucky break for us or we may never have
discovered this infiltration. No one touches the body, and no one is left alone with it. Keep three
sets of eyes on it at all times. No exceptions."
"Understood," the Doctor said, this time in full agreement.
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Teal'c watched impatiently from his H'tel, still stuck in high orbit around Dakara as the
Aschen fleet continued to grow in size. Two more groups of their ships had arrived to add
strength to their forces blockading the planet and making it impossible for him to get his ships
down to the surface. If he ran them in closer he might be able to get within beaming range, but
that would do nothing for the ships themselves. If the planet was going to be attacked directly
using the massive fleet above it, he needed his H'tel below them in order to coordinate with
Bra'tac. Attacking from the rear against those numbers would be suicide.
Only in a joint fleet action would they stand any chance of survival, which lay heavily
invested in keeping the planetary defense weaponry and shields intact. It was those systems that
Teal'c needed to help defend, but he was helpless to do so being so far away and on the wrong
side of the enemy fleet.
But he could see what was happening, both from his vantage point and the transmissions
coming from the planet. The Aschen had fought their way past several cities in order to establish
a foothold on the planet, and from that foothold they were beaming down their own mechanized
troops. The transmission pads they'd planted there were well guarded and Bra'tac's forces had not
been able to destroy them with an overland assault, nor with air power. The H'tel there could not
leave the confines of the huge defense shields protecting them and the cities without being fired
upon, nor could the Ascend bombard the surface without coming within range of Bra'tac's guns.
If either side made a move to involve their fleets the other would react, leaving the
ground battle outside the cities to be determined by their armies.
Bra'tac's troops were meeting them on the plains of Dakara, but the fighting had not gone
well…nor had it gone badly. Ground had been lost, but very few troops as his now Alterran
Master stalled for time. He had not informed Teal'c as to what that time was for and the First
Prime had not specifically inquired, knowing that when he was ready Bra'tac would tell him
what he needed to know and suspecting that he was being silent due to the small possibility of
their comm signals being monitored.
Right now, all he could do was sit and wait.
Another H'tel came out of hyperspace a quarter of the way around the planet, then
diverted to join Teal'c's three ships as it stayed well away from the Aschen fleet.
"Their fleet has grown," Ishta said with a grim look on her face as her image appeared
before Teal'c's command chair.
"Indeed it has, though the problem remains the same."
"Which problem is that?"
"We cannot get to the surface to assist them…and we can do little more than die if we
attack the Aschen from the rear, even with the addition of your vessel, though I am glad to see
it."
"Just it?"
"You as well," he amended. "How went your assault?"

"Incomplete. We had difficulty at first, requiring considerable delays to set up a proper
tactical thrust, but the end result was satisfying. We did not have long to bombard the planet
before I received Dakara's request for support. What of you?"
"Also incomplete, though that matters little now. It appears the Aschen are pulling their
own reinforcements here as well. I feel they mean to have Dakara no matter what the cost."
"Why are they waiting?"
"I do not believe they are confident that they can overwhelm the planetary defenses."
"A surface attack?"
"I have been informed that it is possible that with physical contact to the city defense
shields a small window could be opened to allow enemy troops inside."
Ishta frowned heavily. "We have the technology of the Alterra. How is this possible?"
"Bra'tac feels the Aschen technology is sufficient to the task if given a lengthy
opportunity. Our ground forces are going to deny them that opportunity, I assure you."
"The Aschen feel they have a chance and are holding off an orbital assault then?"
"Bra'tac feels we need to stall for time, hence we are sitting here and waiting while the
fighting on the surface continues."
"He would not have recalled us without a purpose."
"No, he would not. But he has not divulged any further plans with me."
Ishna nodded slowly. "What are your orders, First Prime?"
"Bring your H'tel with mine and we will wait and watch. Patience is not a Jaffa virtue,
but it seems we must endeavor to make it one this day."
"Well said. I will be with you shortly," she added as the hologram cut out.
Unfortunately one more H'tel wasn't going to be enough to let him punch through the
enemy blockade. Even all the H'tel Bra'tac had constructed, if placed alongside Teal'c's flagship,
could not engage this Aschen force and survive for more than a few minutes. He had known all
along that it would take time to build up the new Jaffa forces. Sadly, the Aschen had not allowed
them time to do so before they struck, thus it was up to Bra'tac to find a clever way to deal with
this new enemy and Teal'c would be waiting with his small fleet to partake in whatever plan
would be forthcoming.
Bra'tac was not in his audience chamber when the Aschen finally deigned to contact him,
thus they had to wait while he was located, but within a few minutes a bust-sized hologram of
the Jaffa/Alterra appeared on the enemy ship as he transmitted from a wristbound device held in
front of him.
"We are awaiting your surrender," the Aschen said casually.
"To whom am I speaking?" Bra'tac demanded evenly.
"My name is Degon. I represent the Aschen and their interests in this region of the
galaxy. You are to stand down your troops, lower your shields, and surrender all small arms."
Bra'tac smiled without any trace of humor. "And if not?"
"I don't see that you have much choice. I am aware that Jaffa often fight to the death, and
if that is your wish we will grant it, but there is no need for you to die. The Aschen are not
barbarous murders. We seek peaceful coexistence, on our terms, but we do not have any
intention of destroying the inhabitants of this planet if you unconditionally surrender to us. You
have skills and assets that will be of great value, and in exchange for your assistance we are
prepared to make a place for you within the Aschen Confederation."
"A place?"

"We are a Confederation. The word itself should be answer enough."
"So am I to understand that you are attacking us in order to force our joining your union
of equals?"
"We are attacking you because you are a threat," Degon stated plainly, with all the
emotion of a robot. "We can resolve that threat in more than one way. We do not seek to make
the Jaffa slaves, and are well aware that such an approach would not only be unsuccessful but an
insult to your history. We are offering a compromise that would allow you to retain your honor."
"And what honor would we have if we affiliated ourselves with a murderous
civilization?" Bra'tac said, the steel in his voice more than making up for the Aschen's lack of
gravitas.
"We kill when necessary. We are not murderers. And I must say, coming from a Jaffa,
your assertions are steeped with hypocrisy given your history serving the Goa'uld."
"And you would have us trade one master for another?"
"A civilized one, yes, operating under a far more equitable system than slavery."
"But still subservient?"
"Within reason, but maintaining a respectful distance, as we do with all Confederation
members."
"Do you know who I am?"
"You are the Jaffa known as Bra'tac."
"Do you know what I am?"
"I do not understand your meaning."
"I once was Jaffa…now I am Alterra."
"We have heard rumors of such."
"Do you understand the significance of that?"
"You are allied with a great power located in another galaxy that has been supplying you
with technology far beyond what you are accustomed too. The Aschen have long since held a
technological superiority and know how to wisely implement it."
"You suggest the Jaffa cannot?"
"What advantages you have over us have not been used wisely. If you forsake your
intergalactic masters, we can offer you more than they over the course of time."
"You cannot grasp the depth of how wrong you are."
Degon inclined his head slightly. "Perhaps, perhaps not. There is not a great deal we
know of these Alterra. I am sure you could teach us more. The matter at hand remains. You, in
your current form, are an enemy of the Aschen. We are offering you a chance to change that
before further blood is shed."
"Jaffa do not typically surrender."
"But there are exceptions, I assume."
"No rule is absolute," Bra'tac agreed.
Degon slightly nodded. "Then there is a possibility of common ground here."
"Perhaps there is," Bra'tac allowed. "So I will therefore consider your surrender."
The Aschen frowned, the largest sign of emotion he had shown yet. "I do not find your
statement humorous, if that is your intent."
"No?"
"You are horribly outmatched."
"And yet you have not directly attacked our cities. Why, may I ask, is that?"
"We are not here seeking your deaths."

"Considerate of you…and quite insincere."
"I assure you we are not. Our offer is genuine. Surrender now, avoid a costly and
potentially devastating loss to the Jaffa, and join with us. We will incorporate you into the
Aschen and both will benefit from the merger."
"If you seek our Alterran technologies," Bra'tac said, staring at the Aschen with an even
deeper scowl, "then come and claim them."
Degon sighed, slowly shaking his head. "Why must inferior species always insist on
bloodshed? We could accomplish so much more with intelligent diplomacy."
"Diplomacy would have began before you landed troops on this world."
"I will grant you that small point, though we felt the Jaffa respond better to actions than
words alone."
"And I shall grant you that small point, though you have misinterpreted us if you think
that aggression makes us more compliant."
"No, of course not. We seek to instill a sense of inevitable doom. Only when you are
assured defeat would you contemplate surrender. Our troops are moving towards your cities, and
soon the conquest of Dakara will begin. It may be slow and ponderous, but that will give you
time to consider our offer. It will not be rescinded. So long as you are still alive, you may
consider it still in play."
"You have to get past my warriors first."
"And we are currently doing that. If you wish to wait to find out whether or not we can
breach your shields I will allow for that. Though Aschen speak the truth as a matter of practice, I
understand that others are accustomed to lies and deceit in negotiations. We will breach your
shields, and when that happens you will see that we are true to our word. We will speak again
then."
The Aschen hologram disappeared and Bra'tac dropped his wrist as he looked at the Jaffa
around him who were also listening to the conversation.
"They are not so confident of their victory as they claim," the First of the System Lords
explained. "It is far easier to talk than it is to fight, and I get the feeling these Aschen are
accustomed to intimidating opponents into capitulation rather than having to earn their
conquests. They are stupid if they believe that will work on Jaffa," he said with disdain. "They
will try a ground assault first. If it fails they will commence attack from orbit. They cannot allow
Dakara to stand now that they are here. We are too great a threat and must be eliminated," he
said as another Alterra walked up behind the group.
The Jaffa noticed his approach and made way for Paul Stevenson, who had been with
them on Dakara since the beginning acting as their 'masterbuilder' and teaching them and Bra'tac
more secrets of Alterran technology.
"How much time do we have?" he asked Bra'tac.
"Fear of our defenses forces the Aschen into a ground assault that will be unsuccessful,
but we can draw it out for some time before they realize that fact. At which point I believe they
will begin their full attack. The Aschen I spoke with is not a fool, but very ignorant to the ways of
battle. He is used to winning and uncertain how to proceed. First he is cautious and frugal, then
when that fails I believe he will reverse himself and mount a frontal assault with every ship he
possesses. We have until then to find an alternative path."
Paul nodded. "We're getting closer, but we need more data transmitted."
"Then you shall have it," Bra'tac said, readjusting his wristbound communicator to
contact Teal'c's flagship.

